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Abstract

This Thesis brings together complementary research from higher-order
computational logic and workflow systems to investigate software and
theoretical frameworks for profiling and matching heterogeneous data. A
motivating use case is submission sifting, which matches submitted con-
ference or journal papers to potential peer reviewers based on the similar-
ity between the paper’s abstract and the reviewer’s publications as found
in online bibliographic databases. Inspired by e-Science workflows, we
introduce the SubSift submission sifting framework for developing web-
based research intelligence applications that profile and match hetero-
geneous textual content from web pages and documents. Abstracting
SubSift we define a formal higher-order dataflow framework that ranges
over a class of higher-order relations that are sufficiently expressive to
represent a wide variety data types and structures. This dataflow model is
shown to be embarrassingly parallel. JSONMatch, our proof of concept
serial implementation, is used to demonstrate that the combination of
this model and higher-order representation provides a flexible approach
to analysing heterogeneous data. Finally we propose a theoretical frame-
work for querying structured data, elevating Codd’s relational algebra to
a higher-order algebra defined on the basic terms of a higher-order logic.
An extension incorporates approximate joins on structured data and is
demonstrated to be feasible and have promise for future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This Thesis is concerned with frameworks: software and theoretical frameworks for
profiling and matching heterogeneous data. We develop and investigate frameworks
in the context of ‘research intelligence’ applications involving data about researchers
and their organisations. Our work brings together the otherwise disparate research
traditions of higher-order computational logic and workflow systems; as such, this
Thesis constitutes a bridge between these communities and serves to demonstrate
their joint potential for addressing software engineering problems in this increasingly
important domain.

In this first chapter we introduce a range of research intelligence use cases that
motivate our work, outline the scope of the software architectures and theoretical
foundations from which our frameworks emerge, introduce our research questions
and objectives, highlight the contribution to knowledge, list a number of supporting
peer-reviewed publications and outline the organisation of the rest of the Thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Our work is motivated by a rich vein of research intelligence use cases based around
web applications that support the academic research process, its researchers and their
organisations by profiling and matching latent information buried in extant heteroge-
neous data. The web applications, in and of themselves, are not new but have histor-
ically been produced as individual, standalone, purpose-written applications despite
the fact that they have many engineering and data features, and hence problems, in
common. To frame these problems and highlight the research questions that flow
from their consideration, we introduce a range of motivating use cases. All these
use cases exploit the intuitive idea that the published works of researchers, research
groups and organisations, in some sense, describe their specific research interests
and expertise. By analysing these published works in relation to the body as a whole,
discriminating profiles may be produced that effectively characterise heterogeneous
documents ranging from traditional academic papers to web sites, blog posts and
Twitter feeds. Such profiles have applications in their own right but can also be used
to compare one body of documents to another, ranking arbitrary combinations of doc-
uments and, by proxy, individuals or groups by their similarity to each other. This
idea may be further extended by relaxing the definition of a ‘document’ to include
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other data sources, such as records held in organisational databases, queries to on-
line repositories, browser bookmarks, email, Linked Data, the Semantic Web, and a
multitude of other relevant data sources.

The principle of using existing data to drive these web applications avoids re-
searchers having to spend their time manually defining and maintaining their own re-
search profiles by providing distilled information about their research interests, works
and personal preferences – potentially to multiple research intelligence applications.
Such manually supplied summary information, keywords being an obvious example,
is often highly subjective and an unreliable method of labelling [BDK` 04, BJZ02].
The web applications described in the use cases therefore assume some means of
computing a profile from existing data sources. Additionally, if multiple web ap-
plications are able to access these profiles, or be able to recreate exactly the same
profiles given the same data, then they not only avoid wasting researchers’ time but
also simplify direct comparison and matching of profiles.

The following motivating use cases are described below and are referred to through-
out the Thesis.

Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting

Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert

Use Case 3 – Visualising Similarity Networks

Use Case 4 – Profiling Reading Lists

Use Case 5 – Ranking News Stories

To emphasise the potential re-use of these use cases, we also briefly describe a num-
ber of closely related use cases concerned with mining and mapping the research
landscape of a large research university.

1.1.1 Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting

Peer review of written works is an essential pillar of the academic research process,
providing the central quality control and feedback mechanism for submissions to con-
ferences, journals and funding bodies across a wide range of disciplines. However,
from the perspective of a busy conference chair, journal editor or funding manager,
identifying the most appropriate reviewer for a given submission is a non-trivial and
time-consuming task. Effective assignment, first and foremost, requires a good match
to be made between the subject of the submission and the corresponding expertise of
reviewers drawn from a, sometimes large, pool of potential reviewers. In the case of
conferences, a recent trend transfers much of this allocation work to the reviewers
themselves, giving them access to the full range of submissions and asking them to
bid on submissions they would like to review. Their bids are then compared to inform
the allocation decisions of the programme committee chair. This submission sifting

use case covers three specific stages in the conference peer review process:
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1. matching submissions to reviewers;

2. ranking potential assignments;

3. allocating papers to reviewers.

In the first step, each reviewer’s bids are initialised based on textual similarity be-
tween the text of the paper and the text of reviewer’s publications, as listed in a
bibliographic database or on their web homepage. In the second step, each of the re-
viewers is provided with a personalised web page listing details of all papers ordered
by initial bid allocation and similarity to their own published works. Guided by this
personalised perspective, plus the usual titles and abstracts, reviewers affirm or re-
vise their bids. In the final step, after all reviewer bids are submitted the programme
chair consults, for any paper, a similarity ranked list of reviewers to assist them in
allocating papers with either too few or too many bids. Applications addressing this
use case can be integrated components of conference management systems12 or as
standalone web applications [HP06, MM07, FSG` 09, Abb11, CZB11, Pen11].

1.1.2 Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert

Finding an expert on a given topic within an organisation can be difficult, especially
if the person searching is not familiar with all members of that organisation or with
the topic itself. This is often true for members of the media seeking an expert, within
a university, on some newsworthy scientific report. It is also true for journal editors
deciding which editorial board members to ask to review a particular paper.

Both variants of this problem can be captured by a single use case. In this use
case the user submits a fragment of text, typically an abstract or the full text of a
paper, and the application compares this against the home pages or publications of
a pre-defined list of researchers. The result is a list of researchers ranked by their
similarity to the submitted fragment. The results are displayed as a ranked list or
visualised as, for instance, a bar chart. Optionally, the list of terms contributing to
each researcher’s similarity score can be viewed along with the percentage that each
term contributed to the combined score. Expert finding in both research intelligence
and business intelligence domains has a long and established body of prior work to
inform applications in this use case [YsK03, BAdR06, FZ07, MM07, DKL08].

In many ways, expert finding can be viewed as a special case of the submission
sifting use case but where the emphasis is on finding the best match for a single
submission rather than for multiple submissions. However, submission sifting tends
to be a ‘one shot’ use for a specific event whereas an application for finding an expert
will be used over an extended period of time and thus must also consider strategies
for updating profiles to keep them current.

1.1.3 Use Case 3 – Visualising Similarity Networks

Organisations usually have a formal hierarchical structure but there can also be hid-
den structures, both of which can potentially be discovered by analysing the similarity

1EasyChair – http://www.easychair.org, visited May 2014.
2VIVIWeb Searchlight – http://about.vivosearchlight.org, visited May 2014.
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of documents associated with members of the organisation. The similarity between
individuals is represented as an undirected labelled graph where the vertices are the
individuals and the edges the similarity relation between two individuals. One strat-
egy for making structure visible is to only add edges between nodes whose similarity
score is above a threshold. Another is to only add the top n edges for each node,
where n is a small integer. The resultant similarity graph is rendered as a static
(or interactive) image, optionally labelling the edges with their associated similarity
scores and contributing terms.

In a variation of this use case, a strong assumption of the existence of an hierar-
chical structure is made in the construction of the similarity graph such that a tree or
dendrogram is assembled as the visualisation.

1.1.4 Use Case 4 – Profiling Reading Lists

Many researchers share lists of web page bookmarks (URLs) to social bookmarking
websites like Bibsonomy, CiteULike and Delicious [BHJ ` 10, LB10, SAYMY08].
As their interests change over time, so does the list of bookmarks. The bookmarks
and the text of the web pages that they link to can be used to create a profile of a
researcher’s current interests.

A profile constructed from social bookmarks could, in principle, be used in Use
Case 1, but in practice the level of adoption of such bookmarking sites by reviewers
is not yet sufficiently high for this method to be used alone. Instead, in this use case
for those researchers who do use social bookmarking, the researcher pastes the url of
their social bookmarks webpage into the application which then produces a summary
list of keywords derived from the linked webpages. The list is ranked according to
the relative importance of keywords within the overall corpus. Optionally, the list is
visualised as a word cloud, in which text size is proportional to keyword importance.
The advantage of periodically generating this list automatically from normal research
activities is that it is self-updating.

Due to pre-Open Access legal restrictions, this use case excludes the potentially
more widely useful idea of profiling from links to online papers in journals and pro-
ceedings. However, leaving aside legal issues, the principle is exactly the same as
for profiling social bookmarked webpages and so this use case could be extended to
cover such papers in a future Open Access scenario.

1.1.5 Use Case 5 – Ranking News Stories

A researcher’s subscriptions to RSS blog and news feeds provide frequently updated
textual information. However, reading RSS feeds can be time consuming and what
may initially appear relevant from the title may turn out not to be after following the
associated link to the full text. The ability to rank stories in a feed by relevance to the
research interests of the reader helps to avoid missing potentially relevant articles and
is a potential time saver, reducing the amount of information the researcher needs to
scan.
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1.1.6 Related Use Cases

The University of Bristol, in common with many large research organisations, has
a substantial body of researchers and a commensurately large portfolio of research
projects spanning subjects from archaeology through to zoology. Historically at Bris-
tol, as elsewhere, researchers and their projects are organised into departments, fac-
ulties, schools and so on, largely on the basis of their discipline. An unfortunate
side-effect of this organisational structure is that researchers tend to know of other
researchers and projects within their own branch of the organisational hierarchy. It
is not untrue to say that they know more about researchers and projects elsewhere
around the world than in their own institutions. This can leave researchers unaware of
potentially relevant research going on elsewhere within their own university. Recog-
nising that many important research areas now span multiple disciplines, the Uni-
versity Research Committee identified a need to produce research intelligence tools
to mine and map its research landscape. The aim being to providing its researchers
and its Research and Enterprise Development group with new ways of searching, ac-
cessing and visualising connections between existing research – irrespective of the
organisational boundaries and structures.

This requirement generated a number of variations and enhancements of the pre-
viously described use cases. We list them below and note that, even where use cases
are otherwise similar to their earlier versions, the data sources involved are an order
of magnitude larger and contain data from internal corporate databases as well as
external websites.

• Find a Researcher. The user pastes some text into a web form, for example
a few keywords or the abstract of a paper, and the application finds the most
similar researchers in a selected school or department.

• Find Similar Research. The user defines the research they would like to find
by browsing through and selecting examples from a list of schools, departments
and researchers, and the application finds similar examples.

• Find Research Networks. The user selects one or more schools or depart-
ments and the application cross-matches all their researchers to find networks
of similar research, displaying them as a similarity network diagram.

• Profile Email Recipients. The user pastes a list of University of Bristol email
addresses into a web form and the application displays each person’s full name,
job title, contact details, homepage url and research profiles, optionally also
matching them to find networks of similar research.

The first of these related use cases closely resembles Use Case 1 and is designed to
be part of the public-facing website as an alternative to the current manually curated
Directory of Experts. The second two are mainly intended for use by researchers
and by the research development group. The fourth use case is designed to be used
by recipients of invitation emails for large internal multidisciplinary events, enabling
them to profile and investigate connections between the invitees.
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1.2 Frameworks

We use the term framework in this Thesis to refer to either:

• formal theory that guides the design of some class of similar applications, or

• software architecture and toolkit for the implementation of such applications.

Benefits sought through the creation and use of frameworks include the encapsulation
of design concepts and re-usable functionality in a form that can be both readily
understood and economically applied to new problems in the same class.

In this section we outline the scope of the software architectures and theoretical
foundations from which the frameworks developed in our work emerges. We cover
three main topics that correspond to the three core chapters of the Thesis: dataflows
(Chapter 4), workflows (Chapter 3) and dataspaces (Chapter 5). The order of run-
ning here differs from the order of the chapters, but we introduce dataflows ahead of
workflows because the latter are more easily explained using the former.

1.2.1 Dataflows

As its name suggests, dataflow represents the flow of data through a system. In soft-
ware systems design, dataflow is often depicted and communicated to developers
and other stakeholders using a dataflow diagram, such as the one in Figure 1.1. The
interconnections and dependencies between components in a dataflow can also be en-
coded, either manually or with tool support, as an executable version of the described
system. By contrast, the related but different concept of control flow explicitly repre-
sents the sequence of execution steps in a system and similarly can be depicted as a
diagram, such as the flow chart in Figure 1.2. The term flow in ‘flow chart’ refers to
the flow of control in a system, not the flow of data.

In terms of execution, the important difference dataflow and control flow is that
dataflow does not necessarily specify the sequence of execution: dataflow is driven
by dependencies between components of the system communicated by shared vari-
ables or message passing so that a component will execute as soon as all its inputs
are available. In the dataflows involving multiple independent components, it is pos-
sible for work to be done in parallel. Under such circumstances, the control flow of
the dataflow may be non-deterministic and unpredictable, but still guaranteed to pro-
duce the expected behaviour. Ensuring that an implementation of a dataflow design
honours that guarantee can be challenging if there are complex networks of depen-
dencies that might, for instance, give rise to deadlocks. This is one of the reasons
why there have been a number of efforts to formalise dataflows and construct them
on firm theoretical foundations. Another reason, more important in our own motiva-
tion for pursuing dataflow formalism, is that the existence of a formal description of
a dataflow system (referred to as a dataflow model) enables discussion and reasoning
about the characteristics of physical systems based on the model ahead of their im-
plementation. Such formal models offer a means to compare characteristics across
different possible models prior to an implementation and also provide a ‘recipe’ for
building systems to achieve those characteristics.
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One of the oldest and most pervasive dataflow models is based on the concept of
a linear chain of components, known as a pipe or pipeline, through which data flows
sequentially from component to component3. This model is embodied in the familiar
idiom of Unix pipes [Rit79], which take the output from one program and feed it in
as input to the next program in the sequence, and so on, one program after the other
until the last program outputs the final result. The Unix pipe operator ‘|’ is often
used in combination with a range of redirect operators to change the input and output
behaviour of the overall pipe or of individual programs in the pipe, e.g. ‘<’ to read a
file from disk and ‘>’ to redirect output to a file on disk. Unix pipes are a simple but
powerful language implementing the pipeline dataflow model4. The general sytax for
Unix pipes is:

% command_1 | command_2[ | command_3 ...]

As an example, the following Unix command is a pipeline of four programs: curl,
grep, sort and less). The first command will fetch the HTML text of the University
of Bristol homepage, pass this text to grep to filter and pass through only those lines
that contain the string “bristol” onwards to the sort command, which in turn feeds
its output to the text viewer called less.

% curl http://www.bris.ac.uk | grep "bristol" | sort | less

In Unix pipelines and for pipelines in general, it is possible to create dataflows
that fork into separate branches, potentially with the branches rejoining later, thereby
enabling the definition of graph topologies, as depicted earlier in Figure 1.1. With
this informal intuition of a pipeline in mind, we now prepare for our introduction to
dataflow formalisms by defining the concept of dataflow as follows.

Definition 1.2.1 (Dataflow) Dataflow is a pipe that transports a set of values from a

source to a destination. A dataflow represents a dependency of the destination on the

source.

Historically, dataflow has often been defined as transporting a sequence of values; we
define it in terms of transporting a set of values to de-emphasise sequential delivery
of values, thereby accommodating modern distributed parallel dataflow computation,
typified by MapReduce [DG08]. In Chapter 4 we give our own formal definition of
this pipeline behaviour using function composition (Section 4.1, p.101) in a higher-
order logic, but here we introduce monads the most commonly used formal frame-
work for describing the behaviour of pipelines.

Monads are a mathematically elegant way of adding a range of programming
concepts, such as sides-effects, variable assignment, global variables, input/output,
and exception handling, as behaviours associated with each component (function)

3Pipes were proposed by Doug McIlroy as far back as 1964, long before the advent of Unix, “We
should have some ways of coupling programs like garden hose – screw in another segment when it
becomes when it becomes necessary to massage data in another way. This is the way of IO also.”.
http://doc.cat-v.org/unix/pipes/, visited May 2014.

4We note that dataflows with branching and parallel execution are also possible using Unix pipes.
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in a pipeline – without otherwise affecting the intended behaviour of the function
[Wad90]. For example, a ‘global variables monad’, M , represents the programming
concept of global variables as an abstract structure that can be attached to functions in
the pipeline. This is sometimes referred to as decorating the function with M . So, a
function f that maps values of type a to values of type b , denoted f : aÑ b , when
decorated in such a way becomes M f : a Ñ M b , still having the same input and
output behaviour but, by virtue of M , the monadic function ‘ M f ’ can now use the
programming concept of global variables without needing to change the behaviour of
f itself. More formally, a monad is a triple pM,unit,‹q , known as a Kleisli triple,
with parts defined as follows.

- M is a type constructor defined such that, for instance, given a type Int , the
type constructor M builds a new type M Int . The intended meaning of ‘type’
is a set, e.g. Int means the integers, Z . A ‘type constructor’ builds new types
from old types, e.g. List Int for type constructor List constructs the type of
lists of integers; similarly List String constructs the type of lists of strings.

- unit is a function unit : aÑM a , that maps a value in some given type a to
a value in the monadic type M a . In other words, unit puts a value from type
a into a monadic container of type M a .

- ‹ is a function ‹ : pM aq Ñ paÑM bq Ñ pM bq , that chains a monadic value
of type M a with a function of type a Ñ M b to create a monadic value of
type M b .

Using monads, a wide range of real-world programming concepts can be cleanly
embedded in an existing type system. In the context of pipelines this means that
information (state) to be carried from component to component in the dataflow with-
out requiring changes to the components themselves. Further details and a formal
definition of monads, with examples for some of the aforementioned programming
concepts, are given in [Wad90]. However, for readers just wanting an intuition of how
monads are used, it may help to know that they are often referred to by programmers
as “executable semi-colons”, named after the semi-colon at the end of statements in
the C family of programming languages and with the meaning that monads represent
a declarative way of associating code with the end of each statement in a program5.

Monads have been applied to other formalisms to cleanly define new formalism
frameworks for representing dataflows. A noteworthy example of this approach uses
monads embedded into the type system of computational lambda calculus [Mog89,
Mog91], thereby augmenting the calculus to add computations defined as sequences
of steps. The resultant formalism is used to define the dataflow model underpinning
the Taverna workflow system [TMG` 07]. Interestingly, this formalism applied ret-
rospectively to formalise Taverna’s syntax and semantics but the model turned out to
be a remarkably close match to the, independently arrived at, implementation of the
software framework.

Other approaches use contrasting formalisms to define their theoretical frame-
works to describe dataflows, sometimes underpinning a real implementation and

5Monads are related to the concept of an aspect in aspect-oriented programming (AOP).
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sometimes just as pure theory. An example of the latter uses nested relational cal-
culus augmented with service functions to ensure that dataflows involving heteroge-
neous data in a database are well-defined [BNTW95]. That particular approach ad-
vocates relational calculus as a superior alternative to extensions to first-order logic
or higher-order logic (as used in this Thesis) – a topic we revist in “Chapter 6 –
Related Work”. A different, earlier approach uses declaritive design and program-
ming constructs based on process networks [KM77] to model the behaviour of the
Kepler workflow system [ABJ` 04].

At a higher level of abstraction, [HKS` 07] draws on a range or prior formalisa-
tion efforts to define a formal model, not of a specific dataflow but for a repository of
dataflows – reinforcing the point that the existence of a formal model underpinning
specific dataflow implementations enables unambiguous mapping between them and
facilitates the creation of dataflow repositories. Also at the repository level of for-
malisation, dataflow formalisms have been proposed that operate on collections in
a repository, an activity known as collection-oriented dataflow programming, using
pipelining of nested collections [MB05].

The formalisations described in this section are often closely linked to applica-
tions in scientific workflows, an area of e-Science. However, dataflow formalisation
work has also been undertaken to underpin business workflows, most notably using
petri nets to formalise the business workflow standard BPEL [OVvdA ` 07]. Clos-
ing the current section and moving on to introduce workflows in the next section,
we repeat an interesting observation from [LAB` 06] about the difference between
business and scientific workflows: scientific workflows are closer to dataflows and
usually resemble or actually implement dataflow process networks [KM77], whereas
business workflows are control flow and task-oriented. In this Thesis, our workflows
introduced in “Chapter 3 – Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”
were inspired by prior work in e-Science and consequently depend on dataflow rather
than control flow; their underlying dataflows play an important role in this Thesis and
are the subject of “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”.

1.2.2 Workflows

Although a relatively recent term, ‘workflow’ refers to an idea that is as old as com-
puter science itself: the idea of decomposing software into re-usable parts (referred
to as components) and controlling their invocation through another program. Indeed,
workflows and components may be implemented as traditional piped commands,
shell scripts, batch files, and in numerous other programming languages or environ-
ments. With this in mind, we formally define workflow as follows.

Definition 1.2.2 (Workflow) Workflow is a directed graph where vertices represent

activities and edges represent dataflow between activities. Activities (also referred to

as components) are units of execution and may themselves be workflows. All work-

flows have one or more input ports and one or more output ports. Workflow enactment

is the interpretation of the workflow graph by software (known as a workflow engine),

executing activities in the required sequence to produce the described dataflow.

Enactment can be effected through such code or under the control of Make, Ant,
Maven, job schedulers, or purpose-designed workflow enactment systems that inter-
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pret, for instance, XML or JSON abstract representations of a workflow. It is tempt-
ing, particularly for abstract XML or JSON representations, to say that workflows
are different because they aspire to system independence. However, the same could
be said of a variety of enactment schemes: for instance GXP Make has been used
as a workflow enactment system with an inherently system-portable representation
[TMM` 13]. The aspect of workflows that is most relevant to their enactment is that
they have an underlying dataflow which may be formally described as a model of the
physical system. As we discussed in Section 1.2.1, opportunities for parallelism in
a workflow can be inferred from dataflow dependencies between components. Con-
sequently the order of enactment of components in a workflow involving parallelism
can be non-deterministic, with components executing as soon as all their inputs are
available. Further properties of a workflow’s dataflow can be used to reason about the
resource requirements of their enactment, for example whether a model is scalable to
large datasets, a topic we explore in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”.

One of the advantages of enacting workflows through purpose-designed work-
flow engines is that they provide a level of architectural abstraction away from the
physical infrastructure implementing individual components in the workflow. With
such abstract descriptions of workflows it becomes easy (as compared to scripting an
equivalent behaviour by hand) to substitute components for functionally equivalent
ones or to invoke components remotely on other systems. Systems architectures that
separate functionity into a ‘storage and computational’ layer, a ‘logic’ layer, and a
‘user interface’ layer are referred to as three-tier architectures. The components of a
workflow correspond to the storage and computational layer; the workflow itself cor-
responds to the logic layer; and the web application from our use cases corresponds
to the user interface layer. Remote components are often referred to as services and
if the communication with the services (i.e. between the first two layers) takes place
over the web it is known as a web service. The web services that control enactment
of the workflows introduced in later chapters of this Thesis are discussed at the end
of the current section and explained further in “Chapter 2 – Background”. These
services communication between the second two layers)

As with the idea of workflows themselves, the idea of implementing components
using web service calls to remote systems is not unique to workflow systems. So,
although workflow engines typically enable the invocation of components using web
services, there is an argument that they are just another example of conventional
service-oriented architectures (SOA) used throughout modern enterprise systems.
Architecturally, that is true. However, unlike internal corporate enterprise develop-
ment, academic research is an open social collaboration that relies on communication
of ideas between researchers – many of whom have no formal background in software
engineering. The importance of openness and clarity of workflows to academic peer
review and the reproducibility of research was emphasised by the high-profile refuta-
tion of a significant scientific result in a top ranking journal [CWB07]. In the context
of e-Science and research data management in general, the communication value of
workflows may ultimately be as important as their enactment. For this reason, regard-
less of their underlying representation or enactment system, research workflows are
commonly published with an accompanying workflow diagram to aid communication
between researchers.
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There are numerous system-specific and domain-specific workflow diagramming
conventions and no single agreed standard for research workflows. This is in contrast
to business process workflows, where considerable progress towards standardisation
has been made across vendors and coalitions involving bodies such as ISO, OMG
and W3C. While some work has been done on using business workflows in an e-
Science setting [SKD10], as was mentioned at the close of Section 1.2.1, research
workflow systems are usually viewed in terms of dataflow whereas business process
workflows tend to emphasise control flow. Some measure of the range of research
workflows in circulation can be gained from the leading domain-independent work-
flow repository, myExperiment [DRGS09]. At the time of writing, the myExperiment
workflow repository and social network website holds over 2,500 workflows (August
2013). myExperiment has been operating long enough to have engendered some
fairly detailed and in-depth analysis of the types of workflows it holds [BRGC` 12,
DBL12, GAB` 12, LRL` 12]. However, here we only aim to convey the range of
workflow systems represented. Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of workflow types
in myExperiment, revealing that Taverna [HWS` 06, OGA` 06] and RapidMiner
diagrammatic workflows dominate this multidisciplinary repository. RapidMiner is
based on the Weka [BFH` 10] machine learning and data mining framework. Tav-
erna, RapidMiner and Kepler [ABJ ` 04] are not domain-specific in their use. Popu-
lar domain-specific diagrammatic workflows, such as Galaxy [GNT10] for genomics,
are under-represented in myExperiment. In Galaxy’s case this is probably because
Galaxy incorporates its own built-in workflow social repository.
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of workflow types in myExperiment repository.

Workflow diagrams are conceptual-level, graphical representations of the dataflow
between the components of a workflow. For the use cases in this Thesis we wish to
discuss workflows independent of any particular diagramming scheme and so, later,
we will define an abstract workflow diagram representation. Before doing so, we
describe three contrasting examples of workflows from the myExperiment repository
to give a flavour of some popular workflow diagramming styles. Example 1.2.3 is a
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Figure 1.4: Galaxy genomics workflow (myExperiment workflow 3030).

linear workflow which was created in Galaxy and then published to myExperiment6.
Example 1.2.4 is a general purpose data cleaning workflow for pre-processing tex-
tual data. It is non-linear and features a nested workflow – a separate sub-workflow
invoked from within the top-level workflow7. Example 1.2.5 is a highly system-
specific RapidMiner machine learning workflow that is visually more detailed than
the previous examples8. The diagrams have been reformatted for presentation here,
but without loss of semantics. Links to the originals are included in each case.

Example 1.2.3 (Galaxy genomics workflow) A single linear sequence of compo-

nents, each feeding into the next like a waterfall process; Galaxy workflows do not

support loops. The workflow diagram, Figure 1.4, is augmented by a corresponding

set of parameters to each step that are not depicted visually but do accompany the

workflow. The full description of the “Transform ‘Stitch Gene blocks’ FASTA blocks

to standardized FASTA file” workflow is reproduced below.

Annotation: Converts FASTA blocks to a FASTA file.

Step 1: Input dataset

Output of tool "Stitch Gene blocks": select at runtime

Step 2: FASTA-to-Tabular

Convert these sequences: Output dataset ’output’ from step 1

How many columns to divide title string into?: 1

How many title characters to keep?: 0

Step 3: Filter

Filter: Output dataset ’output’ from step 2

With following condition: len( c2.replace( ’-’, ” ) ) > 0

Number of header lines to skip: 0

Step 4: Tabular-to-FASTA

Tab-delimited file: Output dataset ’out_file1’ from step 3

Title column(s): 1 (value not yet validated)

Sequence column: 2 (value not yet validated)

Step 5: FASTA Width

Library to re-format: Output dataset ’output’ from step 4

New width for nucleotides strings: 50

Source: myExperiment workflow 3030.

Example 1.2.4 (Taverna text processing workflow) A non-linear workflow to con-

vert text to lowercase and remove non-alphanumeric characters and stopwords (com-

monly occurring words in a language). The workflow diagram, Figure 1.5, exposes

details of web service parameters and workflow inputs, as well as intermediate vari-

able names. Data types are hinted at in variable names but not explicitly depicted.

6 http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3030.html, visited April 2014.
7http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/1750.html, visited April 2014.
8http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3208.html, visited April 2014.
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Workflow1

Workflow Inputs

Workflow Outputs

Workflow Inputs

Workflow Outputs

removeStopwords

removeStopwords_output

removeStopwords_input

getValues

getValues_return

getValues_2

Split_string_into_string_list_by_regular_expression

Select

Selection

title_value

regex_value

VariableNamewsdl

wsdl_value VariableName_value

TextWithoutStopWords

Beanshell

filterText

filterText_input

unwantedCharacters_value Text

Figure 1.5: Taverna workflow (myExperiment workflow 1750).

An embedded sub-flow, labelled ‘Workflow 1’ is shown. The workflow diagram is

documented by a natural language description which we reproduce below.

The input to this workflow is plain text. The text is preprocessed

so that non-alphanumeric symbols are removed, the text is transformed

to to lower case and stopwords are removed. The workflow first removes

the characters from this set: ‘~!@#’$%&̂*()_+=-\{}|][":;'?><,./.

Then it transforms the text to lower case. The user will be prompted

to select a dictionary for stopwords from a list. The workflow will,

based on the elected list, remove the stopwords. Stopwords are words

that do not carry meaning, like, the, an,... The web service for

stopwords removal integrates six English stopwords dictionaries and

one for the Slovenian language. The output of the workflow is text

in lower case without non-alphanumeric characters and without stopwords.

Source: myExperiment workflow 1750.

Example 1.2.5 (RapidMiner machine learning workflow) A multiple-output work-

flow for choosing the best k value for the k -Nearest Neighbour classification of the

Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) data set. The format of the workflow diagram,

Figure 1.6, is completely specific to RapidMiner and requires the reader to learn
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Figure 1.6: RapidMiner workflow (myExperiment workflow 3030).

its notation in order to completely understand its function. An informative natural

language description accompanies the workflow and is reproduced below.

The process determines the best value for the parameter k for the k-NN

classification of the Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) data set

available in the UCI Machine Learning Repository. The optimal k is

computed by using 10-fold cross-validation. (To get better results

each cross-validation is repeated 10 times and the averages of the

runs are considered.) Finally, a k-NN classifier is built and evaluated

on the entire data set using the optimal k. During the process the

resulting average performances are logged for each k.

Source: myExperiment workflow 3208.

The workflow diagrams featured in the remainder of this Thesis are visually in-
spired by Taverna workflow diagrams, of the style of Figure 1.5, but are not specific
to any particular workflow enactment system. By avoiding system-specific details
and remaining at a high level of abstraction our workflows are both more easily un-
derstood and implemented for any given enactment system. We formally define an
abstract workflow diagram as follows.

Definition 1.2.6 (Abstract Workflow Diagram) Abstract Workflow Diagram is a

schematic representation of a workflow where rectangular vertices represent activi-

ties enacted by web services, double rectangular vertices represent activities enacted

asynchronously by background processes, rounded vertices represent presentation-

layer data transformation activities, and edges are labelled with (informal) data

types. Activities enacted in web services correspond to one or more remote API

method calls. Input ports are represented as downward pointing triangles and output

ports as upward pointing triangles. Data is delivered to input ports and received

from output ports.

The illustrative example in Figure 1.7 is an abstract workflow diagram represent-
ing a workflow with two input ports and three output ports. All ports and compo-
nents, services or generators are labelled with example names but would normally
have more meaningful names. Data arriving at Input 1 is transformed from data of
Type 1 by SERVICE 1 to data of Type 3; other flows can be read similarly. Some
concrete data types in this Thesis are CSV, HTML, JSON, Text, XML and Prolog
terms. Although data types in this diagram are all assigned different names, they
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Type 5

Output 1 Output 2

SERVICE 2
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Type 6

Type 8

Output 3

Type 4

Type 10Type 9

GENERATOR 2

Type 7

Figure 1.7: Illustrative example of an abstract workflow diagram.

need not be different. All the components here are synchronous, returning their re-
sults immediately, apart from SERVICE 2 which is asynchronous, meaning that calls
to its methods are non-blocking, returning immediately and leaving the service to
work in the background. Thus SERVICE 3 and its dependents cannot complete un-
til SERVICE 2 completes. Examples of asynchronous services in this Thesis are a
web crawler and long-running transformations of large datasets. An abstract work-
flow diagram does not specify further details of the implementation of either the web
services or the overall enactment of the workflow.

Interestingly, in terms of curating such research workflows over many years and
their value to future researchers, the diagrammatic representation may well have a
longer useful life than the executable workflow itself because the former has fewer
dependencies [LRL` 12]. Without continuous use or active curation, software and
systems tend to become unrunnable over time. This phenomenon has already been
observed for e-Science workflows [BRGC` 12]. It should be noted that this degra-
dation is not unique to workflows and applies to all research software. However, even
faced with this potential loss of functionality, workflow diagrams, and workflows in
general, have another important role in recording the provenance of research data
and results. Recent work on research objects and computational research objects

seeks to address the long-term archiving and curation of research data and workflows
[BCG` 12, DR13]. Although research data management is broadly outside the scope
of this Thesis, the models that emerge in our work do have benefits in this area and
will be touched upon briefly in “Chapter 7 - Discussion”.
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Web Services

Workflow systems typically support the scheduling and monitoring of locally running
component processes, for example running a shell script on the user’s own worksta-
tion or on a cluster or a supercomputer that the user has access to. While the advan-
tages of executing components in this way are manyfold, particularly in the area of
performance and minimising data transfer overheads, there are some significant dis-
advantages in the context of integrating workflows into third-party systems such as
web applications. Running a workflow as a third-party in this way requires the instal-
lation of the software and all the dependent libraries as well as access to the necessary
hardware. Avoiding the need to replicate and maintain functionality locally for every
client application is the primary motivation for the services model.

When considering the choice of a suitable protocol for invoking remote services
there are plenty of choices, including remote procedure calling via RMI or CORBA,
message queues, or the highly abstracted OSGi framework. At this point an im-
portant distinction must be made between invoking components as services and the
interaction of components on the same physical system. With the former, there is an
upload/download cost to getting data into/out of the system; the same is not necessar-
ily true of the latter in cases where there is a shared memory model (e.g. a common
local database or file system). In the context of the use cases in this Thesis, it was
clear from the outset that working data could be shared amongst the component ser-
vices, thereby restricting the need to transfer large amounts of data to just upload at
the start and download at the end. We discuss this issue further in Chapter ?? but for
the purposes of this introduction it is suffice to note that invocation of components
does not (normally) require the transfer of large amounts of data. For this reason, the
software frameworks in this Thesis use web services to invoke components in a work-
flow whether local or remote – the engineering advantages of such loose coupling of
system components outweight other costs in our setting. Our use cases centre on web
applications and so we are predominantly interested in web services.

Even though it is less relevant to our investigations, we mention Grid computing
because of its co-evolution with the field of e-Science that motivated our own work-
flows. Initially, e-Science was closely tied to a set of distributed resource sharing
protocols, named Grid after the concept of electrical power distribution grids. As the
field has matured, there has been a shift away from Grid architectures towards ap-
plications that operate over simple web service protocols [WHW10]. Although still
relevent to digital science, e-Science no longer emphasises Grid and neither does our
own work. Whilst noting that anywhere in this Thesis that services are mentioned
Grid equivalents could be substituted, we will not refer to Grid again.

The idea of web services is simple: allow remote access to distributed, shared
computational resources and data via an application programming interface (API) ac-
cessed through established Internet protocols. Apart from the advantage of prospec-
tive users being able to use software without having to install it, the web services
model has a number of other benefits, including the ability for users to: make their
own application-specific customisations using the services with workflow tools; se-
lect other data sources and, importantly, integrate the software with their own re-
search tools without having to modify code. Web services come in two flavours:
SOAP and REST.
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SOAP – originally Simple Object Access Protocol, exchanges structured data as
XML over some transport protocol – most typically one of HTTP, JMS, SMTP
or TCP [soa07]. SOAP services are typically described by a formal specifi-
cation in WSDL (Web Service Description Language) of their parameters and
associated data types, superficially making these services processable by tools.
In practice, SOAP is fraught with versioning problems across heterogeneous
systems and the underlying XML representation is unsuitable for the efficient
transfer of binary data without introducing further protocols. Despite this, it is
widely supported by general purpose software development tools.

REST – Representational State Transfer Protocol, is an easily understood design
pattern for web services based around the ubiquitous HTTP protocol and its
familiar vocabulary of URIs, media types, requests and responses [FT02]. Al-
though easily understood by humans, REST offers little in the way of guidance
concerning the machine-readable description of parameters and data types,
which inevitably makes their automated support in tools rather basic – requir-
ing the developer to supply most of the details. However, REST does not re-
quire the use of XML and RESTful services commonly use JSON, CSV, plain
text and binary data. Versioning problems exist in REST but these are the
responsibility of individual services rather than inherent in the protocol itself.

The choice of RESTful web services over SOAP-based web services throughout
this Thesis was not straight forward. Popular workflow tools, such as myExperiment,
Kepler, RapidMiner and Taverna all support REST and SOAP to varying degrees.
However, SOAP is well established in e-Science, as evidenced by the BioCatalogue9

life sciences web services directory which, at the time of writing, has 2210 SOAP ser-
vices as compared to only 146 REST services (April 2014). Even so, the compelling
argument in favour of REST for the software frameworks described in this Thesis
is that lightweight RESTful services are far more easily integrated into the Web 2.0
applications in our use cases. SOAP’s reliance on XML considerably increases the
complexity and decreases the efficiency of browser-based JavaScript code, where
JSON is the natural serialisation. For developers in general there is a growing trend
away from SOAP-based services towards the simpler RESTful ones, for all the rea-
sons espoused in [EHT10], and this was also an important factor in our choice.

1.2.3 Dataspaces

The notion of a dataspace [FHM05, HFM06, FHM08] accurately captures the ideas
behind our work in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data” where
we are concerned with database-like queries against data originating from multiple
sources with different representations, structures and conventions. In the context of
the research intelligence domain, the data matching aspects of the web applications
described in our use cases can be phrased in terms of queries against such data.

Here we introduce dataspaces by first describing some of the problems that they
solve in the closely related field of data integration. Data integration aims to bring
together data from multiple sources, as just mentioned, and combining it to create a

9BioCatalogue – http://www.biocatalogue.org/services, visited April 2014.
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unified view of the data, as if it were a single well-designed database. Having this
unified view of data makes it possible for users to query the data, generate, reports
and (in some few cases) update the data just as they would had the data originated
from a single database. Whether integration is performed manually or automatically,
it is not always an error free process and there is often a degree uncertainty in the end
result. While inaccuracies and noise in data inevitably give rise to uncertainty, simply
ensuring complete and accurate data does not guarantee certainty in its integration.
This unavoidable uncertainty arises from a central problem in data integration: the
difference between syntactic integration and semantic integration.

Syntactic integration connects information from diverse data sources by perform-
ing exact, or sometimes with approximate matching to detect typos or minor varia-
tions in formatting. The implicit inference is that a syntactic match implies a se-
mantic match. A semantic match means that the two data being compared refer to
the same entity. This, of course, is often not the case. For example, an approxi-
mate match of the word “apple" in one data source may refer to the company Apple
Inc. whereas in another it may refer to the fruit of the same name. Background
or contextual knowledge is required in order to strengthen a syntactic connection
up to a full semantic connection and in order to estimate a degree of confidence
in that connection. The reason why this presents such a problem in data integra-
tion is not that semantic integration cannot be achieved through a combination of
automatated and manual mappings between different sources of data but rather that
this process is time consuming and expensive. We discuss this issue further in “Sec-
tion 6.2.1 – Schema and Ontology Matching” (p.185). To integrate data efficiently
requires knowledge of the kinds of queries that will be made against the unified view
so that appropropriate semantics can be applied to the mappings between the data.

By contrast, the dataspaces approach to data integration is to offer a base-level
of querying data from different sources but to only implement additional integration
as and when the need arises. For example, in a DataSpace Support Platform (DSSP)
[SDH09, SDH11] base-level querying consists of keyword search across all data in
a dataspace; when further integration requirements arise, for example database-like
queries or data mining, then further effort can be invested through the use of semi-
automated matching tools to create the necessary semantic integration. Informally,
this approach is often described as ‘pay as you go’ data integration. Data sources can
be extremely broad and varied, for example including desktop search as well as doc-
ument repository search in addition to the more traditional data integration domain of
relational databases. In Section 2.2.1 (p.30) we describe the data sources10 that are
most relevant to this Thesis, all of which one might expect to find in a dataspace. The
components of a dataspace, as proposed in [FHM05], are:

• Dataspace Services – such as search and query.

• Dataspace Systems – local store and indexing of data sources.

• Catalogue – an inventory of data elements and relationships.

Searching and querying services also extend to allow searching of metadata (i.e. data
describing the type of and relationships between data) about the various data sources.

10A formal definition of a data source also appears in the same chapter, as Definition 2.1.1 (p.27).
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A dataspace will also normally be expected to offer browsing of data and metadata,
data discovery (e.g. searching a file system for documents) and monitoring of the
participating data sources (e.g. to detect changes in metadata or the data itself).

Later, in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”, we intro-
duce a formal framework that from the perspective of dataspaces, would be described
as a dataspace service. The objectives of that framework have much in common with
the objectives of dataspaces.

In this section we introduced the software architectures and theoretical founda-
tions that forms the basis of the frameworks developed in the later chapters of this
Thesis: dataflows (Chapter 4), workflows (Chapter 3) and dataspaces (Chapter 5). In
the next section we discuss the research questions and objectives for our work.

1.3 Research Questions and Objectives

This Thesis explores software and theoretical frameworks for building tools to profile
and match heterogeneous data about researchers and their organisations. The work
predominantly addresses software engineering research questions that arise in this
research intelligence setting, particularly where the tools are implemented as interac-
tive web applications. In doing this we are interested in combining research from the
separate traditions of higher-order computational logic and workflow systems.

Our intuition is that the applications described in our motivating use cases share
many common functional aspects and can be viewed as specific instances of some
generic submission sifting workflow composed from a family of re-usable web ser-
vice components for profiling and matching heterogeneous data. Moreover, we an-
ticipate that general frameworks designed around these concepts can substantially
simplify engineering the web applications – reducing the development time and the
number of lines of code required to implement these web applications by an order of
magnitude as compared to an implementation without using a framework.

It needs to be stressed that the focus of this work is not on advancing knowledge in
the underlying profiling and matching algorithms per se; the focus is more on making
it easier to engineer web applications that incorporate existing algorithms. Indeed,
one of our initial research questions is whether any established, well-studied profiling
and matching algorithms can be given novel utility through implementation as web
services and workflows? A converse question is whether there are characteristics of
web services and workflows that facilitate the use of existing algorithms, for example
by exploiting data structure and data type metadata. In both cases, the algorithms are
invariant; the questions concern their packaging and use.

All our use cases hinge on successfully answering the question: can the sub-
mission sifting use case be decomposed into separately re-usable components of a
generically useful submission sifting workflow? If so, which reconfigurations of that
workflow and its components are required to satisfy each of our use cases? What
are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach for web application develop-
ment compared to purpose-written implementations? Can applications produced in
this way be shown to be deployable and useful in real-world settings? What are the
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limitations of a generic submission sifting workflow?

There are a number of research questions concerning the data involved in our use
cases. Some of these questions relate to the choice of input data itself and others
relate to what is rather unscientifically often referred to as ‘data cleaning’. We ob-
serve that ‘data cleaning’ is actually data transformation and as such is an important
part of an overall workflow that should be transparent, clearly documented and re-
producible in accordance with the scientific method. Therefore we ask whether such
data transformations involved in addressing our use cases can be easily made trans-
parent using a workflows and components for their implementation? Our use cases
afford an opportunity to explore this question in detail by introducing various levels
of data transformation to the process of acquiring reviewer publication information
from online bibliographies or web pages. Examples of such pre-processing include:
extraction of document metadata such of titles, abstracts, authors and date; removal
of HTML mark-up; removal of commonly occurring words; and, constraining the
vocabulary to words that occur in a domain-specific lexicon.

Related research questions arise from the possibility that these data transforma-
tions will depend heavily on the data sources chosen for a particular web application
– for example, whether the same online bibliography must be used for all researchers
being profiled and matched, or whether researcher homepages or even full-text of
their publications is used or whether some mix of these is practical? For some of
the use cases, should the profiles of individual researchers be compared one against
the rest (i.e. where all the other researchers are considered as one single aggregate
individual) versus pairwise Cartesian comparison of each researcher to each other?

Intuitively, adaptability and extensibility are two practical engineering advan-
tages of the workflow model. Our use cases provide an opportunity to investigate
these questions here too. For instance, how easy is it to take into consideration the
gradual drift of a researcher’s interests over time due to advances in the field’s frontier
or due to shifts in the researcher’s own personal focus? Can this temporal dimension
be incorporated into workflows by pre-processing the data or selecting the data to
only include publications from the last n years when calculating reviewer profiles?
In a wider sense, how easy is it for web application developers to incorporate their
own data pre-processing, profiling and matching algorithms into the workflows? An-
other instance of the need for adaptability and extensibility arises where researcher
homepages are used as input to the computation of profiles. Here the web application
designer has to decide whether to include hyperlinked pages branching off from a
researcher’s homepage to other web pages on the same website, or even to external
sites. Such hyperlinks often link to sub-pages of the homepage, which may contain
further information about the researcher and their interests, their research group, their
projects and so on. They may also link to external sites related to their interests. For
any given application, decisions must be made as to which classes of links to follow
(e.g. all; same domain; external; ones not shared with other researchers) and whether
to recursively follow links to some cut-off depth. Can this adaptability and exten-
sibility be facilitated by the approach and without loss of transparency of this data
pre-processing?

Implicit in all the use cases is that heterogeneous data may be extracted, trans-
formed and loaded (i.e. the Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) stage of business intel-
ligence) from diverse sources such as web pages, digital libraries, knowledge bases,
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the Semantic Web and databases. Much of the heterogeneity of the data involved in
our use cases arises in its structure rather than its underlying textual type. The ease
with which the web application developer can manipulate that structure and the ease
of incorporating textual pre-processing have already been touched upon. However,
non-textual aspects of the data do need to be considered in certain use cases. Taking
the relative dates of research publications is one example we have already mentioned
above. Background knowledge, such as conflict of interest boolean relations between
reviewers, inject other data types. Prior knowledge about the relative importance
of specific words or phrases could be expressed as term-weight (string-real) pairs
and require incorporation into the similarity calculation. Other examples arise when
combining comparisons of multiple data sources or types. For instance, in the sub-
mission sifting use case, if the programme committee chair chooses to finesse the
calculation of similarity between the reviewer profiles and paper profiles by adjust-
ing the relative contributions of keywords, titles and abstracts to the overall similarity
calculation, then the features being compared might be similarity scores.

Finally, serendipitously, are there deeper design patterns or wider applications
suggested by investigating frameworks for research intelligence applications? If so,
can we describe them and perhaps make initial steps towards their investigation?

We distil these research questions down to arrive at the following four summary
research objectives for this Thesis.

O1. Decomposition of the submission sifting use case into separately re-usable
components of a flexible framework for profiling and matching textual con-
tent – capable of implementing our research intelligence use cases.

O2. Description and implementation of a general purpose framework for profiling
and matching heterogeneous data in a web application context.

O3. Identification and explorative investigation of deeper design patterns or wider
applications suggested in addressing objectives O1-2.

O4. Demonstration of the joint potential for higher-order computational logic and
workflow systems in addressing software engineering problems.

1.4 Contributions

As a result of addressing the above research objectives and the research questions
they entail, this Thesis contributes to knowledge in the following four ways.

C1. Exploration of workflow approaches to the submission sifting problem

Submission sifting is the problem of matching submitted conference/journal
papers to potential peer reviewers based on the similarity between the pa-
per’s abstract and the reviewer’s publications as found in online bibliographic
databases. A generic submission sifting workflow and its components are ab-
stracted to define a general framework to enable web services to be assembled
into workflows to analyse heterogeneous textual content from web pages and
documents. A range of workflows are introduced to investigate the utility of
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this framework in creating applications to support scientists and their organ-
isations. These applications are, of themselves, not individually novel; the
novelty is in their collective definition as workflow compositions of web ser-
vices. SubSift implementations of these workflows constitute a proof of con-
cept realisation of this general profiling and matching framework. One of the
demonstrator applications is currently used as a recommender system by edi-
tors of two leading computer science journals11 . To the best of our knowledge,
despite the potential utility of such a set of services and notwithstanding that
the underlying techniques are well established, such an engineering solution is
not immediately available elsewhere.

C2. Dataflow model for analysing heterogeneous data

A higher-order dataflow model is introduced. The model ranges over a class
of higher-order relations that are sufficiently expressive to represent a wide va-
riety of unstructured, semi-structured and structured data. A proof of concept
web services implementation of higher-order dataflows, JSONMatch, is used
to demonstrate that the combination of this model and higher-order represen-
tation provides a powerful framework for analysing heterogeneous data in a
web application context. It is shown that the model has the necessary expres-
sive power to be able to implement submission sifting workflows through con-
cise user-supplied higher-order parameters to a dataflow at runtime rather than
through extensive application-specific code that would otherwise be required.
It was shown that pure transformations in the model satisfy the conditions of
an embarrassingly parallel function and hence, in principle at least, are highly
parallelisable and highly scalable.

C3. Formalism for querying heterogeneous structured data

The relational model and its associated relational algebra provide a formal-
ism for querying relational data in SQL databases. Hitherto there has been no
closely corresponding model and algebra for querying structured data origi-
nating from heterogeneous sources. A higher-order relational model is intro-
duced, lifting the traditional relational representation to the basic terms in a
higher-order logic that is better suited to the representation of structured data.
A relational algebra for basic terms is defined as a single coherent formalism
for querying heterogeneous structured data. It is shown that the traditional
relational algebra is a special case of the introduced algebra. An extension in-
corporates approximate joins on complex structured data and is demonstrated
to be both feasible have promise for future work.

C4. Bridge between two separate fields of research

Our work brings together the otherwise disparate research traditions of higher-
order computational logic and workflow systems; as such, this Thesis consti-
tutes a bridge between these communities and serves to demonstrate their joint
potential for addressing problems in research intelligence.

11Reported by personal communication by Flach (January 2010), Editor-in-Chief, Machine Learning,
and Webb (January 2013), Editor-in-Chief, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery.
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1.5 Publications

The core content of this Thesis has been peer-reviewed and published in two journal
papers and three conference papers, listed below. My contribution in each case has
been to design the methodology, develop the models and demonstrations, perform
experiments and critical analysis, and write the paper – all under the supervision of
Flach. Co-authorships acknowledge the work of Spiegler, whose implementation of
the vector space model was used in the motivating use case prior to my development
of SubSift, and of Bailey and Rogers who provided valuable user feedback.

• Simon Price and Peter A. Flach. A higher-order data flow model for heteroge-
neous Big Data. In IEEE International Conference on Big Data, Santa Clara,

USA, October 2013, Proceedings. IEEE Computer Society, 2013.

• Simon Price, Peter A. Flach, Sebastian Spiegler, Christopher Bailey, and Nikki
Rogers. SubSift web services and workflows for profiling and comparing
scientists and their published works. Future Generation Computing Systems,
29(2):569–581, 2013.

• Simon Price, Peter A. Flach, Sebastian Spiegler, Christopher Bailey, and Nikki
Rogers. SubSift web services and workflows for profiling and comparing
scientists and their published works. In IEEE Sixth International Conference

on e-Science, Brisbane, Australia, December 2010, Proceedings, pages 182–
189. IEEE Computer Society, 2010.

• Simon Price, Peter A. Flach, and Sebastian Spiegler. SubSift: a novel ap-
plication of the vector space model to support the academic research process.
Journal of Machine Learning Research - Proceedings Track, 11:20–27, 2010.

• Simon Price and Peter A. Flach. Querying and merging heterogeneous data
by approximate joins on higher-order terms. In Inductive Logic Programming,

18th International Conference, ILP 2008, Prague, Czech Republic, September

2008, Proceedings, volume 5194 of LNCS/LNAI, pages 226–243. Springer-
Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2008.

The Thesis is also supported by seven supplementary publications, five of which
were peer-reviewed, the other two being technical reports. These are listed below
along with the chapter each supports. Unless otherwise specified, my contribution
has been to perform literature search, design the methodology, develop the software,
perform experiments and critical analysis, and write the paper.

• Simon Price and Peter A. Flach. Mining and mapping the research landscape.
In Digital Research 2013 Conference. University of Oxford, September 2013.
Supports “Chapter 3 - Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”.

• Simon Price and Peter A. Flach. A relational algebra for basic terms in a
higher-order logic. Technical Report CSTR-13-004, Department of Computer
Science, University of Bristol, July 2013.
Supports “Chapter 5 - Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.
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• Michael A. Covington, Roberto Bagnara, Richard A. O’Keefe, Jan Wielemaker
and Simon Price. Coding guidelines for Prolog. TPLP, 12(6):889–927, 2012.
Co-wrote this de facto best practice journal paper with renowned Prolog textbook authors and engineers.

My contribution arose from and guided code in “Chapter 5 - Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.

• Simon Price, Peter A. Flach, and Sebastian Spiegler. SubSift: a novel appli-
cation of the vector space model to support the academic peer review process.
In Workshop on Applications of Pattern Analysis (WAPA 2010). Windsor, UK,
September 2010.
Supports “Chapter 3 - Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”.

• Peter A. Flach, Sebastian Spiegler, Bruno Golénia, Simon Price, John Guiver
Ralf Herbrich, Thore Graepel, and Mohammed J. Zaki. Novel tools to stream-
line the conference review process: Experiences from SIGKDD’09. ACM

SIGKDD Explorations, 11(2):63–67, December 2009.
Supports “Chapter 3 - Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”. Contributed work-in-progress

text and code.

• Simon Price. A review of the state of the art of machine learning on the
Semantic Web. In Proceedings of 2003 UK Workshop on Computational In-

telligence, pages 292–299. University of Bristol, September 2003. Extended
version published as: Technical report CSTR-04-005, Department of Computer
Science, University of Bristol, October 2004.
Supports “Chapter 6 - Related Work”.

1.6 Structure of Thesis

In this first chapter we have introduced our motivational use cases, defined the scope
of the theoretical and software frameworks relevant to this work, set out our research
questions and objectives, highlighted our contribution and listed a range of supporting
publications. The remainder of this Thesis is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 - Background: first reviews a variety of schemes for representing and
accessing heterogeneous data before moving on to review similarity measures
for comparing heterogeneous structured data.

Chapter 3 - Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content: explores
different solutions to the submission sifting problem and describes how an
workflow-based approach resulted in the SubSift framework for comparing
general textual content, which also turned out to be highly applicable to our
other use cases.

Chapter 4 - Higher-Order Dataflows: generalises the SubSift framework to de-
fine a higher-order dataflow model which we show to be embarrassingly par-
allel. We compare the model with SubSift using JSONMatch, our proof of
concept implementation.

Chapter 5 - Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data: speculates that the
data comparisons in our use cases may be expressed as queries in a relational
algebra defined on terms in a higher-order logic, and reports on initial results.
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Chapter 6 - Related Work: surveys existing systems that cover parts of the
problem of comparing heterogeneous data and contrast these with our own
work. Prior work relating to our motivational use cases is also reviewed and
related to our approach from an engineering perspective.

Chapter 7 - Discussion: examines the limits of our work and reports on key
lessons learnt from developing frameworks to address our use cases.

Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Future Work: rounds up both the planned and
serendipitous results of our exploration and then discusses a number of possible
future directions for both the approach and specific implementations featured.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter begins with an introduction to the terminology used in this Thesis and
is relevant to all readers. The remainder of the chapter is divided in two: the first part
surveys informative background topics relevant to our work but about which readers
only require a general awareness; the second introduces the required background

theory necessary to read and understand this Thesis.

2.1 Terminology

We first introduce some notation relating to the concept of a data source and then de-
fine heterogeneous data so that we may introduce the notions of profiling and match-
ing approaches independently of specific data representational formalisms. To do this
we consider a data source to be a collection of descriptions of members of a set. Our
definition, in part, borrows from notation used in the record linkage literature [FS69]
which we discuss later in “Chapter 6 – Related Work”.

Definition 2.1.1 (Data Source) For a set P , a data source ∆P is a multiset whose

elements are descriptions δ pxq of the elements x P P .

Recall that a multiset is a generalisation of a set whereby repeated elements are con-
sidered. A multiset reduces to a set if each element occurs zero or once only.

As an example of a data source, let P be the set of people x P P working at
the University of Bristol and the data source ∆people be their contact details. Each
description δ pxq in ∆people is the name, email and address of a person x P P . So, in
a relational representation, δ pxq might be an abbreviation for a record consisting of
the set of attribute-value pairs associated with x such that,

δ pxq “ tpname,namexq,pemail,emailxq,paddress,addressxqu.

Clearly, when representing the elements x of a set in some data source it is neces-
sary to choose a description function δ . This choice is dependent on the application
domain and problems being addressed but in practical terms amounts to a choice of
a data representational formalism. Later in this chapter we review some commonly
used data representations but here we restrict our attention to the following abstract
characteristics of variations in a description δ pxq .
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• Descriptions may be syntactically different, e.g. using full_name instead of
name in the above example.

• Descriptions may be structurally different, e.g. using first_name and last_name

instead of name in the above example.

• Descriptions may be semantically different, e.g. using address to refer to a
home address instead of a university office address.

These differences can also extend to (or sometimes only occur in) the data values
themselves, for instance namex “ "Price, S." might simply be a syntactic variation
of namex “ "Simon Price" . In later chapters we give more detailed examples of
variations between descriptions but for now we just note that such differences exist.

We use the term heterogeneous data to collectively refer to sets of data sources
with different description functions δ as defined below.

Definition 2.1.2 (Heterogeneous Data) A set of data sources t∆α1 , . . . ,∆αn
u with

respective description functions δα1 , . . . ,δαn
and ně 2 , for some sets α1, . . . ,αn , is

heterogenous data if δαi
‰ δα j

for all i, j P t1, . . . ,nu .

Although only occassionally mentioned in this Thesis, homogeneous data refers
to sets of data sources that are not heterogenous data.

Definition 2.1.3 (Homogeneous Data) A set of data sources t∆α1 , . . . ,∆αn
u with

the same description function δ and where n ě 2 , for some sets α1, . . . ,αn , is

homogenous data.

The terms homogenous data and heterogenous data refer to differences between
description functions δα in a set of data sources. This is one way in which data
sources can differ; another is in the nature of the data values in the co-domain of
description functions, i.e. the data values in the data source. Where such values are
indivisible “atoms” they are referred to as atomic data, e.g. integers, reals, booleans,
characters. By contrast, where such values consist of more than one atomic data val-
ues compounded together by grouping and/or ordering they are referred to structured

data, e.g. sets, multisets, lists, trees, graphs.

Definition 2.1.4 (Structured Data) Any element y in the co-domain of a descrip-

tion function δ is referred to as structured data iff y is not an atom.

Whether data is heterogenous, homogenous or structured, it is important to note
that equality of a pair of descriptions in a data source does not guarantee that they
refer to the same underlying set member. For instance, two people with identical
names may appear in a list of staff in a university department or as authors in an online
bibliography. Conversely, inequality of a pair of descriptions does not guarantee that
the descriptions do not refer to the same underlying set member. For instance, a
person may appear in the contacts data source more than once because they have
more than one position at the university or because of variations in spelling or typos.
So, instead of testing a pair of descriptions for an equality relation, matching must
test for an equivalence relation between profiles.
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Definition 2.1.5 (Profiling) Profiling is a function ∇ with signature ∇ : ∆P Ñ ∆1P ,

where ∆P and ∆1P are data sources with elements δ pxq and δ 1pxq respectively for

some x P P .

A description δ 1pxq is called the profile of δ pxq . The definition of profiling does not
require that a profile δ pxq discriminates x from all the other elements in P , but the
more discriminating a profile is the more useful it is. For instance, the email address
of a person is far more discriminating as a profile than a person’s institution name.

As natural language shorthand, we often informally treat δ pxq as a proxy for x ,
effectively saying that ∇pδ pxqq is ∇pxq , the profile of x (which it is clearly not; it is
the profile of δ pxq ). For example, we treat the published works of researchers in this
way and sometimes informally write that the “profile of the researcher’s publications”
is the “profile of the researcher”.

We have already informally used the term matching in our introductory chapter.
We now more formally define matching based on the above concepts of profiles and
data sources.

Definition 2.1.6 (Matching) Let ∆P , ∆1P and ∆2P be data sources with elements

δ pxq , δ 1pyq and δ 2pzq respectively for some x,y,z P P . Matching is a function «
with signature «: ∆Pˆ∆1P Ñ ∆2P , such that

∆P « ∆1P “ t δ 2pzq | δ pxq „ δ 2pzq^δ 1pyq „ δ 2pzq, δ pxq P ∆P, δ 1pyq P ∆1Pu,

where „ is a predicate with signature „: δ pxqˆ δ 1pyq Ñ Ω , where Ω is the type

of the booleans, such that δ pxq „ δ 1pyq ñ x“ y .

Informally, „ is an approximate equality predicate and ∆2P is a set of descriptions
δ 2pzq of approximately equal pairs from ∆Pˆ∆1P . The definition of „ does not
require that a δ pxq „ δ 1pyq “ J is only true when x “ y , i.e. that there is not some
other y P P for which δ pxq „ δ 1pyq “ J . However the fewer y for which this is
true, the more useful the „ function is for matching. In an ideal matching function
„ will satisfy δ pxq „ δ 1pyq ô x“ y , only matching when the descriptions represent
the same element in P .

In this section we introduced our terminology for data sources, heterogeneous data,
homogenous data, structured data, profiling and matching. These terms are widely
used throughout the Thesis. Over the remainder of this and subsequent chapters,
further terms are defined at the point at which they are first used.

2.2 Informative Background Topics

In this section we survey background topics which informed our Thesis. Only a
general awareness of these topics is required in order to understand the Thesis and
some readers may wish to skim these on a first reading. The material begins with
a description of structured data and then examines the three most commonly used
structured data representations: relational, document-based and graph-based. We
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then survey three foundational topics relating to the problem of comparing heteroge-
neous data, which have some bearing on our profiling and matching tasks: database
deduplication, record linkage and information retrieval. The section then concludes
by reviewing techniques for comparing structured data. The topics covered listed
below.

• Representing Structured Data

– Relational Representations
– Document-based Representations
– Graph-based Representations

• Comparing Heterogeneous Data

– Database Deduplication
– Record Linkage
– Information Retrieval

• Comparing Structured Data

– Similarity and Distance
– Distances for Structured Data

Each section makes reference to where in the Thesis these topics become most rele-
vant. Similarly, later chapters refer back to topics in this section from various points,
as do later sections in the current chapter.

2.2.1 Representing Structured Data

The data we are interested in profiling and matching in this Thesis is structured data

(Definition 2.1.4) and so the representation of such data is an important considera-
tion. Structured data includes lists, sets, multisets, trees and graphs, and the three
representational formalisms covered in this section have their respective strengths
and weaknesses for each of these structures. When reading the literature and our sur-
vey below, it should be noted that structured data also includes a range of commonly
used representations known as semi-structured data (e.g. HTML and XML) and, so-
called, unstructured data (e.g. text). Semi-structured data is textual data containing
embedded ‘tags’ that associate areas of the text with some pre-defined schema to des-
ignate, for example, titles, headings, paragraphs and hyperlinks. Unstructured data is
typically textual data that does not have a pre-defined schema but which may contain
names of people, places and events as well numbers, ratios, dates and units.

In “Chapter 3 – Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content” we are
primarily concerned with profiling and matching unstructured data, so much so that
other types of data (e.g. HTML) are converted into unstructured data beforehand.
From Chapters 4 onwards, the scope of the Thesis expands to include all structured
data. The data representation used in these later chapters is described later in this
chapter. First however, we survey the three most widely used representations of
structured data: relational, document-based and graph-based. We describe each of
these over the coming sections and consider their relative suitability for representing
heterogeneous data, particularly structured data.
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Relational Representations

Relational representations are best known through the familiar relational model for
database management which was first introduced by Edgar Codd at IBM Research
[Cod69, Cod70] and was subsequently refined by him and others over the following
two decades [Cod79, Cod90]. The relational model provides a precise specifica-
tion for what a relational database should do but, deliberately, does not specify how
such a relational database should be built. Most of today’s database management
systems, including all those which employ variants of the SQL query language, are
based on ideas drawn from the relational model. Underpinning the relational model
is a principled theoretical foundation that draws on the mathematical topics of set
theory, first-order predicate logic, and the theory of types. For the purposes of this
background chapter, the most important aspects of the relational model are relational
representations of structured data. Although SQL is the de facto query language
for accessing relational data, we do not review it here and instead refer the reader
to standard texts for further details and examples [Dat91, EN06, GMN84, Mai83].
However, in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”, we return to
the relational model as the starting point for our own generalisation of Codd’s work
– giving a formal definition of both the relational model and relational algebra upon
which SQL is based. In the current chapter we describe the relational representation
only in sufficient depth to examine its suitability for representing important forms of
structured data.

As preparation, we first introduce propositional logic and the closely related
attribute-value representation that underpins the relational model. The latter also
appears in discussions later in this chapter. Propositional logic allows “atomic” state-
ments to be made that are either true or false, e.g. person-is-male, age-is-21,
age-over-30, room-101. The logic also provides a set of connectives  ,_^,Ñ,Ø
and punctuation symbols p,q that enable atomic statements to be combined into com-
pound statements that are either true or false. e.g.

• Person is male or female:
person-is-male _ person-is-female

• Age is not 21:
 age-is-21

• Person is female and over 30 or person is 21:
(person-is-female ^ age-over-30) _ person-is-21

• If person is not male then person is female:
 person-is-male Ñ person-is-female

Attribute-value representation is similar to a subset of propositional logic in which
statements consists only of atoms connected by ^ but where the values are them-
selves atoms rather than just true or false. For example, the propositional statement
has-name-flach ^ institution-bristol ^ person-is-male can be represented
using attribute-value representation as t pname, flachq, pinstitution, bristolq,
pgender, maleq u . Informally, relational data is a data set consisting of attribute-
value statements. The set of attributes, e.g. tname, institution, genderu in the
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above example, is known as the schema of the data. With this preparation in place,
we now move on to describe the relational representation.

A relational database is a set of relations, also known as tables in the literature.
Expressed in Prolog syntax, a relation consists of a unique name and a pair of n -ary
functors: tuple/ n and schema/ n . The tuple/ n functor has the form,

tuple(+Value1, +Value2, ..., +ValueN)

where Value1, Value2, . . . , ValueN are data values and N“ n , n ě 0 . The form of
the schema/ n functor is,

schema(+Name1, +Name2, ..., +NameN)

where Name1, Name2, . . . , NameN are all (different) unique names, also known as at-

tributes in the literature. The data in the relation is defined by means of zero or more
tuple ground facts. Each fact defines an n -tuple, also known as a record, in the
relation. For each relation the values in the tuples are associated with a data model
consisting of:

• a singleton schema ground fact that defines the name of the corresponding
argument Value1, Value2, . . . , ValueN in relation/ n such that Value1 has
name Name1, Value2 has name Name2, . . . , ValueN has name NameN.

• a set of domains D1,D2, . . . ,DN , from which respective values Value1, Value2,
. . . , ValueN are drawn. Intuitively these domains usually consist of program-
ming language datatypes like string, integer, float, double, date, time, etc.

In the full relational model, the above domains would be incorporated into the schema
functor’s arguments but they are not important in the context of this chapter and so
we have omitted them for brevity in our explanation and examples.

In Example 2.2.1 we illustrate this representational scheme using a toy relational
database that describes people using a pair of relations: person and town.

Example 2.2.1 One possible relational representation of a database describing the

name, gender, age, town and country of nine people.

relation( person,

schema(person_id, town_id, name, gender, age), [

tuple(p1, t1, 'Fred' , m, 30),

tuple(p2, t1, 'Wilma' , f, 30),

tuple(p3, t1, 'Barney' , m, 26),

tuple(p4, t1, 'Betty' , f, 25),

tuple(p5, t2, 'Bart' , m, 10),

tuple(p6, t2, 'Homer' , m, 35),

tuple(p7, t2, 'Marge' , f, 32),

tuple(p8, t3, 'Wallace', m, 50),

tuple(p9, t3, 'Gromit' , m, 8)

]).
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relation( town,

schema(town_id, name, country), [

tuple(t1, 'Bedrock', usa),

tuple(t2, 'Springfield', usa),

tuple(t3, 'Preston', uk)

]).

Alternative relational representations of the database in Example 2.2.1 are possible,
as are other Prolog representations of course, but the chosen representation highlights
a particular characteristic of well-designed relational databases. Best practice in rela-
tional representation is to design relations so that information is not duplicated. This
is achieved in our example by using a separate relation for towns to avoid every per-
son storing a copy of their town name and country as part of their tuple. Instead,
each tuple in the person relation contains a reference (i.e. town_id) to the corre-
sponding tuple in the town relation. When data is stored in this way it is said to be in
normalised form (i.e. represented such that redundant duplication of values is min-
imised). Although this is efficient in terms of storage and can help to maintain data
consistency it has the side-effect of distributing information about an individual over
multiple relations. To retrieve all the data about an individual requires knowledge of
the relationships between the relations (i.e. the structure of the data) so that a suitable
SQL query can be defined to collect all the information together for an individual.
However, the data retrieved by such a query does not itself contain information about
the data’s structure; that information is only held in the schema of the database. To
completely reconstruct the original structure of data stored from its representation
in a relational database can require consiserable effort, depending on the type and
complexity of the original structure.

Representing data structures such as sets or multisets is straight forward in the
relational model because it was designed to represent those structures using just a
single-relation. However, when representing other types of structured data such as
trees, lists and graphs it can require considerably more effort to reconstruct the origi-
nal data structure from an SQL query. We illustrate the sort of complexities that arise

PERSON

person# town# name gender age

p1 t1 Fred m 30

p2 t1 Wilma f 30

p3 t1 Barney m 26

p4 t1 Betty f 25

p5 t2 Bart m 10

p6 t2 Homer m 35

p7 t2 Marge f 32

p8 t3 Wallace m 50

p9 t3 Gromit m 8

TOWN

town# name country

t1 Bedrock usa

t2 Springfield usa

t3 Preston uk

Figure 2.1: Tabular representation of the person and town relations.
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A
1

1

B
2

1

C
3

3

D
4

3

E
5

1

F
6

TREE

# label parent#
1 A ∅

2 B 1
3 C 1
4 D 3
5 E 3
6 F 1

Figure 2.2: Adjacency list representation of a tree where each node is annotated with
identifiers ‘#’ underneath and ‘parent#’ above the ‘label’. ∅ means no parent.

by describing three alternative schemes for representing trees as relational data. For
brevity in these examples we adopt the textbook convention of denoting relations as
tables in which the title is the relation name, the column headings are the schema
and the rows are the tuple values. For instance, Figure 2.1 depicts the tabular rep-
resentation of our toy database from Example 2.2.1. For each of the three example
schemes we show a different relational representation of the tree structure denoted by
the Prolog term, a(b,c(d,e),f). The first, depicted in Figure 2.2, uses an adjacency

list structure; the second, depicted in Figure 2.3, uses nested sets; the third, depicted
in Figure 2.4, uses a materialised path. These proxy structures are depicted in the
examples using an annotated tree figure and a single relation, tree. Numerous other
relational representations of trees are possible. Relational representations of other
structured data, including lists and graphs, are also numerous and can similarly re-
quire considerable effort to recreate the original structure of the data when retrieving
data from the database.

Despite the aforementioned difficulties in reconstructing the original structure of
data, relational representations of structured data are widely used in practice because
of the convenience offered by the relational algebra for accessing sets and multisets.
Extending this convenience to data structures beyond sets and multisets is a problem
that we return to in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.

1 A 12

2 B 3 4 C 9

5 D 6 7 E 8

10 F 11

TREE

# label left right
1 A 1 12
2 B 2 3
3 C 4 9
4 D 5 6
5 E 7 8
6 F 10 11

Figure 2.3: Nested sets representation of a tree, where identifier ‘#’ is an ordinal and
each node is annotated with ‘left’ and ‘right’ ordinals using preorder tree traversal.
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1

B
1

C
2

D
1

E
2

F
3

TREE

# label path
1 A 1
2 B 1.1
3 C 1.2
4 D 1.2.1
5 E 1.2.2
6 F 1.3

Figure 2.4: Materialised paths representation of a tree, where each node is annotated
with a left-right sibling ordinal and ‘path’ is a string denoting its path from the root.

Document-based Representations

Semi-structured data and unstructured data are commonly referred to as document-

based representations because they are typically stored in files which are referred
to as documents. The ubiquitous examples from the web application domain are
HTML, XML and JSON, a brief sketch of which is given in Examples 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
Although these are all textual data formats, documents are particularly awkward to
represent in relational form as they are often serialisations of tree structures or, in
the case of XML and JSON, arbitrary structured data with a rich range of datatypes.
Indeed, relational databases tend to treat such data as atomic and opaque (if they even
offer a datatype other than just text), which means that applications cannot easily
access subparts of the data using the relational model. For example, SQL does not
support queries that let a developer retrieve all the links (<a href="...">...</a>

tags) from an HTML document in the database nor use such subparts as constraints
within queries to filter or merge data; the closest that is usually possible in SQL is to
use regular expressions, an approach which does not cope well with the nested nature
of semi-structured data.

Example 2.2.2 (HTML/XML) The current version of HTML, HTML5, as was its

XHTML predecessor, is serialised using the XML language. A fragment of an HTML

document, taken from a researcher homepage, is shown below and clearly illustrates

the nested structure of the XML elements (tags). This structure defines a tree with

root div. In fact it defines an attributed tree because, depending on the schema,

nodes in the tree can have attributes such as the href attribute on the a element.

<div>

<h1>

Publications by Simon Price

</h1>

<p>

This is a list of all publications (co-)authored by

<a href="/People/3133">

Simon Price

</a>

that are contained in the publications database of the

Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol.

</p>

</div>
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XML has an established standardised schema, XML Schema, and a range of built-in

datatypes that includes most of the usual programming language datatypes [BM04].

However, there are multiple syntactic forms for representing the same data structures

and, while these variants tend not to occur in HTML, they do when representing ar-

bitrary structured data in XML. For instance, there are many ways of representing

structures such as arrays and key-value objects, some of which rely on de facto char-

acteristics of popular XML parsers rather than adhering strictly to any standard.

XML is notoriously verbose and slow to parse – particularly in the web browser

environment.

Example 2.2.3 (JSON) JSON data consists of arrays, denoted [elem1,elem2,...],

and objects, denoted {"key1":elem1, "key2":elem2, ...} where each elem is a

string, number, array, object or one of the constants true, false and null. Its sim-

plicity has made it a popular choice for web services and document-based databases.

While JSON lacks (built-in) strong typing, it is possible to represent arbitrary struc-

tured data. For instance, the example below is one possible JSON representation of

our tree example from the previous section.

["A", [

["B", null],

["C", [

["D", null],

["E", null]

]],

["F", null]

]]

Variations or extensions of the JSON syntax are not permitted under the standard.

There are currently competing proposals for a standard JSON Schema but most of

the candidates are themselves expressed in JSON. Different transport serialisations

are used in some document-based systems, e.g. BSON (Binary JSON) is used as a

compressed serialisation to reduce physical storage and bandwidth requirements. All

modern web browsers have fast built-in JSON parsers.

Some large datasets involving semi-structured data (e.g. web crawls or data from
high-throughput scientific instruments) now exceed the capacity of current relational
database implementations. Such data is known as Big Data and is typically char-
acterised by its volume, velocity and variety. In this Thesis, the heterogeneity of
datasets in the domain is a central concern and so it is the Big Variety flavour of Big
Data that is the most relevant of these, so called, Big Vs. For e-Science, e-Research
and research intelligence applications where semi-structured data is commonplace,
Big Variety, and Big Data in general, has led to increased interest in and adoption of
document-based alternatives to traditional SQL-based relational databases. These al-
ternatives fall into two main categories: NoSQL databases (or stores) and large-scale
distributed file systems.
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NoSQL databases Even where Big Data is not an issue, NoSQL databases are now
commonly used in web applications because they simplify access to semi-structured
data and subparts of that data. Two noteworthy types of document-based NoSQL
systems are CouchDB and MongoDB, both of which use JSON documents as their
native data records.

• CouchDB has a built-in web server featuring a REST API that automatically
maps data to URLs so that storing and retrieving documents from a web appli-
cation or as part of a workflow is trivial. Accessing subparts of JSON docu-
ments is achieved through server-side JavaScript functions which may be ap-
plied to datasets as a MapReduce task, typically extracting the required sub-
parts and storing them as new documents in a separate dataset. Ad hoc queries
are not as straight forward as in the relational model because of this need to
generate what, in effect, are cached query results held as datasets.

• MongoDB lacks a web server but is easily integrated with one to create a REST
API along similar lines to that of CouchDB. MongoDB also supports back-
ground MapReduce tasks but features an SQL-like query language which may
be used to make ad hoc queries. However, queries may still result in or re-
quire the prior generation of new datasets within the database. MongoDB uses
BSON (Binary JSON) as its serialisation format and is thus more efficient in
terms of storage and data transfer when working with large documents.

That both CouchDB and MongoDB have built-in support for MapReduce is in-
dicative of their Big Data focus, as is the fact that both can be distributed over multi-
ple locations. CouchDB also supports automated replication and both systems guar-
antee eventual consistency on update operations, making them easier to scale than
traditional relational database systems which offer the stronger guarantee of ACID

(Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability).

It is worth noting here that both NoSQL and SQL databases are usually built
on top of key-value stores that use b-trees as their internal data structure. The most
popular open source b-tree system, BerkeleyDB (currently owned and managed by
Oracle), is also our own choice for a datastore in our proof of concept software dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.

Distributed File Systems Distributed file systems have a long history in comput-
ing and are a mainstay of the enterprise computing environment. However, in the
Big Data setting (and, incidentally, for many years in e-Science domains like High
Energy Physics), the file system is used as a more scaleable alternative to a relational
database, with pre-eminent Big Data examples being Google File System (GFS) and
its open source equivalent, Hadoop File System (HFS). To the developer, these file
systems appear as ordinary file systems and so are readily usable from any program-
ming language using the same techniques as are used for local file systems. One of
the appealing attributes of these systems is that developers can develop their software
on a local file system, on a web server for instance, with the knowledge that it can
later be scaled up if required. This was the main reason that our proof of concept
software described in Chapter 3 started its life using the file system as its database.
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Clearly, a file system does not normally offer the benefits of the relational model
in terms of a relational algebra as a query formalism. Although there are drivers for
most databases that will use the underlying file system as if it were a database, most
of the desirable characteristics of the relational model are lost as a consequence of
this and it is usually neither efficient nor scaleable. The Big Data approach is to use
the MapReduce algorithm and leave the task of implementing the procedural steps of
a query to the developer who must provide imperative code to implement the Map and
the Reduce functions within the algorithm. Apache Hadoop is the most popular open
source implementation of MapReduce and, by default, requires these functions to be
written in Java although any language may be used. Recently, a pair of higher-level
‘interfaces’ to Hadoop have seen widespread adoption: Pig and Hive. Pig includes an
imperative language called Pig Latin. Hive offers an SQL-like query language. Both
compile their respective programs or queries into conventional Hadoop MapReduce
tasks and free developers from some of the work involved.

Graph-based Representations

A graph is a pair pV,Eq consisting of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E con-
necting the vertices. Examples of structures that are commonly represented as graphs
include social networks, roads networks and chemical pathways as well as struc-
tures like heirarchies and trees. Structured data representing a graph is referred to as
graph-based data and such representations are referred to as graph-based represen-

tations. Graph-based data can be represented in both relational and document-based
forms but neither features a convenient language specifically designed for querying
graph data. The Semantic Web initiative aimed to overcome this problem by intro-
ducing RDF (Resource Description Framework) [BGM04, Bec03], a standardised
representation of graph data and an associated SQL-inspired query language called
SPARQL. The broard objective was to create a machine-readable Web of Data along
similar lines to the human-readable Web of Documents. The Web of Data is referred
to as Linked Data and is highly relevant to our Thesis in the sense that data about
researchers and their published works promises to simplify the task of profiling –
potentially, in the future, removing the need to extract semi-structured data from web
pages. Although originally envisaged in this World Wide Web context, RDF stores

are now widely used as self-contained databases in their own right and have become
yet another NoSQL middleware system available to the application developer. For
a non-technical introduction to the Semantic Web, see the definitive 2001 Scientific
American article [BLHL01] which launched the initiative, or for a more technical
primer see [MM03].

For the purposes of this Thesis it is sufficient to understand that RDF data is, fun-
damentally, a representation of a directed labelled graph. To avoid the technicalities
of the RDF specification we adopt the following abstract definition of an RDF graph.

Definition 2.2.4 (RDF graph) An RDF graph is a set of statements. Each statement

is an assertion about a resource and consists of a p subject, predicate, object q triple,

where ‘subject’ is a name of the resource being described, ‘predicate’ is a name of

an attribute of the resource, and ‘object’ is the attribute value. Attribute values are

either resource names or typed literals.
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Representationally, an RDF graph can be a multigraph in that it may have more than
one edge between a pair of vertices and consequently may actually be a multiset of
statements rather than a set. However, under conventional RDF semantics [KC04],
duplicate statements are ignored. As with the relational model and document-based
data, logical constraints may be placed on an RDF graph using schema and ontolo-
gies which additionally embed a degree of background knowledge into the graph.
The syntax of names follows that of URIs [BL98], which are a generalisation of In-
ternet URLs such that a URI need not refer to an Internet addressable resource. In
fact, a URI, despite looking like a URL, may refer to anything - including concepts,
places and people. The syntax of literals is simply defined as the syntax of XML
Schema datatypes [BM04] and includes all the usual types one might expect to find
in a conventional programming language. One final note about our definition of an
RDF graph is that we use the term attribute for consistency with machine learning
literature but the RDF literature predominantly uses the term property instead.

RDF graphs have a convenient representation as a ternary relation that is particu-
larly well suited to efficient indexing of large graphs based on the first two arguments.

rdf(subject, predicate, object)

e.g. rdf(person3133, firstname, 'Simon')

Sometimes a fourth argument is added to identify the graph. Less commonly, a binary
relation is used. In which case two formulations are possible, the second of which
corresponds to a multiple clause representation of the individual centred view of data
described later in this chapter and used in our subsequent chapters.

predicate(subject, object)

e.g. firstname(person3133, 'Simon')

subject(predicate, object)

e.g. person3133(firstname, 'Simon')

One graph theoretic notation reformulates the RDF graph as a directed edge- and
vertex-labelled graph G “ pV,E, lV , lEq with vertices V “ tvx | x P SYOu whose
members are labelled by function lV pvxq “ x , and with edges E “ tes,p,o | ps, p,oq P
Tu whose members are labelled by function lEpes,p,oq “ p . S “ ts | ps, p,oq P Tu ,
O “ to | ps, p,oq P Tu and T “ tps, p,oq | statements in the RDF graphu . Unfor-
tunately, this reformulation does not quite fit the standard pV,Eq graph formulation
required to enable full exploitation of the wealth of existing methods from graph
theory. One principled attempt to overcome this restriction is a proposal for a bipar-
tite representation of RDF that is an intermediate model between the abstract triple
syntax and the data structures used by applications [HG04].

Data that constitutes an RDF graph may be held in databases and created on
demand in response to queries or it may be physically stored as a serialised RDF
graph representation [Bec03], which is typically XML although other serialisation
formats exist. The databases may be traditional relational databases or they may
be specialised Semantic Web triple stores specifically designed to store and retrieve
RDF data. In both cases the databases can be queried using the SPARQL query
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language [PS05] in much the same way as relational databases are queried using the
SQL query language. We remark that our own proof of concept software described in
Chapters 3 and 4 adopts this strategy of holding data in another format but serialising
it as RDF on demand. Our software from Chapter 4 also accepts RDF data as input.
In this Thesis we assume document-based representations of RDF rather than relying
on an RDF triple-store per se, noting that graph structures held in a triple store which
describe an individual can be materialised using a SPARQL query to produce an RDF
document.

Having surveyed relational, document-based and graph-based representations, the
three most widely used representations for structured data we now turn our attention
to the topic of how to compare heterogeneous data sources and structured data.

2.2.2 Comparing Heterogeneous Data

In this section we introduce three foundational topics, database deduplication, record

linkage and information retrieval, which relate to the problem of comparing hetero-
geneous data, which is relevant to the profiling and matching tasks in this Thesis.
Our survey of these topics ignores some traditional research community boundaries
and selects a number of relevant approaches to comparing heterogeneous data that
are drawn from across the collective information retrieval, machine learning and data
mining literature. Before commencing our survey, we first refer the reader back to our
notation from Section 2.1 (p.27) relating to the concept of a data source (Definition
2.1.1) that allowed us to define profiling (Definition 2.1.5) and matching (Definition
2.1.6) functions independently of specific representational formalisms in each field.
Using this notation, we begin our survey by examining database deduplication, one
of the most established of the topics and, as we will explain, one of the simplest
examples of a match problem.

Database Deduplication

The problem of identifying approximate duplicate records in the same database is
classically associated with databases that list the contact details of large numbers of
people - e.g. census data, publication subscription data, patient records, customer
data. Extensively researched in the statistical community since the 1950s [NKAJ59,
FS69, Win99], database deduplication deals with lexical heterogeneity, a simplified
sub-problem of the wider record linkage problem covered in the next section. Lexical
heterogeneity occurs when records of the same type, describing the same entity, differ
due to a textual mismatch in one or more fields. The causes of the mismatch may arise
for many reasons, including:

• syntactic variations in the way the data was recorded (e.g. "P. Flach", "P Flach",
"Flach, P."),

• differing degrees of detail (e.g. "P. Flach", "P. A. Flach", "Peter Flach"),

• currency of data (e.g. unmarried versus married surnames) and

• errors (e.g. typographical errors or character recognition errors).
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Historically, deduplication software has been used to identify highly similar records
which can then be manually checked by humans before either deleting, merging or
correcting the apparent duplicates. The lexical heterogeneity problem is also en-
countered in data mining where deduplication is considered a part of data cleaning
[Win03]. For the purposes of this Thesis we define deduplication, in terms of arbi-
trary data sources rather than in terms of the more usual relational databases found in
the literature.

Definition 2.2.5 (Deduplication) A data source ∆P has elements which are descrip-

tions δ pxq of members x of population P . A function dedup is a deduplication

function such that

dedupp∆Pq “ tδ pxq | δ pxq ‰ δ pyq,δ pxq P ∆P,δ pyq P ∆Pu,

where x and y are entities in population P . When ∆ “ dedupp∆q , ∆ is said to be

deduplicated. Fundamentally, dedup reduces ∆ from a multiset to a set so that the

mapping from dedupp∆Pq into P is injective.

Although by no means trivial, the database deduplication problem is the simplest
case of matching and corresponds to a reflexive match against a single data source.

dedupp∆Pq ô ∆P « ∆P.

Despite being a special case and a sub-problem of record linkage, the dedupli-
cation problem is most commonly addressed using the same approaches as the full
record linkage problem to be described in the next section.

Record Linkage

Whereas database deduplication is concerned with identifying approximate duplicate
records within the same data source, record linkage (also known as record matching
or merge/purge) extends the problem to cover approximate matches across records,
potentially, in multiple data sources. More significantly, record linkage deals with
the case of structural heterogeneity where attributes in the different data sources do
not necessarily have the same names and type. Furthermore, neither is there a guar-
anteed 1:1 mapping between attributes so that, for example, a person’s address may
be represented in one database as a single attribute (e.g. address) but in the other as
separate attributes (e.g. street, town, city, postcode, country). This is known as the
field matching problem.

The foundational work on record linkage was undertaken by the geneticist New-
combe [NKAJ59] in the 1950s, although work in this area dates back at least a decade
before and much earlier still if manual, pre-computer, approaches are considered.
Newcombe described how the relative frequency of an attribute value, such as a sur-
name, among matching and non-matching records could be used to compute a score
associated with matching of a pair of records. He then summed the scores of individ-
ual attribute comparisons (e.g. for the attributes first name, surname, address, etc.) to
obtain an overall matching score.
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The first formal mathematical theory for record linkage was introduced in the
1960s by Felligi and Sunter [FS69] of the US Bureau of Statistics. The Felligi-
Sunter (FS) model compares the attributes of two records, one from each data source,
and a decision is made as to whether or not the comparison pair represent the same
entity, or whether there is insufficient evidence to justify either of these decisions at
stipulated error levels. We adopt a definition of linkage that closely follows that of
the FS model but which is expressed here in our notation.

Definition 2.2.6 (Linkage) Two data sources ∆P and ∆Q have elements that are

descriptions δ ppq and δ 1pqq of the members of populations P and Q respectively.

The set of ordered pairs

∆Pˆ∆Q “ txδ ppq,δ 1pqqy | δ ppq P ∆P,δ
1pqq P ∆Qu

is the union of two disjoint sets

M “ txδ ppq,δ 1pqqy | δ ppq “ δ 1pqq,δ ppq P ∆P,δ
1pqq P ∆Qu

and

U “ txδ ppq,δ 1pqqy | δ ppq ‰ δ 1pqq,δ ppq P ∆P,δ
1pqq P ∆Qu

which are called the matched and unmatched sets respectively. A function link is a

linkage function such that

linkp∆P,∆Qq “ xM,Uy.

The FS model makes three decisions referred to as linked ( P1 ), possibly linked

( P2 ) and non-linked ( P3 ). Given a comparison vector γ whose components are the
coded agreements and disagreements on each attribute, the probabilities of two error
types (i.e. an unmatched pair assigned to P1 and a matched pair assigned to P3 ) is
defined as

µ “
ÿ

γPΓ

upγq PrpP1|γq

and
λ “

ÿ

γPΓ

mpγq PrpP3|γq

where upγq and mpγq are the probabilities of realising γ , for matched and un-
matched record pairs respectively and Γ is the comparison space of possible reali-
sations. A linkage rule assigns probabilities PpP1|γq , PpP2|γq and PpP3|γq to each
possible realisation of γ P Γ . An optimal linkage rule Lpµ ,λ ,Γq is defined for each
value of µ and λ that, for fixed error levels, minimises PpP2q . The test statistic
used in the linkage rule is a monotone increasing function of the ratio mpγq{upγq
and uses logarithms for computational convenience. Practical construction of the op-
timal linkage rule is simplified by an independence assumption on the attribute vector
realisations γ P Γ . If the independence assumption does not hold then the linkage
rule will not be optimal in the above sense.

To give a concrete feel for how this is used in practice, consider the examples in
Table 2.1 which show values of m and u for a subset of the attributes used in an
FS-based linkage study of Florida census data [Jar89].
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Table 2.1: EXAMPLE FS PARAMETERS ADAPTED FROM [Jar89]

γ attributes m u

given name .98 .09

middle initial .35 .03

sex - marital status .82 .21

street name .96 .03

house number .99 .01

So, for the Florida census data, an agreement on house number carries a much higher
weight than, for instance, an agreement on middle initial. Notice that the feature sex

- marital status has been manually constructed prior to the linkage by combining two
separate features, sex and marital status, into a single attribute. The feature selection
and construction in FS-based record linkage is both manual and domain-specific.

Surprisingly, surname is not included in the attributes listed in Table 2.1 even
though it is obviously an important factor in matching descriptions of people. The
reason for this apparent omission is that, like much record linkage work, the data
sources have been blocked into a set of smaller data sources by a first pass, matching
on variables that are highly likely to cluster matching pairs. In this example, an
approximate string match on surname (i.e. Knuth’s SOUNDEX algorithm - so that
Smyth „ Smith ) is used as a blocking variable prior to the calculation of µ and λ .
This is an example of heuristic blocking and it is possible that a matching pair will be
overlooked as it is split between blocks. Other applications have used sound blocking,
where matches are guaranteed to be in the same block - although this is sometimes
achieved redundantly by including a record in multiple blocks (a method sometimes
referred to as canopies). The choice of blocking variables and heuristics is by no
means a trivial problem [BCC03]. We will return to discuss this oft glossed over
topic of what might be called ‘preparatory phases’ of record linkage shortly when we
compare record linkage to our proposed semantic join.

In the 1980s, Winkler of the US Census Bureau, showed that the unknown m

and u probabilities of the Felligi and Sunter model could also be calculated using the
expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm [Win88, Win99] in the conditional inde-
pendence case. Furthermore, Winkler went on to show that generalised EM methods
could also be applied in cases where the conditional independence assumption does
not hold.

A persistent problem in record linkage algorithms during the 1980s was that
matches between pairs were made greedily without taking the overall best configura-
tion of matches into consideration. Greedy matching removes the matched pair from
the data sources so that subsequent matches may only select amongst the remaining
individuals. Consequently, such algorithms tend to give different results if the data is
presented in a different order. To overcome this problem, in 1989 Jaro introduced a
linear sum assignment procedure (lsap) [Jar89] which forces a 1:1 assignment that is
optimised globally over all possible pairings. Derivatives of this approach remain in
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common usage for record linkage up to the present day.

Since the mid-1990s there has been a resurgence in interest in the problem of
record linkage, mainly in relation to potential applications on the Web - particularly
in the domains of citation matching and online social networks [GBL98, LBG99,
New01, RZGSS04]. Much linkage-related research since the mid-90s simply reap-
plied earlier work but in a Web context. However, in the last decade, genuinely
new research directions have gathered momentum. This newer work has progressed
along two main lines of investigation: similarity-based methods, upgraded to han-
dle structured data [GLF04, MS05, BG05, WKKH05], on the one hand and prob-

abilistic models, that take account of dependencies between resolution decisions
[RC04, PD04, LMR05, BG06], on the other. In many ways, this latest cohort of
papers marked the start of the wider (ongoing) research effort in the machine learn-
ing community to combine statistical and logical methods.

To conclude this section we note that record linkage, in the general sense, corre-
sponds to a match on a pair of data sources, ∆P and ∆Q , such that,

linkp∆P,∆Qq ô ∆P « ∆Q.

It is interesting to note that in existing approaches to record linkage the descrip-
tion function δ defines an attribute vector (or sometimes a multi-relational struc-
ture) whose components are the common attributes of the, potentially much larger,
attribute vectors δP and δ 1Q of ∆P and ∆Q respectively. In other words, attributes
that do not occur in both δP and δ 1Q are just ignored - even though absence or mis-
match may in itself convey important information - particularly when considered in
the context of background knowledge.

2.2.3 Information Retrieval

We briefly mention information retrieval (IR) here as it informs the choice of tech-
nology for our proof of concept framework implementations in later chapters of this
Thesis. However, when we cast this pre-eminent research problem into our own no-
tation it becomes clear that, for our purposes, information retrieval is equivalent to
record linkage decribed in detail in the above section. The canonical task in informa-
tion retrieval is, given a query in the form of a list of words (terms), rank a set of text
documents in order of their similarity to the query [SJ72, FLM98]. If an information
retrieval query is viewed as a singleton data source (i.e. a data source containing a
single description) then the information retrieval matching problem can be viewed as
a skewed version of record linkage, having exactly the same form:

queryp∆P,∆Qq ô linkp∆P,∆Qq ô ∆P « ∆Q.

The vector space model, which we describe in Section 2.3.1 later in this chap-
ter, is a common approach to solving this problem within the field of information
retrieval and is the approach we use in our own text matching work in “Chapter 3 –
Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”.
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2.2.4 Comparing Structured Data

As machine learning and data mining has progressed from attribute-value (also known
as feature vector) approaches towards relational representation approaches, so data
matching research has progressed from comparing atomic attributes to comparing re-
lational structures [Rae08]. This move has, at least in part, been motivated by a desire
to exploit implicit semantics embedded in the intra- and inter-data structure relations:
the relations within a structured object and the relations between objects. We use the
term object here and in the rest of this section to denote a structured data record or
document describing an individual.

Although this is not a machine learning or data mining thesis per se the frame-
works discussed and developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 employ the techniques
described in this section and so some basic understanding of them is required. Our
introduction to the topic begins not with methods for comparing structured data but
with some background and terminology relating to the comparison of any data in
general using the concepts of similarity and distance (often collectively referred to
as distance-based methods, even though technically these are not identical concepts).
The discussion then moves on to introduce a promising group of distance-based meth-
ods that use kernels to compare structured data and compute a distance from the
result. Some of the material to be covered is deferred until Section 2.3 when we dis-
cuss the required background necessary to understand the Thesis; the material here
is informative only but gives a more complete userstanding of our adopted method.

Similarity and Distance

To match data it is necessary to compare data to determine how well it matches. A
perfect matche (equality) is the easiest to determine but for our use cases the match-
ing is more likely to be inexact and so some method for determining an approximate
match is required. An approximate match between a pair of data values indicates
how alike or unalike the values are in terms of some criteria. Examples of approx-
imate matches from the literature include: string edit distance, SOUNDEX, longest
substring, synonyms and abbreviations; set cotopy, n-grams and various taxanomic
distances such as most specific parent or least specific parent. In fact approximate
matching of one sort or another forms the core of most database deduplication, record
linkage and information retrieval algorithms. It therefore seems reasonable to expect
approximate matching to also play an important role in matching heterogeneous data
and structured data.

Beginning with some terminology, we adopt the following fairly standard defini-
tions of similarity, (dis)similarity and distance, adapted from [EBB` 04].

Definition 2.2.7 (Similarity) Given a set X of entities, a similarity σ : XˆXÑ R

is a function from a pair of entities to a real number expressing the similarity between

two objects such that:

@x,y P X,σpx,yq ě 0 (positiveness)

@x P X,@y,z P X,σpx,xq ě σpy,zq (maximality)

@x,y P X,σpx,yq “ σpy,xq (symmetry)
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Definition 2.2.8 (Dissimilarity) Given a set X of entities, a dissimilarity δ : Xˆ
XÑ R is a function from a pair of entities to a real number such that:

@x,y P X,δ px,yq ě 0 (positiveness)

@x P X,@y,z P X,δ px,xq “ 0 (minimality)

@x,y P X,δ px,yq “ δ py,xq (symmetry)

Definition 2.2.9 (Distance) Given a set X of entities, a distance (or metric) δ : Xˆ
XÑR is a dissimilarity function satisfying the triangular inequality and definiteness

such that:

@x,y,z P X,δ px,yq`δ py,zq ě δ px,zq (triangular inequality)

@x,y P X,δ px,yq “ 0ô x“ y (definiteness)

A dissimilarity function satisfying the triangular inequality but not definiteness is a

pseudo-metric.

Definition 2.2.10 (Normalised (dis)similarity) A (dis)similarity is said to be nor-

malised if it ranges over the unit interval of real numbers r0..1s . A normalised

version of similarity σ is denoted σ . Dissimilarity δ respectively is denoted δ .

Given a set X of entities, it trivially follows that @x,y PX,σpx,yq “ 1´δ px,yq ,
and vice-versa

In the earliest literature approximate matches were hand-crafted and highly do-
main or application specific. Over time it has become progressively more common to
try and learn similarity measures and metrics directly from data and, most recently,
also by incorporating background knowledge expressed in logic programming lan-
guages (usually Prolog).

Distances for Structured Data

For the task of approximate matching, exploiting implicit knowledge in the structure
of data is a promising technique for implementing domain independent approximate
matching of complex structured objects. Two approaches stand out as being particu-
larly relevant; both employ kernels.

• Convolution kernels for decomposition structures [STC04]

• Kernels for basic terms [GLF04]

Below we discuss the first of these methods. The second method is the one we adopt
in our work and use in our proof of concept demonstrations in Chapter 5, hence we
defer further discussion of the kernels for basic terms methd until we reach Section
2.2.4 in our required topics section later in the current chapter.

Kernels (see [STC04]) are a computationally convenient method for comparing
the dissimilarity of pairs of objects in some feature space without having to explicitly
map the objects into that space. A large number of kernels have been developed to
compare all manner of object types, including logical symbols, natural numbers, sets,
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lists, strings and graphs. The general form of a kernel is a function with signature
kD : DˆDÑR for some domain D . There is an formulaic method for computing a
distance from any kernel (defined later in Definition 2.3.24) and so all kernels can be
transformed into distances and thus used for approximate matching.

Example 2.2.11 (Some kernels for atomic data) The product kernel (formally de-

fined in 2.3.17) accepts a pair of inputs in R and multiplies them together to give

the result. Obviously the inputs to the product kernel must be from a numeric domain

(e.g. R , Z , N ) and must have a well-defined product operator. This is true of many

kernels. However, assuming the existence of a well-defined equality operator on do-

main D then the matching kernel (formally defined in 2.3.16) accepts a pair of inputs

from D and returns 1 if they are equal or 0 otherwise. So, trivially, product kernels

kNp3,4q “ 12 , kRp20,0.5q “ 10 , and matching kernels kStringp"foo","bar"q “ 0 ,

kStringp"bar","bar"q “ 1 , and kColourpRed,Redq “ 1 .

One of the interesting features of kernels is that they are closed under a range
of useful operators, including addition (` ), multiplication (ˆ ), so that when valid
kernels are combined using these operators then the result is also a valid kernel.
Convolution kernels were introduced to aggregate the kernel comparisons of the con-
stituent parts of a structured object into a single kernel value. The constituent parts
are known as the decomposition structure. In Example 2.2.12 we give an informal
example before giving the formal definition. Notice in the example that each pair in
the decomposition structure is a value-type pair and that all the types need not be the
same.

Example 2.2.12 (Decomposition structure for strings) Let the decomposition struc-
ture of string "abc" be the tuple p p"a",Stringq,p"ab",Stringq,p"abc",Stringq,p3,Nq q
where the first three pairs represent left substrings and the last pair represents the

length of the string.

Definition 2.2.13 (Decomposition Structure [STC04]) A decomposition structure
for a datatype D is specified by a relation R between an element x of D and

a finite set of tuples of sub-components, each with an associated kernel

ppx1,κ1q, . . . ,pxd ,κdqq,

for various values of d . Hence

Rpppx1,κ1q, . . . ,pxd ,κdqq,xq

indicates that x can be decomposed into components x1, . . . ,xd each with an at-

tached kernel. Note that the kernels may vary between different decompositions of

the same x , so that just as x1 depends on the particular decomposition, so does κ1 .

The relation R is a subset of the disjoint sum of the appropriate Cartesian product

spaces. The set of all admissible partitionings of x is defined as

R´1pxq “
D

ď

d“1

ppx1,κ1q, . . . ,pxd ,κdqq : Rpppx1,κ1q, . . . ,pxd ,κdqq,xq
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while the type Tp~xq of the tuple ~x“ ppx1,κ1q, . . . ,pxd ,κdqq is defined as

Tp~xq “ pκ1, . . . ,κdq.

The definition of a decomposition structure does not specify how one arrives at a
particular decomposition and the choice of kernels for any particular decomposition
in any given setting.

Before we give a formal definition, in Example 2.2.14 we show the calculation
of the convolution kernel for a pair of strings that each have a single decomposition.
Note that to keep the computation short we chose just two decompositions of our
strings but in the general case, each string could have one or many different decom-
positions (e.g. ones in which the tuple items are permutations of the original string;
or ones consisting of all the substrings of length 2) and the convolution kernel would
sum the results of comparing each to arrive at the final kernel value.

Example 2.2.14 (Convolution kernel for strings) Let the decomposition structure

R´1pxq “ tRpxq,R2pxqu . Let R1p"ab"q “ pp'a',Charq,p2,Nqq , and let R1p"a"q “
pp'a',Charq,p1,Nqq . Let R2p"ab"q “ pp'b',Charqq , and R2p"a"q “ pp'a',Charqq .

Choose the matching kernel κChar for type Char and the product kernel κN for

type N . The convolution kernel κR is calculated as,

κRp"ab","a"q “ κCharp'a', 'a'qκNp2,1q`κCharp'a', 'b'q
“ 1ˆ2`0

“ 2.

We now give the formal definition of convolution kernels.

Definition 2.2.15 (Convolution Kernels [STC04]) Let R be a decomposition struc-

ture for a datatype D . For x and z elements of D the associated convolution kernel

is defined as

κR “
ÿ

~xPR´1pxq

ÿ

~zPR´1pzq
rTp~xq “ Tp~zqs

|Tp~xq|
ź

i“1

κipxi,ziq.

Also known as the R -convolution kernel or just the R -kernel. Note that the product

is only defined if the boolean expression is true, but if this is not the case the square

bracket function is zero.

While the convolution kernel has indeed been shown to be effective on struc-
tured data, we suspect that it does not sufficiently exploit the available type infor-
mation for its use in matching in our setting where decompositions ideally need to
be constructed automatically – making full use of strongly typed data and available
background knowledge. In this respect, the higher-order logic approach of using ker-
nels for basic terms looks more promising because it provides a principled method
for constructing kernels from fundamental atomic types which may be combined to
construct kernels for more complex composite types. Moreover higher-order ker-
nels provide a declarative mechanism for incorporating background knowledge into
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kernels through bespoke kernel functions as well as through kernel modifier func-
tions that express relative importance of similarity between different parts of a data
structure.

In concluding this section on comparing structured data we remark that this Thesis
is not a machine learning or data mining thesis per se and does not depend on the
particular comparison method adopted. Others [GLF04] have demonstrated that this
particular method can work well on structured data in a variety of settings and this
is sufficient to motivate its use in our proof of concept demonstrations as part of
“Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.

2.3 Required Background Theory

In this section we introduce required background theory that is necessary in order
to read and understand the Thesis. The prerequisite background relating to work-
flows, dataflows and web services has already been covered in our introduction from
Chapter 1. Here we describe the vector space model used for profiling and matching
text in “Chapter 3 – Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”, the in-

dividuals as terms in a higher-order logic formalism that used to represent structured
data throughout “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”, and our chosen method for
comparing such data in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.
Finally, for those who are not already familiar with this protocol, we expand upon
the overview of REST web services given in our introduction and used extensively
by our proof of concept frameworks described in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3.1 Vector Space Model

The theoretical basis for the profiling and matching functionality of our text-centric
framework introduced in Chapter 3 is the well known vector space model from infor-
mation retrieval [SWY75a]. Although this model is far from new, it has been shown
to work well on general textual content across a wide range of applications – notably
underpinning the widely used Apache Lucene text search engine.

The canonical task in information retrieval is, given a query in the form of a list
of words (terms), rank a set of text documents D in order of their similarity to the
query. The vector space model is a common approach to solving this problem. Each
document d P D is represented as the multiset of terms (bag-of-words) occurring
in that document. The set of distinct terms in D , vocabulary V , defines a vector
space with dimensionality |V | and thus each document d is represented as a vector
~d in this space. The query q can also be represented as a vector ~q in this space,
assuming it shares vocabulary V . The query and a document are considered similar
if the angle θ between their vectors is small. The angle can be conveniently captured
by its cosine, which is equal to the dot product of the vectors scaled to unit length,
giving rise to the cosine similarity, which is defined as follows.
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Definition 2.3.1 (Cosine Similarity) For a pair of vectors, ~q and ~d , defined on the

same vector space, their cosine similarity s is the following function.

sp~q, ~dq “ cospθq “ ~q ¨ ~d
||~q|| ¨ ||~d||

Although not normally a condition of the definition of cosine similarity, in the context
of the vector space model the vectors are positive real valued and thus 0ď sď 1 .

However, if raw term counts are used in vectors ~q and ~d then similarity will be
biased in favour of long documents and will treat all terms as equally important. The
term frequency – inverse document frequency ( tf-idf ) weighting scheme compensates
for this by normalising term counts within a document by the total number of terms
in that document, and by penalising terms which occur in many documents.

Definition 2.3.2 (Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf)) Let term
frequency tfi j of term ti in the document d j be defined as,

tfi j “
ni j

ř

k nk j

,

and inverse document frequency idfi of term ti be defined as,

idfi “ log2

ˆ |D|
dfi

˙

,

where term count ni j is the number of times term ti occurs in the document d j , and

document frequency dfi of term ti is the number of documents in D in which term

ti occurs. Then term frequency – inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is defined as,

tf-idfi j “ tfi jˆ idf j.

In the context of our submission sifting use case, instead of comparing a single
query against a set of documents, we pairwise compare every document in one collec-
tion D1 (e.g. abstracts) with every document in another collection D2 (e.g. reviewer
bibliographies) to produce a ranked list for each document. To capture the overall im-
portance of each term across the combined collections, dfi , and hence tf-idfi , values
are calculated over the union of both collections, D1YD2 .

2.3.2 Individuals as Terms

In the context of this Thesis, individuals are entities (i.e. “things”) to be profiled or
matched based on their representation in a data source. In other words, individuals

are the elements of the underlying set described in a data source.

Definition 2.3.3 (Individual) For a data source ∆P , an individual is any x P P .

The individuals as terms representation is a generalisation of the relational model’s
attribute-value representation (Section 2.2.1) and collects all information about an in-
dividual into a single term. As such, the individuals as terms representation has much
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in common with the various pre-relational database models that were the forerunners
of the highly successful relational model which all but replaced them, until their
recent resurgence in the new guise of the document-based noSQL databases and dis-
tributed file systems used in Big Data settings (Section 2.2.1). The relational model is
now the de facto standard for database-driven applications (i.e. most business appli-
cations) but is not ideally suited for representing semi-structured data such as HTML,
XML and numerous other annotated textual document formats. Neither is the rela-
tional model convenient for representing structured data such as trees, lists, graphs
and so on, although the representation of such structures in relational databases is
commonplace using a multitude of representations and querying patterns. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.1, the issue is not storing the data but in recreating its original
structure upon retrieval without (sometimes) considerable effort. By constrast, the
individuals as terms model is a document-based model and each individual is consid-
ered to be a self-contained document.

As a formalism, the individuals as terms model offers straight forward represen-
tations of both structured and semi-structured data while at the same time having
the representational capacity to represent relations from the relational model. This
representational flexibility makes the individuals as terms model a convenient rep-
resentation of heterogeneous data, enabling the collection of all information about
an individual in a single term irrespective of whether that information is relational,
semi-structured or structured. In Example 2.3.4 we present a reworking of the toy
relational database from Example 2.2.1 (p.2.2.1) to depict the same data represented
using individuals as terms in Prolog notation.

Example 2.3.4 One possible individuals as terms representation of the toy database

describing people from Example 2.2.1, such that the individuals are chosen to be

represented as the term person/4.

person( name('Fred'), gender(m), age(30),

town(name('Bedrock'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Wilma'), gender(f), age(30),

town(name('Bedrock'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Barney'), gender(m), age(26),

town(name('Bedrock'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Betty'), gender(f), age(25),

town(name('Bedrock'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Homer'), gender(m), age(35),

town(name('Springfield'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Marge'), gender(f), age(32),

town(name('Springfield'), country(usa)) ).

person( name('Wallace'), gender(m), age(50),

town(name('Preston'), country(uk)) ).

person( name('Gromit'), gender(m), age(8),

town(name('Preston'), country(uk)) ).

In this example we chose people (i.e. person) as the individuals but we could al-
ternatively have chosen town or country or even constructed conceptual individuals
such as people in specific age bands, “0-15”, “16-29”, “ě 30 ” and so on. The choice
is problem specific and different representations of the same data may be required
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for different problems, each of which could require a different data structure for the
individual, for example involving lists, sets, multisets or trees.

Unlike the relational representation where data is normalised to remove redun-
dant duplication of data values, in the individuals as terms representation values are
repeated in each term – both data values (e.g. 'Fred') and schema information (e.g.
the name/1 functor). Obviously this unnormalised form is more expensive with re-
gard to storage but it does mean that all the information about an individual is readily
available in a single term (or document if we regard terms as equivalent to docu-
ments). As well as simplifying the task of profiling and matching individuals, in phys-
ical implementations this representation has a natural one-to-one mapping with doc-
uments which, as we will discuss further in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”
has useful properties for parallelisation and scalability.

2.3.3 Basic Terms in a Higher-Order Logic

In the previous section we introduced the concept of individuals as terms using Prolog
notation but in Chapters 4 and 5 we use a more expressive representation based on
the higher-order logic described in this section.

The terms we use later in the Thesis for our individuals as terms representation
are the basic terms from a family of typed terms in the higher-order logic based on
Church’s simple theory of types with several extensions [Chu40, Llo03]. The logic
natively supports data types that are important for representing individuals, including
sets, multisets, lists, trees and graphs. Strong typing helps to reduce search spaces
and the type of terms provides potentially useful metadata to inform profiling and
matching of individuals. The theory behind the logic and the individuals as terms
formalism is set out in [Llo03]. Here we give a only brief overview and some intuition
for those aspects of the logic that are relevant to the Thesis.

We begin our overview of the higher-order logic with a few technical details that
are a necessary prerequisite for the definition of basic terms, which are the most
important concept with regard to representing structured data in the Thesis. If this
preamble seems a little heavy going on a first read, then perhaps skip ahead to the
examples and intuitions following Definition 2.3.7 below. So, with that warning in
place, we start by assuming an alphabet defined as follows.

Definition 2.3.5 (Alphabet [Llo03]) An alphabet consists of four sets.

1. T the set of type constructors of various arities.

2. P the set of parameters.

3. C the set of constants.

4. V the set of variables.

Included in T is the constructor Ω of arity 0 with a corresponding domain of
tTrue,Falseu , the booleans. Types are constructed from type constructors in T and
type variables in P using the symbols Ñ for function types and ˆ for product
types.
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Definition 2.3.6 (Type [Llo03]) A type is defined inductively as follows.

1. Each parameter in P is a type.

2. If T is a type constructor in T of arity k and α1, . . . ,αk are types, then

T α1 . . .αk is a type. (For k “ 0 , this reduces to a type constructor of arity 0

being a type.)

3. If α and β are types, then α Ñ β is a type.

4. If α1, . . . ,αn are types, then α1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆαn is a type. (For n“ 0 , this reduces

to 1 being a type.)

A type is closed if it contains no parameters. Sc denotes the set of all closed
types obtained from an alphabet. We admit the usual nullary type constructors, in-
cluding:

• Ω , the type of B ,

• Nat , the type of N ,

• Int , the type of Z ,

• Float , the type of floating-point numbers,

• Real , the type of R ,

• Char , the type of characters,

• String , the type of strings.

The set of constants C includes J (true) and K (false). A signature is the
declared type for a constant. A constant C with signature α is often denoted C : α .
Let r s be the empty list constructor with signature List a where a is a parameter
and List is a type constructor. Let # be the list constructor with signature a Ñ
List aÑ List a .

The terms of the logic are the terms of typed λ -calculus and are formed in the
usual way by abstraction, tupling and application from constants in C and a set
of variables. The set of all terms obtained from a particular alphabet is denoted
L and is called the language given by the alphabet. A basic term is the canonical
representative of an equivalence class of terms [GLF04, Llo03].

Definition 2.3.7 (Basic terms [Llo03]) The set of basic terms, B , is defined induc-

tively as follows.

1. Basic structures – If C is a data constructor having signature σ1 Ñ ¨¨¨ Ñ
σn Ñ pT ai . . .akq , t1, . . . , tn PB pně 0q , and t is C t1 . . . tn PL , then t PB .

2. Basic abstractions – If t1, . . . , tn PB , s1, . . . ,sn PB pně 0q , s0 PD and t is

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0 P L, then t PB .

3. Basic tuples – If t1, . . . , tn PB pně 0q and t is pt1, . . . , tnq P L , then t PB .
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The abstractions in part 2 of Definition 2.3.7 represent a key-value lookup table
where ti are the keys and si are the values, for i “ 1 . . .n , with a default value
of s0 P D , where D is the set of terms that do not already occur in tt1, . . . , tnu .
The order of the terms ti and si in any basic abstraction is always the a canonical
lexical total ordering, thereby ensuring that there are no semantically equivalent but
syntactically different terms.

Basic abstractions merit special attention as they will be unfamiliar to many read-
ers and yet they play an important role in later chapters of the Thesis. In essence,
basic abstractions are key-value associations of type BβÑγ , for some key of type β
and value of type γ , with a default value s0 : γ . The value ti associated with key
si for some basic abstractions t is V pt siq “ ti for i “ 1, . . . ,n . The set of keys si

that occur in t is suppptq . With suitable choices of γ and s0 , basic abstractions can
represent sets and multisets (bags).

Basic terms can represent a wide range of data structures using basic structures,
basic abstractions and basic tuples, or arbitrarily nested combinations of these. In
Example 2.3.8 we show lists represented as a basic terms; Example 2.3.9 shows sets;
Example 2.3.10 shows multisets; and Example 2.3.11 shows a b-tree. We do not give
an example for tuples as basic tuples are just n-tuples in the usual sense.

Example 2.3.8 (Lists as basic structures) Let M be a nullary type constructor and

A,B,C,D : M . Let r s be the empty list constructor with signature List a where a

is a parameter and List is a type constructor. Let # be the list constructor with

signature aˆ List a Ñ List a . In Figure 2.5, the lists rA,B,Cs and rA,Ds are

represented as right-descending binary trees, using nested basic structures.

#

A #

B #

C r s

#

A #

D r s

Figure 2.5: Lists rA,B,Cs and rA,Ds as basic structures.

Example 2.3.9 (Sets as basic abstractions) A set of terms tA,B,Cu of type M can

be represented extensionally as basic abstractions of type BMÑΩ , where Ω is the

type of booleans, and the default term s0 “K such that,

λx . if x“ A then J else if x“ B then J else if x“C then J else K.

Example 2.3.10 (Multisets as basic abstractions) A multiset xA,A,A,B,C,Cy “
xpA,3q,pB,1q,pC,2qy can be represented as a basic abstraction of type BMÑNat ,

where Nat is the type of natural numbers and the default term s0 “ 0 such that,

λx . if x“ A then 3 else if x“ B then 1 else if x“C then 2 else 0.

Such abstractions are a mapping from each element in the multiset to its multiplicity.
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Example 2.3.11 (B-trees as basic structures [Llo03]) Let BTree be a nullary type

constructor. Let Null : BTree a and BNode : BTree a Ñ a Ñ BTree a Ñ BTree a

be data constructors where a is a parameter. Then BTree a is the type of a tree.

Null represents the empty b-tree and BNode represents non-empty b-trees. For

instance, BNode (BNode Null A Null) B (BNode Null C (BNode Null D Null)) is a

basic structure representng the b-tree depicted in Figure 2.6.

BNode

BNode

Null A Null

B BNode

Null C BNode

Null D Null

Figure 2.6: Basic term BNode (BNode Null A Null) B (BNode Null C (BNode Null D Null)) is a
basic structure representation of the depicted b-tree.

In the context of this Thesis, one important aspect of the logic is a well-defined
concept of a subterm, which will gain significance in Chapters 4 and 5 where it be-
comes useful to be able to access subparts of arbitrary data structures. Informally, the
way that subterms of a term are defined in the logic is to first give a definition that
labels every sub-part of the term with a unique string according to a “set of rules”
defined such that only legal subterms are labelled. The set of labels is called the
occurrence set of the term and the set of rules is Definition 2.3.12. In reality the defi-
nition does not actually label the terms directly, instead induction on the structure of
the term is used to generate a string consisting of a sequence of integers that records
the unique path through the structure to each subterm. At the end of this recursive
traversal of the structure the definition has constructed a set of these unique paths.
Below we give the formal definition of an occurrence set, beginning by defining the
strings that will represent the paths but the intuition can be gained just by looking at
the examples which follow shortly. Let Z

` denote the set of positive integers and
pZ`q˚ the set of all strings over the alphabet of positive integers, with ε denoting
the empty string. 1o denotes the string concatenation of 1 with o and 0o denotes
the string concatenation of 0 with o .

Definition 2.3.12 (Occurrence set [Llo03]) The occurrence set of a term t , denoted

Optq , is the set of strings in pZ`q˚ , defined inductively as follows.

1. If t is a variable, then Optq “ tεu .

2. If t is a constant, then Optq “ tεu .

3. If t has the form λx.s , then Optq “ tεuYt1o | o P Opsqu .

4. If t has the form pu vq , then Optq “ tεuYt1o | o POpuquYt2o1 | o1 POpvqu .
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5. If t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq , then Optq “ tεuYŤn
i“1tioi | oi P Optiqu .

Each o P Optq is called an occurrence of t .

Given the occurrence set of a term it is then possible to take any element of that set
and use it to ‘decode’ the string of integers to recreate the path through the structure
and identify the corresponding subterm. This, of course, relies on the same ‘set of
rules’ for traversing the structure of the term but that is exactly what is achieved in
the formal definition of a subterm, Definition 2.3.13.

Definition 2.3.13 (Subterm [Llo03]) If t is a term and o P Optq then, the subterm
of t at occurrence o , denoted t|o , is defined inductively on the length of o as

follows.

1. If o“ ε , then t|o “ t .

2. If o“ 1o1 , for some o1 , and t has the form λx.s , then t|o “ s|o1 .

3. If o“ 1o1 , for some o1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|o “ u|o1 .

4. If o“ 2o1 , for some o1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|o “ v|o1 .

5. If o “ io1 , for some o1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq , then t|o “ ti|o1 , for

i“ 1, . . . ,n .

A subterm is a subterm of a term at some occurrence. A subterm is proper if it is not

at occurrence ε .

In Example 2.3.14 we show the occurrence set and corresponding subterms of
a tuple; in Example 2.3.15 we do the same for lists represented using as right-
descending trees depicted in Figure 2.5 and where the left branch corresponds to
a 1 and right branch corresponds to 2 . More involved examples appears later in the
Thesis as part of an in-depth discussion of this topic in Chapter 5.

Example 2.3.14 If basic term t is the tuple t “ pA,B,Cq such that A,B,C P B ,

then the occurrence set of t is Optq “ tε ,1,2,3u , and the subterms of t are indexed

as t|ε “ pA,B,Cq , t|1 “ A , t|2 “ B , and t|3 “C .

Example 2.3.15 If basic terms s, t P BList M are the lists s “ rA,B,Cs and t “
rA,Ds , where A,B,C,D : M , and M is a nullary type constructor, then the occur-

rence sets of s and t are Opsq“ tε ,1,2,21,22,221,222u and Optq“ tε ,1,2,21,22u .

The occurrence sets correspond to the subterms s|ε “ rA,B,Cs , s|1 “ A , s|2 “
rB,Cs , s|21 “ B , s|22 “ rCs , s|221 “ C , s|222 “ rs , and t|ε “ rA,Ds , t|1 “ A ,

t|2 “ rDs , t|21 “ D , t|22 “ rs .

As mentioned in the start of the current section, the above introduction is only
an overview of the higher-order logic used in later chapters of this Thesis. One final
concept which we will not expand upon in this introduction are the higher-order

aspects of the logic, which we defer until “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”,
where the topic is explained in the context of our dataflow implementation. For now
its is sufficient to know that a higher-order function has at least one function in either,
or both, of its domain and codomain and a higher-order term is a term containing a
function, and that terms in the logic can themselves include functions.
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2.3.4 Kernels and Distances for Basic Terms

In this section we ignore some traditional research community boundaries and select
a number of relevant approaches to comparing heterogeneous data that are drawn
from across the collective information retrieval, machine learning and data mining
literature.

As machine learning and data mining has progressed from attribute feature vec-
tor approaches to relational representation approaches, so data matching research
has progressed from comparing atomic attributes to comparing relational structures.
This move has, at least in part, been motivated by a desire to exploit implicit seman-
tics embedded in the intra- and inter-data structure relations - the relations within a
structured objects and the relations between objects. We use the term object here to
denote a structured data record or document describing an individual.

For matching, exploiting implicit knowledge in the structure of data is a promis-
ing technique for implementing domain independent approximate matching of com-
plex structured objects.

While the convolution kernel discussed in Section 2.2.4 has indeed been shown
to be effective on structured data, we suspect that it does not sufficiently exploit the
available type information for its use in matching in our setting where decompositions
ideally need to be constructed automatically – making full use of strongly typed data
and available background knowledge. In this respect, the higher-order logic approach
of using kernels for basic terms looks more promising because it provides a principled
method for constructing kernels from fundamental atomic types which may be com-
bined to construct kernels for more complex composite types [GLF04]. Moreover
higher-order kernels provide a declarative mechanism for incorporating background
knowledge into kernels through bespoke kernel functions as well as through kernel
modifier functions that express relative importance of similarity between different
parts of a data structure.

By defining a default kernel for basic terms this higher-order logic approach en-
ables declarative definition of customised kernels where specific tuning is required
and in all other cases the default kernel for the appropriate type is applied. In com-
mon with convolution kernels, the characteristics of a particular instantiation of the
default kernel must also be tuned for specific problems and datasets. However, the
default kernel provides a prescriptive technique for decomposing the data based on
its type structure whereas the convolution kernel provides no such guidance. The
default kernel’s more prescriptive recipe for kernel design, when combined with their
capacity to incorporate background knowledge, has been shown to work well across
a wide range of problems and data types [GLF04]. For this reason, the default ker-
nel for basic terms is used in our proof of concept implementation in “Chapter 5 –
Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”.

As preparation for the definition of the default kernel for basic terms we first give
definitions of kernels on data constructors and support. Implicit in the definition
of the default kernel for basic terms is the existence of a default kernel on the data
constructor of each atomic basic type. For example, a kernel on integers, a kernel on
reals, a kernel on booleans, and so on. Below we give definitions for two commonly
used kernels that appear in the later examples.
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Definition 2.3.16 (Matching kernel) The matching kernel is a function with signa-

ture kΩ : BˆBÑ R such that for s, t PB ,

kΩps, tq “
#

1 if s“ t

0 otherwise.

The matching kernel is also known as the discrete kernel.

Definition 2.3.17 (Product kernel) The product kernel is a function with signature

kReal : RˆRÑ R such that for s, t P R ,

kRealps, tq “ st.

The product kernel can alternatively be defined for integers with kInt : ZˆZÑ Z ,

or for naturals with kNat : NˆNÑ N .

The same assumption of the existence of a default kernel applies to data con-
structors for any domain-specific atomic types, where the kernel may either be an
alias for one of the aforementioned atomic basic types or a bespoke kernel function.
In [GLF04] a bespoke kernel function kroof is defined to compare the roof of trains
such that identical roofs evaluate to 1, a flat roof compared to peak roof evaluates to
0.5 and all other combinations evaluate to 0. This captures the background knowl-
edge that flat and peak roofs are quite similar to each other in the problem setting.
Formally, kernels on data constructors are defined as follows.

Definition 2.3.18 (Kernels on Data Constructors [Llo03]) For each type construc-

tor T P T , where T is a set of type constructors, κT : XT ˆXT Ñ R is a kernel on

the set of data constructors XT associated with T .

The definition of support relies on an index function V which, when applied
to a basic abstraction t P BβÑγ for a given ‘key’ b P β , allows us to access the
associated value tb P γ in t . Intuitively, this is a way of indexing items within
a basic abstraction using b as a key. For example, revisiting our earlier example
of the multiset xA,A,A,B,C,Cy represented as t “ xpA,3q,pB,1q,pC,2qy , a basic
abstraction of type BMÑNat such that,

t “ λx . if x“ A then 3 else if x“ B then 1 else if x“C then 2 else 0,

then V pt Aq “ 3 , V pt Bq “ 1 , V pt Cq “ 2 and V pt bq “ 0 for all b R tA,B,Cu .

Definition 2.3.19 (Support) Let t PBβÑγ , for some β ,γ PB . The support of t ,

denoted suppptq , is the set tb P β | V pt bq RDu .

In other words, the support of a basic abstraction is its set of keys (i.e. tA,B,Cu in
the multiset example above).

On a technical note, our definition of support is adapted from [Llo03] which gives
a more general definition in which the keys and values are not necessarily basic terms
(i.e. β ,γ P Sc ). However, in the context of this Thesis we can safely restrict our
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attention to the case where β ,γ PB because our data representations only require
basic abstractions that map basic terms to basic terms.

With these prerequisite definitions of V and supp in place we can now define
the default kernel for basic terms.

Definition 2.3.20 (Default kernel for basic terms [GLF04]) The function k : Bˆ
BÑ R is defined inductively on the structure of terms in B as follows.

1. If s, t PBα , where α “ T α1 . . .αk , for some T,α1, . . . ,αk , then

kps, tq “
#

κT pC,Dq if C ‰D

κT pC,Cq`řn
i“1 kpsi, tiq otherwise

where s is C s1 . . . sn and t is D t1 . . . tm .

2. If s, t PBα , where α “ β Ñ γ , for some β , γ , then

kps, tq “
ÿ

uPsupppsq
vPsuppptq

kpV ps uq,V pt vqq ¨ kpu,vq.

3. If s, t PBα , where α “ α1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆαn , for some α1, . . . ,αn , then

kps, tq “
n

ÿ

i“1

kpsi, tiq,

where s is ps1, . . . ,snq and t is pt1, . . . , tnq .

4. If there does not exist α PSc such that s, t PBα , then kps, tq “ 0 .

In other words, the evaluation of the default kernel on a pair of basic terms pro-
ceeds by recursively decomposing basic structures, basic abstractions and basic tu-
ples into subterms as prescribed in parts 1, 2 and 3 respectively, until base case atomic
types are reached. As noted in the previous paragraph, there is assumed to be a kernel
associated with each of these atomic types. In unwinding from the recursive descent,
the value returned to each non-terminal step in the recursion is combined in the way
defined in parts 1, 2 and 3 until finally a single kernel result is arrived at for the en-
tire basic term. Examples 2.3.21 for lists, 2.3.22 for sets, and 2.3.23 for multisets
(reproduced from [GLF04]) illustrate this recursive decomposition.

Example 2.3.21 (Default Kernel on Lists [GLF04]) Let M be a nullary type con-

structor and A,B,C,D : M . Let # and r s be the usual data constructors for lists.

Choose κM and κList to be the matching kernel. Let s be the list rA,B,Cs PBList M ,
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t “ rA,Ds , and u“ rB,Cs . Then

kps, tq “ κListpp#q,p#qq` kpA,Aq` kprB,Cs, rDsq
“ 1`κMpA,Aq`κListpp#q,p#qq` kpB,Dq` kprCs, r sq
“ 1`1`1`κMpB,Dq`κListpp#q, r sq
“ 3`0`0

“ 3.

Similarly, kps,uq “ 2 and kpt,uq “ 3 .

Example 2.3.22 (Default Kernel on Sets [GLF04]) Let M be a nullary type con-

structor and A,B,C,D : M . Choose κM and κΩ to be the matching kernel. Let s

be the set tA,B,Cu PBMÑΩ , t “ tA,Du , and u“ tB,Cu . Then

kps, tq “ kpA,AqkpJ,Jq` kpA,DqkpJ,Jq` kpB,AqkpJ,Jq
`kpB,DqkpJ,Jq` kpC,AqkpJ,Jq` kpC,DqkpJ,Jq

“ κMpA,AqκΩpJ,Jq`κMpA,DqκΩpJ,Jq`κMpB,AqκΩpJ,Jq
`κMpB,DqκΩpJ,Jq`κMpC,AqκΩpJ,Jq`κMpC,DqκΩpJ,Jq

“ κMpA,Aq`κMpA,Dq`κMpB,Aq`κMpB,Dq
`κMpC,Aq`κMpC,Dq

“ 1`0`0`0`0`0

“ 1.

Similarly, kps,uq “ 2 and kpt,uq “ 0 .

Example 2.3.23 (Default Kernel on Multisets [GLF04]) Let M be a nullary type

constructor and A,B,C,D : M . Choose κM be the matching kernel and κNat to

be the product kernel. Let s be the set xA,A,B,C,C,Cy PBMÑNat (i.e. s is the

multiset containing two occurrences of A , one of B , and three of C ), t “ xA,D,Dy ,

and u“ xB,B,C,Cy . Then

kps, tq “ kp2,1qkpA,Aq` kp2,2qkpA,Dq` kp1,1qkpB,Aq` kp1,2qkpB,Dq
`kp3,1qkpC,Aq` kp3,2qkpC,Dq

“ 2ˆ1`4ˆ0`1ˆ0`2ˆ0`3ˆ0`6ˆ0

“ 2.

Similarly, kps,uq “ 8 and kpt,uq “ 0 .

The name ‘default’ derives from the fact that in the absence of explicit bespoke
kernels associated with a specific data constructor, the decomposition proceeds in the
prescribed way until base case kernels are reached and each of these base cases is
assumed to have a default associated kernel. It is worth noting that types associated
with bespoke kernel functions need necessarily be atomic in the sense of the logic
but are treated as such in the computation of the default kernel. Thus, for example, if
a bespoke kernel is associated with a type that also happens to be a set (i.e. a basic
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abstraction BβÑΩ ), the default kernel for basic terms will not decompose the set
using part 2 and will instead pass the set to the bespoke kernel to evaluate.

The relative contribution of each kernel associated with a specific type within
a basic term can be modified to incorporate background knowledge into the over-
all kernel. This is achieved by associating a kernel modifier, of the form κmodifier :
PˆpXˆXÑ Rqˆ pXˆXÑ Rq , with each type. Given a modifier κmodifier and
its parameters (an element in the parameter space P ) the input kernel is mapped to
a modified output kernel. In Chapter 5 we introduce our own restated definition of
the kernel for basic terms to explicitly include kernel modifiers as Definition 5.5.3,
structurally weighted default kernel for basic terms; for the current chapter, as in the
prior literature, the application of modifiers associated with specific types remains
implicit. In [GLF04], various choices of modifier kernel are offered: default, polyno-

mial, gaussian and normalised.

κdefaultpkqpx,x1q “ kpx,x1q.
κpolynomialpp, lqpkqpx,x1q “ pkpx,x1q` lqp. pl ě 0, p P Z`q

κgaussianpγqpkqpx,x1q “ e´γ rkpx,xq´2kpx,x1 q`kpx1 ,x1qs. pγ ą 0q

κnormalisedpkqpx,x1q “
kpx,x1q

a

kpx,xqkpx1 ,x1q
.

The default kernel modifier is the identity and, as its name suggests, is the default
where no other modifier is specified for the kernel associated with a specific type.
Given that

a

kpx,xq is the norm of x in feature space, it can be seen that the nor-

malised kernel is the kernelised equivalent of cosine similarity but applied to kernels
rather than directly to feature vectors.

Usefully, [GLF04] proves that positive semi-definite kernels induce valid dis-
tances in the feature space and that combinations of such kernels, including the kernel
for basic terms, also induce valid distances.

Definition 2.3.24 (Distances from kernels [GLF04]) Let k : XˆXÑ R be a ker-

nel on X . The distance measure induced by k is defined as

dkpx,x1q “
a

kpx,xq´2kpx,x1q` kpx1,x1q

If k is a valid kernel the dk is well behaved in that it satisfies the conditions of a

pseudo-metric in Definition 2.2.9.

To complete this background chapter, below we give a brief introduction to the
REST web services that were mentioned in Chapter 1 and which form a central ele-
ment of our proof of concept implementations in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.3.5 RESTful Web Services

Recently, REST web services have become popular as the web API behind numerous
Web 2.0 sites, including Twitter, Flickr and Facebook and are also widely used in e-
Science and e-Research. Like conventional websites, RESTful services offer a state-
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less, cacheable, layered and uniform client-server interface. However, unlike con-
ventional sites, which are designed to render human-readable data as HTML pages
to be viewed in a browser, RESTful sites serve data in formats such as XML, JSON
and RDF, that may be readily consumed by arbitrary applications. Furthermore, in
the same way that HTML forms on conventional web pages can be used to submit
data from the client to the server for storage and processing, arbitrary RESTful appli-
cations can use exactly the same protocols to achieve the same end. Also, the usual
HTTP authentication and authorisation mechanisms can be used to control access to
specific services and resources.

The intuition behind REST is that URIs are used to represent resources and
that HTTP request methods are used to specify fundamental operations on those re-
sources. The most widely used HTTP request method, GET, is invoked every time
a web browser requests a URI from a web server. HTTP GET is only one of sev-
eral HTTP request methods; the five that are most significant for REST web services
are summarised in Table 2.2. These correspond to the CRUD(E) (Create, Replace,
Update, Delete and Exists) operations from Web 2.0. Additional operations are spec-
ified by adding verbs into the URIs themselves. Pairs of attribute-value parameters
can be supplied with the HTTP request in the usual way to modify the behaviour
of operations. The content type of the result is normally specified by either content
negotiation embedded in the HTTP header or by simply adding a filename extension
to the url (e.g. .json for JSON or .xml for XML).

Table 2.2: INTERPRETATION OF HTTP REQUEST METHODS IN REST

Method Usage in REST Read-only

GET show and list yes

HEAD exists (resource exists?) yes

POST create and compute no

PUT update and recompute no

DELETE destroy no

The following is an example of a REST request, using curl
1 as a convenient

command line client, to retrieve a (usually JSON or XML by default) representation
of a book by its ISBN.

curl -X GET http://www.foo.com/books/0471941522

A similar request to the same URI using the DELETE method will delete that same
representation.

curl -X DELETE http://www.foo.com/books/0471941522

1cURL – http://curl.haxx.se, visited April 2014.
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As the potentially destructive nature of the second example should make obvious,
authentication and authorisation are sometimes required for REST operations. All the
usual HTTP techniques can be used for this purpose. For instance, REST operations
return standard HTTP status codes (e.g. 200 OK, 404 Not Found and so on). Armed
with this knowledge, a Web 2.0 application developer has all the information they
need to start developing with REST.

The RESTful services and the workflows presented in this Thesis are compat-
ible with workflow management systems such as Kepler and Taverna [ABJ ` 04,
HWS` 06]. Compatibility would be further increased by the creation of a WSDL
2.0 description of their REST APIs which would add SOAP support to simplify inte-
gration into existing workflow design and enactment tools [LGS07, SGL07].

2.4 Summary

Some of the necessary background for this Thesis has already been covered in our in-
troduction from Chapter 1. In this chapter we introduced terminology used throught
the Thesis and which is relevant to all readers. The remainder of the chapter was
divided in two: the first part surveyed informative background topics relevant to our
work but about which readers only require a general awareness; the second intro-
duced the required background theory necessary to read and understand this Thesis.
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Chapter 3

Workflows for Profiling and

Matching Textual Content

In this chapter we explore different solutions to the submission sifting problem of
matching submitted conference or journal papers to potential peer reviewers based on
the similarity between the paper’s abstract and the reviewer’s publications as found in
online bibliographic databases. We describe how the use of e-Science inspired work-
flows and components resulted in the SubSift framework for profiling and match-
ing general textual content from documents and web pages. We introduce SubSift
through progressive generalisation of a real-world case study of a web application
to support academic peer review for machine learning and data mining conferences
[FSG` 09, PFS10a, PFS10b].

After describing different implementations of SubSift, we investigate its appli-
cation to other research intelligence use cases by incorporating the same SubSift
profiling and matching model into re-usable web services and workflows. This inves-
tigation demonstrates the utility of the workflow approach to profiling and matching
general textual content. Experience from the re-use of SubSift in different settings
suggests the possibility of a more flexible approach to addressing these and, poten-
tially, a much wider range of web-centric use cases [PFS` 10d, PFS` 13, PF13b].

3.1 SubSift Case Study

SubSift originated as a set of bespoke tools to support the research paper review
process of a major data mining conference, ACM SIGKDD International Conference

on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 2009 (SIGKDD’09).

Experiences with SubSift Tools

The initial SubSift tools were conceived by the SIGKDD’09 Programme Co-Chairs
and written by members of the local organising group with external collaborators at
Microsoft Research, using a mixture of Prolog, Java, C++, C# and Matlab. The text
analysis tools that contribute to the subject of this chapter built upon the prior work of
Spiegler, one of the local group members [Spi06]. The emphasis in the development
of these tools was on hitting the tight deadlines of the conference paper peer review
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process rather than on producing generic re-usable software. As reported in Flach
et al. [FSG` 09] and summarised below, the deadlines were met and the SubSift
tools delivered the required functionality, assisting in the allocation of 537 submitted
research papers to 199 reviewers.

Using these tools, each reviewer’s bids were initialised based on subject areas
(keywords) as well as a textual comparison between the paper’s abstract and the re-
viewer’s publication titles as listed in the DBLP computer science online bibliography
[Ley02]. The textual comparison treated the abstract text and the reviewer’s publica-
tion titles as bags of words. After first removing commonly occurring words (‘stop-
words’), the number of occurrences of each word were counted and normalised based
on term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) (Definition 2.3.2) [SJ72]. The
resultant tf-idf weighted term vectors were then compared by calculating their cosine
similarity (Definition 2.3.1), a well-known technique borrowed from the vector space
model in information retrieval [SWY75b]. In a final step, these similarity scores were
combined with counts of the number of subject areas in common using a weighted
sum, with manually chosen weights, to arrive at a combined similarity score.

The combined similarity scores were discretised into four bins using manually
chosen thresholds, with the first bin being a 0 (no-bid) and the other three being bids
of increasing strength: 1 (at a pinch), 2 (willing) and 3 (eager). These initial bids
were exported from SubSift and imported into the conference management tool1. On
average, each reviewer’s bids were initialised with approximately 7.5 papers (1.4%
of 537) at bid level 3, 16.6 (3.1%) at level 2, and 52 (9.7%) at level 1, leaving the
remaining 460.9 (85.8%) papers at level 0, no-bid.

Based on the same similarity information, each reviewer was sent an email con-
taining a link to a personalised SubSift generated web page listing details of all 537
papers ordered by a choice of: initial bid allocation, keyword matches, and similarity
to their own published works. The page also listed the keywords extracted from the
reviewer’s own publications and those from each of the submitted papers. Guided by
this personalised perspective, plus the usual titles and abstracts, reviewers affirmed
or revised their bids recorded in the conference management tool.

Qualitatively, comments received from reviewers at this stage ranged from a sur-
prised, “There are already non-default bids on my papers in the system (and they are

not bad)” via a contented, “I reviewed my automatically assigned papers a few days

ago and was very happy with them so I did not put any bids in" to an excited, “as

I go thru my paper assignments, I am extremely impressed by quality of your initial

automated assignment!".

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the SubSift tools, the bids made by
reviewers were considered to be the ‘correct assignments’ against which SubSift’s
automated assignments were compared. Disregarding the level of bid, a median2

of 88.2% of the papers recommended by SubSift were subsequently included in the
reviewers’ own bids (precision). Furthermore, a median of 80.0% of the papers on
which reviewers bid for were ones initially recommended to them by SubSift (recall).
Combined, as the harmonic mean of precision and recall, this gives an F-measure of

1Microsoft CMT – http://cmt.research.microsoft.com/, visited April 2014.
2Median precision and recall are quoted because of the skew of the distribution. However, some

other authors use the mean. For the sake of comparison, these were 58% and 69% respectively.
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72.7%. These results suggest that the papers eventually bid on by reviewers were
largely drawn from those that were assigned non-zero bids by SubSift.

Although not mentioned in the paper, these results are comparable with similar
published results using language models and are all the more impressive for being on
real-world data in a practical setting [DKL08, MM07, HP06]. Overall, both qualita-
tive and quantitative results were very encouraging and demonstrated that there was a
lot of scope for automated support during the bidding process driven by text analysis.

The case for SubSift Services

The promising results from SIGKDD’09 also suggested that the SubSift tools might
be used to support submission sifting for other conferences or workshops and, poten-
tially, be applied to the remaining use cases described in this Thesis. However, the
short timeframe in which the tools were developed and their focus on a single confer-
ence inevitably resulted in a number of obstacles to their reuse. To overcome these,
the author of this Thesis submitted a project proposal to the UK Joint Information
Services Council (JISC) under the Rapid Innovation strand of the Information Envi-
ronment Programme 2009-11, which was subsequently awarded. The project, called
SubSift Services, took an e-Science web services approach to addressing the obstacles
to the re-use of SubSift tools [PFS10a, PFS10b]. Below, we list the main obstacles
and, in each case, briefly explain how the SubSift Services project addressed them.

• Usage was via the command line only; there was no web or graphical user
interface. SubSift Services repackaged the software as both a website and as a
family of web services.

• The tools enforced a specific workflow; it was not possible to “pick and mix”
the most useful features on an application-by-application basis. SubSift Ser-
vices’ web services allowed compositions or “mash-ups” of features to create
workflows to support bespoke applications.

• The tools software was largely undocumented and not packaged up for redis-
tribution. Re-use of any of the tools would probably only be possible with
the help of the original developer. The project documented, packaged and re-
leased the bid initialisation and paper assignment software as an open source
application via the Google Code website.

• Customisation required modification of the software. SubSift Services enabled
customisation of the software through well documented configuration settings
and through support for mash-ups with tools like Yahoo! Pipes.

• The list of potential reviewers required a bespoke file format. SubSift Services
adopted standards-based file and data formats.

• The DBLP computer science online bibliography was the only bibliographic
data source supported. SubSift Services accepted input from different bibli-
ographic data sources, such as Citeseer, Google Scholar, eprints, homepages
and blogs.
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• Text acquisition for submitted papers was hard-coded to come from a single
data source. SubSift Services accepted abstracts from a wider range of sources;
they did not, however, directly integrate with conference management systems
as part of the project.

• Dissemination beyond the immediate research community was unlikely. The
SubSift Services project also promoted and disseminated the SubSift tools’
functionality to the wider academic community.

As well as re-implementing the decomposed functionality of SubSift Tools as a
family of web service components, the project also sought to evaluate their applica-
tion to other conferences and to explore their re-use in different contexts elsewhere
as a generalised submission sifting workflow.

Choice of Technology

At its outset the SubSift Services project faced a number of technology choices, the
most important of which we list below along with the rationale for our choices.

1. Whether to use an existing information retrieval system.

Information retrieval (IR) systems are designed to accept a query in the form
of a list of words (terms) and rank a set of text documents in order of their
similarity to the query (see Section 2.2.3). Existing IR systems such as Apache
Lucene3, recent versions of PostgreSQL4 and Oracle Ultra Search5 all support
text matching on large-scale document collections. For submission sifting,
instead of comparing a single query against a set of documents, we pairwise
compare every document in one data source ∆P (e.g. abstracts) with every
document in another data source ∆Q (e.g. reviewer bibliographies) to produce
a ranked list for each document (or conversely for each reviewer). Clearly,
submission sifting could be implemented by iterating over all the documents in
each data source and using an IR system to perform the necessary text matching
queryp∆P,∆Qq to retrieve a ranked lists of matches for each document, echoing
the form of record linkage functions linkp∆P,∆Qq from Section 2.2.2,

queryp∆P,∆Qq ô linkp∆P,∆Qq ô ∆P « ∆Q.

However, despite being the key feature of SubSift Services, we suspected that
the amount of code involved in text matching represented only a modest part
of the overall functionality of the proposed web services. We anticipated that
most of the system’s code would be concerned with implementing web services
to manage (e.g. create, read, update, delete, manage access) of the documents
to be pmatched or in code to control processing (e.g. initiatiating imports,
web harvesting, profiling, matching, report generation). Crucially, we also
wanted to be able to record and expose metadata describing the factors that

3Lucene – http://lucene.apache.org, visited April 2014.
4PostgreSQL – http://www.postgresql.org, visited April 2014.
5Ultra Search – http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B13789_01/ultra.101/b10731/over.htm,

visited April 2014.
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contributed to a particular match (e.g. the relative contribution of different
terms to an overall similarity score) and, intuitively, it seemed easier to both
record and access that metadata by having low-level access to the matching
code – without having to patch or integrate with an existing open source system
like Lucene in ways that, although possible, would be unsustainable beyond the
life of the project because new versions of the tool would require updates to
the patch. So, on balance we opted for a compromise and used an existing low-
level information retrieval library6 rather than a more sophisticated information
retrieval system.

2. Whether to connect service components using an existing workflow system.

The SubSift Services project aimed to produce a family of web service compo-
nents that could be used in a variety of workflows such as those in our motivat-
ing use cases. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, there are a number of established
workflow systems, including e-Science engines like Taverna, RapidMiner and
Kepler as well as numerous general purpose integration tools based around
BPEL. Most of these systems allow web service components to be invoked as
part of their workflows and also offer a choice of different local and Internet
communication protocols to suit different application settings. Such systems
were clearly strong technology candidates for defining and enacting workflows
built from the planned SubSift Services. However, we wanted to the explore the
idea of enacting submission sifting and our other workflows through client-side
web applications, invoking SubSift Services directly from the browser, rather
than via an (already well-proven) server-side workflow engine; we were in no
doubt that our workflows could be enacted using established workflow sys-
tems. Our motivation for our approach was that, if successful, it would enable
third-party users of SubSift Services to “mash-up” new workflows themselves
without requiring server-side code changes on our part and without requiring
their own installation of a workflow engine. Had the choice been made purely
on the grounds of software engineering best practice and cost effectiveness
then using an established workflow system would have made more sense.

3. Which protocol to base the web services on.

Unpicking this question, there are two main considerations: data transmission
and service invocation. One important idea behind developing SubSift Services
as a family of services (i.e. a collection of closely interoperating services),
rather than as entirely independent services that could each be used without the
others, was to minimise the need for data transmission by allowing the services
to share a common local (to the services) data store. This meant that a service
to match textual documents could defer the creation, update and deletion of
those documents in the data store to a separate documents service and that
retransmission of documents from the client to the server is not required at each
processing step – only metadata identifying the relevant documents in the store
is required in order for the match service to process that data. Consequently,
so long as data can be ingested in a reasonable time then the choice of data
transmission protocol was not the most important consideration for the project
– thereby making the choice of service invocation our main consideration. As

6Perl CPAN modules – Text::Document and Text::DocumentCollection.
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discussed in Section 1.2.2, the dominant protocol for web services is SOAP-
based message passing but for SubSift Services we opted for the less popular
option of REST web services in combination with their closely entwined with
the HTTP protocol. Had we opted to implement SubSift Services using an
existing workflow system then SOAP-based message passing would have been
a more natural choice. Our choice was based on REST’s relative ease of use
from client-side code in the browser and the fact that, in our experience, more
web developers are familiar with REST than SOAP (possibly because of the
latter’s popularity in Web 2.0 applications).

Later, in the chapter summary we revisit these decisions in light of our subsequent
experiences of developing using SubSift web services to implement the full range of
workflows introduced in our motivating use cases.

Generalised Submission Sifting

Recall from our description of “Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting” (p.2) that submis-
sion sifting can be divided into three specific problems:

1. matching submissions to reviewers;

2. ranking potential assignments;

3. allocating papers to reviewers.

The approach taken in SubSift Tools addresses all three of these problems by reduc-
ing them to the single task of computing pairwise similarity between a set of repre-
sentations of the reviewers and a set of representations of the papers. For problem
1, “matching submissions to reviewers", ranking pairwise similarity scores returned
by SubSift enables the discretisation of similarity scores into the required number of
initial bid bins to assign initial bids for every reviewer-paper pair. These pairs can
be grouped by reviewer to give a list of papers ranked by similarity to each reviewer.
This list solves problem 2, “ranking potential assignments", by assisting reviewers in
their revision of SubSift-initialised bids. Conversely, solving problem 3, “allocating

papers to reviewers”, requires that the pairs be grouped by paper to give a list of re-
viewers ranked by similarity to each paper. This list assists the programme co-chair
in allocating papers manually where required.

SubSift’s solution to this task can be generalised to define a generalised submis-

sion sifting workflow composed from a set of flexible web service components. In the
first step towards this goal we will define the inputs and outputs of SubSift, before
going on to decompose the high-level task into a number of smaller steps that are well
suited to implementation as web services. The final step before arriving at our goal is
to parameterise these components to introduce the flexibility required to support our
other use cases.

Throughout the remainder of this case study we use Prolog syntax because it
allows concise expression of the behaviour of SubSift and because its proximity to
first-order logic leads naturally into our later development of the concepts introduced
here. So, in the first instance, we can describe SubSift as a predicate, subsift/3,
with two inputs and one output, with the following signature.
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Definition 3.1.1 (Submission Sifting Signature) Submission sifting, subsift/3, is

a predicate with signature, subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, -Matches).

The set of n reviewers and the set of m papers can be represented as n`m Pro-
log ground facts using the predicates reviewer/2 and paper/2 respectively. Each
reviewer(Rid, Rvalue) fact associates some unique identifier Rid with some ground
first-order representation, Rvalue, of the reviewer. Each paper(Pid, Pvalue) fact
associates some unique identifier Pid with some ground first-order representation,
Pvalue, of the paper. The representation used by the initial SubSift tools was to rep-
resent: a reviewer by the string formed by concatenating all their publication titles
together; and a paper by the string formed by concatenating its title and abstract. Re-
viewer names were used as identifiers; papers used their existing unique identifiers
from the conference management tool. Abbreviated data from a recent SIGKDD con-
ference with 300 reviewers and 590 papers is shown below. Notice that, to preserve
confidentiality, only accepted papers are shown in our examples and, for the same
reason, similarity scores have been changed.

reviewer('A Tan', "Creating an Immersive Game World with...").

reviewer('A Hinneburg', "Ranked Set Search in Medline...").

reviewer('A Evfimievski', "Epistemic privacy. Epistemic...").
.
.
.

reviewer('Z Zhang', "A Multiple-Instance Learning Based...").

paper(p1, "Clustering by Synchronization|Synchronization is...").

paper(p2, "Inferring Networks of Diffusion and Influence...").

paper(p3, "Unifying Dependent Clustering and Disparate...").
.
.
.

paper(p590, "Versatile Publishing for Privacy Preservation...").

Assuming that a list of all reviewer/2 facts are collected into the variable Reviewers
and a list of all paper/2 facts are collected into the variable Papers then,

?- subsift(Reviewers, Papers, Matches).

will unify Matches with a list of nˆm facts, match(Rid, Pid, Similarity),
where each match/3 fact represents the cosine similarity score of a pair of tf-idf
term-weight vector representations of values, Rvalue and Pvalue, from the Carte-
sian product of Reviewers with Papers. For our SIGKDD example, Matches would
be unified with a list of facts as depicted below.

match('A Tan', p1, 0.005).

match('A Tan', p2, 0.012).

match('A Tan', p3, 0.012).
.
.
.

match('A Tan', p590, 0.000).

match('A Hinneburg', p1, 0.006).

match('A Hinneburg', p2, 0.001).

match('A Hinneburg', p3, 0.000).
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.

.

.

.

.

.

match('Z Zhang', p1, 0.000).

match('Z Zhang', p2, 0.001).

match('Z Zhang', p3, 0.218).
.
.
.

match('Z Zhang', p590, 0.011).

This representation of what is essentially an nˆm similarity matrix may seem
rather wasteful, having a match/3 fact for each element in the matrix (or at least for
half of the matrix if we exploit the symmetry of the similarity relation). However,
representing matches in this way allows an arbitrary amount of additional informa-
tion about each pairwise match to be recorded within the same predicate. We will
elaborate on the nature of this extra information later in this section.

Having established the inputs and outputs of subsift/3 we now turn to the ques-
tion of how to decompose the functionality of this high-level predicate into a series
of lower-level predicates that are amenable to implementation as a collection of re-
usable web services. To explore the web service requirements for submission sifting
we re-implemented the functionality of SubSift Tools as a single integrated Web 2.0
application. This prototype SubSift web application was iteratively refined during
the peer review of the 2010 SIAM International Conference on Data Mining (SIAM
DM’10), guided by feedback from the programme chair, Bart Goethals. The goal was
to identify functional components within the (hard-coded) workflow for subsequent
isolation and repackaging as web services. This rapid application development and
its iterative refinement led to the following workflow.

• The programme chair pasted the names of the 145 programme committee mem-
bers into the SubSift application (Figure 3.1) and worked through a disam-
biguation process in which SubSift searched the DBLP online bibliography
for each of the names, presenting ambiguities to Goethals for resolution, to
establish the correct DBLP author page for each Programme Committee (PC)
member.

• The programme chair uploaded a file containing the 327 submitted abstracts
– as exported directly from the conference management tool (i.e. the same
Microsoft CMT service used at SIGKDD’09).

• SubSift then compared the PC members’ online bibliographies, harvested from
the DBLP website, with each of the submitted abstracts and produced person-
alised web pages, listing the submitted papers most closely matching each PC
member (submission sifting problem 2).

• The programme chair typed in threshold values for the resulting similarity
scores to discretise them into initial default bids, Figure 3.2, repeating the pro-
cess until he was satisfied with the assignments (submission sifting problem 1).
To accelerate the process of manually choosing thresholds, Goethals exported
the entire similarity matrix as a CSV file to analyse in a spreadsheet.
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Figure 3.1: Enter Names step of Reviewer Profile Builder in SubSift prototype.

• The personalised web pages were made available to the PC members to guide
their bidding for papers to review. Also, to assist Goethals in assigning papers
that no one bid on, SubSift produced a list of the closest matching reviewers
for each paper (submission sifting problem 3).

The overall workflow structure that we eventually arrived at can be seen in the top-
level menu of the prototype SubSift web application, Figure 3.3.

Abstracted somewhat, and ignoring some of the details for now, the prototype’s
overall submission sifting workflow structure can be translated to the following def-
inition of the subsift/3 predicate. This is the primary definition that most clearly
expresses the profile-match paradigm upon which SubSift is founded. Later we will
progressively introduce lower-level details into the predicate’s definition, with the
unavoidable side-effect of gradually obscuring this higher-level structure, and so it is
worth stressing that this is the most concise and intuitive definition of SubSift.

Definition 3.1.2 (Submission Sifting) submission sifting is a predicate subsift/3

with the signature and definition,

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, -Matches) :-

profile(Reviewers, P1),

profile(Papers, P2),

match(P1, P2, Matches).

where input variables Reviewers and Papers are unified with the set of representa-

tions of reviewers and set of representations of papers respectively. Output variable

Match is unified with a list of reviewer-paper pairs ranked by descending similarity.

Note that, unlike in Prolog, here there is no procedural significance to the ordering
of the clauses in the body of subsift. So, for instance, there is no reason why the
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Figure 3.2: View Reports step of Profile Matcher in SubSift prototype.

two profile predicates could not be transposed. This principle holds for all the
subsequent refinements of subsift in this chapter.

Both reviewers and papers are represented by textual documents of some kind:
reviewers by the concatenated titles of their publications on DBLP; papers by the
concatenation of their title and abstract. As a practical consideration it is useful to
map both the list of reviewers and the list of papers into a common format prior
to profiling and matching. This incorporates into subsift/3 some of the preamble
code that would otherwise be required prior to its invocation and also simplifies the
implementation of profile/2 by removing the need to handle multiple input types.
So, as an intermediate step towards generalised submission sifting, we update the
body of subsift/3 to include two document/2 predicates as follows.

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, -Matches) :-

document(Reviewers, D1),

document(Papers, D2),

profile(D1, P1),

profile(D2, P2),

match(P1, P2, Matches).
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Figure 3.3: Top-level menu depicting workflow of SubSift prototype.

The role of document/2 is to transform the input list of reviewer/2 or paper/2

terms into a standardised documents/2 structure, where the first argument is a unique
identifier and the second argument is a list of item/2 terms as shown below.

documents(

reviewers, [

item('A Tan', "Creating an Immersive Game World with..."),

item('A Hinneburg', "Ranked Set Search in Medline..."),

item('A Evfimievski', "Epistemic privacy. Epistemic..."),
.
.
.

]).

documents(

papers, [

item(p1, "Clustering by Synchronization|Synchronizat..."),

item(p2, "Inferring Networks of Diffusion and Influe..."),
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item(p3, "Unifying Dependent Clustering and Disparate..."),
.
.
.

]).

Treating both reviewers and papers as instances of document/2 enables their pro-
filing to both be performed by profile/2, a predicate that transforms each string
in the second argument of each item(Id, String) into its vector space representa-
tion as a tf-idf term-weight vector. To sparsely represent this vector SubSift uses a
bag-of-words (multiset) representation that only records non-empty elements of the
vector and which we emulate in Prolog syntax as illustrated by the following example
profiles/3 predicate.

profiles(

reviewers, [

item('A Tan', [

term( name('self organizing'),

n(18),

tf(0.00201274740020127),

idf(4.8073549220576),

tfidf(0.00967599112121624)),

term( name('organizing neural'),

n(12),

tf(0.00134183160013418),

idf(6.8073549220576),

tfidf(0.00913432394774586)),

term( name(organizing),

n(19),

tf(0.00212456670021246),

idf(3.63742992061529),

tfidf(0.00772796248369569)),
.
.
.

]),

item('A Hinneburg', terms(...)),

item('A Evfimievski', terms(...)),
.
.
.

],

[

term(dt(169), n(2581), name(mining)),

term(dt(168), n(1186), name(analysis)),

term(dt(160), n(863), name(approach)),

term(dt(160), n(1083), name(systems)),

term(dt(159), n(1980), name(learning)),

term(dt(155), n(1001), name(clustering)),
.
.
.

]).

As can be seen from the profile item for reviewer 'A Tan', each term is accompa-
nied by n, the number of occurrences in the document, the tf, idf and tfidf, the
term frequency, inverse document frequency and their product respectively. The cal-
culation of these statistics relies on first computing, for each term in the combined
vocabulary of all reviewer documents, the dt count of number of documents that the
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term occurred in and n, the total number of occurrences. These corpus statistics form
are represented as a list of terms in the third argument of profiles/3 above.

The final stage of the subsift/3 definition is match(+P1, +P2, -Matches),
which given a pair of profiles P1 and P2, unifies Matches with a list of match/3

pairwise similarities, e.g. match('A Tan', p3, 0.012). However, to generate use-
ful reports as part of a submission sifting application and to support our intended
wider range of use cases, it is helpful to provide additional information about each
match:

• to return a discretised version of the similarity as a bid value, e.g. bid(3)

• to record the relative contribution of each term towards the cosine similarity so
that this can be displayed within a web application, e.g.

[

term( name('image semantic'), contribution(0.009) ),

term( name(organizing), contribution(0.022) ),

term( name(learning), contribution(0.001) )

]

• to make contextual information, such as the URL of a reviewer’s DBLP page,
conveniently available to web applications without them incurring the cost of
additional web service queries to fetch this information separately.

Therefore, in practice, the match predicate will include more that just the similarity
score we have shown in our earlier examples.

When we abstracted from the SubSift prototype web application’s structure to the
subsift/3 predicate definition we ignored some important practical details. We now
return to examine these and review whether they can be addressed by virtue of the
overall workflow and component-based approach, for example whether their function
can use existing web services elsewhere, or whether they need to be incorporated into
the generalised submission sifting workflow.

• For reviewers, the document/2 predicate requires some textual representation
of each reviewer’s DBLP author page – either the entire HTML page or some
subpart of it that includes just the publication history. In the SubSift prototype
this functionality was implemented as the server-side part of an interactive web
form. From a workflow perspective, there is no reason why this functionality
needs to be incorporated into the generalised submission sifting workflow as
it is specific to one use case. For this reason we will assume that fetching
publication data from DBLP is implemented in some separate predicate, the
results of which are supplied to subsift/3 in the Reviewers parameter.

• Discretisation of the similarity scores into bids depends on the availability
of bid thresholds. There either needs to be a way to pass the bid thresholds
through to match/3 or else thresholding needs to be performed as a post-
processing step on the Matches output variable. Although bids only relate to
one of our use cases, and so could arguably be handled later in a separate pred-
icate, for convenience and efficiency we chose to pass in threshold parameters
and handling discretisation within subsift/3.
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• There are various options relating to the transformation of text into a bag-of-
words representation that were hard-coded into the SubSift prototype. Some
examples include the following.

– Ignoring case – so that "Cartesian" ô "cartesian".

– Ignoring punctuation – so that "very very big" ô "very, very big!".

– Removing stop words (terms known to occur frequently in the language)
– so that "a very very big dataset" ô "big dataset", assuming
we define a and very to be stop words.

– Synonym substitution – so that "data set" ô "data-set".

– Including n-grams (sequences of n words treated as a single term) for
n Ď t1,2,3,4,5u – so that for n “ t2,4u , "a big data set" maps to
the set of terms, t a_big, big_data, data_set, a_big_data_set u .

To process the different types of textual input (e.g. plain text, web pages, blog
posts) involved in our use cases, it is necessary to pass these options to the
profile/2 predicate.

Consequently, to complete our generalised submission sifting structure we must
introduce a way to pass parameters into subsift and on to the predicates in the body
of the definition. We do this through the addition of a context parameter, C, to the
signature of subsift, resulting in the following signature of subsift/4.

Definition 3.1.3 (Generalised Submission Sifting Signature) Generalised submis-

sion sifting, subsift/4, is a predicate with signature,

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, +C, -Matches).

The context parameter C is a key-value association list where each key is a unary
functor and each value is its argument, enabling the passing of multiple parameters,
e.g. C = context(bid3(0.64), bid2(0.05], bid1(0.01), ignorecase(true)).
Incorporating this parameter into the body of the subsift/4 predicate, we arrive at
our definition of generalised submission sifting.

Definition 3.1.4 (Generalised Submission Sifting) Generalised Submission Sifting
is a predicate subsift/4 with the definition,

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, +C, -Matches) :-

document(Reviewers, C, D1),

document(Papers, C, D2),

profile(D1, C, P1),

profile(D2, C, P2),

match(P1, P2, C, Matches).

where input variables Reviewers and Papers are unified with the set of representa-

tions of reviewers and set of representations of papers respectively. Input variable C

(context) is unified with a higher-order structure specifying parameters to the pair-

wise comparison. Output variable Match is unified with a list of reviewer-paper pairs

ranked by descending similarity.
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To translate Definition 3.1.4 into a workflow, we ignore the strictly sequential
procedural interpretation of Prolog clauses in the body of subsift/4 and instead
trace the dependencies back from output variable Matches to the input variables
Reviewers and Papers. This results in the workflow graph structure depicted in
Figure 3.4. Each body predicate, document, profile and match, corresponds to a
web service component in the generalised submission sifting workflow, which we
define more formally below.

Definition 3.1.5 (Generalised Submission Sifting Workflow) Generalised Submis-
sion Sifting Workflow is the graph induced by resolution of following program,

profile1(+Reviewers, +C, -Profiles) :-

document(Reviewers, C, D1),

profile(D1, C, Profiles).

profile2(+Papers, +C, -Profiles) :-

document(Papers, C, D2),

profile(D2, C, Profiles).

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, +C, -Matches) :-

profile1(Reviewers, C, P1),

profile2(Papers, C, P2),

match(P1, P2, C, Matches).

in response to the query,

?- subsift(Reviewers, Papers, C, Matches).

where input variables, Reviewers, Papers, C, and output variable, Matches, are

bound as stated in Definition 3.1.4 and predicates, document/3, profile/3 and

match/4, are defined as web services.

Having finally arrived at our definition of a generic workflow, we next move on to
describe Subsift Web Services, our implementation of this workflow, through which
we demonstrate the applicability of an workflow and component-based approach to
addressing our motivating use cases.

3.2 SubSift Web Services

SubSift Web Services, which from hereon we will refer to as just SubSift, are hosted
as a freely available resource by the University of Bristol. Further details can be
found on the SubSift website7 along with extensive documentation and a number of
demonstrations. The SubSift software is published under an open source licence and
is available from the subsift subversion repository on Google Code8.

Figure 3.5 shows the high-level design of the SubSift system, with its REST web
services API and supporting web harvester robot. Details of the API itself follow

7SubSift website – http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk, visited May 2014.
8SubSift source code – http://code.google.com/p/subsift/, visited May 2014.
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Figure 3.4: Generalised Submission Sifting Workflow.

immediately below and further details appear throughout the workflow use case de-
scriptions in the next section.

However, before moving on to describe the API it should be emphasised that
apart from the initial data ingest and eventual download of matching results, only
metadata identifying documents in the filestore is transmitted at each web service
call; expensive HTTP transmission of document data is not required between pro-
cessing steps because all the SubSift web services have access to the same local file-
store. In other words, the local and public services are not conflated as might at first
appear from this and subsequent workflow schematics in this chapter. Furthermore,
although out implementation of SubSift does not extend to large datasets, there is no
reason why the architecture could not support mapped local filestore and use highly
efficient non-HTTP data transfer to move data into and out of the filestore. For the
use cases discussed in this Thesis, HTTP transmission is sufficient – not least because
the dependancy on an inherently HTTP-based web harvester rate limits ingest from
academic homepages or online bibliographies.

The SubSift REST API is organised around a series of folders into which data
items are stored. This organisation is modelled on the familiar filing system concept
of folders and files. The three main folder types are documents, profiles and matches.
The first request below would create a documents folder called staff and the second
would list its items9.

curl -X POST <uri>/<user_id>/documents/staff

curl -X GET <uri>/<user_id>/documents/staff/items

In SubSift, a document is a piece of text to be profiled and matched. A document

9We omit the security token needed in the request header of DELETE, POST and PUT requests, and
of all requests for folders marked as private.
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Figure 3.5: SubSift System Architecture. Dotted lines represent HTTP. Solid lines

represent file access. XML, JSON, YAML, CSV, Terms and RDF are response formats.

Terms are Prolog terms. XSLT stylesheets are invoked via optional inclusion of XSL

processing command in XML returned by SubSift.

will usually be the text from some external source such as the text of a web page or
a conference paper abstract. A profile in this context is a summary representation of
the features of a single document, with respect to the other documents in the same
documents folder. A profile is produced by some profiling function (see Definition
2.1.5). In the example fragment of a profile item below, the person’s names are the
most discriminating terms, occurring 77 times in the source DBLP author webpage10

and having a tf-idf of 0.404 (last name) and 0.246 (first name) relative to the rest of
the items in this profiles folder. The terms logic and ILP also rank highly.

profile(

id('Peter Flach'),

source('http://dblp.../Flach:Peter_A=.html'),

term( name(flach),

n(77),

idf(6.047),

tf(0.067),

tfidf(0.404)),

term( name(peter),

n(77),

idf(3.685),

tf(0.067),

tfidf(0.246)),

term( name(logic),

n(18),

idf(3.924),

10DBLP Computer Science Bibliography – http://dblp.uni-trier.de/, visited April
2014.
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tf(0.016),

tfidf(0.061)),

term( name(ilp),

n(14),

idf(4.685),

tf(0.012),

tfidf(0.057)),

One usage of profiles in SubSift is to obtain a list of distinguishing terms, or
keywords, for a document – for example, automatically extracting keywords from
abstracts of papers submitted to a conference. Another usage is for two profile folders
to be compared against each other to produce a matches folder. A matches folder is
produced by some matching function (see Definition 2.1.6) and is thus created in
this context by analysing every pairing of profile items drawn from the two profiles
folders. Each match item records the tf-idf cosine similarity, and various related
statistics, of a single profile from the first profiles folder against every profile from the
second profiles folder. A typical usage of such a comparison is to match submitted
conference paper abstracts with the bibliography pages of Programme Committee
(PC) members (i.e. reviewers) in order to rank potential reviewers for each paper and
vice versa, as depicted in Figure 3.6.

SubSift’s API methods make intermediate data and metadata available for all
folders and items. For example, the entire similarity matrix of a match folder can be
exported or the relative contribution of each term towards a particular match item’s
similarity can be retrieved. In the match item fragment below, metadata about the
similarity score of 0.076, between a person and a paper, shows that the terms logic

and ILP made large contributions to the score relative to other terms.

match(

id('Peter Flach'),

source('http://dblp.../Flach:Peter_A=.html'),

item( name('paper id removed'),

description('paper title removed'),

score(0.076),

source(text),

term( name(logic), contribution(0.005) ),

term( name(ilp), contribution(0.004) ),

term( name(class), contribution(0.001) ),

term( name(inductive), contribution(0.001) ),

For ease of integration, there is flexibility in both input and output. Document
text may be added per item or in bulk or by supplying a list of URLs to be fetched
asynchronously by SubSift’s harvester robot. The API methods can return data in
the following representational formats: CSV, JSON, RDF, XML, YAML, and Prolog
terms.

3.2.1 Example REST API Enactment of Submission Sifting

In this section we give a flavour of how the workflows in this chapter can be enacted
through sequences of REST method calls to SubSift’s web services. As our example
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Figure 3.6: Generalised submission sifting enacted using the SubSift REST API. A

sequence of API method calls transform a pair of document folders (e.g. abstracts

and reviewers) into a folder of match statistics. Original and computed data plus

metadata can be obtained at each step via API methods.

we choose the generalised submission sifting workflow (Definition 3.1.5). In steps
1–5, profiles of conference PC members are created; in steps 6–8, profiles of the
submitted abstracts are created; and in steps 9–10, the two sets of profiles are pairwise
matched against each other and the results published to the web. For readability,
at each step the HTTP request methods and their parameters are denoted using the
format below and no response values are shown.

<http_method> [<uri>][<user_id>]<path>

<parameter_name_1> = <parameter_value_1>

<parameter_name_2> = <parameter_value_2>

...

<parameter_name_N> = <parameter_value_N>

For brevity in the following examples we will omit <uri>, which has the value
https://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk for the publicly hosted version of SubSift, and
<user_id> which will always be the account name (e.g. ecmlpkdd12 for the ECML-
PKDD’12 conference). Note also that we omit details of the security token needed
in the HTTP request header of all DELETE, POST and PUT requests. The token is also
required to access folders and data marked as private, irrespective of request method.

Step 1. Obtain a list of PC member names and their DBLP author page URIs. Sub-
Sift’s DBLP Author Finder demo accepts a list of author names and then looks up
these names on the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography and suggests author pages
which, after disambiguation, are returned as a list with each line as:

<pc member name>, <uri>
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The SubSift API has a type of folder, called a bookmarks folder, specifically for
defining lists of URIs. So, to begin our example we first create a bookmarks folder to
hold the list of PC member URIs.

POST /bookmarks/pc

Step 2. Create bookmarks in this folder, one per PC member URI.

POST /bookmarks/pc/items

items_list=<list of URIs from step 1>

Step 3. Create a documents folder to hold the web page content (text) of the DBLP
author pages.

POST /documents/pc

Step 4. Import the bookmarks folder into the documents folder. This adds the URIs
to SubSift Harvester Robot’s crawl queue. We name the documents folder the same
as the bookmarks folder. This is a convention, not a requirement, but makes the
ancestry of the folder obvious.

POST /documents/pc/import/pc

In time, all the URIs will be fetched and a document created in the documents folder
for each webpage fetched. To detect if there are still URIs waiting to be fetched,
applications may poll the same URI until an HTTP 404 error is returned.

HEAD /documents/pc/import/pc

Step 5. Create a profiles folder from the bookmarks folder.

POST /profiles/pc/from/pc

Step 6. For bulk upload, pre-process the abstracts into CSV format so that each line
is: <paper id>, <abstract>. Include the text of the paper title in with the abstract
text. Create a documents folder to hold the abstracts.

POST /documents/abstracts

Step 7. Use the abstracts CSV text to create a document item for each abstract.

POST /documents/abstracts/items

items_list=<csv from Step 6>
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Step 8. Create a profiles folder from the documents folder.

POST /profiles/abstracts/from/abstracts

Step 9. Match the PC members profiles folder against the abstracts profiles folder.

POST /matches/pc_abstracts/profiles/pc/with/abstracts

Having generated the matches data it may then be retrieved in a variety of ways.
For example, to fetch the ranked list of papers per PC member and then to fetch the
ranked list of reviewers per paper and finally retrieve the similarity matrix to use for
bidding, optionally specifying manually chosen thresholds to discretize the scores
into the range 3..1 as bid values.

GET /matches/pc_abstracts/items

profiles_id=pc

GET /matches/pc_abstracts/items

profiles_id=abstracts

GET /matches/pc_abstracts/matrix

Step 10. Generate and publish profiles and matches as human-readable reports to
the web or download them as a zip of webpages to publish on the user’s own site.

POST /reports/pc/profiles/pc

POST /reports/abstracts/profiles/abstracts

POST /reports/pc_abstracts/matches/pc_abstracts

The published reports appear on the web at /reports/pc, /reports/abstract and
/reports/pc_abstracts and are either privately or publicly accessible. Examples
of two parts of an individualised report generated from ECML-PKDD’12 are shown
in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

Although not immediately obvious from the examples in this section, SubSift’s
URI design and RDF support automatically connect its shared data to the Linked
Data graph and wider Semantic Web. In most of the API examples given, simply
appending the suffix .rdf to the URL will return data in RDF format, with absolute
URI references to resources such as bookmarks and documents. We make a note of
this design feature here as it is something that we will return to in the future work
chapter of this Thesis.

Having described the generalisation of SubSift from one specific workflow into
a family of web services capable of enacting generalised submission sifting, we now
turn to research question of whether this generic profiling and matching paradigm
can be applied in other research intelligence settings.
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Figure 3.7: Top section of a SubSift personalised report listing top ranked papers.
Titles and authors of the papers have been blurred out to preserve confidentiality.

Figure 3.8: Bottom section of a personalised report showing PC member profile.

3.3 Profiling and Matching Workflow Demonstrations

In this section we demonstrate the versatility of the generalised submission sifting
workflow from Definition 3.1.5 by showing how, with minor modifications, similar
profiling and matching workflows may be defined to address each of our motivating
use cases from Chapter 1. We also demonstrate the flexibility our SubSift frame-
work through proof of concept implementations of each use case as a web applica-
tion or workflow. We also describe our implementation of the “Related Use Cases”
from Chapter 1, which further demonstrates the utility of the SubSift framework for
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of submission sifting workflow.

analysing general textual content in a web application context, but also uncovers a
number of limitations that provide motivation for work detailed in the next chapter.

3.3.1 Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting

A SubSift demonstrator based on this workflow was implemented as a wizard-like se-
ries of web forms, taking the PC chair through the above process form by form11. On
the first form, a list of PC member names is entered. SubSift looks up these names on
DBLP and suggests author pages which, after any required disambiguation, are used
as documents to profile the PC members. Then the conference paper abstracts are
uploaded as a CSV file and their text is used to profile the papers. After matching PC
member profiles against paper profiles, SubSift produces reports with ranked lists of
papers per reviewer, and ranked lists of reviewers per paper. Optionally, by manually
specifying threshold similarity scores or by specifying absolute quantities, a CSV
file can be downloaded with initial bid assignments for upload into the conference
management tool.

The schematic for this workflow are depicted in Figure 3.9. This is almost the
generic workflow from Figure 3.4, apart from the inclusion of the Bookmarks Service
to manage the list of URIs and SubSift’s Harvester Robot to fetch the web pages. The
HTML Generators use XSLT to transform XML into HTML reports.

A Web 2.0 implementation of this workflow has been released on the SubSift
website as a publicly available demonstration and as a practical tool for conference

11Sift demo – http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/demo/sift, visited April 2014.
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Figure 3.10: Web 2.0 wizard implementation of the submission sifting workflow,
showing the Disambiguation step of the Reviewer Profile Builder. In the example,
Peter Flach and Peter A. Flach are both selected because both of the corresponding
DBLP pages refer to the same author.

organisers, in this example, from the domain of computer science. The earlier Sub-
Sift demonstrator did not make use of web services and was instead a single self-
contained web application. The new submission sifting demonstration is an entirely
client-side JavaScript workflow enactment which integrates calls to the SubSift web
services with calls to additional web services for disambiguating DBLP author home-
pages, extracting publication details from DBLP author pages and for aggregating
multiple web pages into a single bag-of-words. An example of the wizard-style dia-
logue presenting the user with disambiguation choices is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.3.2 Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert

In this workflow the user submits a fragment of text, typically an abstract or the full
text of a paper, and SubSift compares this against the publications of a pre-defined
list of researchers. The result is a list of researchers ranked by their similarity to
the submitted fragment. Figure 3.11 shows ILRT Matcher, an entirely client-side,
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Figure 3.11: Similarity match between text fragment and ILRT staff.

Web 2.0 JavaScript implementation of this workflow, comparing the submitted text
against every ILRT staff member’s homepage12. The results are displayed as a bar
chart. Optionally, the list of terms contributing to each researcher’s similarity score
can be viewed along with the percentage that each term contributed to the combined
score, as shown in Figure 3.12.

This two-phase workflow is depicted in Figure 3.13. The first phase is preparatory
and creates all the necessary folders and items for the second, interactive phase. The
second phase is enacted each time a user submits text via the Web 2.0 form. In the first
phase a null (empty) text fragment is used to form a singleton item in a documents
folder to be profiled and compared against the staff web page profiles.

Bespoke versions of this demonstrator are currently used as a recommender sys-
tem by editors of two leading computer science journals: Machine Learning and Data

Mining and Knowledge Discovery.

3.3.3 Use Case 3 – Visualising Similarity Networks

To visualise the similarity within the ILRT group at the University of Bristol, we used
the XML output from the SubSift match service as input to an XSLT stylesheet that
transformed the similarity scores into edges on a graph. Tools like Graphviz13 can
be used to visualise a textual representation (DOT format) of the graph as shown in
Figure 3.14 for the homepages of ILRT staff members.

This workflow in Figure 3.15 compares a profiles folder against itself to rank

12ILRT Matcher – http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/demo/ilrt_matcher, visited
April 2014.

13Graphviz – http://www.graphviz.org, visited April 2014.
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Figure 3.12: Term contributions for matches between text and ILRT staff.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of Finding an Expert workflow.
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Figure 3.14: ILRT staff homepage similarity matches data output to DOT format and
rendered in Graphviz (left: force-directed layout, right: circular).

all the documents profiled by their similarity to each other. Ignoring the reflexive
matches (a profile is always identical to itself), the resultant similarity data returned
by SubSift is then transformed by a SubSift XSLT file from XML into a textual DOT
file suitable for rendering as an image in Graphviz.

3.3.4 Use Case 4 – Profiling Reading Lists

As proof of concept, the text of web pages linked to social bookmarks files of a
member of the Intelligent Systems Laboratory was used to create a profiles of a
researcher’s interests. Such information is often displayed on homepages as a tag
cloud, such as Figure 3.16 which was produced in Wordle14 using SubSift profile
terms. This information may also be published as Semantic Web data using formats
like Friend of a Friend (FOAF).

A SubSift workflow to achieve this is shown in Figure 3.17. The bookmarks
are harvested to create the researcher’s web reading list profile. The researcher’s
bookmarks are not being compared to those of other researchers here and so the
ranked list of terms produced will contain high scoring terms, such as the person’s
name, that are not relevant. To filter these out, the terms of the ACM Computing
Classification System (CCS)15 are used during profiling to ensure that all terms output
from the Profile Service occur in the CCS list.

3.3.5 Use Case 5 – Ranking News Stories

Figure 3.18 shows a two-phase workflow based on an extension to the submission
sifting workflow that can be used to reorder the stories in an RSS file according to
their similarity to the researcher as defined by their own published works. In the first
phase, the current homepage of the researcher is used to create their profile. This

14Wordle – http://wordle.net, visited April 2014.
15ACM CCS – http://www.acm.org/about/class/1998/, visited April 2014.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of Visualising Similarity workflow.

Figure 3.16: Tag cloud visualisation of researcher interests.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of Profiling Reading Lists workflow.

profile only needs recalculating periodically. In the second phase, an RSS feed is
used as a list of URIs which are harvested and used to create a profile for each story.
The story profiles are matched against the reviewer profile and the resultant ranking
is used to reorder the original RSS file.

An interesting characteristic of this workflow is the separation of flow from the
steps for reconfiguration. Clearly there are synchronisation risks in dividing this
workflow into two phases that run at separate times: it is not possible to rank stories
in the RSS file during phase B if the profiling of the corresponding user homepage has
not been previously completed during phase A. Careful checking for the existence of
profiles before attempting the match can guard against this but what is less obvious is
the importance of the word ‘corresponding’ in the preceding sentence. For this work-
flow to be useful to a user their homepage profiles generated in phase A must persist
and be correctly identified when the user later triggers phase B. In practice, this either
adds a requirement that users are uniquely identified through some login process or
that they each have their own SubSift account. Neither of these requirements is zero
cost and this potentially places this particular use-case in a different class to all the
others presented here; in the other use cases, implementation is possible such that
user identity is only peristed for the duration of a browser session. In our proof of
concept implementation of this workflow we assumed one user per subsift account,
in effect delegating the identification of the user to the SubSift API.

The above use case workflows and demonstrators implemented in the SubSift
framework demonstrate the flexibility of this e-Science inspired approach for analysing
general textual content in a web application context. In the next section, we move be-
yond our original motivating use cases to investigate other applications of the profile-
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of Ranking News Stories workflow.

match paradigm in the research intelligence domain.

3.3.6 Related Use Cases

In Section “1.1.6 – Related Use Cases” of Chapter 1 we outlined four use cases for
mining and mapping the research landscape of the University of Bristol. This work,
part of a pilot project called ExaMiner [PF13b], aimed to provide the University’s
researchers and Research and Enterprise Development (RED) group with new ways
of searching, accessing and visualising connections between existing research, irre-
spective of the organisational boundaries and structures. By exploiting the flexibility
of the workflow and component-based approach we were able to successfully imple-
ment web application demonstrators for all four of these ExaMiner use cases – mainly
in client-side JavaScript, using SubSift’s existing web services and variations of the
workflows already described. Below we briefly describe workflows implementing
these ExaMiner use cases to further explore the flexibility of SubSift model.

• Find a Researcher. The user pastes some text into a web form, for exam-
ple a few keywords or the abstract of a paper, and the application finds the
most similar researchers in a selected department. This is a scaled-up exam-
ple of “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert”, which we previously demonstrated
for a single department, conference programme committee or journal editorial
board. Considering the increased number of researchers, to keep computa-
tion within acceptable user response times and to avoid web server process
timeouts, our workflow design used a separate set of profiles for each depart-
ment but with the addition of caching it would be possible to aggregate all
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researchers’ profiles into a single University-wide set of profiles. In Chapter 4
we introduce another framework implementation, developed subsequent to the
ExaMiner project, that is more scalable than SubSift and so could have offered
an alternative to bespoke caching here.

• Find Similar Research. The user defines the research they would like to find
by browsing through and selecting examples from a department-grouped list
of all the University’s researchers. The list of selected researchers’ homepages
are all concatenated into a single document which is then profiled and matched
against the researchers from a department chosen by the user (Figure 3.19). In
other words, this is another variation of “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert”, but
instead of pasting some text into a form, the text to be matched is constructed
behind the scenes from the text of all the selected researchers’ homepages.
To implement this efficiently requires a new web service in SubSift to avoid
the need for transmission of homepage text back and forth between the client
and server, something that would otherwise be necessary to concatenate every
selected homepage’s text into a single string prior to profiling.

• Find Research Networks. The user selects one or more departments and the
application cross-matches all their researchers to find networks of similar re-
search, displaying them as a similarity network diagram. This workflow is
almost the same as the “Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting”, using the same pre-
defined sets of researchers used in the above two use cases but using the same
presentation mechanism as “Use Case 3 – Visualising Similarity Networks”. In
the original requirements for this workflow, comparisons were to have been
made possible between larger organisational units (e.g. schools or faculties)
and, potentially, between institutions. However, the memory requirements
and elapsed time for computing pairwise similarity in this use case both grow
quadratically, Opn2q , where n is the mean number of researchers in the or-
ganisational units being compared. The order of magnitude increase in the
number of profiles to generate and cross-match exceeds the current capacity of
SubSift and/or typical time-out limits of web servers. Recall that the context
of this Thesis is web applications. Hence, SubSift was designed with this web
application context in mind and so uses in-memory calculation to give rapid re-
sults for pairs of datasets of, typically, only a few hundred records. In Chapter
4 we introduce an alternative computational model that potentially overcomes
this limitation. However, with the addition of extensive pre-computation and
caching it would also be possible to achieve acceptable responses in SubSift.

• Profile Email Recipients. The user pastes a list of University of Bristol email
addresses into a web form and the application displays each person’s full name,
job title, contact details, homepage url and research profiles, optionally also
matching them to find networks of similar research (Figure 3.20). In the previ-
ous three use cases researchers were profiled based on their staff homepages us-
ing an approach that could, in principle, be applied to any public-facing organ-
isational website. However, this fourth use case tries out a different approach
by implementing a bespoke web service to enable querying of the University’s
corporate databases, returning staff details and publication records to the web
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Figure 3.19: Find Similar Research example: A combined publications profile is
produced for a selection of people in the Department of Drama, Theatre, Film and
Television and matched against individual profiles of staff in the Department of Ar-
chaeology and Anthropology to produce the similarity chart.

application. The application then submits these details to SubSift to dynami-
cally create a set of researchers to profile and cross-match in the same way as
“Use Case 3 – Visualising Similarity Networks”. This demonstrator was used
to support the Bristol Biomedical Research Unit in Nutrition workshop, organ-
ised by RED in September 2012. RED had conducted a pre-workshop survey
of participants’ research interests and their expectations for the event and this
was merged into the staff profile information by pre-processing the data.

That these four ExaMiner use cases could be implemented as SubSift workflows
in the context of an enterprise-wide project further demonstrates the flexibility of the
framework and the general workflow and component-based approach. Although we
have no comparative data for implementing ExaMiner without the use of SubSift, we
suspect that it would not have been feasible within the limited pilot budget and tight
timescales involved.

3.4 Summary

Submission sifting is the problem of matching submitted conference or journal pa-
pers to potential peer reviewers based on the similarity between the paper’s abstract
and the reviewer’s publications as found in online bibliographic databases. This
application of the vector space model from information retrieval to the submission
sifting problem was demonstrated to produce useful results in practice. It was also
shown that the problem can be decomposed into separately re-usable components of
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Figure 3.20: Profile Email Recipients example: Email addresses pasted straight from
an email ‘to’ or ‘cc’ list are used to look-up staff details and publications from corpo-
rate databases and produce profiles which are then cross matched. Similarities above
the threshold set on the slider are shown as links on the graph. Line thickness is
proportional to similarity. Mouse rollover on lines shows top matching terms.

a generic submission sifting workflow. The software, known as SubSift, has been
used to support several major machine learning and data mining conferences.

The generic submission sifting workflow and its components were abstracted to
define a general framework to enable web services to be assembled into workflows
to analyse heterogeneous textual content ranging from documents and web sites. A
range of workflows were used to investigate the utility of this framework in creat-
ing applications to support scientists and their organisations. In Chapter 7 we reflect
on our choices of implementation technology in light of our experiences in imple-
menting the workflows described here. SubSift implementations of these workflows
constitute a proof of concept realisation of this general profiling and matching frame-
work. To the best of our knowledge, despite the potential utility of such a set of ser-
vices and notwithstanding that the underlying techniques are well established, such
an engineering solution is not immediately available elsewhere. Furthermore, one of
the demonstrator applications is currently used as a recommender system by editors
of two leading computer science journals.
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Chapter 4

Higher-Order Dataflows

In this chapter we explore a further abstraction of submission sifting that leads us to
propose a higher-order dataflow model that is intended to be more flexible and gen-
eralised than the SubSift model. The model ranges over a class of terms in a strongly
typed higher-order logic that have previously been shown to be sufficiently expres-
sive to represent a wide variety of unstructured, semi-structured and structured data
[Llo03, GLF04]. We show that, under certain assumptions, our higher-order dataflow
model can be proven to be both highly parallelisable and potentially scalable to large
datasets. These characteristics, taken together with the representational power of
the knowledge representation, leads us to suggest that the model could in future be
applied to Big Data problems, particularly those involving heterogeneous data, so-
called Big Variety data. To investigate the feasibility and utility of this new model
we describe JSONMatch, our proof of concept implementation produced by general-
ising the SubSift framework. Using JSONMatch we demonstrate that the model can
in practice be used to implement submission sifting in a more flexible way than the
original SubSift implementation. We compare the JSONMatch and SubSift frame-
works side-by-side, discussing their relative strengths and weaknesses in different
settings. Finally we assess whether JSONMatch does indeed offer users (developers)
a more flexible and generalised framework than SubSift, and in so doing examine the
implications of the model’s inherent extra levels of abstraction for its users.

Further Abstraction of Generalised Submission Sifting

Our work with SubSift and ExaMiner led us to believe that submission sifting could
be further generalised to support a wider range of potential applications. Here we
set out the further abstractions of generalised submission sifting that gave us the
insight for a more flexible and generalised dataflow model. Once again we follow
Prolog syntax, but taking slight liberties with the semantics by endowing Prolog with
natural support for sets and higher-order terms containing functions – noting that
such features can be emulated in Prolog using, for example, lists for sets and built-in
higher-order predicates to evaluate functions embedded inside terms.

Our explanation is set out below as a short sequence of abstractions in the defini-
tion of the subsift/4 predicate that maintain its capacity to express the generalised
submission sifting workflow, but without having to rely on “hard-coded” profile-
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match predicates. Recall that in Definition 3.1.4, we defined Generalised Submission

Sifting as the following subsift/4 predicate.

subsift(+Reviewers, +Papers, +C, -Matches) :-

document(Reviewers, C, D1),

document(Papers, C, D2),

profile(D1, C, P1),

profile(D2, C, P2),

match(P1, P2, C, Matches).

As a first step, we remove the distinction between reviewers and papers (as some of
our use cases have already done in practice), recognising that these are both sets of
documents. At the same time, we will factor out the document/2 predicates so that
subsift/4 is defined as follows.

subsift(+Documents1, +Documents2, +C, -Matches) :-

profile(Documents1, C, P1),

profile(Documents2, C, P2),

match(P1, P2, C, Matches).

In the next step we recognise that profiling involves two passes over the data: a first
pass to calculate the number of occurrences of each term and to compute the overall
totals; and a second pass to compute the tf-idf using the totals in normalisation.

subsift(+Documents1, +Documents2, C, -Matches) :-

preprofile(Documents1, C, PP1), profile(PP1, C, P1),

preprofile(Documents2, C, PP2), profile(PP2, C, P2),

match(P1, P2, C, Matches).

In the final step, we assume that the counting of terms and computation of the totals
in preprofile/3 and the computation profile/3 are specified in the context param-
eter C. This relies on C being a high-order parameter containing functions capable of
expressing these computations. Having refactored the calculation of profile informa-
tion into C, both the preprofile/3 and profile/3 predicates can be abstracted to
be map functions – that apply functions specified within C to each input element to
produce each output element. The same technique can be used to refactor match/4
so that it becomes a Cartesian product function. This all necessitates that C contain
higher-order components for each of the map and product predicates, resulting in the
following definition.

Definition 4.0.1 (Abstracted Submission Sifting) Abstracted Submission Sifting is

a predicate subsift/4 with the definition,

subsift(+Documents1, +Documents2, [+CPP,+CP,+CM], -Matches) :-

map(Documents1, CPP, PP1), map(PP1, CP, P1),

map(Documents2, CPP, PP2), map(PP2, CP, P2),

product(P1, P2, CM, Matches).
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where input variables Documents1 and Documents2 are unified with the sets of rep-

resentations of documents. Input variables CPP, CP and CM are each unified with

some function for pre-profile, profile and match respectively. Output variable Match

is unified with a list of document-document pairs ranked by descending similarity.

This definition has some interesting characteristics that, as will become clear over
the remaining sections of this chapter, overcome the limitations of generalised sub-
mission sifting. For the time being we will just remark that the behaviour of the
workflow is now substantially defined by the higher-order context parameter: for in-
stance, enabling entirely different profiling and similarity algorithms to be passed in
as functions, replacing tf-idf and cosine similarity. In the next section we take this ab-
straction process to its ultimate conclusion by abstracting the body of the subsift/4

predicate to be another context parameter.

4.1 A Higher-Order Dataflow Model

In this section we introduce a dataflow model inspired by abstracted submission sift-
ing. The new model allows users to specify more functionality at runtime and poten-
tially opens up new applications involving data types other than text. In preparation
for a more formal description, we first give an intuitive overview of the main charac-
teristics of our proposed dataflow model.

The domain and codomain for dataflows in the model are relations. For the pur-
poses of this introduction we define a relation to be a set of key-value pairs from
StringˆD , for some domain D . With suitable choices for D , relations can repre-
sent tables from relational databases, documents/values from NoSQL databases, data
objects from object databases and graph data from triple stores.

Indeed, we note that implementations of such databases are often underpinned by
key-value stores such as the well-known BerkeleyDB, or by filename-file equivalents
in distributed file systems where the filename behaves as the key and the file content
as the value. From this it is clear that that simple definition of a relation is sufficient
to represent a wide variety of unstructured, semi-structured and structured data. Our
dataflow model thus ranges over a broad and useful range of data types.

The building blocks of a dataflow are transformations. A transformation is a
higher-order function of the form Φpgqphqps, t,u, . . . q , ranging over some relations
s, t,u, . . . , with behaviour determined by functions g and h , the higher-order param-
eters. A higher-order function has at least one function in either, or both, of its domain
and codomain. Parameter g is a function that selects elements from input relations
s, t,u, . . . and passes them as inputs to function h , the data constructor responsible
for creating elements in the transformation’s output relation. We deliberately choose
to define g and h as two separate parameters to emphasise their individual roles
even though they could trivially be combined into a single higher-order parameter.
We will revisit parameters g and h to describe them in more detail later in this
chapter. Figure 4.1 depicts a prototypical transformation that applies Φpgqphq to the
input relations s, t,u, . . . to produce the output relation v .

In preparation for the definition of a dataflow, we define the (reverse) composition

function, ˝ , such that p f1 ˝ f2qpxq “ f2p f1pxqq , where f1 : α Ñ β and f2 : β Ñ γ
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are functions, and α , β , γ are types, with x having type α . Reverse composition
is right associative. Thus f1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fn “ f1 ˝p f2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ p fn´1 ˝ fnq ¨ ¨ ¨ q . For brevity we
will refer to reverse composition as simply composition, following the convention of
the higher-order logic1 introduced later.

A higher-order dataflow is a composition of one or more transformations. A
dataflow Φ1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Φk composed of k transformations is referred to as having size

k . Each Φi , i “ 1, . . . ,k , in a size k dataflow has an associated pair of functions,
gi and hi that determine the transformation from the input relations to the output
relation. The single transformation in Figure 4.1 also constitutes a dataflow of size
1. Compositions of Φ with k ą 1 enable the representation of arbitrarily complex
(acyclic) dataflows with arbitrarily many input relations and a single resulting output
relation. All their transformations, apart from the last one, each produce an interme-
diate relation. The order of a dataflow is its total number of relations, which is the
sum of the input, output and intermediate relations.

s

t

u

v

...

...
Φ(g)(h)

Figure 4.1: Transformation Φpgqphqps, t,u, . . . q “ v .

Figure 4.2 depicts an example dataflow Φ3pΦ1psq,Φ2ptqq “w , with intermediate
relations u,v , size 3 and order 5. The meaning of Φ1 is defined by its higher-order
parameters, ph1qpg1q , shown as filter in Figure 4.2 for readability. Similarly, Φ2 ’s
parameters ph2qpg2q mean join and Φ3 ’s ph3qpg3q mean group. The meaning of the
overall dataflow is to group the result of a join of t with a filtered subset of s .

s u

t v w

Φ
1

filter

Φ
2

join

Φ
3

group

Figure 4.2: Dataflow Φ3pΦ1psq,Φ2ptqq “ w .

Figure 4.3 depicts an example of a MapReduce [DG08] dataflow Φ5pΦ4pΦ1psqq,
Φ4pΦ2psqq,Φ4pΦ2psqqq “ z , with intermediate relations t , u , v , w , x , y , size 7
and order 8. The meaning of ph1qpg1q, . . . ,ph3qpg3q is split the data into one of

1To enable compositions on n -ary functions for n ą 1 , e.g. f3p f2pxq, f1pxqq , we assume the
availability in the logic of a restriction function æ , where f æA: A Ñ β given that f : α Ñ β and
A Ď α . For example, the function returned when some argument xi of function f is substituted by
function g is f æxi“g“ f px1, . . . ,xi´1,gpx1,x2, . . . ,xnq,xi`1, . . . ,xnq .
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three partitions, ph4qpg4q is map and ph5qpg5q is reduce. The meaning of the over-
all dataflow is a MapReduce from s to z . In contrast to Figure 4.2, where the
dataflow is a tree with data flowing from the leaves to the root, the MapReduce ex-
ample is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the data is split and later joined back
together. However, semantically, Figure 4.3 can be redrawn as a tree with relation s

occurring three times: once each as the input to t , u and v . This underlying tree
structure to the DAG is evident from the multiple appearances of s in the expression
Φ5pΦ4pΦ1psqq,Φ4pΦ2psqq,Φ4pΦ3psqqq .
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v

w
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z
Φ
5

reduce

Φ
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split

Φ
2

split

Φ
3

split

Φ
4

map

Φ
4

map

Φ
4
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Figure 4.3: Dataflow Φ5pΦ4pΦ1psqq,Φ4pΦ2psqq,Φ4pΦ3psqqq “ z .

Having introduced the high-level structure of a dataflow and its component trans-
formations, we now give a similar overview of generator function g and data con-
structor h , the higher-order parameters of Φ .

4.1.1 Generator Function pgq

In a transformation of the form Φpgqphqps, t,u, . . . q , generator function g ranges
over the transformation’s input relations. The role of g is to enumerate the elements
of sˆ tˆ uˆ . . . , assembling them as the inputs to data constructor h , which con-
structs the elements of the transformation’s output relation. Generator g is chosen
from tÑ,ˆ,λu , referred to as map, product and lambda respectively.

Map (Ñ ) Figure 4.4 depicts examples of three higher-order map transformations
Φpgqphq , where generator function g“Ñ . In the first, ΦpÑqphqpsq “ v , the trans-
formation applies h to the elements of s to construct the n “ |s| elements of v .
In the second, ΦpÑqphqps, tq “ v , the transformation applies h to pairs psi, tiq ,
i “ 1 . . .n , to construct the n “ |s| “ |t| elements of v . There is a bijection be-
tween each source relation and the target relation v . In the third, a composition of
multiple separate map transformations is an m:1 injective mapping from the elements
of relations s, t,u, . . . to the |s|` |t|` |u|` . . . elements of relation v . The intuition
of this composition is that v is the union of relations s, t,u, . . . , which is a useful
idiom of the model.

Product (ˆ ) Figure 4.5 depicts an example higher-order product transformation
Φpgqphq , where generator function g “ ˆ . The transformation Φpˆqphqps, tq “ v

applies h to each element in sˆ t to construct the |sˆ t| “ |s| ¨ |t| elements of v .
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Figure 4.5: Higher-order product transformation Φpˆqphqps, tq “ v .

Lambda ( λ ) Figure 4.6 depicts an example higher-order lambda transformation
Φpgqphq , where generator function g“ λ . Unlike Ñ and ˆ , the λ generator has
a parameter which controls its behaviour. The parameter ℓ is application-specific
and there is no default in the model, so it must be supplied. Intuitively, ℓ is a func-
tion that splits an element of a relation into multiple sub-parts in some useful way
for the particular application at hand, e.g. decomposing a set into its elements or
decomposing a string into substrings. The lambda transformation Φpλ qphqpsq “ v

generates multiple sub-parts, x j , of si using function ℓ and then applies λx j .h to
si for each x j such that v “ tv j : v j “ λx j .hpsiq, x j P ℓpsiq, si P su . The example
in Figure 4.6 assumes a choice of function ℓ that generates multiple elements v j P v

from each si P s . However, different choices of ℓ could result in a single or even
zero v j from each si . The number of v j generated from each si may vary and so,
in the example, it is not necessary that m “ o “ . . . , nor that m,o, ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0 . Also,
when tv1, . . . ,vmuXtvm`1, . . . ,vm`ouX¨¨ ¨ ‰H , more than one si may generate (or
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contribute to the value of) the same si , enabling a M:M mapping between s and v .
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Figure 4.6: Higher-order lambda transformation Φpλ qphqpsq “ v .

4.1.2 Data Constructor phq

In a transformation Φpgqphq , data constructor function h ranges over the outputs
of generator function g . Thus in the case of g P tÑ,ˆu , the inputs to h will be
elements from the input relations to Φ . In the case of g “ λ , the inputs to h can
be sub-parts of the elements from the input relations to Φ . The role of h is to
construct the elements of the output relation of the transformation. The result of each
invocation of h is an element in the output relation.

4.2 Knowledge Representation

Our dataflow model follows the individuals-as-terms knowledge representation, a
generalisation of the relational model’s attribute-value representation, that collects
all information about an individual in a single term (or document). The terms are the
basic terms from a family of typed terms in the higher-order logic based on Church’s
simple theory of types with several extensions [Llo02]. The logic natively supports
data types that are important for representing individuals, including sets, multisets
and graphs. Strong typing helps to reduce search spaces and the type of terms pro-
vides useful metadata. Also, type polymorphism and type hierarchies are powerful
tools in the representation and processing of knowledge. The theory behind the logic
and the individuals-as-terms formalism is set out in [Llo02] and is summarised in
Chapter 2, which includes examples of basic term representations of types such as
sets, multisets, lists and trees. The following two examples demonstrate the expres-
sive power of the formalism, showing that relations (tables) from Codd’s relational
model and relations (outer bags) as defined in Apache Pig may also be elegantly and
concisely expressed using this formalism [PF08, PF13c].

Example 4.2.1 (Relational Tables) In the original relational model, a relation R of

degree n is a finite set of n -tuples such that R Ď D1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ˆDn where D1, . . . ,Dn
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are domains. By identifying D1, . . . ,Dn with types α1, . . . ,αn PB and defining a

type BTable , basic terms can be used to represent relational tables as

BTable “BαÑΩ, where α “Bα1ˆ¨¨¨ˆαn
.

This simply states that a table is a finite set of basic tuples. We note that practical SQL

implementations of relational databases use, so called, unordered labelled tuples

where each ‘tuple’ is a mapping from schema attribute names to attribute values.

Duplicate tuples are allowed. This can be represented using basic terms by defining

a relational table to be a finite multiset of basic abstractions which map attribute

names to attribute values.

Example 4.2.2 (Pig Latin Relations) In Pig Latin, relations are the main data type

and most statements in the language operate on relations. A Pig Latin relation is a

bag of tuples. The tuples in a bag are unordered. A bag can have duplicate tuples.

A bag can have tuples with differing numbers of fields. Pig permits accessing a

tuple field that does not exist and will return a null value. Tuple fields in the same

position are not required to be of the same type. By defining the type BPig , and a

data constructor ε PB to represent null, basic terms can be used to represent Pig

relations with the required properties.

BPig “BαÑNat, where α “BNatÑB, where s0 “ ε .

In other words, a Pig relation is a multiset of basic abstractions from field number to

field value with the default value of null. Field values can be any type of basic term.

In the next section, following on from the above examples, we begin to define our
dataflow model by first defining our own representation of relations.

4.3 Formalising the Higher-Order Dataflow Model

We now formally define dataflows in the higher-order logic, beginning with defini-
tions of basic relations and transformations on these relations.

Definition 4.3.1 (Basic Relation) A basic relation r PRβÑγ is an element in Bˆ
BβÑγ , for some type β ,γ PB . The universe of basic relations is denoted R .

This states that each basic relation r is a pair pp,cq consisting of a single basic term
p and a basic abstraction c from basic terms of type β to basic terms of type γ . The
intended meaning is that each r is an object with arbitrary properties represented by
p , and a collection of uniformly typed items (our ‘individuals’) represented by c as
shown diagramatically in Figure 4.7. Thus a basic relation uses a basic abstraction
c as a generalisation of the set relations from our introduction. A basic term, p , to
represent properties of the relation has also been added.

Note that no constraints are placed on the basic term p PB and so any type of
basic term may be chosen, for example a key-value property list (i.e. dictionary or
hash table). One common use of such a property list in profile matching applications
is to hold counts and summary statistics pertaining to the items in c , a technique
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Figure 4.7: Basic relation r“pp,cq where r PRβÑγ such that p PB and c PBβÑγ

with keys b1,b2, . . . ,bm P β and values v1,v2, . . . ,vm P γ , m P N .

demonstrated in Section 4.4.3. If, on the other hand, p is not required in a specific
application then it may be defined to be the empty term ε . The way that p is used
in applications has important implications for the parallisability and scalability of the
model, a topic we discuss later in Section 4.3.3.

Depending on the choice of β and γ , the collection c in a basic relation of type
RβÑγ can represent a wide variety of item types. For example,

• if γ “Ω with default term s0 “K , then c is a set;

• if γ “ Nat and s0 “ 0 , then c is a multiset (or bag);

• if β “ Nat , then c is a (possibly sparse) array;

• if β “ String , then c is a dictionary (or hash table).

In preparation for our definition of a transformation, let φ be a function with
signature φ : ScˆBˆBÑ B and definition φpτ ,u,ρq “ v , denoted φτpu,ρq ,
where τ is a term containing zero or more functions on pu,ρq and result v is τ after
substituting any contained functions with the result of their application on pu,ρq .
Intuitively, φ expands functions embedded in ‘template’ term τ such that each of
those functions accepts pu,ρq as inputs and produces a single basic term as its output.

We recall from the definition of support in Chapter 2 (Definition 2.3.19, p.58)
that for a given basic abstraction t PBβÑγ , suppptq is the set of keys in t . Thus,
for example, in Figure 4.7 the support of c is supppcq “ tb1,b2, . . . ,bmu . Similarly,
for a multiset t PBQÑNat where t “ xpA,3q,pB,1q,pC,2qy and A,B,C : Q , for some
type Q PB , then suppptq “ tA,B,Cu .

Recall also that the definition of support employs a function V that is used to
index items in the basic abstraction such that the application V pt bq returns the value
for some key b P β , i.e. in our example V pt Aq “ 3 , V pt Bq “ 1 , V pt Cq “ 2
and V pt bq “ 0 for all b R tA,B,Cu . An alternative syntax for the same concept
might have been to dispense with V as an explicit function and instead write tb
(e.g. tA “ 3 ) but doing so for the following definition would have resulted in two
levels of subscript. So, we retain the V notation in our definition of transformation
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but emphasise that where V pc kq appears on the extreme left of the large multicase
equation it is simply being used to address element ck in the basic abstraction c .

Definition 4.3.2 (Transformation) For some basic relations, R1, . . . ,Rn P R , a

transformation Φ is a higher-order function with signature,

Φ : BG ÑBH ÑR1 Ñ ¨¨¨ ÑRn ÑR,

and definition, Φpgqphqpt1 , . . . , tnq “ pp,cq , where parameters g P tÑ,ˆ,λu and

h “ pτRelation,τItem,τLambdaq , for some template terms τRelation,τItem,τLambda P Sc ,

and t1, . . . , tn “ pp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnq . p “ φRelationpt1, . . . , tnq . For c , there are the

following three cases, depending on g .

V pc kq “
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φItemppV pc1 kq, . . . ,V pcn kqq, pp1, . . . , pnqq,
@k P supppc1q if g“Ñ,

φItemppV pc1 b1q, . . . ,V pcn bnqq, pp1, . . . , pnqq,
k “ pb1, . . . ,bnq,
@b1 P supppc1q, . . . ,@bn P supppcnq if g“ˆ,

λx .φItemppV pc1 bq, . . . ,V pcn bqq, pp1, . . . , pnqq,
@pk,xq P φLambdappV pc1 bq, . . . ,V pcn bqq, pp1, . . . , pnqq,
@b P supppc1q if g“ λ .

The three cases for c above are broadly similar to their respective cases from
our introduction, but are generalised to use any type of basic abstractions rather than
just sets. If g P tÑ,λu , then abstractions c2, . . . ,cn must include the same keys as
c1 , such that supppc1q Ď supppc2qX ¨ ¨ ¨X supppcnq . No such constraint on the keys
exists for g“ˆ , by the definition of the Cartesian product.

In every application of φRelation and φItem , any embedded functions in τRelation

and τItem respectively are expanded (i.e. each embedded function is evaluated and
then substituted in the template with its result). The same also applies in the case
when g“ λ , where any embedded functions in τLambda are expanded prior to every
evaluation of φLambda . The result of each application of φLambda generates a pk,xq
pair, the x from which is then lambda substituted into any occurrences of x within
embedded functions in τItem , resulting in the application of λx .φItem to the argu-
ments, rather than just φItem as would be the case if g P tÑ,ˆu . It is worth noting
with λx .φItem that expressions embedded within τItem do not have to refer to the
arguments pV pc1 bq, . . . ,V pcn bqq, pp1, . . . , pnq if those arguments are not required,
for example in cases where the outputs V pc kq are computed entirely by φLambda .

For the time being we will leave open the nature of the functions embedded within
the template terms in h PBH as, for the most part, the choice of these functions is
a matter for a specific implementation and not a part of our model per se. The one
exception to this is a class of functions called path expressions which are required by
our model and are formally defined in next section. However, concrete examples of
an application-specific range of embedded functions and their use in template terms
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are given in “Section 4.4 – Implementation”.

To help explain Definition 4.3.2 we give schematics of the computation of a trans-
formation for each of the three cases: g “Ñ , Figure 4.8; g “ ˆ , Figure 4.9; and
g “ λ , Figure 4.10. We also give examples of input and output relations for three
such transformations, as Examples 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Map transformation ΦpÑqphqps, tq “ v where s, t,v P R , h “
pτRelation,τItem,εq and ε is the empty term.
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Figure 4.9: Product transformation Φpˆqphqps, tq “ v where s, t,v P R , h “
pτRelation,τItem,εq and ε is the empty term.

Example 4.3.3 (Map transformation) Let s, t,v P R , h “ pτRelation,τItem,εu and

e1,e2,e3 be expressions containing embedded functions. Let e1 be an expression

that counts the total number of words in all the strings si P cs and ti P ct . Let e2

be an expression that concatenates a string from si with a string from ti . Let e3 be

an expression that counts the combined total number of words in si and ti . For the

values of s, t and h shown below, the map transformation ΦpÑqphqps, tq results in
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Figure 4.10: Lambda transformation Φpλ qphqpsq “ v where s,v P R , h “
pτRelation,τItem,τLambdaq . For each si , where i P t1, . . . ,mu , generator function
φLambda results in ji P N pairs pk,xq such that k PB is some key and x P Sc is
some sub-part of si .

v as follows.

s“ pε ,tb1 ÞÑ “quick brown”,b2 ÞÑ “lazy”uq,
t “ pε ,tb1 ÞÑ “fox”,b2 ÞÑ “dog”uq,

τRelation “ twords ÞÑ e1u,
τItem “ re2,e3s,

v“ ptwords ÞÑ 5u,tb1 ÞÑ r“quick brown fox”,3s,b2 ÞÑ r“lazy dog”,2suq.

Example 4.3.4 (Product transformation) Let s, t,v PR , h“pτRelation,τItem,εu and

e1,e2 be expressions containing embedded functions. Let e1 be an expression that

counts the number of matching pairs of strings si P cs and ti P ct . Let e2 be an

expression that compares a string from si with a string from ti , returning J (true)

if they match or K (false) otherwise. For the values of s, t and h shown below, the

map transformation Φpˆqphqps, tq results in v as follows.

s“ pε ,ta1 ÞÑ “Wallace”,a2 ÞÑ “Gromit”,a3 ÞÑ “Shaun”uq,
t “ pε ,tb1 ÞÑ “Gromit”,b2 ÞÑ “Wallace”uq,

τRelation “ tmatches ÞÑ e1u,
τItem “ e2,

v“ ptmatches ÞÑ 2u,tpa1,b1q ÞÑ K,pa1,b2q ÞÑ J,pa2,b1q ÞÑ J,pa2,b2q ÞÑ K,
pa3,b1q ÞÑ K,pa3,b2q ÞÑ Kuq.

Example 4.3.5 (Lambda transformation) Let s,v PR , h“pτRelation,τItem,τLambdau
and e1,e2,e3 be expressions containing embedded functions. Let e1 be an expres-
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sion that returns a sorted list of words from all strings si P cs . Let e2 be an expres-

sion that returns a unique identifier v j , j P N . Let e3 be an expression that splits

a string from si P cs into words. For the values of s and h shown below, the map

transformation Φpλ qphqpsq results in v as follows.

s“ pε ,tb1 ÞÑ “quick brown fox”,b2 ÞÑ “lazy dog”uq,
τRelation “ e1,

τItem “ x,

τLambda “ pk “ e2,x“ e3q,
v“ pr“brown”,“dog”,“fox”,“quick”,“lazy”s,

tv1 ÞÑ “quick”,v2 ÞÑ “brown”,v3 ÞÑ “fox”,v4 ÞÑ “lazy”,v5 ÞÑ “dog”uq.

We define the higher-order dataflows of our model by generalising the definition
from our introduction.

Definition 4.3.6 (Higher-Order Dataflow) A higher-order dataflow is a composi-

tion of transformations on basic relations.

To complete our formal definition of the model we now turn to the required class
of embedded functions called path expressions. As preparation for the definition of a
path expression we first introduce the concept of a path.

4.3.1 Paths

When defining the higher-order term h in transformations, Φpgqphq , it is useful to be
able to access the value of a subterm at one or more specific positions within a term,
for example, an element in a set or the n -th item of every tuple in a set of tuples.
The logic includes a scheme for enumerating subterms and referring to a subterm
at a specific position by a string label [Llo03] but that scheme is not suitable in our
context because labelling varies from term to term. A type-based enumeration of
terms addresses this problem but at the cost of not uniquely labelling every subterm
[PF08]. Here we adopt a path-based approach that uniquely labels every subterm but
without the restrictions of type-based labelling.

Informally, a path is a unique label for a subterm. The set of all such unique
labels for a term is called the path set of the term. More formally, we can define
the concept of a path by first defining the path set of a term as follows. Let Z

`

denote the set of positive integers and pZ`q˚ the set of all strings over the alphabet of
positive integers, with ε denoting the empty string. Let LR denote the set of reserved
characters, t$,.,],[,*u . Let LL “ L´LR´pZ`q˚ denote the set of labels. Let
LP“pZ`q˚YpLRqYpLLq˚ , and pLPq˚ denote the set of all strings over the alphabet
LP . Assuming the existence of the usual concatenation function, 1p denotes the
string concatenation of 1 with p , ℓp denotes the concatenation of ℓ with p , where
label ℓ P pLLq˚ . Let uniqβ be a function, with signature uniqβ : β Ñ String , that
maps t P β to a unique string ℓt such that ℓt “ ℓs ùñ t “ s , for all t,s P β .
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Definition 4.3.7 (Path set) The path set of a term t PSc , denoted Pptq , is a finite

set of symbols drawn from the set of strings pLPq˚ , defined inductively as follows.

1. If t is a variable, then Pptq “ tεu .

2. If t is a constant, then Pptq “ tεu .

3. If t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then Pptq “ tεuYŤn
i“1t.ℓi pi | ℓi “ uniqβ ptiq, pi P Ppsiqu .

4. If t has the form pu vq ,

then Pptq “ tεuYt1p | p P PpuquYt2p1 | p1 P Ppvqu .

5. If t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq ,

then Pptq “ tεuYŤn
i“1t[i]pi | pi P Pptiqu .

Each p P Pptq is called a path of t .

Definition 4.3.8 (Subterm at path) If t PSc is a term and p P Pptq then, the sub-
term of t at path p , denoted t|p , is defined inductively on the length of p as follows.

1. If p“ ε , then t|p “ t .

2. If p“ .ℓi p
1 , for some p1 , and t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then t|p “ pti,siq|p1 , where ℓi “ uniqβ ptiq and ti P β , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

3. If p“ 1p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|p “ u|p1 .

4. If p“ 2p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|p “ v|p1 .

5. If p“ [i]p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq ,

then t|p “ ti|p1 , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

A subterm is proper if it is not at path ε .

Notice from Part 2 of Definition 4.3.8 that the path associated with an abstraction
identifies the key-value pair rather than just the value. The key-value pair is itself a
tuple and therefore its items are individually associated with paths by Part 5 of the
definition. Table 4.1 gives some examples of terms, their path sets and associated
subterms.

Proposition 4.3.9 Each subterm at a basic path is a term.
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Table 4.1: EXAMPLE PATHS

Term t Path Set Pptq Subterms t|pPPptq
pA,B,Cq tε,[1],[2],[3]u t,A,B,C

tP,Qu tε,p,p[1],p[2],q,q[1],q[2]u t,pP,Jq,P,J,pQ,Jq,Q,J
<A,A,A,B,B> tε,a,a[1],a[2],b,b[1],b[2]u t,pA,3q,A,3,pB,2q,B,2
rA,B,Cs: tε,1,2,21,22,221,222u t,A, rB,Cs,B, rCs,C, r s
pA,tPu,B,Cq tε,[1], [2], [2].p, [2].p[1], t,A,tPu,pP,Jq,P,J,B,C

[2].p[2], [3], [4]u
: Assuming t is represented as depicted in Figure 2.5 (p.54).

Proof 4.3.10 Let t be a term and p P Pptq . It is shown by induction on the length

of p that t|p is a term.

If the length of p is 0 , then p “ ε . Thus t|p “ t , which is a term. For the

inductive step, suppose the length of p is k`1 pk ě 0q . There are several cases to

consider.

If p“ .ℓi p
1 , for some p1 , and t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then t|p“ pti,siq|p1 , which is a term by the induction hypothesis, where ℓi“ uniqβ ptiq
and ti P β , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

If p “ 1p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|p “ u|p1 , which is a

term by the induction hypothesis.

If p “ 2p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|p “ v|p1 , which is a

term by the induction hypothesis.

If p“ [i]p1 , for some p1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq , then t|p“ ti|p1 , which

is a term by the induction hypothesis, for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

Proposition 4.3.11 Each subterm at a basic path is a basic term.

Proof 4.3.12 Trivial from Proposition 4.3.9 by the definition of a basic term.

4.3.2 Path Expressions

A path expression extends the concept of a path by introducing recursive descent
(‘..’) and wildcard (‘*’) symbols into the paths of Definition 4.3.7.

Definition 4.3.13 (Path expression) The set of path expressions of a term t P Sc ,

denoted Peptq , is the finite set of symbols drawn from the set of strings pLPq˚ ,

defined inductively as follows.
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1. If t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then Peptq “ PptqYŤn
i“1tς pi | ς P t..,.*u, pi P Pepsiqu .

2. If t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq ,

then Peptq “ PptqYŤn
i“1tς pi | ς P t..,[*]u, pi P Peptiqu .

3. Otherwise, Peptq “ Pptq .

Each q P Peptq is called a path expression on t .

A path, p P Pptq , identifies a single subterm of t , whereas a path expression,
q P Peptq , matches some subset of paths in P , consequently identifying none or
more subterms of t .

Definition 4.3.14 (Subterms at path expression) If t PSc is a term and q P Peptq
then, the subterms of t at path expression q , denoted t|q , is defined inductively on

the length of q as follows.

1. If q“ ε , then t|q “ t .

2. If q“ .ℓiq
1 , for some q1 , and t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then t|q “ pti,siq|q1 , where ℓi “ uniqβ ptiq and ti P β , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

3. If q“ 1q1 , for some q1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|q “ u|q1 .

4. If q“ 2q1 , for some q1 , and t has the form pu vq , then t|q “ v|q1 .

5. If q“ [i]q1 , for some q1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq ,

then t|q “ ti|q1 , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

6. If q“ .*q1 , for some q1 , and t has the form,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0

then t|q “ ppt1,s1q|q1 , . . . ,ptn,snq|q1q , where ti P β , for i“ 1, . . . ,n .

7. If q“ [*]q1 , for some q1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq ,

then t|q “ pt1|q1 , . . . , tn|q1q , ną 0 .

8. If q“ ..q1 , for some q1 , then t|q “ pt|u, . . . q , for all u P Pepq1q .

The result of a path expression on a term is a tuple. Items 1-5 above define the
subterm at a path, a single value, that can be considered a 1-tuple. Items 6-8 above
define the subterm at one or more paths, collecting all the n values of the matching
paths together into an n -tuple. Item 6 is a generalisation of item 2 that matches any
value of ℓ . Item 7 is similarly a generalisation of item 2, for tuples. Item 8 is a
further generalisation of items 6-7, collecting all values at every subterm into a tuple.
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Table 4.2 gives some examples of terms, path expressions and resultant tuple of
subterms returned by the application of each expression. The table is divided into
two sections, the first of which are example path expressions from the path set of
the term, the second where the expressions include recursive descent and wildcard
symbols and are not from the path set.

4.3.3 Parallelisability and Scalability of the Model

In this section we prove that a certain class of transformations, which we refer to
as pure transformations, satisfy the conditions of an embarrassingly parallel func-
tion and hence, in principle at least, are highly parallelisable [Fos95, WA99]. We
also explain why this result also suggests that the transformation of basic relations
that exceed the size of working memory are feasible in the model, irrespective of
whether computation is carried out in parallel or serially. Taken together, the model’s
capacity for parallel and scaleable implementation suggests that it may be applicable
to Big Data problems involving large datasets – although practical demonstration of
this possibility is left to future work. However, later in this chapter we demonstrate
(serial) transformation of larger-than-memory basic relations using JSONMatch, our
proof of concept implementation of the model.

An embarrassingly parallel problem is one which can be broken down into mul-
tiple smaller tasks, each of which may be solved independently, requiring little or
no communication between each of these tasks2. Thus, a function that expresses a
solution to a highly parallelisable problem is a good candidate for decomposing into
multiple smaller functions suitable for parallel execution across multiple processors
on the same computer or distributed across multiple computers. More formally, we
define the concept of embarrassingly parallel as follows.

Definition 4.3.15 (Embarrassingly Parallel) Function f : D Ñ E , for some types

D,E , is embarrassingly parallel if f can be decomposed into functions fi : DÑ E

such that f pdq “ t fipdiq : di P d, i“ 1, . . . ,mu , where m“ |d| , d ĎD .

The key point of the above definition is that computation of f pdq depends on
all the elements d1, . . . ,dm in input d whereas the computation of fipdiq depends
only on the single input di . In the context of Big Data problems this has important
practical implications in two areas, which we briefly give the intuition of below.

1. Parallelisability – Each function fipdiq may be computed independently on a
separate processor and its result combined with those of the others into the sin-
gle result e“ f pdq . Where the processors all have access to the same memory
(working or store) into which the elements of e are to be written then paral-
lel computation can proceed using this shared memory architecture. However,
“big volume” Big Data parallel computation often involves distributing copies
of data and algorithm across multiple machines with no shared memory – the
implementation of MapReduce algorithms being a famous example of such
distributed parallelism [DG08]. In this distributed architecture, parallelisabil-
ity also depends on the amount of data required for each compuation (which

2The use of “embarrassingly" here is intended to convey a good thing, not a bad one. This terminol-
ogy confuses some people and so the name “pleasingly parallel" is also sometimes used.
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Table 4.2: EXAMPLE PATH EXPRESSIONS

Term t Path Expression q P Peptq Subterms t|q
where q P Pptq

pA,B,Cq t[1] pAq
t[2] pBq
t[3] pCq

tP,Qu t.p ppP,Jqq
t.p[1] pPq
t.p[2] pJq

<A,A,A,B,C,C> t.a ppA,3qq
t.b ppB,1qq
t.c ppC,2qq
t.a[2] p3q
t.c[1] pCq

pA,tP,Qu,C,pD,Eqq t[4] ppD,Eqq
t[4][2] pEq
t[2] ptP,Quq
t[2].q[1] pQq

rA,B,Cs: t.1 pAq
t.2 prB,Csq
t.21 pBq
t.22 prCsq
t.221 pCq
t.222 pr sq
where q P PeptqzPptq

pA,B,Cq t.* pA,B,Cq
tP,Qu t.* ppP,Jq,pQ,Jqq

t.*[1] pP,Qq
t.*[2] pJ,Jq

<A,A,A,B,C,C> t.*[1] pA,B,Cq
t.*[2] p3,1,2q

pA,tP,Qu,C,Dq t..q ppQ,Jqq
t..q[1] pQq

pA,pA,pA,Bq,Cq,Dq t..[1] pA,A,Aq
t..[*] pA,A,A,B,C,Dq

: Assuming t is represented as depicted in Figure 2.5 (p.54).
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we discuss in the next bullet) and on how the result of each parallel task is
combined with the results of others. In this setting, each fipdiq task of an
embarrassingly parallel function can be thought of as returning a singleton set
with the final result being arrived at by computing e“ f1pd1qY ¨ ¨ ¨Y fmpdmq .
Set union, Y , is both associative and commutative, which means that partial
results from different tasks may be incrementally assembled in any order into
progressively larger subsets of e until the complete result e is acheived. So,
not only is the computation of each fipdiq task distributively parallelisable but
the incremental combination of partial results into a final single result is too.

2. Memory usage – Only one di element of d at a time needs to be loaded into
working memory to compute one element ei “ fipdiq of e “ f pdq . If we as-
sume that individual elements of d and e can be separately read from and
written to store then the computation of e does not require the entire d or e

to be held in working memory. The maximum amount of working memory
required at any one point is that required to to compute ei “ fipdiq in the worst
case, which depends on the data and on fi but is constant for a given compu-
tation of f . This means that the maximum working memory required remains
constant and does not increase as the size of d and e increases, therefore en-
abling memory scalability in the size of inputs and outputs limited only by the
size of store (assuming the maximum working memory required by any single
fi computation is available). This property holds whether the computation is
carried out in parallel, under a shared memory architecture, or serially. In the
case of distributed parallel execution the scalability is more facetted, benefiting
from requiring only one di to be copied to each machine but suffering from
having to copy (in a naive implementation) progressively larger subsets of e

from machine to machine during the combination phase.

The above is only a sketch of the issues surrounding the parallelisability and scal-
ability of embarrassingly parallel computation and hints at some of the complexities
involved. In practice, the translation of an embarressingly parallel function into an ef-
ficient parallel and/or scalable implementation depends on numerous considerations
that fall outside the scope of this Thesis. Recent texts from the fields of parallel and
distributed computing give a more detailed introduction to the practicalities of Big
Data systems design [Cou13, EPM13, CDKB11, RU11, Whi09].

We now consider the conditions under which transformation in the higher-order
dataflow model introduced in this Thesis is embarrassingly parallel. Recall from
Definition 4.3.2 (p.108) that the inputs t1, . . . , tn and output v of transformation
v “ Φpgqphqpt1, . . . , tnq are basic relations with type R . Any basic relation r P R
consists a pair pp,cq , where basic term p PB represents properties of the relation
and basic abstraction c PBβÑγ represents a collection of items (our ‘individuals’) as
depicted in Figure 4.7 (p.107). Intuitively, for a transformation with output relation
v “ pp,cq , if the computation of p does not depend on the computation of c then
there exists a direct correspondence between the collection c and the output set e of
an embarrassingly parallel computation e“ f pdq . In other words, where c plays no
part in the computation of p then each item ci P c corresponds to each item ei P e

and each item may be computed independently in parallel.

Under these circumstances, the decomposed functions fi that compute each ei
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all correspond to the single function φItem that computes each ci in the transfor-
mation. This correspondence, without a slight extension, does not address relation
property p . However, the computation of p by the function φRelation under these
same circumstances can, from the perspective of an embarrassingly parallel function,
be considered as corresponding to just another fi function. So the fi functions of an
embarrassingly parallel function can all be mapped to just two functions in this par-
ticular kind of transformation: φRelation for the computation of p , and φItem for the
computation of all ci P c . We refer to such transformations as pure transformations

which are named after so-called pure functions. A pure function is the computer pro-
gramming term for an implementation of a function such that it has no side effects3.
The analogy is that in a pure transformation, the computation of ci has no side effects
on the computation of p . More formally we define pure transformation as follows.

Definition 4.3.16 (Pure Transformation) For some t1, . . . , tn PR and some v PR
where t1, . . . , tn “ pp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnq and v “ pp,cq , a pure transformation is a

transformation Φpgqphqpt1, . . . , tnq “ v where p has no dependencies on c1, . . . ,cn

such that φRelationppp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnqq “ p, @c1, . . . ,@cn PB .

The intended meaning of the above definition is that φRelation produces the same
result p irrespective of the values of c1, . . . ,cn and so depends only on the val-
ues of p1, . . . , pn . Informally, φRelation behaves as if transformation were defined
on p1, . . . , pn rather than on t1, . . . , tn “ pp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnq , i.e. as if defined as
φRelationpp1, . . . , pnq rather than φRelationpt1, . . . , tnq .

By contrast, note that pure transformation does not require φItem to only de-
pend on c1, . . . ,cn , it may also depend on p1, . . . , pn , and so continues to behave as
φItemppc1, . . . ,cnq,pp1, . . . , pnqq , exactly as in ordinary (not pure) transformation. The
reason for permitting φItem to have dependencies on the relation properties is that
this does not affect the suitability of φItem as a decomposed function correspond-
ing to f1, . . . , fn in an embarrassingly parallel function. If, however, φRelation in a
pure transformation were permitted to depend on c1, . . . ,cn then φRelation would be
a poor choice as a decomposed function fm`1 because it could potentially access
every item in every relation. While φRelation too could perhaps be decomposed there
is, by design, nothing in the model to guide this decomposition, as imposing such
restrictions on φRelation would remove the flexibility of the model – particularly for
“small data" applications where the freedom in the choice of φRelation can simplify
the overall dataflow. The utility of this design feature in our application context is
touched upon again in Section 4.4 Implementation.

The bijective correspondences between outputs of an embarrassingly parallel
function and outputs of a pure transformation are shown in Figure 4.11, along with
similar bijective correspondences between the multiple functions that compute the
items in these outputs.

So far in our discussion we have discussed correspondences between outputs e

and v from an embarrassingly parallel function e “ f pdq and pure transformation
v “ Φpgqphqpt1 , . . . , tnq respectively. We have also discussed correspondences be-
tween the multiple functions fi and the pair of functions φItem , φRelation . Now, to

3Implementations with side effects should not really be called functions in the mathematical sense
but they are in popular use outside of the functional and logic programming communities.
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Figure 4.11: Correspondences between the output e “ te1, . . . ,em`1u of an embar-
rassingly parallel function and the output v“ pp,cq of a pure transformation, as well
as respective correspondences between functions f1, . . . , fm`1 and φRelation,φItem .

complete the picture we identify similar correspondences between the input d of
an embarrassingly parallel function and inputs t1, . . . , tn of a transformation. To do
so requires us to deal with the technical detail that a transformation can accept n

input relations t1, . . . , tn rather than the single input set d , and that the structure
of a relation is not identical to the structure of a set. These differences can be ad-
dressed by mapping the elements di P d to the corresponding elements in the set
of n-tuples, tpp1, . . . , pnqu Y tpV pc1 b1q, . . . ,V pcn bnqq : b1, . . . ,bn P Nu, where
t1, . . . , tn “ pp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnq . In other words, there is a bijection between the set
d and the set consisting of the union of the singleton n-tuple formed from all the n

relation properties with set of the n-tuples formed from the bi -th item of all the n re-
lation collections. The indices bi that determine which item of collection ci appears
at each position in the n-tuples depend of the choice of generator g P tÑ,ˆ,λu in
the three cases of a transformation in Definition 4.3.2 (p.108).

We now more formally draw together the correspondences between the functions,
inputs and output of pure transformation and an embarrassingly parallel function in
the following proposition and proof.

Proposition 4.3.17 Pure transformation is embarrassingly parallel.

Proof 4.3.18 To be shown is that there is an isomorphism between pure transforma-

tion Φpgqphq and embarrassingly parallel function f . This is true if there is an

isomorphism between their signatures and if there is an isomorphism between their

definitions. Assume n P N . Assume R1, . . . ,Rn`1 are the types of basic relations.

Trivially, there is a bijection between the signature of higher-order transformation

function Φpgqphq : R1 ˆ ¨¨ ¨ ˆRn Ñ Rn`1 and the signature of an embarrassing

function f : DÑ E such that R1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆRn Ø D and Rn`1 Ø E , so the signature

of Φpgqphq is isomorphic with the signature of f . To show that there is an isomor-

phism between the definition of Φpgqphq and the definition of f , we show that there

is a bijection between their respective outputs, a bijection between their respective

decomposed functions, and a bijection between their respective inputs.
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1. Assume v “ pp,cq is the output to a pure transformation Φpgqphq , where

v PBˆBβÑγ and c is

λx. if x“ b1 then v1 else . . . if x“ bm then vm else v0,

for some b1, . . . ,bm P β , some v1, . . . ,vm P γ , m PN and default term v0 P γ .

Assume o “ tp,c1, . . . ,cmu is the set of outputs from pure transformation

Φpgqphq , where c1 “ pb1,v1q, . . . ,cm “ pbm,vmq . Assume e“ te1, . . . ,em`1u ,

is the output of embarrassingly parallel function f . There is a bijection be-

tween o and e such that p Ø em`1 and c1 Ø e1, . . . ,cm Ø em , so o is

isomorphic with e .

2. Assume h PBH such that h“pτRelation,τItem,τLambdaq for some template terms

τRelation,τItem,τLambda P Sc with associated functions φRelation,φItem,φLambda .

Assume ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm`1 are the decomposed functions of pure transformation

Φpgqphq such that ϕm`1 “ φRelation and ϕ1 “ φItem, . . . ,ϕm “ φItem . Assume

f1, . . . , fm`1 are the decomposed functions of embarrassingly parallel func-

tion f . There is a bijection between tϕ1, . . . ,ϕm`1u and t f1, . . . , fm`1u such

that φRelation Ø fm`1 and φItem Ø f1, . . . ,φItem Ø fm , so tϕ1, . . . ,ϕm`1u is

isomorphic with t f1, . . . , fm`1u .

3. Assume t1, . . . , tn “ pp1,c1q, . . . ,ppn,cnq is the input to pure transformation

Φpgqphq , where t1, . . . , tn P R and n P N . Assume generator g PBG where

g P tÑ,ˆ,λu . Assume ι “ tpp1, . . . , pnquY ιc where ιc depends on g such

that

ιc “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

t pV pc1 kq, . . . ,V pcn kqq : @k P supppc1q u if g“Ñ,

t pV pc1 b1q, . . . ,V pcn bnqq :

@b1 P supppc1q, . . . ,@bn P supppcnq u if g“ˆ,

t px,V pc1 bq, . . . ,V pcn bqq : @b P supppc1q,
@pk,xq P φLambdappV pc1 bq, . . . ,V pcn bqq, pp1, . . . , pnqq u if g“ λ .

Assume ι “ ti1, . . . , imu is the set of inputs to pure transformation Φpgqphq ,

where m P N . Assume d “ td1, . . . ,dm`1u , is the input to an embarrass-

ingly parallel function f . There is a bijection between ι and d such that

pp1, . . . , pnq Ø dm`1 and i1 Ø d1, . . . , im Ø dm , so ι is isomorphic with d .

As mentioned previously, proof that pure transformation is embarrassingly par-
allel does not guarantee than an implementation of our higher-order dataflow model
will be highly parallelisable but it does strongly suggest that parallel implementation
of the model is theoretically possible. Neither does the proof guarantee that an imple-
mentation will he highly scalable in the size of data that can be transformed but again
it does suggest that scalable implementation is theoretically possible. More concrete
support for the scalability of the model comes from our proof of concept implemen-
tation described in Section 4.4 Implementation. Our implementation demonstrates
that pure transformations can be computed one result item V pc kq at a time such that
only the inputs to φItem (i.e. elements in ι from part three of Proof 4.3.18) need to
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be loaded into working memory at once. This shows that working memory require-
ments for pure transformation can indeed be made independent of the number of
items in input and output relations. There are other implications of this one-at-a-time
computation of output items. These are the subject of the next section.

4.3.4 Continuations in the Model

A useful consequence of the embarrassingly parallel nature of pure transformation is
that, if executed serially, the model requires very little state information in order to
record the current program control state during the execution of a pure transforma-
tion. In practical terms this means that the iteration over the items in input relations
may be suspended and its current control state saved to an abstract data structure,
known as a continuation, which may be reloaded at a later time to resume the it-
eration from the point where it was suspended. Using such continuations enables
suspension of the computation of a pure transformation, if required, inbetween every
evaluation of the output item generator function φItem .

Before explaining the details of continuations in the higher-order dataflow model,
we will first point out why they are useful in our web application use cases, where
there is a trade-off between the need for responsiveness (returning results quickly)
and scalability to larger data (requiring more time to process). As our implementa-
tion demonstrates, continuations make it possible to implement the model on a web
server in such a way that complete results are returned quickly for small data and,
for larger data, first results are returned quickly – leaving the computation of the rest
of the results to proceed in the background over (potentially) a long period of time,
guaranteeing that complete results will be available eventually. Our web service im-
plementation achieves this by checking the elapsed time inbetween every execution
of φItem and suspending execution within an acceptable response time, saving the
state as a continuation; execution then moves to a background task that repeatedly re-
stores the control state from the continuation, executes for a preset time, checking the
time between each φItem and suspending control state as a continuation again when
out of time. The intuition for this time-sliced serial execution of a set of discrete
parallelisable tasks is depicted in Figure 4.12, which presents another way to think of
this type of execution: as time distributed rather than processor distributed.

Of course, a wide variety of different architectures could be employed to achieve
the responsive behaviour required in our web application use cases. For instance,
scaling out to multiple compute nodes for Big Data computations involving large
volumes of data. However, our implementation demonstrates that even on a modest
single-node web server it is possible to process data that greatly exceeds the capacity
of working memory without resorting to more complicated architecture. The pros
and cons of this solution are discussed later in this chapter.

We now return to explain the details of continuations in the higher-order dataflow
model. Provided that there exists an index of the keys to items in ci for each input
relation ti “ ppi,ciq , ti PR , and that each item in ci is individually addressable then
the state of the computation can be recorded by storing the current position within the
index for each input relation, as shown in Example 4.3.19.
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

P1

P2

P3 P5

P4

(c)

(b)

elapsed time

(a) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Figure 4.12: An illustrative toy 5-part computation, with parts P2-P3 parallelisable,
executed as: (a) undistributed; (a) node distributed; (c) time distributed.

Example 4.3.19 For a pure tranformation v “ Φpˆqphqps, tq , for some h P BH ,

where input relation s“pps,tp65,Aq,p66,Bq,p67,Cquq and t “ppt ,tpP,8q,pQ,6quq ,

for some ps, pt PB and some types M,N PB such that A,B,C : M and P,Q : N , the

indexes will be r65,66,67s and rP,Qs respectively. In this example, the current con-

trol state within the computation can be identified by two counters js P t1,2,3u and

jt P t1,2u respectively (equivalent to two nested for loop counters) that identify an

item from each index. The continuation is therefore representated by the pair p js, jtq .

For instance, a continuation of p2,1q identifies 66 and P from their respective in-

dexes, which results in the individual computation φItemppp66,Bq,pP,8qq, pps, ptqq .

If the next iteration increments jt and computation were suspended at that point

then the corresponding continuation would be p2,2q . Following that pattern, the full

sequence of continuation pairs would be p1,1q,p1,2q,p2,1q, p2,2q,p3,1q,p3,2q .

Implicit in Example 4.3.19 and in our overall description of continuations in
model is that the current state of output relation v P R persists unchanged in store
while the computation is suspended and that the original arguments h P BH and
s, t P R also similarly persist. To ensure this is the case requires that an imple-
mentation of the model could use a locking scheme that prevents changes to locked
relations. Another strategy, avoiding this complexity for the model implementor, is to
delegate the responsibility for not changing the input and output relations during an
ongoing transformation to the user (web application programmer). An advantage of
leaving this responsibility to the the programmer is that they are free to update parts
of relations that have no involvement in the ongoing transformation. The obvious
corollorary is that the complexity of understanding and ensuring correct behaviour
rests with the programmer.

In the next section we introduce our own implementation of the higher-order
dataflow model.
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4.4 Implementation

The dataflow model and choice of representation introduced in this chapter were in-
spired by our earlier work on web services for profiling and matching text. Similarly,
our implementation, called JSONMatch, is a generalisation of our earlier SubSift
web services framework [FSG` 09, PFS10b, PFS` 13]. JSONMatch is hosted as
a freely available resource by the University of Bristol. Further details are avilable
on the JSONMatch website4, along with extensive documentation of the API. The
JSONMatch software is published under an open source licence and is available from
the jsonmatch subversion repository on Google Code5.

SubSift was designed to support workflows that computed the pairwise similarity
between two sets of textual documents. JSONMatch is also able to perform this same
task but instead of hard coding the workflow into the software, it is defined dynami-
cally by supplying the higher-order parameters g and h to the dataflow transforma-
tions Φ via JSONMatch’s REST API. This development and the adoption of basic
terms as the knowledge formalism opens up new possibilities for defining different
similarity measures and entirely different workflows, e.g. for cleaning and restruc-
turing data, working with non-textual data, and incorporating external web services
into dataflows.

4.4.1 Data Formats

JSONMatch, despite its name, is able to read, process and output a range of different
data formats through its REST API, including plain text, CSV, XML, YAML, (Weka)
AARF and, of course, its default of JSON. Appendix A.1 (p.223) includes a primer
on the JSON data interchange format, for readers unfamiliar with JSON. Although
JSON does not natively support basic terms, the following scheme intuitively affords
their representation.

• Basic Structures are represented as JSON arrays, where the first element is
the constant name. e.g. List rA,B,Cs represented as right-descending tree,
#pA,#pB,#pC,[]qqq , becomes ["#",A,["#",B,["#",C,"[]"]]] . Of course,
lists may also be conveniently represented as native JSON arrays.

• Basic Abstractions are represented as JSON objects, where each object key
k “ uniqβ psq,s P suppptq , for term t PBβÑγ , and each object value is a two-
element array containing JSON representations of the key and value. The
default term is implicit and not encoded in the JSON. e.g. An abstraction
λx. if x“p3,7q then 101 else if x“p2.5,8q then 102 else ε , with uniqβ : β Ñ
String and β “ RealˆNat , in JSON becomes {"(3,7)":[[3,7],101] ,
"(2.5,8)":[[2.5,8],102]} .

Alternatively, if there is a suitable function uniq´1
β such that k “ uniqβ psq^

uniq´1
β pkq “ s,@s P β then, the object values are simply the JSON represen-

tations of s . This closely matches the original basic abstraction. e.g. A set

4JSONMatch website – http://jsonmatch.ilrt.bris.ac.uk, visited May 2014.
5JSONMatch source code – http://code.google.com/p/jsonmatch/, visited May 2014.
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t“A”,“B”,“C”u becomes {"A":true, "B":true, "C":true} . Similarly, a
multiset t0,0,42,42,42u becomes {"0":2, "42":3} .

• Basic Tuples are represented as JSON arrays. e.g. p“A”,“B”,3.14,42q be-
comes ["A","B",3.14,42] .

• Types are either represented implicitly by their JSON primitive types tstring,
number,object,array,true,false,nullu , or explicitly by pairing each value
with a string of its type name. e.g. A geolocation p51.46,2.6q of type Geo“
Latˆ Long becomes the JSON array [[[51.46,"Lat"], [2.6,"Long"]],

"Geo"] or, if every type name in a value is known to be unique, the JSON
object {"Geo":{"Lat":51.46, "Long":2.6}} .

4.4.2 Templates and Embedded Functions

An extension of the above scheme for basic terms also enables JSON represen-
tation of the higher-order template terms, τRelation,τItem,τLambda P Sc , which may
include embedded function applications. These templates are the JSON analogue
of HTML templates used in web frameworks. Like HTML templates, JSON tem-
plates may include embedded function applications. Embedded functions are rep-
resented as JSON arrays, where the first element is the name of the function, as
a string, and subsequent elements are the arguments of the function. JSONMatch
has a library of built-in functions of the form BÑ ¨¨¨ ÑBÑB . Built-in func-
tions all have names beginning "jm:", designating the JSONMatch namespace. A
trivial example is the function jm:length, which maps a string to its length, e.g.
["jm:length", "abc"] will be substituted with 3. Thus if embedded in the JSON
object {"x":"abc", "y":["jm:length", "abc"]} in some template term, will re-
sult in {"x":"abc", "y":3}. Table 4.3 lists an illustrative selection of other built-in
functions.

Thanks to an abbreviated form, one of the most important built-in functions,
jm:path, rarely appears explicitly. jm:path applies a path expression to a basic
term and has the definition pathpe, tq “ t|e , where t PB and t P Peptq . Path expres-
sions in JSONMatch are implemented as JSONPath expressions[Gös07], but without
JSONPath’s web-unsafe evaluation of arbitrary functions in the underlying language.
JSONPath for JSON is similar to the better known XPath for XML but is substan-
tially simpler to learn and use. JSONPath, and JSONMatch by implication, admits
syntactic variants other than the path expressions of our model but shares the same se-
mantics. Appendix A (p.223) is a primer on JSONPath for readers unfamiliar with the
language. The primer includes links to implementations in a variety of programming
languages and to an interactive online expression tester, the latter being a convenient
way to try out JSONPath queries without having to write any code.

The most common usage of path expressions in our model is to access subterms
of the inputs to φItem when computing each item V pc kq in the output relation of a
transformation. These inputs are available to path expressions via an array, items,
in an object called context. For an n -ary transformation, items will have n el-
ements: each one an item from the transformation’s respective n input relations.
As syntactic sugar, JSONPath strings in template terms are implicitly treated as
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Table 4.3: EXAMPLE JSONMATCH FUNCTIONS

Function Description

jm:set Creates a set from an array/list.

jm:set_union Union of two sets.

jm:multiset Creates a multiset from an array/list.

jm:multiset_union Sums the multiplicities of the union.

jm:apply Apply function to each element of a list.

jm:project Extract subterm from a basic term.

jm:types Detect types of all subparts of a JSON value.

jm:http_get Fetches text of web page; or REST call.

jm:extract Substring matching a regular expression.

jm:remove_html Strips HTML mark-up from a string.

jm:downcase Converts a string to lower case.

jm:split Splits a string into a list of words.

jm:entities Recognises names of people, places, etc.

jm:stem Replaces words with their Porter stem.

jm:ngrams Returns n-grams from a list of words.

jm:pgrams Returns p-spectrum of a list of words.

jm:prefixes Counts left substrings of a list of words.

jm:exclude_words Removes supplied ‘stopwords’ from list.

jm:include_words Restricts words to supplied vocabulary.

jm:replace_words Substitutes words using supplied mapping.

jm:tfidf Calculates TF-IDF for a multiset of words.

jm:cosine Cosine similarity of term-weight vectors.

jm:kernel Kernel (as a distance) on JSON values.

path queries on the context object, e.g. "$.items[0].author.name" is treated as
["jm:path", "$.items[0].author.name", context].

4.4.3 Example Dataflows

The dataflow examples in this section consist of a series of HTTP method calls to
the JSONMatch REST API and follow the same concise notation used in our Sub-
Sift REST API workflow enactment examples from Chapter 3 (see Section 3.2.1,
p.82). To recap, HTTP request methods and their parameters are denoted using
the format below and no HTTP responses are shown. We omit <uri>, which has
the value http://jsonmatch.ilrt.bris.ac.uk for the publicly hosted version of
JSONMatch, and <user_id>, the account name (e.g. ecmlpkdd12 for the ECML-
PKDD’12 conference).
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<http_method> [<uri>][<user_id>]<path>

<parameter_name_1> = <parameter_value_1>

<parameter_name_2> = <parameter_value_2>

...

<parameter_name_N> = <parameter_value_N>

As before we also omit details of the security token needed in the HTTP request
header of all DELETE, POST and PUT requests. The token is also required to access
relations and data marked as private, irrespective of request method.

Our first dataflow example is motivated by the real-world task of harvesting
and profiling the DBLP Computer Science bibliography author pages of Programme
Committee (PC) members for the ECML-PKDD 2012 conference. This corresponds
to the PC profiling part of the submission sifting workflow, highlighted in Figure 4.13
which depicts a composition of bookmark, document and profile service components
working in conjunction with a web harvester robot. In the following example, we
replace these separate service components (as well as the robot) with repeated uses
of a single JSONMatch transform component with each use controlled by higher-
order parameters, as depicted in Figure 4.14. The transform service component is an
implementation of transformation Φpgqphq from our higher-order dataflow model.
In JSONMatch the higher-order parameters to this component are named generator

and templates, corresponding to g and h respectively, and are passed in as HTTP
parameters. The generator parameter is one of map, product, lambda represent-
ing g values of Ñ , ˆ , λ respectively. The templates parameter is a JSON
object representing higher-order templates τRelation , τItem , τLambda in the form of
arbitrary JSON data (possibly containing embedded functions), associated with the
keys "relation", "item", "lambda" respectively. Below we describe each of the
four transformations in the sequence from Figure 4.14 that produces the PC profiles.

Transformation 1 (pc Ð CSV). The input to the dataflow is a CSV file with rows:
<pc_member_name>, <url>, <primary_keyword>, <keywords>. This can be loaded
into JSONMatch to create a basic relation called pc, with pc_member_name as the
item id as specified by the JSONPath expression "$[0]", in the following request.

POST /relations/pc/items

from=csv

id_path=$[0]

value=<text of csv file>

The resultant basic relation pc has type RIdÑNameˆUrlˆPrimaryˆKeywords , where
Id,Name,Url,Primary,Keywords P BString . This means that the individual items
in the basic abstraction (i.e. collection) part of basic relation pc have type Id Ñ
NameˆUrlˆPrimaryˆKeywords and constitute the individuals as terms referred
to in “Section 2.3.2 – Individuals as Terms” (p.50). All the information about a single
PC member is represented in a single basic term, a basic 4-tuple in this case. So, in
the following JSON representation of basic relation pc the JSON object associated
with the key item contains the individual PC members keyed on their id and format-
ted as an array of strings. The example has been abbreviated for readability, showing
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Figure 4.13: Schematic highlighting PC profiling part of submission sifting workflow.

only the first three PC members and only one (i.e. Ad Feelders) in approaching full
detail.

[

"relation": {

"id": "pc"

},

"item": {

"Ad_Feelders": [

"Ad Feelders",

"http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/f/Feelders:Ad.html",

"Rankings_and_Partial_Orders",

"Active_Learning; Bioinformatics; Constraints; ..."

],

"Aditya_Menon": [

...

],

"Alain_Rakotomamonjy": [

...

],

...

}

]

No explicit relation properties were specified in this initial transformation of CSV
data to basic relation pc and so the relation properties of pc will only contain some
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Figure 4.14: JSONMatch implementation of PC profiling part of submission sifting

workflow. Four sets of higher-order parameters (“HO Params”) control the behaviour
of the four invocations of the transform service component. The first set “pc Ð CSV”
defines a transformation from CSV data (i.e. Rα1ˆ¨¨¨ˆαn

for types α1, . . . ,αn ) to
basic relation Rpc , the second set “pc2 Ð pc” defines a transformation from Rpc to
basic relation Rpc2 , and so on.
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automatically generated metadata, such as the id of the relation and provenance infor-
mation about the transformation plus some access permissions information. Relation
metadata apart from id is not shown in these examples. However, the metadata fields
are shown in the API documentation on the JSONMatch website6.

Transformation 2 (pc2 Ð pc). A map transformation now converts the 4-tuple
representing each individual in relation pc to an object with five key-value pairs in
relation pc2 using the HTTP request shown below.

POST /relations/pc2/from/pc

generator=map

templates={

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0][0]",

"url": "$.items[0][1]",

"primary": "$.items[0][2]",

"keywords": ["jm:split", "$.items[0][3]", {"regex": ";"}],

"text": ["jm:http_get", "$.items[0][1]"]

}

}

Three of the five key-value pairs use JSONPath expressions to select one of the four
elements of the 4-tuple, e.g. the expression "$.items[0][1]" evaluates to the second
element of each tuple (from the first input relation "$.items[0]", i.e. pc), which is
the url of the PC member’s DBLP author page. The keywords value, which was a
semicolon-delimited string in the original csv data, is split into an array of separate
strings using the embedded function jm:split applied to the fourth element of the
input tuple and a trivial regular expression to locate each occurrence of the delimiter.
A fifth key-value pair is added to each individual object such that the key is text

and the value is the HTML fetched from each PC member’s DBLP author page by
embedded function jm:http_get, which takes a url as its single argument.

After the transformation, each individual item in pc2 has the following form.

"Ad_Feelders": {

"name": "Ad Feelders",

"url": "http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/f/Feelders:Ad.html",

"primary": "Rankings_and_Partial_Orders",

"keywords": [

"Active_Learning",

"Bioinformatics",

"Classification",

...

],

"text": "<html><head><title>A. J. Feelders</title>...</html>"

}

Transformation 3 (pc3 Ð pc2). The next map transformation constructs a multiset
of word (term) frequencies in the string obtained by stripping HTML mark-up from

6API documentation – http://jsonmatch.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/api, visited April 2014.
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the text. For clarity we have omitted the additional trivial functions calls to append
all the keywords to the end of the text, convert the text to lower case, and append
2 -grams and 3 -grams of all the words to the list prior to counting frequencies.

POST /relations/pc3/from/pc2

generator=map

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union", "$.relation.item[*].term_n"],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment", "$.relation.item[*].term_n"],

"corpus_N": "$.arguments_size.[0]"

},

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0].name",

"url": "$.items[0].url",

"primary": "$.items[0].primary",

"keywords": "$.items[0].keywords",

"term_n": ["jm:multiset",

["jm:split", ["jm:remove_html", "$.items[0].text"]]

],

"document_n": ["jm:multiset_cardinality", "$.item.term_n"]

}

}

Some explanation of the relation template term is required. The functions with
dependencies on path expressions involving $.relation.item[*] are compiled by
JSONMatch to evaluate after each item’s template term is evaluated. In effect, they
serve as global accumulators and are a convenient shortcut to avoid the more paral-
lelisable MapReduce approach to counting. To achieve scalability to large data, this
shortcut cannot be used.

Transformation 4 (pc4 Ð pc3). A final map transformation then profiles each au-
thor by adding a term (word/phrase), a list of term to TF-IDF pairs, which is obtained
by computing the TF-IDF weighted score for the term_n multiset of term frequen-
cies. Optional extra functions can be used to sort, threshold and limit the number of
pairs in the result.

POST /relations/pc4/from/pc3

generator=product

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union",

["jm:project", "$[*][0,2]", "$.item.term"]],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment",

["jm:project", "$[*][0]", "$.item.term"]]

},

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0].name",

"url": "$.items[0].url",

"primary": "$.items[0].primary",

"keywords": "$.items[0].keywords",

"document_n": "$.items[0].document_n",
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"term": ["jm:tfidf",

"$.items[0].term_n",

"$.items[0].document_n",

"$.relations[0].corpus_dt",

"$.relations[0].corpus_N"]

}

}

These profiles in the item list may then be used in a product transformation
on a pair of profile relations to compute cosine similarities between the profile ab-
stractions. The full sequence of REST API calls for a complete submission sifting
dataflow is included in Appendix C (p.237).

4.4.4 Other Example Dataflows

In recreating and extending the functionality of SubSift in JSONMatch, lambda trans-
formations proved exceptionally useful in data preparation and transfer between the
systems - completely avoiding the need to write any migration code other than that
embedded in the higher-order templates. For lambda transformations, the function
jm:generate, having signature τLambdaˆListÑB , outputs a term constructed by
evaluating the template term for each element in the list. The template may itself
contain embedded functions, evaluated against an implicit local context that includes
item, the result of the application of a JSONPath expression, τItem , to the current
global context. Other useful applications of lambda generators include splitting and
grouping data. e.g. For a transformation on a relation containing RSS blog data,

{

"item": ["jm:generate", "$.item",

"$.items[0].rss.channel.item[*]"]

}

will emit a separate item for each channel item (i.e. story) in the RSS feed. Note that
the item in rss.channel.item[*] is an element name from the RSS schema and
is unrelated to the JSONMatch item value in the current context. Continuing our
example, the list of channel items produced by the above transformation can then be
grouped together by author, simply by generating into item ‘bins’ of the same id.

{

"item": ["jm:generate",

["jm:push", "$.item", "$.old_item"],

"$.items[0].rss.channel.item",

{"id_path": "$.item.dc:creator",

"unique_id": false, "fetch_item": true}

]

}

The function jm:push adds an item to the end of a list. Here the list is the pre-
vious value of the item already saved at this id, accessed through the local context
old_item. The optional third argument to jm:generate contains id_path which
specified the id of the item to be created (or updated), flags for whether that id should
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be allowed to be re-used and whether to fetch the old value of the item and make it
available as old_item. This idiom of merging or overwriting items already generated
is both flexible and powerful. One useful application is to produce Web 2.0 AJAX
type-ahead predictive text look-up web service by generating items whose ids are all
the left substrings of a set of words, using jm:prefixes. Such functionality normally
requires a special-purpose text engine such as Apache Lucene.

4.5 Comparison of JSONMatch with SubSift

In “Chapter 6 – Related Work” we compare JSONMatch to previous work elsewhere
on dataflow systems. In this section we compare JSONMatch and SubSift, beginning
with a discussion of their respective implementations of the submission sifting work-
flow, as originally depicted in the schematic from Figure 3.9 (p.87). In preparation
for this discussion, we first recall details of the SubSift workflow steps implementing
submission sifting and the equivalent (partial) implementation of the same workflow
using JSONMatch7. We then develop the latter further into a full implementation of
the submission sifting workflow, before concluding with presentation and discussion
of a side-by-side feature comparison of the proof of concept frameworks themselves.

4.5.1 Submission Sifting Workflow Implementation

A sequence of ten REST API method calls implementing the submission sifting
workflow’s dataflow in SubSift was given in Section 3.2.1 (p.82). In the current chap-
ter, our example JSONMatch dataflow from Section 4.4.3 (p.125) described a partial
implementation of the same workflow, specifically the subpart profiling DBLP au-
thor pages of Programme Committee members. Figure 4.14 (p.128) highlighted the
corresponding subpart of the workflow under consideration and we only gave exam-
ple REST API method calls for that subpart. The fact that for brevity we chose not
to give the complete sequence of JSONMatch REST API calls required to imple-
ment the full workflow gives a hint at one of the obvious differences between the two
frameworks: JSONMatch calls typically require more information to be provided by
the web application or workflow developer (user) and are therefore more verbose than
their SubSift equivalents.

The main reason for requiring this extra information is that JSONMatch does not
have built-in notions of relation types that correspond to SubSift’s built-in bookmarks,
documents, profiles, matches and reports folder types and built-in behaviours;
instead, JSONMatch requires the user to supply a higher-order templates parame-
ter embodying these concepts at enaction-time when each transformation method is
invoked. On the one hand this gives the user more control over the dataflow transfor-
mations possible in JSONMatch, allowing transformations that were not hard-coded
into JSONMatch itself; in SubSift the only transformations possible are those hard-
coded by its developers. The downside of this additional power in JSONMatch is that
the functionality of transformations must be specified in the REST API templates
parameter – requiring the user to have both an understanding of the requisite embed-
ded functions and, of course, to provide more parameter data in each method call.

7A complete implementation of the workflow in JSONMatch is given in Appendix C.
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A second reason why JSONMatch dataflows may require more information to
be provided by the user to implement equivalent dataflow to SubSift is that multiple
JSONMatch transformations are sometimes required to implement the same func-
tionality of a single SubSift method call. For example, SubSift’s profiling method
makes two complete passes over the data: the first pass to compute corpus totals
(i.e. the total number of occurrences of each word over all documents in a folder and
the number of documents in which that word occurred); the second pass to compute
the TF-IDF scores of words in each document normalised using those corpus totals.
JSONMatch requires two separate REST API method calls to implement the same
functionality as two separate transformations. For this reason, JSONMatch requires
the four transformations depicted in Figure 4.14 as opposed to SubSift’s three.

Regardless of their respective number of REST API method calls required to im-
plement submission sifting in JSONMatch versus SubSift, it should be noted that the
overall volume of data transmitted over HTTP between client and server is broadly
the same in both frameworks. The data volume transmitted is dominated by the orig-
inal ingest (upload) of the data and the final download of the resulting profiles and
matches data. All the intervening calls only involve the transmission of parameters,
which trigger the frameworks to access their shared data stores.

Thus far we have only discussed a JSONMatch four-transformation partial im-
plementation of the submission sifting workflow, corresponding to just three of the
nine steps depicted in Figure 3.9 from the original SubSift implementation. In Figure
4.15 we replace the remaining six steps of the SubSift workflow with five additional
JSONMatch transformations, plus two HTML generation steps, to implement the full
workflow in JSONMatch. The HTML generator components are part of a separate
application view layer and not of themselves part of JSONMatch. These generators
are common to both SubSift and JSONMatch workflows, but in SubSift they are an
integral part of the reporting methods whereas in JSONMatch this view layer is ab-
sent and any web templating system (e.g. Django, Rails or Template) can be used to
render transformation outputs as HTML.

Figure 4.15 includes nine sets of higher-order (HO) parameters controlling the be-
haviour of the nine invocations of the transform service component. In JSONMatch,
these parameters are represented as JSON with embedded jm: functions, and passed
via the templates argument to REST API methods. Recall from the earlier partial
example that higher-order parameters “pc Ð CSV”, “pc2 Ð pc”, “pc3 Ð pc2” and
“pc4 Ð pc2” define a sequence of map transformations from Programme Committee
DBLP author page URLs to PC member profiles. Here we replace a similar sequence
of SubSift workflow steps with three further map transformations defined by higher-
order parameters “a Ð CSV”, “a2 Ð a” and “a3 Ð a2” to produce profiles of the
submitted papers (the “a” stands for abstracts). SubSift’s match component is re-
placed in the JSONMatch workflow by a transformation with higher-order parameter
“m Ð a3 ˆ pc4”, the output of which is fed directly into HTML generators to pro-
duce reports and into a final map transformation, “bids Ð m”, to output initial bids
based on the cosine similarity values in the match data. Notice that in JSONMatch,
only one output is produced, compared to the three from SubSift’s match component,
which leaves additional work for the view layer in producing reports and initial bids
data. The full sequence of REST API method calls required to produce this dataflow
is included in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.15: JSONMatch implementation of the complete submission sifting work-
flow, employing nine sets of higher-order parameters controlling the behaviour of the
nine invocations of the transform service component.

One final observation about the JSONMatch implementation of the submission
sifting workflow, compared to the SubSift implementation, is that they are struc-
turally very similar if we ignore the previously discussed extra map transformations
for multiple passes over the data. Typically, each JSONMatch transformation, plus
its associated higher-order parameter, corresponds to a single SubSift component.

4.5.2 Asynchronous Behaviour

Interestingly, in this same dataflow from Figure 4.14, SubSift wraps its functionality
for asynchronously fetching web pages (the DBLP author pages in this example) in
a standalone web harvester robot. JSONMatch achieves similar asynchronous func-
tionality through an embedded function call to jm:http_get inside the item template
passed to the method call and therefore has no standalone web harvester per se. By
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‘asynchronous’ here we mean that the REST API method will return quickly but that
the process of harvesting the web pages will continue in the background, complet-
ing at some time in the future. JSONMatch supports this behaviour for all trans-
formations such that if a transformation is not completed within the HTTP timeout
period8 then the task moves to the background; SubSift supports this asynchronous
behaviour only when fetching web pages (by virtue of its separate web harvester)
and so any other web timeouts will result in an HTTP error response from the server
because SubSift, unlike JSONMatch, has no model for pausing and resuming an algo-
rithm mid-way through. Both frameworks rely on the client polling the server, using
lightweight HTTP requests, to detect when an asynchronous process has completed.
The alternative of using web sockets9, unlike HTTP itself, is not stateless and so is
less scalable in the number of clients but would be more efficient in terms of reducing
the number of interactions between client and server. We chose polling for its robust
HTTP statelessness and ease of implementation in both server and client code for our
proof of concept frameworks.

The aforementioned example series of JSONMatch method calls from Section
4.4.3 performs this HTTP GET step in a separate transformation to the pre-profile
transformation (i.e. pass one over the data) to closely follow the behaviour of SubSift,
but could alternatively have skipped this separate step and incorporated the HTTP
GET directly into the pre-profile transformation instead. Whether this is desirable or
not is application dependent, but does illustrate the extra control JSONMatch affords
the user in exchange for the increased complexity of having to provide the higher-
order templates. Again this flexibility comes at a cost of increased design cost for the
end user, who must make such decisions when invoking JSONMatch’s transformation
API methods. In the Future Work section of Chapter 8 we return to this issue and
suggest a way of separating out the template design task from template use, in effect
creating different layers for different audiences.

4.5.3 Feature Comparison

In Table 4.4 we compare features of JSONMatch and SubSift side-by-side. As these
are both proof of concept implementations it makes little sense to present detailed
performance data; instead we highlight some interesting similarities and differences
between the two systems in order to emphasise their relative advantages and disad-
vantages in different settings. The table groups features into four broad categories
covering code, performance, input/output formats and REST API, each of which we
discuss below.

Code

Considering code size first, SubSift is 30% larger (measured in lines of code) than
JSONMatch but this difference is largely accounted for by the former’s reporting fea-
tures which are absent from JSONMatch. Module (third-party library) dependencies
are roughly the same, with JSONMatch’s storage layer accounting for its slight longer

8This is typically defined by a configuration parameter in Apache or another web container/server
9W3C web sockets – http://www.w3.org/TR/websockets/, visited April 2014.
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Table 4.4: JSONMATCH AND SUBSIFT COMPARISON

Feature SubSift JSONMatch

Implementation language perl perl

Source files (perl) 68 46

Lines of code (perl) 12,117 8,060

Dependencies (cpan modules) 33 36

Storage layer file system BerkeleyDB

Record directory file directories SQLight

Largest computation size ă 104 items ą 106 items

Computation size constraint working memory storage or time

Working memory (profile) linear in no. items constant

Working memory (match) quadratic in no. items constant

Reads from store (profile) N reads / N items 2N reads / N items

Reads from store (match) N reads / N items N2

2 reads / N items

Input formats csv, text arff, csv, json, rdf, text,
xml

Default input format csv / text json / text

Output formats csv, json, rdf, terms,
xml, yaml

csv, json, rdf, terms,
xml, yaml

Default output format xml json

Report formats csv, dot, html, zip none

API groups 14 3

API group names bookmarks +items,
documents +items,
profiles +items,
matches +items

+pairs +matrix,
reports +files,
workflow, system

relations +items,
workflow

API methods 78 21

API parameters 172 27

Embedded functions 0 53

Extension mechanism edit source code templates parameter,
built-in/local/external
embedded functions

list of dependencies. From the similar sizes and dependencies of both implementa-
tions it can be argued that the frameworks are of a broadly similar size, although it
should be kept in mind that JSONMatch has abstracted a layer of complexity out of
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the system and passed it on to the user – so in theory, considerable additional code
may be incorporated into JSONMatch during workflow enactment by means of the
templates parameter and its embedded functions. As we will describe below, these
embedded functions enable users to incorporate their own bespoke functions into
JSONMatch. SubSift has no counterpart to this mechanism and instead relies on the
calling web application or the containing workflow system.

Performance

The performance characteristics listed in the table are deliberately high-level but have
been chosen to illustrate that there is no free lunch in moving from SubSift to JSON-
Match. SubSift uses in-memory computation and so is inherently faster than JSON-
Match on computations where input/output time makes a significant contribution to
the overall running time. In JSONMatch, cross product computations, such as the
match step in submission sifting, are particularly expensive in terms of the number
of times that items are read from store; by contrast, SubSift reads each item once and
holds all items required for a computation in working memory, avoiding the need to
re-read items multiple times as JSONMatch does. For cross product computations
involving a total of N items, JSONMatch requires N2 item reads, or N2

2 item reads
if the result is symmetric, as is the case with similarity, distances and kernels, e.g. in
the submission sifting match step. However, the payback for JSONMatch having sac-
rificed the benefits of in-memory computation come from its ability to process data
that exceeds the size of working memory, thereby enabling computations involving
more items than it is possible to hold in working memory. This is a consequence of
the scalability and parallisability of JSONMatch’s underlying higher-order dataflow
model, as discussed in Section 4.3.3.

Input/Output Formats

The input formats for SubSift are predominantly plain text, with the exception of
bulk ingest API methods which read CSV files, but imported data is always restruc-
tured into a hard-coded data structure associated with the relevant folder type (i.e.
bookmarks, documents, etc.). JSONMatch accepts a wider range of input formats
either preserving the structure of the original document (e.g. an XML tree or a JSON
object) or selecting subparts of the structure using JSONPath (e.g. to specify that
a particular field should be used as the item identifier). However, both frameworks
share the same range of output formats and differ only in their choice of default for-
mat. JSONMatch has no equivalent to SubSift’s built-in reporting features and so,
in this sense is a less self-contained system than SubSift. This choice was deliber-
ate as the inability to fine-tune reports without modifying the reporting code itself
was a frustration when using SubSift to support the ECML-PKDD 2012 conference;
JSONMatch allows the user to fine-tune the data that feeds into a report through the
use of higher-order transformations, the output of which can then be piped through
a standard HTML templating system as previously described. Again, this flexibility
is achieved at the cost of ease-of-use, a recurrent theme of this discussion which we
pick up again in the Future Work section of Chapter 8.
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REST API

The statistics of the two APIs might at a first glance appear to show that JSONMatch
is simpler to learn and use than SubSift but, by this point in our comparison, it should
now be clear that this is not the case: SubSift has a rich range of pre-defined methods
that provide the user with a scaffold around which to more easily build applications
that can be mapped onto the SubSift profile-match model; JSONMatch has fewer
API methods but those relating to higher-order transformations abstract complexity
out to libraries of embedded functions, providing the user with a more adaptable and
extensible model than SubSift. Appendix B (p.229) further describes the range of
built-in embedded functions available in JSONMatch as well as documenting internal
and external mechanisms for extending the range of functions available.

4.5.4 Summary of Comparision

We have shown that JSONMatch is capable of implementing the submission sifting
workflow but that this requires more steps in the dataflow and more information to be
supplied by the user. The benefit of this extra user effort is greater control over the
process and, we suggest, increased flexibility in adapting this canonical workflow to
other use cases. JSONMatch also frees submission sifting computations from the size
constraints of SubSift’s in-memory computation (at the cost of reduced cross product
speed in matching), although this is not a constraint arising from SubSift’s model it-
self – only from our current implementation. In principle, it is possible to rewrite each
of SubSift’s methods to support the processing of larger datasets in order to obtain
similar performance characteristics to JSONMatch – without needing to change Sub-
Sift’s hard-coded profile-match model. Additional input and output format support
could also be added to SubSift retrospectively, with the contraint that all data must be
restructured internally into SubSift’s pre-defined data types; the two frameworks are
somewhat different in this regard. However, the major, indeed fundamental, differ-
ence between SubSift and JSONMatch is the latter’s use of a higher-order templates
parameter with embedded functions. This affords the user a far more flexible and
powerful software engineering tool, but at the cost of increased application design
effort. Learning to use JSONMatch requires the user to understand map, product and
lambda transformations, JSONPath, data structures and the range of built-in embed-
ded functions as well as, possibly, how to extend the range of functions available. In
short, a JSONMatch user has to learn to be a “JSONMatch programmer” rather than
just an API user.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we explored a further abstraction of submission sifting that led us
to propose a higher-order dataflow model that is intended to be more flexible and
generalised than the SubSift model. The model ranges over a class of terms in a
strongly typed higher-order logic that have previously been shown to be sufficiently
expressive to represent a wide variety of unstructured, semi-structured and struc-
tured data [Llo03, GLF04]. We proved that a certain class of transformations in the
model, which we refer to as pure transformations, satisfy the conditions of an embar-
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rassingly parallel function and hence, in principle at least, are highly parallelisable.
JSONMatch, our proof of concept web services implementation of the model demon-
strates that working memory requirements for pure transformation can in practice be
made independent of the number of items in input and output relations, supporting
our claim that pure transformations are, in principle, highly scalable.

Later in “Section 6.3.2 - Comparison with Other Software Frameworks” (p.194)
we compare JSONMatch to previous work on dataflow systems but in the current
chapter we limited our comparisons to our own SubSift framework. As part of our
comparison with SubSift we demonstrated that JSONMatch has the necessary ex-
pressive power to be able to implement submission sifting workflows through flexi-
ble user-supplied higher-order parameters to a dataflow at runtime, rather than hard-
coding this specific workflow pattern into the framework itself. We also observed that
the increased flexibility of JSONMatch comes at the cost of a more expensive design
process for users (developers), as compared to SubSift, because much more of the
ultimate functionality is left to the user to design. In the Future Work chapter of this
Thesis we revisit this issue and propose a scheme for adding a further API wrapper to
JSONMatch so that different levels of user would access the functionality in differ-
ent ways, in effect allowing the creation of SubSift-like packaged problem-specific
solutions in JSONMatch.
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Chapter 5

Querying and Merging

Heterogeneous Data

In Chapter 2 we described the multifarious problems encountered when representing
heterogeneous structured data in relational representations but, at the time, we also
remarked that such representations are still widely used in practice. This is because
the representational difficulties are outweighed in many application domains by other
advantages of the relational model, particularly the convenience of the SQL manifes-
tation of the relational algebra. Relational databases and SQL form an important
element of many workflow systems, not only as part of their implementation archi-
tecture but also as a parameter in their web service APIs. For instance, Example 5.0.1
describes just one such SOAP service listed in the BioCatalogue life science web ser-
vice directory1 . Explicit SQL parameters are less common in REST than in SOAP
because the URLs of the former often implicitly represent SQL queries, such as the
example given in “Section 2.3.5 – RESTful Web Services” (p.61). Consequently the
query formalism is even more important within REST because the URL design tends
to directly map to queries.

Example 5.0.1 (Nuclear Protein Database Query Service) The Medical Research

Council’s Human Genetics Unit maintains a searchable Nuclear Protein Database

which has both human and web service interfaces. Details of proteins may be re-

trieved by name, motif, compartment or keyword by submitting SQL queries via their

SOAP API method, SQLquery, the documentation of which we reproduce below.

SQLquery(string SQLquery) - output array results

e.g. provide:

select GeneName,RecordID from mytsummeta where GeneID like '1NP017'

and receive an array of the values in the select field, so in this

case receive ATRX and the record ID

Source: http://npd.hgu.mrc.ac.uk/user/services, visited April 2014.

1https://www.biocatalogue.org/services/2062, visited April 2014.
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Throughout Chapters 3 and 4 we developed a text-centric generalised submission
sifting workflow into a higher-order dataflow model designed specifically to support
the profiling and matching of structured data in a web application context. Unfortu-
nately, the central role of structured data in our motivating use cases and application
domain makes it difficult to take advantage of the practical benefits of the relational
model enjoyed in many other domains. Of all the structured data representation and
access schemes discussed in Chapter 2, the relational model is the least well suited
to implementing the SubSift and JSONMatch frameworks we described; document-
based (e.g. NoSQL) and graph-based (e.g. RDF) schemes are both better suited and,
indeed, each of our proof of concept implementations used document-based schemes.

Setting aside inherent problems with representing structured data in a relational
format, the relational algebra’s set query language data access scheme offers ap-
pealing engineering advantages over the imperative domain-specific language of our
JSONMatch framework. A query language specifies what is to be achieved without
specifying all the details of how it is to be achieved whereas an imperative language
leaves all these details to the developer. Modern relational database management
systems take advantage of this separation of ‘what’ from ‘how’ by applying sophisti-
cated query planners that transparently rewrite the query to optimise resources, reduc-
ing execution time and memory requirements. By contrast, implementing equivalent
optimisations in an imperative language setting requires changes to be made to the
original program and, moreover, in every program where a particular optimisation
is required. The development community’s desire to bring the advantages of query
languages to document-based Big Data and NoSQL systems has led to the devel-
opment of Apache Hive2, an SQL-like interface to the popular Hadoop MapReduce
framework, directly competing with the imperative language Apache Pig3 interface
[GNC` 09, ORS` 08].

In this chapter, we speculate that our own higher-order dataflow model may simi-
larly benefit from the addition of a relational query language interface. To investigate
this idea we focus on the data comparison aspects of our uses cases and explore
whether matching may be expressed through queries in a relational algebra defined
on basic terms in the higher-order logic. We begin by reformulating Codd’s rela-
tional algebra into a form that is closer to set theoretic mathematical conventions
than traditional treatments of the algebra in textbooks. To lift this formulation to our
higher-order representation we substitute relational sets for basic terms as the data
representation, similarly upgrading each of the relational operators. The formalism
we introduce in the chapter is the complete relational algebra upgraded for terms in a
higher-order logic. Our approach to implementing matching in the algebra is to relax
the join operator to be an approximate join and use this as the basis for matching
and merging structured data. We demonstrate experimentally that a family of kernels
and distances defined on basic terms show encouraging results as the mechanism for
implementing matching as an approximate join.

2Apache Hive – http://hive.apache.org/, visited April 2014.
3Apache Pig – http://pig.apache.org/, visited April 2014.
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5.1 Relational Model

Surveying the relational database literature can initially be confusing because authors
adopt one of two alternative definitions of the relational representation. Indeed Codd
himself switched from one representation to the other early on in his development
of the relational model. The competing representations differ in their definition of
the tuple: the earlier representation follows the conventional mathematical definition
of a tuple whereas the later representation defines the, so called, unordered labelled

tuple. In this chapter we follow Codd’s original relational representation for reasons
that we discuss below.

An n -tuple px1, . . . ,xnq is an element in the Cartesian product D1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ ˆDn

where x1, . . . ,xn are values drawn from domains D1, . . . ,Dn respectively, n PN and
n ě 1 . We refer to n -tuples as tuples unless the value of n is significant. The core
of the relational representation is the relation, which is a homogeneous set of such
tuples defined as follows.

Definition 5.1.1 (Relation) A relation R of degree n is a finite set of n -tuples such

that RĎ D1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn where D1, . . . ,Dn are domains.

The schema (or scheme) of a relation R Ď D1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ˆDn is denoted RpD1, . . . ,Dnq
and R is said to be a relation on that schema. The domains D1, . . . ,Dn in a relation
need not necessarily be distinct. All domain values are considered to be atomic,
meaning that they are indivisible as far as the relational model is concerned. Also a
special value called NULL is included in every domain4.

Being a set, duplicate tuples are not permitted in a relation. This is a notable
difference between the relational model and typical implementations of relational
databases, where duplicate tuples are permitted in relations because a multiset (or
bag) representation is used instead of a set representation5 . In the relational database
literature a relation is often referred to as a table, and a tuple as a record or row in a
table. By definition, the rows of a table occur in a specific order whereas the elements
of a set are entirely unordered and so a table is a rather inaccurate representation of a
relation.

Prior to defining the relational operations and algebra it is first necessary to de-
fine some means for identifying values at specific positions within a tuple. Item
i P t1, . . . ,nu of a tuple t “ px1, . . . ,xnq is the value xi and is referred to as t|i . The
set of tuple item indices for a given relation is the relation index of the relation.

Definition 5.1.2 (Relation Index) The relation index IR of a relation R of degree

n is the set t1, . . . ,nu .

The relation index referred to here should not be confused with the sorts of in-
dexes used to increase record access speed within relational database implementa-
tions.

4The multiple roles of NULL values in the relational model fall outside the scope of this Thesis but
a comprehensive discussion appears in [EN06].

5Relational databases typically follow SQL standards and consequently deviate from the relational
model by allowing duplicate elements in relations, thereby invalidating the model’s theoretical results
[Cod90].
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The relation index IR for some relation R is isomorphic with the set of attribute
names tA1, . . . ,Anu in the traditional name-based schema RpA1, . . . ,Anq , where
R is the relation name associated with R , and A1, . . . ,An are attribute names asso-
ciated with domains D1, . . . ,Dn respectively. For example, if author(firstname,
lastname, email) is the name-based schema for a relation R , representing authors
in a bibliographic database, then the set of attribute names tfirstname,lastname,
emailu is trivially isomorphic with the relation index IR “ t1,2,3u . Hence, with-
out loss of generality, we use the relation index instead of the name-based schema in
order to simplify the upgrading of the relational model to higher-order logic.

In keeping with our choice of the relation index, we also adopt Codd’s origi-
nal definition of the tuple for the elements of the relation as opposed to his sub-
sequent alternative of the unordered labelled tuple. The latter relaxes the defini-
tion of a tuple so that the order of its items becomes irrelevant. More formally,
an unordered labelled tuple u is defined as a set of name-value pairs such that
u“ tpA1,x1q, . . . ,pAn,xnqu , where each Ai and xi pair is a corresponding attribute
name and item value. Pairing each value with an identifying attribute name brings
the convenience of set operations on tuple items in defining the relational opera-
tions. Associativity and commutativity of various relational operations is achieved
as a consequence but at the cost of the complexity of maintaining the attribute name
uniqueness constraint, @i, j P 1 . . .n,Ai “A j ùñ i“ j , which in turn gives rise to a
requirement for a rename operation [Mai83]. In our higher-order setting, as we later
explain, operation associativity and commutativity cease to be relevant and so we are
able to avoid this unnecessary complexity through our choice of tuple.

5.1.1 Relational Operations

The relational algebra defines eight operations on relations. Five of these operations
(union, difference, product, projection and restriction) are considered fundamental,
or primitive, as they can not be derived from combinations of the other relational
operations. The remaining three (intersection, divide and join) can each be derived
by combining the fundamental operations. The following sections define all eight
operations, beginning with the fundamental ones. Practical implementations of the
relational algebra also include additional convenience operations, aggregate opera-
tions and update operations that are not strictly part of the algebra and which we do
not consider here.

Fundamental Relational Operations

The relational algebra defines the following five operations.

• relational union (Y )

• relational difference (´ )

• relational product (ˆ )

• relational projection ( π )

• relational restriction ( σ )
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The definitions of relational union and difference (and, later when we discuss the
non-fundamental operations, intersection) accord with the usual definition of the cor-
responding operations from set theory but apply solely to relations that are union com-

patible. Relations A and B are union compatible if and only if A,BĎD1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn .
As would be expected from the normal definition of a set, all duplicate tuples are re-
moved from the result (co-domain) of any of the following operations.

Definition 5.1.3 (Relational Union) The relational union AYB of relations A,BĎ
D1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn is the relation AYB“ tt | t P A_ t P Bu .

Definition 5.1.4 (Relational Difference) The relational difference A´ B of rela-

tions A,BĎ D1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn is the relation A´B“ tt | t P A^ t R Bu.

The definition of the relational product operation differs from the normal Carte-
sian product in that the result is a set of single tuples rather than a set of pairs of
tuples. The single tuple is formed by applying a tuple concatenation function to the
pair of tuples that would result from a conventional Cartesian product. Tuple concate-

nation is a binary function, conc, on tuples such that for tuples a“ pa1, . . . ,anq and
b“ pb1, . . . ,bmq , concpa,bq “ pa1, . . . ,an,b1, . . . ,bmq . The tuples a and b need not
be union compatible.

Definition 5.1.5 (Relational Product) The relational product AˆB of relations A

and B is AˆB“ tconcpa,bq | a P A,b P Bu .

One consequence of our definition of relations is that the relational product is
neither associative nor commutative. There does however exist a bijection between
the tuple items of the different concatenated tuples. So AˆB” BˆA up to isomor-
phism. However, we will address the lack of associativity and commutativity later in
this chapter.

Definition 5.1.6 (Relational Projection) Let A be a relation with corresponding re-

lation index IA . Let ρ be a list of relation index items drawn from IA such that ρ “
ri1, . . . , ins . The relational projection π on ρ of A is: πρpAq “ tpa|i1 , . . . ,a|inq | a P
Au.

Relational projection corresponds quite closely to SELECT DISTINCT in SQL.

Definition 5.1.7 ( θ -Restriction) Let θ be a predicate θ : DˆDÑB for some do-

main D . For a relation A , with corresponding relation index IA , the θ -restriction
σϕ of A is defined as follows.

1. If ϕ has the form iθ j where, i, j P IA and a|i,a| j P D , then

σiθ jpAq “ ta | a P A ^ a|i θ a| j u.

2. If ϕ has the form iθpvq , where i P IA and a|i,v P D , then

σiθ pvqpAq “ ta | a P A ^ a|i θ v u.
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The infix θ in the subscript of σ follows the historical convention from the relation
database literature and so iθ j , or equivalently θpi, jq , does not mean that θ applies
to i and j ; instead iθ j is shorthand notation for the membership test a|i θ a| j for
all a P A . Also, the parenthesised subscript pvq is our notation to distinguish v as a
literal value as distinct to the index of a tuple item, such as i , where no parentheses
are used.

The predicate θ is typically drawn from the set t“,‰,ă,ď,ą,ěu but does
not necessarily have to come from this set. θ -restriction is often just referred to as
restriction and in such cases θ is assumed to be the equality operation. The name
selection is often used instead of restriction in the literature but we will not use this
synonym here to avoid confusion with the select operation from SQL which has
a somewhat different meaning. In fact, restriction corresponds more closely to the
WHERE clause in SQL.

Definition 5.1.8 (Generalised Restriction) Let ϕ be a proposition that consists of

atoms as allowed in θ -restriction and the logical operations ^ , _ and  . If A is

a relation then the generalised restriction σϕ is defined on A as follows:

σϕpAq “ t a | a P A ^ ϕpaq u.

Proposition 5.1.9 Generalised restriction does not increase the expressive power of

the relational algebra if the algebra already includes θ -restriction.

Proof 5.1.10 Let ϕ and ψ be propositions on elements of relation A and let them

consist only of atoms as allowed in θ -restriction. If we assume the usual set intersec-

tion, union and difference operations then the result follows directly from the equiva-

lences: σϕ^ψpAq “ σϕpAqXσψpAq , σϕ_ψpAq “ σϕpAqYσψpAq and σ ϕpAq “
A´σϕpAq .

Derivative Relational Operations

The following three derivative relational operations can be expressed solely as com-
binations of the five fundamental relational operations.

• relational intersection (X )

• relational division (˜ )

• θ -join (✶ )

Two further derivative operations, generalised join (✶ϕ ) and natural join (✶i, j ), are
commonly used convenience forms of the more general θ -join. In the remainder of
this section we define and discuss all five of these non-fundamental operations.

Definition 5.1.11 (Relational Intersection) The relational intersection AXB of re-

lations A,BĎ D1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn is the relation AXB“ tt | a P A^ t P Bu .

Expressed in terms of the fundamental relational operations AXB“A´pA´Bq ,
AXB“ B´pB´Aq and AXB“ AYB´pA´Bq´ pB´Aq .

Relational division is the reverse of the relational product.
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Definition 5.1.12 (Relational Division) The relational division A˜ B of relation

AĎD1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDnˆDn`1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDm and relation BĎDn`1ˆ . . .Dm , where nďm ,

is the n -ary relation

A˜B“ t t | @b P B,concpt,bq P Au.

Expressed in terms of the fundamental relational operations,

A˜B“ π1,...,npAq´π1,...,nppπ1,...,npAqˆBq´Aq.

Definition 5.1.13 ( θ -Join) Let θ be a predicate θ : DˆDÑ B for some domain

D . If A and B are relations with tuple items a|i P D and b| j P D respectively for

some pi, jq P IAˆ IB , then the θ -join ✶iθ j of A and B is defined as

A ✶iθ j B“ σiθ jpAˆBq.

When θ is equality the θ -join is called the equi-join. By replacing the θ -restriction
operation in the θ -join by the generalised restriction operation we arrive at the defi-
nition of the generalised join.

Definition 5.1.14 (Generalised Join) Let ϕ be a proposition that consists of atoms

as allowed in θ -restriction and the logical operations ^ , _ and  . If A and B

are relations then the generalised join ✶ϕ is defined as

A ✶ϕ B“ σϕpAˆBq.

For the purposes of upgrading relational joins to handle structured data, it is suf-
ficient to consider just the θ -join and, optionally as a useful syntactic convenience,
the generalised join. However, a description of relational joins would not be com-
plete without mentioning the, so called, natural join. The natural join is the result
of a projection of an equi-join such that duplicate tuple items are removed from the
resulting relation.

Definition 5.1.15 (Natural Join) Let A and B be relations with tuples a P A and

b PB . If tuple items a|i PD and b| j PD for some domain D and some pi, jq P IAˆIB

then the natural join ✶pi, jq of A and B is

A ✶pi, jq B“ πρpσi“ jpAˆBqq,

where ρ “ IAYt |IA|` ℓ | ℓ P IB^ ℓ‰ ju .

When unqualified reference is made in the literature to a “relational join”, this typi-
cally refers to the natural join. The literature also defines several other types of join,
including semijoin, antijoin, outer joins and inner joins. These may all be expressed
in terms of the fundamental operations described in this chapter but are not discussed
further here and the interested reader is instead referred to standard texts such as
[Cod90, Dat91]. For the purposes of upgrading relational joins to handle structured
data, it is sufficient to consider just the θ -join and optionally, as a useful syntactic
convenience, the generalised join.
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Natural joins as traditionally defined in Codd’s relational algebra [Cod70, Cod79]
are both commutative, i.e. A ✶ B “ B ✶ A , and associative, i.e. pA ✶ Bq✶C “ A ✶

pB ✶ Cq . Neither of these properties holds for the relational joins described in this
chapter. In the context of traditional database applications, both of these properties
are of practical importance. By contrast, in the context of joining structured data
rather than relational data, the resultant structured data would not typically be ex-
pected to have the same structure as the original data and thus commutativity and
associativity become less relevant. Also, our restatement of relational joins is closer
to the usual mathematical notions of a relation and is closer to Codd’s earliest pub-
lished definition [Cod69].

5.1.2 Relational Algebra

Given the relational representation and fundamental operations defined above we can
now define the relational algebra along similar lines to [Mai83] but with alterations
to accommodate our choice of representation.

Definition 5.1.16 (Relational Algebra) Let D be a set of domains. Let dom be

a total function from values v P D to their associated domain D P D such that

dompvq “D . Let R be a set of relations such that R“ tR | RĎD1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn ^ Di P
D, i “ 1..nu . Let ind be a total function from relations R P R to relation indexes

IR Ď N
` . Let Θ be a set of predicates over domains in D , and the logical opera-

tions ^ , _ and  over the booleans. Let O be the set of operations: relational

union Y , relational difference ´ , relational product ˆ , relational projection π ,

and relational restriction σ . The relational algebra over D , dom , R , ind , Θ and

O is the 6-tuple R“ pD,dom,R, ind,Θ,Oq . An algebraic expression over R is any

expression formed legally, according to the definitions of the operations, from the

relations in R using the operations in O .

The derivative operations, such as relational intersection (X ), θ -join (✶θ ), re-
lational division (˜ ) and the natural join (✶ ), are not defined as members of O

because they may be defined from combinations of the fundamental operations.

Index set IR of each relation R P R does not appear in the definition directly, as
would be the case with name-based relational schema, but is instead obtained through
the function ind so that an association between relation and index is maintained.

The function dom ensures that every value in every domain in D is associated
with its domain. This association between a value and its domain is an important fea-
ture in the upgrading of relational algebra to the higher-order logic where we exploit
a similar relationship between a value and its type (to be defined).

5.2 Lifting the Relational Model to a Higher-Order

The relational model is the de facto standard for database-driven applications, includ-
ing numerous existing web applications, web services and workflow systems. De-
spite this, the relational model is not ideally suited for representing semi-structured
data such as Web pages, XML, JSON and numerous other document-based formats.
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Neither is the relational model convenient for representing structured data such as
trees, lists, bags and so on, although the representation of such structures in relational
databases is commonplace using a multitude of (often tortuous) representations and
querying patterns, some of which we described in “2.2.1 Relational Representations”
[Dat91, EN06, GMN84, Mai83]. To overcome these difficulties with the relational
representation, we adopt the same individuals-as-terms knowledge representation
employed in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”.

Recall that the individuals-as-terms representation is a generalisation of the rela-
tional model’s attribute-value representation and collects all information about an in-
dividual in a single term. As such, the individuals-as-terms representation has much
in common with the various hierarchical and object database models that were the
forerunners of the highly successful relational model that all but replaced them – un-
til the recent Big Data driven emergence of NoSQL databases caused a resurgence of
interest in non-relational data models. The terms in question are the basic terms from
a family of typed terms in the higher-order logic based on Church’s simple theory
of types with several extensions [Llo02] and summarised in Chapter 2. In contrast
to the relational model, the individuals-as-terms model offers straight forward repre-
sentations of both structured and semi-structured data while at the same time having
the representational capacity to represent relations from the relational model. This
representational flexibility makes the individuals-as-terms model a convenient rep-
resentation of heterogeneous data, enabling the collection of all information about
an individual in a single term irrespective of whether that information is relational,
semi-structured or structured.

When working with terms and basic terms it is useful or, as in the context of the
relational algebra on basic terms, necessary to be able to refer to sub-parts of a term
either individually or collectively. We refer to the process of specifying a specific
sub-part or set of sub-parts as indexing.

5.2.1 Indexing Basic Terms

In the logic, sub-parts of a term are referred to as subterms and so we are concerned
with indexing the subterms of a basic term. The standard method for indexing sub-
terms in the logic enumerates a decomposition of a given term such that every sub-
term is labelled with a unique string [Llo03]. However, we introduce an alternative
approach to indexing that, instead of enumerating all subterms of a term, defines a
type tree index set over all subtypes of the type of a basic term. To do this we first
adopt the definition of a type tree from [GF05] and then define a different annota-
tion of the tree such that every member of the type tree index set identifies a set of
terms rather than a single term. This ensures any index defined on a type is mean-
ingful across all terms of that type. Furthermore, the set of subterms identified is
guaranteed to consist entirely of well-formed basic terms.

Below we consider two subterm indexing methods which we call term-based

indexing and type-based indexing, the latter of which has a variant which we also
discuss.
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Term-based Indexing

We refer to term-based indexing as the approach taken in [Llo03], whereby the oc-

currence set Optq of a term t is defined to enable subterm indexing such that the
subterm of t at occurrence o P Optq may be referenced as t|o . Each occurrence is
either a numeric string that uniquely labels a subterm of a given term, or is the empty
string ε , labelling the reflexive subterm. Example 5.2.1, using the trivial case of a
basic tuple, informally illustrates subterm indexing based on a term’s occurrence set
as defined in [Llo03].

Example 5.2.1 If basic term t is the tuple t “ pA,B,C,Dq such that A,B,C,D PB ,

then the occurrence set of t is Optq “ tε ,1,2,3,4u , and the subterms of t are

indexed as t|ε “ pA,B,C,Dq , t|1 “ A , t|2 “ B , t|3 “C and t|4 “ D .

For the case of basic tuples, such a scheme is a suitable analogue of the relation index,
because indexing over the items of basic tuples corresponds closely with numeric
indexing over the items of tuples in the traditional relation index. If, however, we
move beyond indexing basic tuples and onto basic structures or basic abstractions,
then indexing directly on the terms themselves has two undesirable consequences, in
our context, which we outline below.

Firstly, indexes over basic structures and basic abstractions requires foreknowl-
edge of the extension of data instances in order to select a meaningful occurrence that
applies to all the basic terms in a basic term relation, as illustrated for basic structures
in Example 5.2.2. In other words, some occurrence values are local to a subset of the
basic terms in the relation: possibly even local to a single term.

Example 5.2.2 If basic terms s, t PBList M are the lists s“ rA,B,Cs and t “ rA,Ds ,

where A,B,C,D : M , and M is a nullary type constructor, then the occurrence sets

of s and t are Opsq “ tε ,1,2,21,22,221,222u and Optq “ tε ,1,2,21,22u , the

derivation of which can be seen from Figure 5.1. The occurrence sets correspond to

the subterms s|ε “ rA,B,Cs , s|1 “ A , s|2 “ rB,Cs , s|21 “ B , s|22 “ rCs , s|221 “C ,

s|222“rs , and t|ε “ rA,Ds , t|1“A , t|2“rDs , t|21“D , t|22“rs . So, for instance,

occurrence 21 can be used to index both s and t because 21 P OpsqXOptq . In

contrast, occurrence 221 can only be used to index s because 221 P Opsq , but

221 R pOpsqXOptqq . Thus occurrence 221 is local to s with respect to t .

This indexing locality problem increases as the complexity and nesting of basic terms
increases. Notably for abstractions, representing sets and multisets etc., the locality
of occurrences is total; an occurrence has little or no meaning as an index outside of
the abstraction term itself, as can be seen from Example 5.2.3.

Example 5.2.3 Let basic terms s, t P BαÑΩ be the sets s “ tA,B,Cu and t “
tB,Du , represented by the basic abstractions

s“ λx. if x“ A then J else if x“ B then J else if x“C then J else K ,

t “ λx. if x“ B then J else if x“ D then J else K ,

where A,B,C,D : M , and M is a nullary type constructor. Given that “ if p then q
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Figure 5.1: Term-based indexing for basic structures representing lists rA,B,Cs and
rA,Ds , which is notational sugar for A#B#C#rs and A#D#rs , where # and rs are
the usual list data constructors, A,B,C,D : M , and M is a nullary type constructor.

else r " is infix notation for if_then_elsepp,q,rq , these basic abstractions may also

be rewritten as follows, abbreviating “ if_then_else " to “ ite " for conciseness:

s“ λ px, itep“ px,Aq,J, itep“ px,Bq,J, itep“ px,Cq,J,Kqqqq ,

t “ λ px, itep“ px,Bq,J, itep“ px,Dq,J,Kqqq .

Their occurrence sets are thus Opsq “ tε ,1,2,21,22,23,211,212,231,232,233,
2331,2332,2333,23311,23312u and Optq “ tε ,1,2,21,22,23,211,212,231,232,
233,2311,2312u, the derivation of which can be seen from Figure 5.2. Out of these

occurrences, the only ones likely to be of practical use in a join operation correspond

to the subterms s|212 “ A , s|2312 “ B , s|23312 “C and t|212 “ B , t|2312 “D . These

occurrences are clearly local to the term upon which they are defined.
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Figure 5.2: Term-based indexing for basic abstractions representing sets tA,B,Cu
and tB,Du , where A,B,C,D : M , and M is a nullary type constructor.
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The second undesirable consequence, in our context, of indexing directly on the
terms using the occurrence set defined in [Llo03] is that subterms are not guaranteed
to be basic terms. For example, in any basic abstraction,

λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0 P L,

the variable x is a subterm but is not a basic term. This is technically the case by the
definitions of basic terms and subterms, Definition 2.3.7 (p.53) and Definition 2.3.13
(p.56) respectively, but also intuitively true as x is not a ground term, unlike all the
other terms t1, . . . , tn and s1, . . . ,sn,s0 in the above expression.

In the context of exact relational joins, including terms that are not basic terms is
not of itself problematic because the logic has a well defined equality operation over
all terms, and all subterms are terms. The equality operation in the logic is defined
inductively such that it recursively compares subterms of a basic term and all its
constituent subterms. Thus, continuing our example of x in basic abstractions, every
basic abstraction begins with λx and so these subterms will always be equal when
comparing any pair of basic abstractions, irrespective of the rest of the subterms.
This part of the equality comparison is entirely redundant and it is only in the rest of
the subterms in a pair of basic abstractions that will determine equality or inequality.
Although not necessarily of practical importance, the semantics of comparing two
instances of x in different terms is not entirely clear and the same would be true of
any join based on this equality operator.

However, leaving aside issues of redundancy or the semantics of joining on such
subterms, for our approximate joins, admitting subterms that are not basic terms pre-
vents the application of existing approximate equality operations defined only for the
subset of terms that are basic terms. In other words, the theory supporting the use of
kernels defined on basic terms does not cover other types of term, such as x in our
example above. We suspect that it may be technically possible to extend the kernel
for basic terms to cover all terms but semantically there seems little value in doing
this (for our work) because the strength of the basic terms approach is its represen-
tation of individuals as strongly-typed ground terms in an intuitive way that enables
kernels to be designed by associating them with types. Extending the theory into
more abstract semantics that are, arguably, just artefacts of the logic would depart
from this approach and reduce its intuitive strengths.

Type-based Indexing

To solve both of the aforementioned problems of term-based indexing, we introduce
an alternative approach to indexing that, instead of defining an occurrence set over
all subterms of a term, defines a type tree index set over all subtypes of the type of
a basic term. To do this we first adopt the definition of a type tree from [GF05] and
then define a specific annotation of the tree such that every member of the type tree
index set identifies a set of terms rather than a single term. The set of terms identified
is guaranteed to consist entirely of basic terms. Moreover, this type-based indexing
overcomes the indexing locality problem of term-based indexing.

To achieve this we follow the same interpretation of subtypes as [Llo03] and
restrict our attention to basic terms whose basic structures are in canonical form as
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defined below.

Definition 5.2.4 (Basic Structures in Canonical Form) A type τ “ T α1 . . .αk is

a basic structure in canonical form when, for all data constructors Ci : τi1 Ñ ¨¨¨ Ñ
τin Ñ τ that are associated with T , all the types of τi j are subtypes of τ .

We begin our definition of the type tree index set with some preparatory notation.
Let Z

` denote the set of positive integers and pZ`q˚ the set of all strings over the
alphabet of positive integers, with ε denoting the empty string. io denotes the string
concatenation of i with o where i P Z` and o P pZ`q˚ .

Definition 5.2.5 (Type Tree Index Set) The type tree index set of a canonical type

τ , denoted Opτq , is the set of strings in pZ`q˚ defined inductively on the structure

of τ .

1. If τ is an atomic type, then Opτq “ tεu .

2. If τ is a basic structure type τ “ T α1 . . .αn in canonical form, with data

constructors Ci : τi1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ τim Ñ τ for all i P t1, . . . , lu , then Opτq“ tεu Y
Ťp

v“1tvov | ov POpξvqu , where ξ1, . . . ,ξp are the types from αk where αk “
τi j

and τi j
‰ τ , and assuming that for every τi j

‰ τ there exists an αk such

that αk “ τi j
.

3. If τ is a basic abstraction type β Ñ γ , then Opτq“ tεu Y t1o | o POpβ qu Y
t2o | o POpγqu .

4. If τ is a basic tuple type τ “ τ1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆτn , then Opτq “ tεu Y Ťn
i“1t ioi | oi P

Opτiqu .

Part 1, the base case, states that types for which all the associated data structures have
arity zero, such as Ω (the type of the booleans), Int (the type of the integers), and
Char (the type of characters), have a singleton index set containing the empty string.
Part 2 states that each subtype that occurs in the signatures of the associated data
constructors, and that is not itself of type τ of the basic structure, is labelled with a
unique string. Part 3 labels the β and γ types of basic abstractions with a pair of
unique strings. Similarly, part 4 labels each tuple item in a basic tuple with a unique
string.

Definition 5.2.6 (Subtype at a given type tree index) The subtype of a canonical

type τ at type tree index o P Opτq , denoted τso , is the type that occurs in τ at

o .

The significance of defining indexing on the type tree of basic terms rather than
on the terms themselves is that each member of a type tree index set o POpτq is not
uniquely tied to any individual term of type τ . This increases the generality of the
indexing such that each member of the type tree index set for type τ identifies, for
any basic term t : τ , an equivalence class of subterms rather than a single term. Thus
Opτq induces a set of equivalence classes on the subterms of t . We refer to the set
of subterms identified with a given member (index) of the type tree index set as the
basic subterm set at that index.
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Definition 5.2.7 (Basic Subterm Set) If t is a basic term of type τ and o P Opτq
then the basic subterm set of t at type tree index o , denoted t|o , is defined induc-

tively on the length of o as follows.

1. If o“ ε , then t|o “ ttu .

2. If o “ jo1 , for some o1 , and t has the form C t1 . . . tm , with associated type

T α1 . . .αn , then t|o “ s j|o1 where s j “ ti : τi such that τi ‰ τ and τi “ α j .

3. If o “ 1o1 , for some o1 , and t has the form if_then_elsepu,v,sq , then t|o “
u|o1 Y s|o .

4. If o “ 2o1 , for some o1 , and t has the form if_then_elsepu,v,sq , then t|o “
v|o1 Y s|o .

5. If o “ io1 , for some o1 , and t has the form pt1, . . . , tnq , then t|o “ ti|o1 , for

i“ 1, . . . ,n .

A basic subterm set is a set of basic subterms of a basic term at some type tree index.

A basic subterm is proper if it is not at type tree index ε .

Basic subterms indexed in part 1, the base case, are singleton sets containing an
atomic term. Basic subterms indexed in part 2 are basic structures. Basic subterms
indexed in parts 3 and 4 are the support and value of basic abstractions, i.e. respective
instances of α and β , from α Ñ β . Basic subterms indexed in part 5 are basic
tuples.

Below we give examples of a type tree index set and basic subterm sets for each
of basic tuples, basic structures, and basic abstractions. Starting with basic tuples
in Example 5.2.8 where it can be seen that in comparison to the term-based index-
ing from Example 5.2.1, type-based indexing identifies all the same terms, but as
singleton sets and in addition it identifies the reflexive term at t|ε .

Example 5.2.8 If basic tuple t P BMˆNˆOˆP is the term t “ pA,B,C,Dq , where

A : M , B : N , C : O , D : P , then the type tree index set of t is Optq “ tε ,1,2,3,4u ,

the derivation of which can be seen from Figure 5.3. The basic subterm sets of t are

t|ε “ tpA,B,C,Dqu , t|1 “ tAu , t|2 “ tBu , t|3 “ tCu and t|4 “ tDu .

Representing basic structures, the usual right branching representation of lists is given
in Example 5.2.9, where the basic subterm set at t|1 captures one meaning of a list
as a set of values and t|ε captures the meaning of a list as a set of sequences.

Example 5.2.9 If τ is a type of lists such that τ “ List M , where M Ď B is a

nullary type constructor, with associated data constructors # and rs , having sig-

natures rs : List M , and # : M Ñ List M Ñ List M , then the type tree index set of

τ is Opτq “ tε ,1u . If basic terms s, t P BList M are the lists s “ rA,B,Cs and

t “ rA,Ds , then as can be seen from Figure 5.4, the basic subterm sets of s and

t are s|ε “ trA,B,Cs, rB,Cs, rCs, rsu , s|1 “ tA,B,Cu , and t|ε “ trA,Ds, rDs, rsu ,

t|1 “ tA,Du .
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Figure 5.3: Type-based indexing for basic tuples. (a) Type tree index for n -tuples of
type α1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆαn . (b) Type tree index for 4 -tuples of type MˆNˆOˆP . (c)
Basic subterm tree for term pA,B,C,Dq where A : M , B : N , C : O , D : P .

For basic abstractions, a set is given in Example 5.2.10 and a multiset in Example
5.2.11. For both sets and multisets, t|1 captures the meaning as a set of values
whereas t|2 will always be tJu for sets and a set of multiplicities for multisets. A
corollary of Definition 5.2.5 is that the type tree index set of a basic abstraction type
is always tε ,1,2u .

Example 5.2.10 If τ is a basic abstraction type representing sets such that τ “
MÑ Ω , where M ĎB is a nullary type constructor, then the type tree index set of

τ is Opτq “ tε ,1,2u . If basic term t “ tA,B,Cu , where A,B,C : M , then the basic

subterm sets are t|ε “ ttA,B,Cuu , t|1 “ tA,B,Cu and t|2 “ tJu .

Example 5.2.11 If τ is a basic abstraction type representing multisets such that

τ “ M Ñ Nat , where M Ď B is a nullary type constructor and Nat is the type

of the natural numbers, then the type tree index set of τ is Opτq “ tε ,1,2u . If

basic term t “ xA,A,A,B,C,Cy , where A,B,C : M , then the basic subterm sets are

t|ε “ txA,A,A,B,C,Cyu , t|1 “ tA,B,Cu and t|2 “ t1,2,3u .

Proposition 5.2.12 If τ is a basic abstraction type such that τ “ α Ñ β , where

α ,β PB , then the type tree index set of τ is Opτq “ tε ,1,2u .

Proof 5.2.13 The result is a corollary of part 3 of Definition 5.2.5.

Type Name-based Indexing

A useful and straight forward reformulation of type-based indexing is type name-

based indexing that, instead of enumerating the edges of the type tree, directly labels
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Figure 5.4: Type-based indexing for basic structures. (a) Type tree index for List α .
(b) and (c) Basic subterm trees for terms rA,B,Cs and rA,Ds of type List M where
A,B,C,D : M .

the vertices of the type tree. The simplest approach is to assign a unique type name
to every vertex in the type tree. If the names assigned have no meaning to humans
then this method offers no advantages over type-based indexing. However, if the
knowledge representational formalism used to define types and data instances uses
human-understandable names then type name-based indexing provides a useful no-
tation for referring to basic subterm sets, as illustrated in Example 5.2.14.

Example 5.2.14 Let Author be the type of authors from the publications domain,

which define declaratively in the Haskell style syntax from [GLF04] as follows.

type Author = (Name,Publications);

type Name = String;

type Publications = List Publication;

type Publication = (Mode,Coauthors,Title,Venue,Year);

data Mode = Journal | Proceedings | ... | Book;

type Coauthors = Coauthor -> Bool;

type Coauthor = String;

type Title = String;

type Venue = String;

type Year = Int;

This states that Author is a pair of Name and Publications , where Name is an

alias for String the type of strings, and Publications is a list of publications, which

in turn is a 5 -tuple of Mode, Coauthors, . . . , Year , where Mode has the nullary

data constructors Journal , Proceedings , . . . , Book , and so on through to Year

which is an alias for the type Int , the type of the integers. Coauthors is a basic

abstraction from Coauthor to Bool , where Bool is the type Ω , i.e. Coauthors is a

set of coauthors . To ensure the required uniqueness of type names Coauthor , Title ,

Venue and Name are aliases for the type String . The type tree index set is thus

t Author, Author.Name, . . . , Author.Publications.Publication.Year u.
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Figure 5.5: Type-based indexing for basic abstractions. (a) Type tree index for type
α Ñ β . (b) Basic subterm tree for set tA,B,Cu , type MÑ Ω , where A,B,C : M

and J : Ω . (c) Basic subterm tree for multiset xA,A,A,B,C,Cy , type M Ñ Nat ,
where A,B,C : M and 1,2,3 : Nat .

A type tree index set generated using this method is isomorphic with that pro-
duced by Definition 5.2.5, as illustrated informally in Figure 5.6. The constraint that
all basic subtypes must be uniquely named permits the following simpler definition
of a basic subterm set.

Definition 5.2.15 (Basic Subterm Set (with named types)) If t is a closed basic

term of type τ and α Ď τ then the basic subterm set of t at type α , denoted t|α ,

is t|α “ ts | s occurs in t with type αu. A basic subterm set is a set of basic subterms

of a basic term at some type tree α ĎB . A basic subterm is proper if α ‰ τ .

5.3 Basic Term Relational Model

We now upgrade the relational model for structured data. The way we achieve this
is to first upgrade the knowledge representation of the relation to be a set of basic
terms rather than the traditional set of tuples. We then upgrade the relation index so
that it indexes parts of a basic term rather than the traditional parts of a tuple. Once
these two steps are completed, upgrading the relational operations follows almost
automatically with only modest changes to the definitions of the θ -restriction and
joins. So to begin, we first upgrade the relation from section 5.1.1 to become the
basic term relation [PF13c].

5.3.1 Basic Term Relational Representation

Our basic term relational representation is based on the basic term relation, which is
a higher-order analogue of the traditional relation and is defined as follows.
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Figure 5.6: Type name-based and type-based indexing for type Author .

Definition 5.3.1 (Basic Term Relation) A basic term relation RĎBα is a finite set

of basic terms for some given type α PSc .

In the above definition of the basic term relation we describe R as a subset of Bα

in order to emphasise the intended meaning of R as a set. Doing so also maintains
a clear syntactic similarity to the definitions from the traditional relational algebra.
However, in the higher-order logic we could equally have written R P BαÑΩ be-
cause, being a set, R is a basic abstraction of type α Ñ Ω , where Ω is the type of
the booleans. Thus a basic term relation is itself a basic term.

5.3.2 Indexing Basic Term Relations

Having upgraded our representation of a relation R : τ to handle structured data rep-
resented as basic terms, and having chosen a suitable indexing method for the basic
subterm set Opτq , we are now able to conveniently define the basic term relation

index as the structured data counterpart of the relation index.

Definition 5.3.2 (Basic Term Relation Index) The basic term relation index IR of

a basic term relation R of type τ is IR “Opτq .

5.3.3 Basic Term Relational Operations

We present the fundamental basic term relational operations first before going on to
define the derivative basic term relational operations.

Fundamental Basic Term Relational Operations

The basic term relational algebra defines five operations that directly correspond to
the same five fundamental operations defined in relational algebra.
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• basic term union (Y )

• basic term difference (´ )

• basic term product (ˆ )

• basic term projection ( π )

• basic term restriction ( σ )

Each of these operations on basic term relations is defined and discussed throughout
the remainder of this section. The definitions of basic term union and difference (and,
later when we discuss the non-fundamental operations, intersection) accord the usual
set theory but apply solely to sets that are basic term relations and are relations of the
same type.

Definition 5.3.3 (Basic Term Union) The basic term union AY B of basic term

relations A Ď Bα and B Ď Bα , for some α P Sc , is the basic term relation

AYB“ tt | t P A_ t P Bu .

Definition 5.3.4 (Basic Term Difference) The basic term difference A´B of basic

term relations A ĎBα and B ĎBα , for some α PSc , is the basic term relation

A´B“ tt | t P A^ t R Bu.

The basic term product is, potentially, more troublesome to define than its corre-
sponding operation from traditional relational algebra in that there is no single natural
structure for combining arbitrary basic terms that is the analogue of concatenating a
pair of relational tuples into a single relational tuple. As no one structure seems more
appropriate than another here, we simply adopt the traditional mathematical Carte-
sian product as this is both sufficient and straight forward.

Definition 5.3.5 (Basic Term Product) The basic term product AˆB of basic term

relations AĎB and BĎB is their Cartesian product such that AˆB“tp a,b q | a P
A, b P Bu .

Note that duplicates are removed from the basic term relational product, as is normal
for sets, and so |AˆB| ď |A||B| . Also, there is no requirement for A and B to be of
the same type; if the type of A is α and of B is β then the type of AˆB is αˆβ .

Definition 5.3.6 (Basic Term Projection) If t PB then the basic term projection π
of t on i P It is

πiptq “ ts | s is the basic subterm of t at type tree index iu.

A basic term projection πiptq may also be written as t|i .

Basic term projection is defined over basic terms rather than just a basic term
relation and so is more general than relational projection from traditional relational
algebra. Thus, the same basic term projection operation may be applied to both an
entire basic term relation or to an individual member of a basic term relation.
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Definition 5.3.7 (Basic Term θ -Restriction) Let θ be a predicate θ : pBα ÑΩqÑ
pBα Ñ Ωq ÑΩ for some α PSc . If A and B are basic term relations with basic

terms a|i ĎBα and b| j ĎBα respectively for some pi, jq P IAˆ IB , then basic term
θ -restriction σiθ j is defined on T Ď AˆB as

σiθ jpT q “ tpa,bq | a|i θ b| j ^ pa,bq P Tu.

The predicate θ : pBα Ñ Ωq Ñ pBα Ñ Ωq Ñ Ω is defined on sets of basic terms.
In other words, θ is a binary predicate on basic term relations. The basic term
restriction, like its counterpart in traditional relational algebra, produces relations
of the same type as the type to which it is applied and of cardinality such that
|σiθ jpT q| ď |T | .

Definition 5.3.8 (Basic Term Generalised Restriction) Let ϕ be a proposition that

consists of atoms as allowed in basic term θ -restriction and the logical operations

^ , _ and  . If A and B are basic term relations then the basic term generalised
restriction σϕ is defined on T Ď AˆB as

σϕpT q “ t t | ϕptq ^ t P Tu.

Having defined the fundamental basic term relational operations we now turn to
the derivative basic term relational operations.

Derivative Basic Term Relational Operations

The remaining three operations on basic term relations are also counterparts of their
corresponding operations in traditional relational algebra and may be defined solely
in terms of the five fundamental basic term relational operations.

• basic term intersection (X )

• basic term division (˜ )

• basic term join (✶ )

In the remainder of this section we define and discuss each of these non-fundamental
operations and explain why they are conceptually useful in their own right.

Definition 5.3.9 (Basic Term Intersection) The basic term intersection AX B of

basic term relations A Ď Bα and B Ď Bα , for some α P Sc , is the basic term

relation AXB“ tt | t P A^ t P Bu .

Expressed in terms of the fundamental relational operations AXB“A´pA´Bq ,
AXB“ B´pB´Aq and AXB“ AYB´pA´Bq´ pB´Aq .

Basic term division is the reverse of basic term product6.

6We denote division as ‘ ˜ ’ rather than ‘ { ’ to avoid confusion with the latter’s established prior
use in parameter / type binding notation from type substitutions in the higher-order logic.
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Definition 5.3.10 (Basic Term Division) The basic term division A˜ B of basic

term relations A Ď Bα ˆBβ and B Ď Bβ , for some α P Sc , is the basic term

relation

A˜B“ ta | @b P B,pa,bq P Au.
Expressed in terms of the fundamental relational operations,

A˜B“ π1pAq´π1ppπ1pAqˆBq´Aq.

Recall that the type tree index set for a pair pa,bq is tε ,1,2u with the corresponding
basic subterm set tpa,bq,a,bu . Hence the projection π of pa,bq on 1 is π1 “
pa,bq|1 “ a .

Definition 5.3.11 (Basic Term θ -Join) Let θ : pBα Ñ Ωq Ñ pBα Ñ Ωq Ñ Ω be

a predicate for some type α PSc . If A and B are basic term relations with basic

terms a|i ĎBα and b| j ĎBα respectively for some pi, jq P IAˆ IB then the basic
term θ -join ✶iθ j of A and B is defined as

A ✶iθ j B“ σiθ jpAˆBq.

Following the traditional relational model, we also define a generalised form.

Definition 5.3.12 (Basic Term Generalised Join) Let ϕ be a proposition that con-

sists of atoms as allowed in basic term θ -restriction and the logical operations ^ ,

_ and  . If A and B are basic term relations then the basic term join ✶ϕ is

defined as

A ✶ϕ B“ σϕpAˆBq.

The closeness in form of the definition of the basic term join to that of the rela-
tional join facilitates the following result.

Proposition 5.3.13 Relational joins are a special case of basic term relational joins.

Proof 5.3.14 Assume relation RĎD1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆDn for some domains D1, . . . ,Dn . As-

sume appropriate type constructors and data constructors such that D1, . . . ,DnĎB .

Let basic term relation S Ď D1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ˆDn . Let IR be the relation index of R and

IS be the basic term relation index of S . Clearly there is a surjection from IR into

IS and thus from the set of tuple items in each tuple in R to the set of subterms in

each corresponding basic term tuple in S . Assume the θ operators are available

for basic terms and the result follows.

5.3.4 Basic Term Relational Algebra

Given the basic term representation and fundamental basic term operations defined
above we can now define the basic term relational algebra closely mirroring our
earlier definition of the relational algebra.

Definition 5.3.15 (Basic Term Relational Algebra) Let D be a collection of non-

empty domains tBαuαPSc . Let R be a set of basic term relations such that R “
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tR | R ĎBα ,α PSc ^ Bα PDu . Let ind be a total function from basic term re-

lations R P R to basic term relation indexes IR Ď N
` . Let Θ be a set of predicates

over domains in D , and the logical operations ^ , _ and  over the booleans.

Let O be the set of operations: basic term union Y , basic term difference ´ , ba-

sic term product ˆ , basic term projection π , and basic term restriction σ . The

basic term relational algebra over D , dom , R , ind , Θ and O is the 6-tuple

R“pD,dom,R, ind,Θ,Oq . An algebraic expression over R is any expression formed

legally, according to the definitions of the operations, from the relations in R using

the operations in O .

5.4 Approximate Relational Joins

Having defined the basic term relational algebra as a formal framework we now in-
troduce an extension to the basic term θ -join that moves beyond exact matches to
enable approximate matches. In this section we introduce approximate relational

joins as an abstract concept and in the following section we describe one possible
approach to its concrete implementation.

For an exact relational join, the behaviour of the natural join in removing dupli-
cate tuple items after joining on them is appropriate because the presence of dupli-
cates adds no information to the data. However, in the context of an approximate
relational join, the joined-on tuple items need not be identical because approximate
equality is sufficient and so both values may hold useful information. For our in-
tended profiling and matching application domain, we choose not to remove this
information. Hence the following definition of approximate relational joins is based
upon the θ -join rather than the natural join because the former does not remove tuple
items.

5.4.1 Proximity-Joins

In order to turn an exact relational join into an approximate one it is necessary to
replace the exact θ operator in θ -restriction with a suitable approximate version.
For example, substituting exact equality “ with an approximate equality « enables
joining on tuple items that are either the same or in some way sufficiently similar.

One method of implementing approximate equality « is to use a distance met-
ric or pseudo-metric dist, defined on the domain of a pair of relational tuple items,
together with a threshold δ to define a proximity relation.

Definition 5.4.1 (Proximity) If the function dist : DˆDÑR is a distance on pairs

of values from some domain D and δ P R pδ ě 0q is a threshold then proximity is

a predicate « : DˆDÑ B defined by

@x,y P D px« yq ðñ tpx,yq | distpx,yq ď δ ^ x,y P Du.

By the definition of distance, the co-domain of dist is not constrained to have an
upper bound. Some normalising function ϕ may be used to apply an upper bound
to a distance. The function ϕ : RÑ R must be a non-decreasing function from the
positive reals into some closed interval, typically r0,1s , such that ϕp0q “ 0 , ϕpvq ą
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0 if v ą 0 , and ϕpv` uq ď ϕpvq`ϕpuq , for each v and y . Example choices of ϕ
from [Llo03] are ϕpvq “ minpv,1q or ϕpvq “ v

v`1 . Alternatively, the normalisation
may be performed in the feature space of x,y P D so that distpx,yq is inherently
normalised. For example, if the distance is derived from a kernel then a normalising
kernel may be used [GLF04].

Proposition 5.4.2 « is a dependency relation but not necessarily an equivalence

relation.

Proof 5.4.3 A dependency relation is reflexive and symmetric but not necessarily

transitive; an equivalence relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

1. If @x P D : distpx,xq “ 0 then « is reflexive over some domain D , which is

true by dist being a pseudo-metric.

2. If @x,y PD : distpx,yq “ distpy,xq then « is symmetric over some domain D ,

which is true by dist being symmetric.

3. If @x,y,z P D : distpx,yq ď δ ^ distpy,zq ď δ ñ distpx,zq ď δ then « is

transitive over some domain D . This is trivially not always true. Assume

x,y,z P R , distpx,yq “ |x´ y| and δ “ 4 . If x “ 1 , y “ 3 and z “ 6 then

distp1,3q ď 4 ^ distp3,6q ď 4 œ distp1,6q ď 4 . Thus @x,y,z PD : distpx,yq ď
δ ^ distpy,zq ď δ œ distpx,zq ď δ and so « is not necessarily transitive.

Definition 5.4.4 (Proximity-Join) Let « : DˆDÑ B be a proximity for some do-

main D . If A and B are relations with tuple items a|i PD and b| j PD respectively

for some pi, jq P IAˆ IB , the proximity-join
„
✶i« j of A and B is

A
„
✶i« j B“ σi« jpAˆBq.

The same historical notational convention is followed here for the subscripted « as
for the subscripted θ described earlier for the exact θ -join. The proximity-join
as defined here is an approximate analogue of the exact relational equi-join. By
choosing other proximity relations that are approximate analogues of exact relations,
for example where θ P t“,‰,ă,ď,ą,ěu , an approximate version of the relational
θ -join might be defined. In this chapter we restrict our attention to the proximity-
join.

5.4.2 Basic Term Proximity-Join

The choice of basic terms as our knowledge representational formalism means that
in order to define a proximity-join on basic terms we require a distance metric or
pseudo-metric dist that is defined on basic terms. In the next section we describe one
possible choice for dist but here we leave its definition open.

Definition 5.4.5 (Basic Term Proximity-Join) Let « : Bα ˆBα Ñ Ω be a prox-

imity for some Bα of type α . If A and B are basic term relations with subterms
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a|i PBα and b| j PBα respectively for some pi, jq P IAˆ IB , then the proximity-join
„
✶i« j of A and B is defined as

A
„
✶i« j B“ σi« jpAˆBq.

This definition closely parallels that of the approximate relational join on account of
the following: the basic term relation is a set which allows the same set theoretic
operators from the relational case to apply; the basic term relation index fulfills the
same role as the relation index from the relational case; and, finally, the kernel for
basic terms’ own inductive definition implicitly handles the often recursive nature of
structured data.

5.5 Proof of Concept

In this section we explore proof of concept definitions and demonstration implemen-
tations of one possible approach to approximate relational joins based on distances
derived from kernels on basic terms.

5.5.1 Kernels and Distances for Approximate Joins

Kernel functions are an effective way of inducing distances on a wide variety of data
structures [STC04]. In Chapter 2 we noted that a class of kernels, known as positive
semi-definite kernels, induce pseudo-metric distances [GLF04] and that there is a
straight forward way to turn any such kernel into a distance by Definition 2.3.24
(p.61). One particularly relevant kernel function for our chosen representation of
structured data is the default kernel for basic terms [GLF04], as defined in Definition
2.3.20 (p.59) and described in “Section 2.2.4 – Distances for Structured Data” (p.46),
but other kernels and distances may also be suitable. In Chapter 2 we gave a number
of example calculations on different data structures. By way of recap and because it
is important for the demonstrations in this chapter, below we give another example
calculation of the default kernel, this time where the data structure is a sets of strings.

Example 5.5.1 (Default Kernel on Sets of Strings) Let S be a nullary type con-

structor for strings and A,B,C,D : S . Choose κS and κΩ to be the matching kernel.

Let s be the set tA,B,Cu PBSÑΩ , t “ tA,Du , and u“ tB,Cu . Then

kps, tq “ kpA,AqkpJ,Jq` kpA,DqkpJ,Jq` kpB,AqkpJ,Jq
`kpB,DqkpJ,Jq` kpC,AqkpJ,Jq` kpC,DqkpJ,Jq

“ κSpA,AqκΩpJ,Jq`κSpA,DqκΩpJ,Jq`κSpB,AqκΩpJ,Jq
`κSpB,DqκΩpJ,Jq`κSpC,AqκΩpJ,Jq`κSpC,DqκΩpJ,Jq

“ κSpA,Aq`κSpA,Dq`κSpB,Aq`κSpB,Dq
`κSpC,Aq`κSpC,Dq

“ 1`0`0`0`0`0

“ 1.

Similarly, kps,uq “ 2 and kpt,uq “ 0 .
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Continuing the sets of strings example, the following example illustrates the cal-
culation of a distance from the default kernel for basic terms (using Definition 2.2.9
from p.46).

Example 5.5.2 (Default Distance on Sets of Strings) Let s“tA,B,Cu , t“tA,Du ,

and u“tB,Cu where s, t,u PBSÑΩ . We have kps,sq “ 3 , kpt, tq “ 2 and kpu,uq “
2 . Then, dkps, tq “

a

3´p2ˆ1q`2“ 1.73 , dkps,uq “
a

3´p2ˆ2q`2“ 1 , and

dkpt,uq “
a

2´p2ˆ0q`2“ 0 .

We next recap the intuition of the definitions of kernels on data constructors

(Definition 2.3.18, p.58) and support (Definition 2.3.19, p.58) before presenting our
own more detailed definition of the default kernel for basic terms, which we refer to
as the structurally weighted default kernel for basic terms.

Kernels on data constructors: As with previously published definitions of the de-
fault kernel for basic terms, our definition assumes the existence of a default kernel
on the data constructor of each atomic basic type. For example, a kernel on integers,
a kernel on reals, a kernel on booleans, and so on. The same applies to data construc-
tors for any domain-specific atomic types where the kernel may either be an alias for
one of the aforementioned atomic basic types or a bespoke kernel function.

Support: Support is a function, supp , defined on basic abstractions. The support
of a basic abstraction is its set of keys. For example, for a multiset t PBMÑNat where
t “ xpA,3q,pB,1q,pC,2qy and A,B,C : M , then suppptq “ tA,B,Cu .

Here we restate the definition of the default kernel for basic terms introduced
in [GLF04] to explicitly include kernel modifier functions. We found this version
of the definition helpful when implementing the kernel for basic terms in Prolog
for the demonstrations in this section. Our definition adds a higher-order parame-
ter, κmodifierppqpkq , which may be used to introduce domain-specific bias through
weighting and smoothing applied to data instances of chosen types. Given a modifier
and its parameters, p an element of the parameter space P , and a kernel k , modifier
function κmodifier : PÑ pXˆXÑ Rq Ñ pXˆXÑ Rq maps any kernel to the mod-
ified kernel. This behaviour was implicit in the description from [GLF04] but our
restatement makes it explicit. As in the original, our definition below also assumes
existence of a modifier kernel associated with each basic type.

Definition 5.5.3 (Structurally Weighted Default Kernel for Basic Terms) Function

k : BˆBÑ R is defined inductively on the structure of terms in B as follows.

1. If s, t PBα , where α “ T α1 . . .αk , for some T,α1, . . . ,αk , then

kps, tq “ κmodifierppqpkα qps, tq

kαps, tq “
#

κT pC,Dq if C ‰ D

κT pC,Cq`řn
i“1 kpsi, tiq otherwise

where s is C s1 . . . sn and t is D t1 . . . tm .
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2. If s, t PBα , where α “ β Ñ γ , for some β , γ , then

kps, tq “ κmodifierppqpkα qps, tq
kαps, tq “

ÿ

uPsupppsq
vPsuppptq

kpV ps uq,V pt vqq ¨ kpu,vq.

3. If s, t PBα , where α “ α1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆαn , for some α1, . . . ,αn , then

kps, tq “ κmodifierppqpkα qps, tq

kαps, tq “
n

ÿ

i“1

kpsi, tiq,

where s is ps1, . . . ,snq and t is pt1, . . . , tnq .

4. If there does not exist α PSc such that s, t PBα , then kps, tq “ 0 .

The intuition for the meaning of the above definition is unchanged from our origi-
nal explanation immediately following Definition 2.3.20 (p.59) except that in the new
definition it is possible to see exactly where and when kernel modifiers are applied in
the recursive evaluation process. As before, modifiers may be associated with types
at any depth in the type structure. This naturally includes the type of the individuals
being compared, i.e. the type of the individuals (e.g. the type of publications or the
type of Programme Committee members from our submission sifting use case), and
not just their subtypes. This is a natural consequence of individuals themselves being
represented as basic terms, which will fall into part 1, 2 or 3 of the above definition,
each of which includes a kernel modifier clause. In Example 5.5.4 we revisit our
earlier example that defined a default kernel on sets of strings, Example 5.5.1, and
extend it to include modifiers.

Example 5.5.4 (Applying a Kernel Modifier) Let S be a nullary type constructor

for strings and A,B,C,D : S . Let s, t,u PBSÑΩ where s “ tA,B,Cu , t “ tA,Du ,

and u “ tB,Cu . Choose κS and κΩ to be the matching kernel. Choose k be

the default kernel on sets of strings from Example 5.5.1 where it was shown that,

kps, tq “ 1 , kps,uq “ 2 and kpt,uq “ 0 . Choose κnormalisedpkqpx,x1q as the modifier

for the type of sets of strings, recalling that,

κnormalisedpkqpx,x1q “
kpx,x1q

a

kpx,xqkpx1,x1q
.

The reflexive kernel values required by the modifier are kps,sq “ 3 , kpt, tq “ 2 and
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kpu,uq “ 2 , which correspond to the cardinality of the respective sets s, t and u .

κnormalisedpkqps, tq “ kps, tq
a

kps,sqkpt, tq

“ 1?
3 ¨2

“ 0.4082

Similarly, κnormalisedpkqps,uq “ 2?
3¨2 “ 0.8165 and κnormalisedpkqpt,uq “ 0?

2¨2 “ 0 .

Applying weighting schemes to data before, during or after its comparison is
common practice in machine learning [Fla12] and is used to influence the relative
importance of different components of the overall comparison. The elegance of the
structurally weighted default kernel for basic terms is that it provides weighting at
any depth in the type structure, not just on the top-most type of individuals, and
gives the user a mechanism for engineering domain-specific weights by associating
modifiers with semantically meaningful types. The disadvantage, in this or any other
highly tunable comparison function, is that there are a lot of parameters to tune –
so much so that it is not uncommon for these parameters to be learnt themselves
using machine learning or optimisation techniques. An appealing characteristic of the
default kernel for basic terms is that the structure and types used in the knowledge
representation provide an intuitive and more principled approach to choosing such
parameters manually.

One of the other strengths of the default kernel is that it allows any valid kernel
to be associated with a specific type. For example, the following p-spectrum kernel,
defined on strings, is used in our demonstrations in the next section.

Definition 5.5.5 (p-Spectrum Kernel [STC04]) The feature space F associated with

the p-spectrum kernel is indexed by I “ Σp , with the explicit embedding from the

space of all finite sequences over and alphabet Σ to a vector space F and is given by

φ p
u psq “ |tpv1,v2q : s“ v1uv2u|,u P Σp. The associated kernel is defined as κpps, tq “
xφ ppsq,φ pptqy “

ř

uPΣp φ p
u psqφ p

u ptq.

In other words, the p-spectrum kernel of a pair of strings is equivalent to the dot
product of the multiplicity vectors of all their common substrings of length p . For
example, for p“ 2 , κpp"fat cat","mat"q is,

xp"fa",1q,p"at",2q,p"t ",1q,p" c",1q,p"ca",1qy ¨ xp"ma",1q,p"at",1qy “ 2ˆ1“ 2.

When p“ 1 this reduces to counting the number of characters the two strings have
in common. e.g., for p“ 1 , κpp"fat cat","mat"q “ p2ˆ1q` p2ˆ1q “ 4 .
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5.5.2 Demonstrations

In this section we explore the potential utility of the basic term relational algebra

(Definition 5.3.15) through the lens of the following proof of concept demonstrations.

D1. A kernel matrix component in a machine learning workflow.

D2. A replacement matching component for SubSift (Chapter 3).

In each case we implement the basic term proximity-join (Definition 5.4.5) with the
kernel for basic terms as the underlying measure of proximity. Demonstrations D1
and D2 both share a common implementation of the join.

In keeping with the submission sifting use case and our earlier chapters, these
proof of concept demonstrations are also set in the domain of academic publica-
tions. Heterogenous datasets within this domain include CORA, DBLP, Citeseer and
Google Scholar. Interesting higher-order approximate joins between pairs pA,Bq of
these datasets might, for instance, include the following.

• A
„
✶Author.name B , authors in A and B that have similar names

• A
„
✶Author.affiliation B , authors in A and B affiliated to the same institution

• A
„
✶Author B , authors in A and B similar across all their properties

• A
„
✶Publication.venue B , publications in A and B from the same venue

• A
„
✶Publication.coauthors B , publications in A and B with similar coauthors

Demonstration 1 – Kernel Matrix Component

We have implemented the higher-order relational projection, restriction and join op-
erators and a range of supporting kernels, including the kernel for basic terms, in
Prolog. Prolog does not natively support the data types of the higher-order logic
necessary to represent basic terms. However, emulation of typed data, basic tuples,
basic structures and basic abstractions (including sets and multisets) has proven to
be unproblematic in practice. The representational approach taken was to anno-
tate every data value with the name of its type using a functor ::. Examples of
some annotated atomic types are 42::nat, 3.14::float, a::char, true::bool,
'MIT Press'::string. Example 5.5.6 shows how this annotation scheme is used
to label more complex data types required to represent individuals in the application
domain, e.g. publications and authors, as basic terms.

Example 5.5.6 (Representing a Basic Term as a Prolog Term) The following pro-

log term is a type annotated representation of basic term describing an individual

from the CORA dataset. Duplicates in the dataset are labelled as belonging to a

class named after the first author of the represented paper, i.e. class fahlman1990b

in this instance.
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fahlman1990b(

tuple(

abstraction(

('S.E. Fahlman'::string)::author-true::bool,

('C. Lebiere.'::string)::author-true::bool

)::authors,

('The cascade - correlation architecture .'::string)::title,

('Advances in Neural Information Processing,'::string)::venue,

(''::string)::year

)::publication

)::class.

The types named author, title, venue, and year are aliases for the type string.

The type authors represents a basic abstraction BAuthorÑΩ , a set of author.

Although annotating data values with their type is expensive in storage and the amount
of pre-processing of data, subsequent evaluation of the kernel for basic terms be-
comes rather elegant and can closely follow Definition 5.5.3. Similarly, the type
names provide a convenient way of declaratively associating the chosen kernel type
with each data type. The latter point is why the type aliases depicted in Example
5.5.6 are not optimised out of the data in pre-processing; leaving type aliases such
as author, which is an alias for string, allows a different kernel to be associated
with that data value as opposed to, say, venue which is also an alias for string and
without the aliases the two types could only be associated with the same kernel.

The Prolog code and data (as well as some supporting Matlab scripts) used in
these demonstrations are available from the prologkernels subversion repository
on Google Code7.

This first demonstration of an approximate join on structured data is implemented as
the following simple sequential machine learning workflow8, which we will describe
in further detail shortly.

1. Compute the pairwise kernel values between all items in the input relations and
store the result as a kernel matrix.

2. Calculate a distance matrix from the kernel matix.

3. Apply agglomerative hierarchical clustering to the distance matrix to produce
a list of clusters at montonically increasing distances.

4. Draw a dendrogram from the list of clusters to help inform decison making in
Step 7 below.

5. Using supplied ground truths, count the number of pairs in each of the four
quadrants of a confusion matrix (as discussed below).

6. Draw a precision-recall chart based on the supplied ground truths and the list
of clusters.

7Code and data – http://code.google.com/p/prologkernels/, visited May 2014.
8The first step in the above sequence uses the Prolog matching component described ealier in this

section; the remaining steps are implemented as Matlab scripts.
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7. Select a point on the precision-recall chart as the threshold for the approximate
join such that pairs in the same cluster at this threshold are treated as matches.

A number of distance-based methods could be used to implement the approxi-
mate join, including k -means, k -NN, and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. We
chose the latter as our intuition was that the dendrogram might be useful in visualis-
ing and charactering the join, but were this not a proof of concept demonstration the
other methods should also be evaluated and compared as part of the workflow. Our
aim here is to show that a join could be implemented in this way; we leave to fu-
ture work the task of cross-comparing different elements of the workflow, alternative
parameter settings, visualisations and so on as they are not part of our Thesis.

Although this is a clustering method more normally associated with unsupervised
learning, in this workflow we make use of the ground truth labelling to achieve a su-
pervised setting so that a threshold for the join may be chosen. The intention is that to
perform an approximate join on a previously unseen data based on this workflow one
would use the same threshold on the assumption that the unseen data shares the same
characteristics as this ‘training’ data. For simplicity we are manually selecting the
threshold but a more complete and automated implementation of this workflow, for
example, using RapidMiner (Weka) components could try out and evaluate different
possible thresholds automatically.

The dendrogram is created to help manual selection of the threshold. It repre-
sents a progressive series of possible clusterings (i.e. possible joins), with instances
in the same cluster being leaves of the same sub-tree. The distance value at each
non-terminal node represents a potential threshold δ at which to ‘cut’ the tree and
arrive at a set of clusters. δ is the threshold from the proximity predicate from
Definition 5.4.5. To help evaluate the quality of the clustering at a given δ we con-
sider whether each pair of instance data is correctly classified as being in the same
cluster or in different clusters; in other words we evaluate a binary classification on
all pairs of instances to determine if the two instances in a pair refer to the same
publication or to different publications. A confusion matrix is then calculated in or-
der to determine precision and recall for this specific value of δ . To characterise a
proximity-join across a range of thresholds we vary δ across the length of the tree
and plot a precision-recall chart.

For the sake of evaluation we require the ground truth V for each join to be evalu-
ated, where V ĎA

„
✶B and, for the case where the individuals as terms represent pub-

lications, V “tpa,bq | a PA ^ b PB ^ a and b are variants of the same publicationu .
The goal is to reconstruct V as V 1 “ A

„
✶s B by choosing an appropriate s from the

intersection of the basic subterm sets of A and B . In reality, V is not usually
available for pairs of different datasets. For this reason we narrow down our initial
demonstration to consider self-joins, A

„
✶s A , on a single data set A “ CORA , for

which ground truths are available [CM05]. In the following demonstration we take
an alternative approach to deal with the lack of labelled data in most of our real-world
use cases for the basic term proximity-join. The CORA 9 dataset consists of biblio-
graphic citations, hand-labelled with unique identifiers so that variant citations of the

9The specific CORA data set used is an aggregation of all three CORA-REFS citation matching
datasets (fahl-labeled, kibl-labeled, and utgo-labeled). The raw CORA-REF files have numerous XML
mark-up errors which we have manually corrected to enabled parsing.
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same paper share the same identifier.

To represent the publications we choose the following type structure10.

type Publications = Publication -> Bool;

type Publication = (Coauthors,Title,Venue,Year);

type Coauthors = Coauthor -> Bool;

type Coauthor = String;

type Title = String;

type Venue = String;

type Year = String;

Hence by representing CORA as a basic terms relation of type Publications , where
BPublications PB , we are able to execute the following basic term proximity-joins:

• CORA
„
✶Publication.Title CORA , a self join on only the publication’s Title sub-

term;

• CORA
„
✶Publication.Venue CORA , a self join on only the publication’s Venue sub-

term;

• CORA
„
✶Publication.Coauthors CORA , a self join on only the publication’s Coauthors

subterm, which is in turn a set of Coauthor subterms;

• CORA
„
✶Publication CORA , a self join on the entire Publication term.

For each join, to keep results comparable on our precision-recall chart, we choose the
p -spectrum(2) kernel for strings and accept the default kernels for all other types. For
the previously mentioned reasons of relevance to our Thesis, we do not optimise the
default kernel for basic terms by choosing weighting modifiers that, for example,
might be used to encode the intuition that a year of publication is less discriminating
than the title of a publication when aggregated into an overall kernel on publications.
In principle, given that we have demonstrated that the kernel can practically be eval-
uated on structured data using our type-based indexing, tuning of the kernel could be
achieved using established techniques from machine learning [GLF04, Fla12].

For each of these four joins we constructed a dendrogram such as Figure 5.7
and calculated the corresponding precision-recall chart in Figure 5.8. Note that the
trivial reflexive pairs, i.e. cluster sizes of 1, are ignored in the plots as they convey
no useful information here and so lines are not interpolated to the top left of the chart
(recall=0, precision=1). As would intuitively be expected, joins on Publication.Title

is generally a better discriminator of publications than Publication.Coauthors and
Publication.Venue . However, the default kernel for basic terms clearly effectively
aggregates the information contained in the subterms of Publication to outperform
any single one of the three subterms taken in isolation. The only exception being
Publication.Title , which sometimes outperforms its parent Publication above recall
values greater than 0.9 11.

10 Year is string rather than a numeric type due to non-numeric characters in the data. Also, Venue

is constructed as a concatenation of venue-related fields; CORA has no venue field.
11Which we suspect might be due to a group of similar trivial formatting typos in Publication.Title

that are ‘corrected’ by the p-spectrum kernel, but without this having sufficient influence in the top-level
Publication kernel. Tuning of the kernel using modifiers might be able to rectify this.
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However, to conclude, there is no single best value of δ and so the choice of
threshold would have to be chosen based on the relative importance of precision
versus recall in the application domain. An alternative approach to the proximity-
join that avoids this potential problem in finding an absolute threshold is used in the
following demonstration.

Demonstration 2 – SubSift Matching Component

In this demonstration we take a more realistic scenario in which we wish to join
A
„
✶s B , where A‰ B and A,B are two other bibliographic datasets, ILPNet212 and

DBLP-SUB [Reu06] respectively. Also, unlike the previous demonstration, there is
no labelled ground truth mapping from basic term relation A to basic term relation
B and so this is an unsupervised problem setting. The reasons for choosing these
two datasets is that they included publications from a community of academics that
were known to us. So, despite the lack of a suitable ground truth mapping, we were
able to take a more qualitative approach in evaluating the results of the quantitative
matches. The kernel definitions and publications data structure remain unchanged
from the previous demonstration.

The workflow for this demonstration is a very much shortened version of the
previous one.

1. Compute the pairwise kernel values between all items in the input relations and
store the result as a kernel matrix.

2. Calculate a distance matrix from the kernel matix.

3. Feed the distance matrix through SubSift’s report generator to produce a report
listing the nearest K items in B for each person in A along with the distance
figure for each paper listed.

4. Allow the user to adjust K and a threshold δ manually.

Figure 5.9 shows a screen shot of the distance data, with K “ 10 and δ “ 20 ,
displayed via the SubSift reporting module (in effect replacing the cosine similarity
matrix with a distance matrix and reversing the ranking order so that low values rank
highest, i.e. the opposite ranking of a similarity score). The resultant report includes
metadata that would be left out is deployed web application but which is helpful for
understanding the behaviour of the kernel. Below we give an extract of the text of a
report for one author from ILPNet2, with K “ 5 and δ unchanged. The first record
lists an ILPNet2 publication (one of 1,041) and the subsequent 5 lines list the top
ranking publications from the 2,796 publications in DBLP-SUB.

rank score publication(ilpnet2, i404, [’P. Flach’],

’A model of inductive reasoning’,

’Knowledge Representation and Reasoning un...’, 1994).

1 5.19648 publication(dblp, d17113, [’Peter A. Flach’],

’A Model of Inductive Reasoning.’, ’Logic ...’, 1992).

12Available from http://code.google.com/p/prologkernels/, visited May 2014.
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2 8.24621 publication(dblp, d17127, [’Peter A. Flach’],

’Second-order Inductive Learning.’, ’AII’, 1989).

3 8.3666 publication(dblp, d17123, [’Peter A. Flach’],

’Predicate Invention in Inductive ...’, ’ECML’, 1993).

4 8.48528 publication(dblp, d17130, [’Peter A. Flach’],

’Towards a Theory of Inductive Lo...’, ’ISMIS’, 1991).

5 8.59146 publication(dblp, d17125, [’Peter A. Flach’],

’Rationality Postulates for Induction’, ’TARK’, 1996).

This approach produces a report for every author and so the use cases for which this
join would be useful are closer to submission sifting than to, for example, dataspaces
where the requirement would be for an SQL-like join over a large dataset rather than
this qualitative individual approach here. For the authors we recognise, this approach
looks promising (for the subset of proximity-join applications where this presentation
might be useful) although it is not possible without known mappings to make any
overall assessment of the quality of the matches.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter we focused on the data comparison aspects of our uses cases, explor-
ing whether matching of heterogeneous structured data could be expressed as declar-
ative queries along similar lines to SQL queries in the relational model, rather than
through the imperative domain-specific language used in our higher-order dataflow
model from Chapter 4. The relational model and its associated relational algebra pro-
vide a formalism for querying relational data in SQL databases. Hitherto there has
been no analogous model and algebra for querying structured data originating from
heterogeneous sources. This is important in the context of this Thesis because struc-
tured data is prevalent across our use cases and the research intelligence domain; it
is also an important problem in the wider context of web services where relational
databases are widely used in their implementation and relational queries (e.g. SQL
select statements) are often accepted as parameters to their SOAP or REST API
methods.

To address this lack of a relational formalism for querying structured data we
introduced a higher-order relational model, lifting the traditional relational represen-
tation to the basic terms in a higher-order logic that is better suited to the represen-
tation of structured data. A relational algebra for basic terms was defined as a single
coherent formalism for querying heterogeneous structured data. This was achieved
in two stages: first we upgraded the relational representation to a higher-order repre-
sentation by substituting relational sets for basic terms; we then lifted the relational
algebra’s operators to this same higher-order formalism. We suggest that this algebra
has the potential to bring the benefits of relational query languages to applications in-
volving structured data – without the usual obfuscating transformation to a relational
representation that would otherwise be required.

This higher-order relational algebra allowed us to explore whether the matching
of structured data from the research intelligence domain could be usefully expressed
as higher-order relational queries. The algebra introduced in this chapter includes a
higher-order join operator which we showed to be a generalisation of the join opera-
tor from the traditional relational model. Our approach to implementing matching in
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the higher-order relational algebra was to relax the join operator to be an approximate
join and then to use that as the basis for matching structured data in our research in-
telligence domain. We demonstrated that a family of kernels and distances defined on
basic terms can be used as the data comparison mechanism for implementing match-
ing as an approximate join on structured data. These demonstrations also suggest
that it may be possible to produce useful applications based on such a join in the
research intelligence domain by evaluating example approximate queries on biblio-
graphic datasets, joining on types ranging from sets of co-authors through to entire
publications.
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Figure 5.7: Dendrogram (above), showing clusterings at successive thresholds for
a proximity-joins on the CORA publication type, and (below) a close-up showing
labelled ground truths.
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Figure 5.9: Basic term proximity-join as a SubSift report. Publications in bold are
from ILPNet2 and the list of publications beneath are from DBLP-SUB.
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Chapter 6

Related Work

In this chapter we survey existing systems that cover parts of the problem of compar-
ing heterogeneous data and contrast these with our own work. Prior work relating to
our motivational use cases is also reviewed and related to our approach from an en-
gineering perspective. The chapter is organised into three main sections. In Section
6.1 we survey a broad range of topics in order to position our frameworks relative
to those of related areas. In the more narrowly focused Section 6.2 we review the
literature that led to our choice of algorithms and approach to profiling and match-
ing, as well as to our rejection of some candidate alternative approaches. Section
6.3 compares our frameworks to previous work on the formalisation of dataflow and
workflow, and with previous implementations of similar frameworks. In Section 6.4,
we briefly mention some prior work that falls outside of the scope of this Thesis
that, although necessarily drawn upon in our own work, is not itself relevant to our
research objectives from Chapter 1.

6.1 Broadly Related Areas

The frameworks investigated in this Thesis are related to work in each of the follow-
ing areas (listed in alphabetical order).

• Big Data

• Clustering

• Expert Finding

• Higher-Order Frameworks

• Scientometrics and Bibliometrics

• Semantic Web

• Text Processing

• Workflow Systems

We begin this section of our survey by discussing Big Data, which as well as having
its own section also appears under some of the other headings.
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6.1.1 Big Data

Large datasets arising from web crawls or data from high-throughput scientific in-
struments now exceed the capacity of current relational database implementations.
Such data is known as Big Data and is typically characterised by its volume, velocity
and variety [RU11].

In this Thesis, the heterogeneity of datasets in the domain is a central concern and
so it is the Big Variety flavour of Big Data that is the most relevant of these, so called,
Big Vs. However, in “Section 4.3.3 – Parallelisability and Scalability of the Model”
we showed that pure transformations in our higher-order dataflow model satisfy the
conditions of an embarrassingly parallel function and hence, in principle at least,
are highly parallelisable [Fos95, WA99]. Proving that pure transformation is em-
barrassingly parallel does not guarantee than an implementation of our higher-order
dataflow model will be highly parallelisable but it does strongly suggest that parallel
implementation of the model is theoretically possible. Neither does it guarantee that
an implementation will he highly scalable in the size of data that can be transformed
but again it does suggest that scalable implementation is theoretically possible.

JSONMatch, our proof of concept implementation of the model, demonstrates
that pure transformations can be computed one result item V pc kq at a time such that
only the inputs to a single item’s computation need to be loaded into working memory
at once. This shows that working memory requirements for pure transformation can
indeed be made independent of the number of items in input and output relations.
One of the other implications of this one-at-a-time computation of output items is
that if executed serially, the model requires very little state information in order to
record the current program control state during the execution, making suspension
and resumption cheap, and so even our proof of concept implementation is able to
process datasets that exceed the size of working memory on a standard shared-use
web server – given enough time. For further details of the mechanism enabling this,
see “Section 4.3.4 – Continuations in the Model” (p.121).

Dataflow approaches to analysing Big Data, using tools such as Pig, Hive and
Hadoop, focus on batch processing of large datasets using parallelisation to reduce
elapsed time to results, but at the expense of increased working storage, compute,
development and operational costs. By contrast, in our JSONMatch dataflow frame-
work, the speed to results is less important than the ease of integration with interac-
tive web applications and web service mash-ups. In this sense JSONMatch occupies
a niche of the wider Big Data domain. In principle, by virtue of the underlying model,
JSONMatch could admit many of the same highly parallelisable design patterns used
in MapReduce algorithms, large (but not massive) datasets may still be analysed on
modest single-node hardware. For smaller datasets, non-parallelisable design pat-
terns, such as shared global counters or accumulators, may be used to reduce the
number of transformations in a dataflow or for algorithmic simplicity.

Higher-order dataflows implemented in Pig Latin would achieve Big Volume Big
Data capability but, without developing a containing web service framework similar
to our own, would lack the ease of use on Big Variety small datasets afforded by
our JSONMatch implementation. Pig Latin is a high-level imperative dataflow lan-
guage with extensibility through Java and arbitrary other languages such as Python,
Perl, C/C++, etc. JSONMatch runs as a web service, with an inbuilt web-addressable
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NoSQL store; it allows developers to specify and execute new dataflow transforma-
tions through REST API calls. For small data, the results of transformations are re-
turned immediately; for larger data, HTTP polling detects completion. Extensibility
is enabled through JSONMatch’s ability to incorporate web service calls to external
web services as embedded functions in higher-order parameters. One of the signifi-
cant advantages of the JSONMatch framework over conventional Big Data systems
is that web applications can compose workflows at runtime by specifying them as
higher-order parameters to a REST API method.

NoSQL databases like CouchDB and MongoDB share similar JSON document
storage and concurrent access features to JSONMatch, but both have sophisticated
sharding features and built-in MapReduce support that is absent from our current
implementation. CouchDB is most similar, having a built-in web server and REST
API, and could be potentially be used to implement our higher-order dataflow model.
However, CouchDB lacks support for the data mining and machine learning features
of JSONMatch. Such features are found in analytics systems like RapidMiner and
Datameer, both of which support dataflows with more complicated topologies than
JSONMatch – although, arguably, with JSONMatch the complexity has just been
moved into the embedded functions. However, it would be possible to incorporate
REST calls from CounchDB to the Weka machine learning or the GATE text mining
toolkits in order to gain analytics closer to those of RapidMiner and Datameer1.

6.1.2 Clustering

Clustering data using similarity and distances is an active research topic in informa-
tion retrieval and data mining [New01, GLF04, STC04] and has been applied before
in e-Science workflows – for instance, a recent system automatically clusters search
results according to the similarity of document content [ATT` 10]. However, SubSift
and JSONMatch expose their functionality through web services rather than locking
it within a single application or experimental framework. This does not preclude the
use of SubSift to produce the input data to externally implemented clustering algo-
rithms. For example, in Chapter 7 we report on exploratory work that uses SiftSift-
computed similarity scores as the basis for clustering descriptions of members of a
university department [PFS10c].

6.1.3 Expert Finding

Our description of “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert” (p.3) has already introduced
and relates directly to the long-established field of Expert Finding spanning both
the research intelligence and business intelligence domains [YsK03, BAdR06, FZ07,
MM07, DKL08]. This Thesis does not claim contributions to this field per se and
instead focuses on frameworks for describing and building a broader range of appli-
cations in the research intelligence domain.

Over the years since the first Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) in 1992 [Har93],
the task of finding experts on a particular topic has featured regularly in this long-
running conference series and is now an active subfield of the broader text informa-

1It may also be possible to link CouchDB to these tools directly without using HTTP protocols.
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tion retrieval discipline. There is also a degree of overlap with the fields of scien-
tometrics and bibliometrics discussed later in this chapter, although expert finding
tends to be more content-based (i.e. based on the text of documents) than link-based
(i.e. based on cross-references between documents) as we discuss in that section.

In [YsK03] a distinction is made between external and internal (to an organisa-
tion) expert finding. There is a similar distinction in our own work where use case
2, as used to find reviewers for a journal paper across a research community, has
mostly bee applied in the external setting whereas our additional variant use cases
based on an effort to mine and map the University of Bristol’s research landscape
has a distinctly internal focus. These two settings each require different approaches
to acquiring the data from which profiles are computed, with internal also having
privileged access to corporate databases as a source of readily available data to sim-
plify the matching task itself (although, of course, accessing corporate data can entail
additional work in itself).

Expert finding systems have been developed commercially, including ‘Agentware
Knowledge Server’ from Autonomy2 and ‘KnowledgeMail’ from Tacit Knowledge
Systems3, the latter generating profiles from both email and word processor doc-
uments. Their internal algorithms are not published but they operate on the same
content-based models from the literature and so it seems reasonable to assume their
methods are also similar to published ones.

As we mentioned in our original description of the use case, expert finding can be
viewed as a special case of the submission sifting use case but where the emphasis is
on finding the best match for a single submission rather than for multiple submissions.
This observation is reinforced by the fact that expert finding tends to use either the
same text matching or information retrieval approaches for profiling and matching,
as discussed later in this chapter.

6.1.4 Higher-Order Frameworks

Our higher-order dataflow model could be viewed as a combination of data- and
task-parallel skeletons from higher-order algorithmic skeleton frameworks (ASkF)
[GVL10]. JSONMatch resembles an ASkF wrapped in web services, with skeletons
expressed in JSON which, unlike most ASkF, has the advantage of already being
familiar to web developers – many of whom will not have a formal background in
Computer Science and, based on our own experiences, it is not uncommon for such
Web developers to only know the JavaScript language.

MDX queries for OLAP data warehouses have similarities to our higher-order
data constructors, but have very different data models and are tightly coupled to the
SQL relational model. However, it should be noted that we propose the higher-
order relational representation solely as an approach for data integration tasks, not
as a replacement for general purpose relational databases. Our present implemen-
tation certainly has none of the optimisations of a modern relational database. Ul-
timately though, a higher-order view could be layered on top of a traditional rela-
tional database system, efficiently combining the two approaches, so that higher-

2Autonomy – http://www.autonomy.com, visited May 2014.
3Since acquired by Oracle in 2008.
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order queries are automatically translated into and executed as equivalent relational
queries.

6.1.5 Scientometrics and Bibliometrics

Our applications and use cases sit within the domain of ‘research intelligence’ and
much of the data discussed in this Thesis concerns profiling and matching the publica-
tions of researchers. Although, the theoretical and software frameworks introduced in
previous chapters are not restricted to this domain; indeed, our higher-order dataflows
and relational algebra have no particular ties to their origins in submission sifting and
could potentially be applied in other domains. Notwithstanding this, it would be re-
miss not to mention related work in the fields of bibliometrics and scientometrics

(themselves closely related) here.

• Bibliometrics is the quantitative analysis of academic publications and other
research-related literature [P ` 69, Har09].

• Scientometrics does the same for scientific research and extends the measures
to include patents, discoveries, data outputs and, in the UK, more abstract con-
cepts such as ‘impact’ [BBB` 13].

Publications from these research communities are concentrated in the journals
“Scientometrics” and “Journal of the American Society for Information Science and
Technology” although the origins of the disciplines lie in earlier statistical journals
from as far back as the 1920s. Even though by comparison with bibliometrics, sci-
entometrics encompasses additional measures, in practice the dominant approach in
both domains is citation analysis of academic literature. Citation analysis measures
the properties of networks of citation amongst publications and has much in common
with hyperlink analysis on the web, where these measures employ similar graph the-
oretic methods designed to model reputation, with notable examples including ‘Hubs
and Authorities’ [Kle99] and PageRank [BP98]. This contrasts with the content-
based profiling and matching used in this Thesis, where we analyse the text of publi-
cations and web pages rather than their explicit inter-relationships. Content analysis
is an active area of bibliometrics in particular and has been used in combination with
with citation properties to link research topics to specific authors [RZGSS04]. The
techniques used to analyse content in bibliometrics and scientometrics are the same
as those described for profiling and matching later in this chapter. However, in princi-
ple, submission sifting could (and perhaps should) be extended to incorporate citation
analysis.

6.1.6 Semantic Web

In “Section 2.2.1 – Graph-based Representations” we gave an introduction to the
data representational formats used of the Semantic Web. Our goal of integrating and
querying heterogeneous data is also a goal shared by the Semantic Web community
[BLHL01]. The fundamental data model of the Semantic Web is the directed labelled
graph, represented as RDF triples, which may be queried using the SPARQL query
language [PS05]. Data structures such as lists, sets, multisets, trees and graphs are
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readily supported through RDF Schema and the OWL ontology language [MvH12]
and as such have similar representational advantages to basic terms as compared to
the relational model. SPARQL queries can be used to retrieve a subgraph describing
an individual that is analogous to a representation of that individual as a basic term.
Conversely, it is straight forward to transform the same subgraph into a basic term in
order to apply our own approach to RDF data. For RDF data integration, or smushing

as it is informally known, the emphasis in the Semantic Web languages to-date has
been on exact matching, using inverse-functional properties such as email addresses,
homepage URLs or entity URIs. This is an obvious shortcoming in the presence of
noisy data or representational variations between data from different sources. As will
be discussed in much greater depth later in this chapter, to address the consequent data
integration problem, work has been done in the area of ontology matching, including
work on measuring proximity between ontologies [MS02].

Our approximate matching work differs from this explicit semantic integration
approach in that we rely primarily on the implicit semantics of the type structure and
data instances themselves. This is an advantage in cases where detailed ontological
information is not available but potentially a disadvantage in other cases because
background knowledge encoded in an ontology is not exploited in our approximate
joins (Chapter 5). The incorporation of background knowledge into our approximate
joins is an area for future work.

6.1.7 Text Processing

Numerous text processing web services exist for specific tasks within a workflow, par-
ticularly domain-specific ones. Examples include the long-standing TerMine service
for the recognition of multi-word terms, AcroMine for the expansion of bioinformatic
abbreviations, and numerous others listed in the BioCatalogue life sciences web ser-
vices directory [FAM00, OA06, BTN` 10]. However, SubSift services provide a
service-based framework for managing and comparing collections of documents and
for managing and publishing the results of analyses. To achieve the same with stan-
dalone text processing services would require the implementation of considerably
more complex workflows.

Text mining workflows incorporating web services can be constructed through
U-Compare’s ability to embed Unstructured Information Management Architecture
(UIMA) components within Taverna workflows, but this is not itself a web service
[KDN` 10]. Recently, an information retrieval approach has been applied to web
service discovery where the same vector space model as is used in SubSift has been
shown to be effective as one of the components in ranking the similarity of web ser-
vice descriptions [HZC10]. Earlier work used similar techniques to construct seman-
tic profiles of academics as the basis of a paper recommender system [ZL04b]. We
recommend [BOHG13] for an up-to-date and wide ranging survey of recommender
systems.

Such systems differ from SubSift in that their functionality is not general-purpose.
“Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting” and “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert” workflows,
using SubSift as described in Chapter 3, could be used to supply the text matching
component of a web service discovery application or paper recommender system re-
spectively. Tigher integration of recommender systems into these workflows could
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be achieved through JSONMatch where it would be possible to add a library of em-
bedded functions for use within higher-order templates.

6.2 Approaches to Profiling and Matching

In “Section 2.1 – Terminology” (p.27) we defined the meaning of the terms profiling

and matching in the context of this Thesis (Definitions 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 respectively).
Although this Thesis is not especially concerned with particular algorithms for pro-
filing and matching, it is important that the algorithms used in our proof of concept
frameworks are known to perform sufficiently well in similar domains to our own.
For this reason, in our main submission sifting use case we are initially interested
in finding a “tried and trusted” algorithm for profiling and matching predominantly
textual descriptions of people and of documents. That said, in later chapters we
shift the focus away from purely textual data to include all forms of structured data.
Therefore, we also survey some potentially relevant approaches to describing and
integrating structured data.

Prior work of relevance for profiling and matching descriptions of people, database
records and documents spans a range of traditional research fields. Over the follow-
ing sections we review the following most relevant topics from these fields.

• Database Deduplication

• Record Linkage

• Information Retrieval

• Schema and Ontology Matching

• Dataspaces

For reasons that are explained in the following section, “6.4 – Scope”, we do not
explicitly review prior work in paper allocation, bibliometrics, citation matching and
expert recommendation per se. For now we just note that the relevant content-based
(also known as language model based) methods used in such papers draw upon the
same topics reviewed below – particularly information retrieval. Illustrative examples
include [GBL98, BHCNm99, LBG99, BL01, PMM` 03, DKL08, CZB11], although
we highlight that such work also employs a host of other methods in combination
with content-based methods, but these are not relevant to our research questions and
so are not touched upon here. However, in the Future Work chapter of this Thesis we
suggest how alternative methods could be incorporated into our own frameworks.

6.2.1 Schema and Ontology Matching

We have already mentioned schemas in our discussion of knowledge representation
in “Chapter 2 – Background”. In this section we revisit schemas and also discuss on-

tologies, their more general form, as we jointly review the literature of both schema
matching and ontology matching as they relate to profiling and matching. At times
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the two bodies of literature overlap with each other and with a number of related re-
search areas such as schema/ontology learning, schema/ontology merging, database
integration, lexical integration and model management. Schema/ontology matching
is also referred to in the literature as schema/ontology alignment, mapping, transla-
tion, integration and fusion but we will consistently use the terms schema/ontology
matching.

The word schema is derived from the Greek word for shape. A schema, in the
context of knowledge representation, is a data model expressed in some formal lan-
guage. Perhaps the most familiar example is the database schema which describes the
structure, content and, to a limited degree, the semantics of a database. Another ex-
ample occurs in semi-structured data where XML Document Type Definitions (DTD)
[BPSM` 06] and XML Schema [BM04] are used with the same descriptive purpose.
The need for schema matching arises whenever data sources with different schema
are merged or cross-queried. Finding a match between a pair of schema involves cre-
ating a mapping between semantically corresponding elements in each data source.
This mapping may be one-one, many-to-one or many-to-many and may involve trans-
formation of the data. In relational databases, this amounts to mapping fields in one
database to fields in another. For example, a pair of schema describing relational data
sources ∆P and ∆Q , which are paper author contact details and customer contact
details respectively, may be represented as follows.

schema( schemaP,

contact_details(author, institution_address)

)

schema( schemaQ,

contact_details(name, street, town, city, postcode, country)

)

Then one possible output from a schema matching tool might identify the following
mapping described below using the same_as relation to represent equivalence and
concat to represent string concatenation.

mapping( schemaP, schemaQ,

same_as(contact_details, author,

contact_details, name),

same_as(contact_details, institution_address,

contact_details, concat(street, town, city, postcode, country))

)

Real-world mappings need to contain more information than is given above - for in-
stance, data types (e.g. length limited strings versus unlimited), character encoding
(e.g. ANSI versus UTF-8 - important for non-latin characters), normalisation (e.g.
“Price, S." versus “S. Price"). Also, for illustrative purposes, identifiers and multiple
relations are not used in the above example but an efficiently normalised relational
database would typically use both. Clearly, schema matching is a non-trivial prob-
lem. We will later review the various approaches to the problem from the literature
and discover that automatic schema matching is, as has been concluded elsewhere
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[RB01], still an open problem in the general case. Schema matching is, however,
only a simpler sub-problem of the more general ontology matching problem.

The word ontology is derived from the Greek for the study of being - of things
that exist or may exist in some domain. An ontology, in the context of knowledge
representation, is a data model expressed in some formal language that describes a
domain and can be used to reason about the objects in that domain. The primary dif-
ference between a schema and an ontology is that the former is designed to describe
a data source whereas the latter is designed for describing data across multiple, po-
tentially heterogeneous, data sources. In one sense, the intention of an ontology is to
avoid the need for schema/ontology matching by creating a shared knowledge repre-
sentation and enabling reasoning about extensions to that representation based on the
shared core.

There are many differing formal definitions of ontology in the literature but the
following, and its associated definition of lexicon, both due to [Mae02], incorporate
the most common features. The generality of this definition makes it possible to
trivially express schema, dictionary, thesaurus and taxonomy (also known as classifi-
cation hierarchy or directory) structures as ontologies.

Definition 6.2.1 (Ontology [Mae02]) An ontology structure O is a 5-tuple O :“
pC,R,HC,rel,AOq , consisting of

• two disjoint sets C and R whose elements are called concepts and relations

respectively

• a concept hierarchy HC : HC is a directed relation HC Ď CˆC which is

called a concept hierarchy or taxonomy. HCpC1,C2q means that C1 is a sub-

concept of C2

• a function rel : R Ñ Cˆ C , that relates concepts non-taxonomically. For

relpRq “ pC1,C2q one may also write RpC1,C2q

• a set of ontology axioms AO , expressed in an appropriate logical language.

e.g. first order logic

Definition 6.2.2 (Lexicon [Mae02]) A lexicon for the ontology structure O :“pC,R,
HC,rel,AOq is a 4-tuple L :“ pLC,LR,F,Gq , consisting of

• two sets LC and LR whose elements are called lexical entries concepts and

relations respectively

• two relations F Ď LCˆC and G Ď LRˆR called references for concepts

and relations respectively. Based on F , let for L P LC ,

FpLq “ tC P C | pL,Cq P Fu

and for

F´1pCq “ tL P LC | pL,Cq P Fu.
G and G´1 are defined analogously.
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In general, one lexical entry may refer to several concepts or relations, and one con-

cept or relation may be referred to by several lexical entries. An ontology structure

with a lexicon is a pair pO,Lq , where O is an ontology structure and L is a lexicon.

Inevitably, any ontology must always be a balance between generality and speci-
ficity. The ideal ontology for a given domain is highly specific to that domain and will
therefore be less applicable in other domains. By contrast, a general ontology may
be widely applicable but is unable to capture all the fine details of a specific domain.
Consequently, there is a natural tendency for the proliferation of domain-specific and
application-specific ontologies. This in turn, despite the intention and aspirations of
some ontology authors, gives rise to a strong requirement for ontology matching in
almost any data integration scenario involving an ontology. Matching can sometimes
be required within the same ontology because the expressiveness of ontology lan-
guages tends to give users many degrees of freedom in describing the same entities
and their relations. Even in case of a single data source and a single taxonomy (a
taxonomy is one of the simplest forms of an ontology), human individuality will lead
to different classification labels being assigned to the same data instance by different
users and in reverse, different experts will produce different ontologies for labelling
the same data.

Attempts have been made to automatically match taxonomies, schemas and on-
tologies based only on their own internal structure without reference to instances of
data labelled using that structure [RB01, Noy04]. These, so called, shallow matching

approaches rely almost entirely on the availability of human-readable labels assigned
to concepts. For example, the concept person in one ontology might be mapped to
the concept employee in another. Similarly, considering a concept as its general down
to specific path through a taxonomy might result in an attempt to map Google Direc-
tory’s /arts/music/styles to Yahoo Directory’s /entertainment/music/genres. Mapping
between the lexical and taxonomic layers of an ontology are an essential part of mea-
suring the overall similarity between ontological structures which is an important
topic in ontology engineering for the task of retrieving relevant ontologies from a
database of standard ontologies. As an illustration, in [MS02] the following simi-
larity measures are used to build up an overall similarity measure. String matching
( SM ) based on Levenshtein’s edit distance ( ed ) is used on left substrings of con-
cept labels. SM is similarity between 0 (zero or bad match) and 1 (perfect or good
match).

SMpLi,L jq :“ max

ˆ

0,
minp|Li|, |L j|q´ edpLi,L jq

minp|Li|, |L j|q

˙

P r0,1s.

Concept string matching is combined for n-tuples of concept labels to compare lexical
consistency of two ontologies.

SMp~li,~l jq :“ n

b

Πm:“1...nSMplm
i , l

m
j q P r0,1s.

This measure is then averaged as an asymmetric measure of the extent of ontological
overlap ( SM ).
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SMpLi,L jq :“ 1
|L1|

ÿ

LiPL1

maxL jPL2SMpLi,L jq.

At the taxonomic level, the conceptual cotopy ( CC ) of a concept, i.e. the set of all
its super- and subconcepts,

CCpCi,H
Cq :“ tC j P C |HCpCi,C jq_HCpC j,Ciq_Ci “C ju

is used to measure semantic cotopy ( SC ) between a pair of concepts

SCpC1,H
C

1,C2,H
C

2q :“ |CCpC1,H
C

1q X CCpC2,H
C

2q |
|CCpC1,HC

1q Y CCpC2,HC
2q |

.

The average semantic cotopy across all pairs of concepts is then used as the basis
for an aggregated measure of taxonomic overlap ( TO ). A similar approach is taken
for comparing non-taxonomic relations. Interestingly, the lexical comparisons turned
out to be the most useful of these three levels of measures when comparing ontolo-
gies. There are, of course, many arbitrary design choices taken in choosing the above
measures and different choices may have produced different results.

However, it has been recognised for some time now that any approach to ontology
matching that ignores instance data is fundamentally flawed: partly because concept
labels are not always human-readable (e.g. they may be numeric identifiers) or use
different natural languages (e.g. English and Chinese or English and US English),
but mainly because there is insufficient information - even for a human expert - to de-
cide on the best mapping. Hence it is now common practice in the various matching
communities to exploit labelled instance data when arriving at a mapping. Shallow
matching is still used and researched, but only as a component in matching systems
that combine decisions from a range of matchers [DMD` 03, BMPQ04, ZL04a]. Not
surprisingly, ontology matchers that incorporate instance data far outstrip the accu-
racy of simple shallow matchers. By taking ontology instance data into consideration,
not only is additional information available to the matcher but also ontology match-
ing is able to draw on established machine learning and statistical techniques used
in the database deduplication and record linkage fields. In many ways, the ontology
mapping problem is closely related to the record linkage problem in the presence of
structured background knowledge, although the emphasis is different in each case.

Most ontology matching is still done manually by knowledge engineers or soft-
ware developers and has been reported as accounting for 60-80% of the resources in a
data sharing project [DNH04]. Unfortunately, because of the subjective nature of on-
tologies and ontology mapping, evaluating the effectiveness of an ontology matcher
is difficult and no less subjective. The most popular quantitative method is to com-
pare the output mapping of an ontology matcher against a, so called, gold standard

reference mapping produced by one or more human experts in the domain.

Interestingly, the machine learning techniques used to identify mappings between
ontologies, intuitively at least, are recreating from instance data much of the very
same knowledge that is expressed by the ontologies themselves. This begs the ques-
tion as to whether, in our setting, matching can be just as effectively performed with-
out human-engineered ontologies. Evidence that just such an approach is feasible, at
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least at the lower end of ontological complexity, comes from the XTRACT system
[GGR` 03]. XTRACT is a deployed system for inferring a Document Type Descrip-
tor (DTD) schema for a database of XML documents. DTDs are not mandatory for
XML documents and it is frequently the case that no DTD exists for a given docu-
ment collection. Hence being able to create a DTD automatically provides potentially
useful structural relationship information that may be used by machine learners. The
inference algorithms in XTRACT use a three-step process: (1) finding patterns in the
input sequences and replacing them with regular expressions to generate ‘general’
candidate DTDs, (2) factoring candidate DTDs using adaptations of algorithms from
the logic optimization literature, and (3) applying the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) principle to find the best DTD among the candidates. The system performed
well, identifying DTDs which were fairly complex and contained factors, metachar-
acters and nested regular expression terms. Notably, the resultant DTDs compared
well with human created ones for the same data, the learnt ones often being equally
as readable as the manually created ones. The readability (a subjective criterion) is
important here more to increase human confidence in the result when, in fact, com-
putationally, less readable solutions would be equivalent.

Historically, the digital library community [Int05] has been at the forefront of
developments in the creation and adoption of basic ontological forms including tax-
onomies and thesauri. Many of these pre-date the digital era and are migrations to
the computer of older paper-based schemes. Ontologies have been an active research
field for decades within the knowledge representation community [Sow99] where
much effort since the 1980s has been invested in producing large-scale ontologies.
Some of the more widely cited examples are:

• CYC: over a million human-defined rules and ground facts as a knowledge-
base engineered to encode human-inspired common-sense grouped into multi-
ple locally consistent domains.

• SUMO: Suggested Upper Merged Ontology, a candidate IEEE standard, is an
upper level ontology that defines entities that do not belong to a specific do-
main and is designed as a “semantic ground truth” to which domain-specific
ontologies can be mapped.

• WordNet: is a lexicon for the (US) English language that groups words and
definitions into semantic groups to combine the functions of a dictionary and
thesaurus suitable for automated text processing.

One of the most consistent findings in the literature on ontology engineering is
that ontologies are notoriously complex to develop, maintain, use and match. Now,
interest in ontologies and the challenges of ontology engineering have spread to a
whole new audience through the recent adoption of the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [MvH12] as a core component of the Semantic Web initiative [KM01]. On-
tology matching had previously been predominantly a specialist activity in the knowl-
edge representation community but, arguably because of the Semantic Web, is now
becoming an important practical problem in modern Web application development.
OWL, based around the earlier DAML+OIL language [CvHH` 01], is now the W3C
Recommendation for ontology representation, with many earlier ontologies having
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already been mapped into OWL - including SUMO and WordNet. OWL is an RDF
vocabulary that describes relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer typ-
ing, characteristics of properties, and enumerated classes. For full details, see the
W3C OWL Web Ontology Language Specification [MvH12].

In summary, schema and ontology matching are concerned with matching back-
ground knowledge in the presence of instance data whereas matching (i.e. « ) in our
context is concerned with matching instances, possibly in the presence of background
knowledge. The former is usually considered a harder problem than the latter, largely
because it relies on subjective human-engineered knowledge and consistent manual
labelling of data to create profiles. The kinds of the background knowledge expressed
in an ontology, particularly taxonomies and thesauri, has been shown to be useful in
resolving co-references. Learning or otherwise extracting human-readable schema
from data is possible and may bypass the need to use human-engineered versions.

6.2.2 Dataspaces

Dataspaces have already been described in “Section 1.2.3 – Dataspaces” (p.18) of
our introductory chapter where we described them in terms of their pragmatic and
economical approach to data integration that defers semantic integration, such as that
discussed for schema and ontology matching from the previous section, until it is re-
quired [FHM05, HFM06, FHM08]. Dataspaces take a co-existence approach to data
sources. For example, data integration utilising a data warehouse will import data
from its original data sources and align it with a unified schema to provide querying
of the unified dataaset. By contrast, a dataspace leaves the data in its original data
sources and under control of their respective systems; data sources in a dataspace are
accessed using a DataSpace Support Platform (DSSP) which layers as an additional
architectural tier over these data sources. It is only when a requirement emerges for
data integration between data sources in the DSSP that the toolbox of profiling and
matching techniques described over the previous sections is brought to bear on the
problem.

6.2.3 Discussion of Profiling and Matching Approaches

Although founded in traditional databases, taken at the more abstracted level of pro-
filing and matching arbitrary data sources, the research problems of database redupli-
cation and record linkage have much in common with our own work. Indeed, they di-
rectly motivate our work in “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”
where we investigate the idea of upgrading the relational model to work with het-
erogenous structured data. However, there is an important difference between the
optimal linkage of data sources and our own focus on matching individual descrip-
tions within data sources. The difference is most easily stated in terms of the submis-
sion sifting problem: we are not concerned with the optimal assignment of papers to
reviewers; we are only concerned with making recommendations to each reviewer.
This point is elaborated on in the next section where we discuss the scope of our
research.

Couched in our notation, information retrieval is a profiling and matching prob-
lem that shares the same form as record linkage and hence the above comments apply
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there too. The vector space model from information retrieval is our chosen “tried and
trusted” algorithm for profiling and matching of textual content in our motivating use
cases. Using this approach avoids the need to involve manually created profiles while
at the same time provides a matching algorithm that is known to perform adequately,
without the need for training or tuning, over a wide range of textual data.

In our discussion of record linkage we highlighted the availability of similarity-
based methods that had been upgraded for structured data. For our work we chose
to follow the approach taken in [GLF04], which defines a default kernel for basic
terms in a higher-order logic. Both the logic and the kernel are described in “Chap-
ter 2 – Background”. The higher-order logic representation forms the basis of our
knowledge representation in later chapters and the kernel is used to demonstrate
the feasibility of approximate match queries on structured data as part of “Chap-
ter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”. The choice of the default ker-
nel for basic terms is not a specific requirement for the approximate match queries;
any distance for basic terms would be suitable. Prior work on distances for logi-
cal terms includes distances between Herbrand interpretations [NC97] and between
first-order terms (including structures and lists) [Seb97, BHW98, KW00]. None of
these directly apply to basic terms and while it may be possible to apply distances
on first-order terms to our first-order representation of basic terms, the semantics of
basic abstractions would be lost as a result. Most closely related to our work, are
various similarity-based methods that have been upgraded to handle structured data
[GLF04, BG05, WKKH05]. Contrasting approaches apply probabilistic models to
take account of dependencies between resolution decisions [PD04, BG06]. Most re-
cently, a family of pseudo-distances over the set of objects in a knowledge base has
been introduced although not specifically for basic terms [dFE07].

We suspect that ontological data in the research intelligence domain will gain im-
portance over time and in future will become more relevant to this Thesis. However,
at the time of writing (2014), there are multiple competing vocabularies that them-
selves require mappings between them before they can be used here. Even the seem-
ingly trivial concept of assigning a unique identifier to researchers remains work-
in-progress in the Research Data Management community, with multiple competing
conventions. So, while there are a number of useful ideas from schema and ontol-
ogy matching it is not a good model for profiling and matching in our context. One
particularly important lesson from this review that informed the design of our own
frameworks is the need to provide human-understandable justification for a matching
decision in order to achieve user acceptance.

Avoiding the need for semantic integration of data where not absolutely necessary
is a goal that our work on the higher-order relational algebra in Chapter 5 shares with
dataspaces. There, as in our own work, the preference is to use automated profile
generation and matching in preference to manually created mappings via schema and
ontology alignment. We anticipate that dataspaces would be a natural application
area for an implementation of approximate relational joins (Section 5.4, p.162).
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6.3 Comparisons with Other Frameworks

In this section we compare both our theoretical and software frameworks with similar
previous work, respectively in “6.3.1 Comparison with Other Formalisms”, immedi-
ate below, and “6.3.2 Comparison with Other Software Frameworks”.

6.3.1 Comparison with Other Formalisms

In “Section 1.2.1 – Dataflows” (p.6) we surveyed similar efforts to formalise dataflow
and workflow. Below we compare the most relevant of these against our formalism
introduced in “Section 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows” (p.99) using basic terms in a
higher-order logic introduced in Section 2.3.3 (p.52) of our background chapter.

One earlier formal framework for describing dataflows [BNTW95] that has some
commonalities with our own framework uses nested relational calculus restriction of
structural recursion to ensure that programs involving structured data in a database
query language are well-defined. Our higher-order dataflow framework also uses
structural recursion, i.e. decomposing a structure as we described in Section 2.2.4
(p.46). The kernel for basic terms, as well as some the definitions and proofs, in
Chapter 4 use induction on the structure of basic terms, which is structural recursion
by another name. However, [BNTW95] strongly advocates their own approach as al-
ternative to higher-order logic or other extensions to first-order logic on the grounds
that these formalisms cannot support multisets. Lloyd’s logic, as used in this Thesis,
demonstrates that this is not the case by defining multisets extensionally as lambda
expressions of the form, λx. if x“ t1 then s1 else . . . if x“ tn then sn else s0, where
t1,s1, . . . ,sn are basic terms and s0 is a default term. Details of these basic abstrac-
tions and their capacity for representing multisets appears in Section 2.3.3 (p.52).

Another formalisation of dataflows, this time modelling a deployed and widely
used workflow engine, describes Taverna [HWS` 06] in terms of a computational
lambda calculus with monads embedded into its type system [Mog91, Mog89], as
described in Section 1.2.1 (p.6) of our introductory chapter. Their formalism is used
to define the sytax and semantics of Taverna, which at the same time implicitly de-
fines of Taverna’s underlying dataflow model [TMG` 07]; our own dataflow formal-
ism does not currenty extend to the definition of the formal syntax and semantics of
JSONMatch and only defines the underlying higher-order dataflow model.

However, at the lower level of the monads used to augment Taverna’s compu-
tational lambda calculus there is a strong relationship between the Kleisli triple,
pM,unit,‹q of a monad [Wad90] and the higher-order template parameters of the
transformations in our model. The template parameters can be used in a similar way
to monads so that, for example, side-effects to otherwise pure functions can be mod-
elled through embedded functions relation, item and lambda template terms. This
echoes the way that a monad can model similar side-effects through functions em-
bedded within the elements of the Kleisli triple. One difference between the two
approaches though is that monads in Taverna conceal the complexities of side-effects
from the user whereas our model forces the user to specify them at runtime in the form
the higher-order template parameters. There is a trade-off then between the two ap-
proaches whereby Taverna cleanly separates lower level mechanics of dataflow from
the user but at the same time locks down those behaviours encapsulated in monads,
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and our pushes those same mechanics out to the user, giving them lower-level control
of behaviours in exchange for having to always specify those behaviours in higher-
order parameters at runtime.

A third approach which we touch upon briefly is a Haskell description of Ptolomey
II workflows [LA03]. Some of the advantages of this approach to modelling, although
as the authors stress, not implementing the underlying dataflow are the same claimed
in our own higher-order formulations of frameworks in Chapters 4 and 5. One of
the main ones is that aa a higher-order function language, Haskell enables declara-
tive definition of dataflow by exploiting strong typing and a fairly intuitive syntax
for modelling data; the same is true of our own formalism with regard to modelling
types although, perhaps for programmers who struggle with mathematical notation,
the readability of our formalism could be enhanced by expressing it using Haskell.
In fact, this is exactly what we have done in Chapter 5 where we expressed the type
structure for publications using Haskell syntax is Example 5.2.14 (156).

In rounding off this comparison of our work to other formalisation efforts, we turn
finally to the theoretical framework introduced in Chapter 5, where we used the same
higher-order logic to define the higher-order relational algebra described in “Section
5.3.4 – Basic Term Relational Algebra” (p.161). The same formalism [BNTW95]
discussed in the context of dataflow formalisms above, also uses types and struc-
tural recursion on sets to query complex objects – an approach which has features
in common with our higher-order relational algebra framework from Chapter 5. In
our algebra we use the same higher-order logic used to define our dataflow frame-
work and so all the previous comments about structural recursions and induction of
the structure of terms hold here too. However, it has been shown previously that
Codd’s relational algebra and relational calculus are equivalent [Cod79], so perhaps
the same might be true between (some parts of) our higher-order relational algebra
and the nested relational calculus.

6.3.2 Comparison with Other Software Frameworks

The first comparison we make in this section is between our submission sifting web
services framework, SubSift, and information retrieval systems. We introduced this
topic in Section 2.2.3 (p.44) of our background chapter in Section 3.1 (p.68) where we
discussed the rationale of our choice of technology for the implementation of SubSift
Services. Here we complete our discussion in light of experience with SubSift.

SubSift’s functionality is achieved through the application of techniques from in-
formation retrieval that are more normally associated with full text search rather than
profiling or matching entire collections of documents [SWY75a]. In our background
chapter, “Section 2.3.1 – Vector Space Model”, we described the tf-idf term weight-
ing and cosine similarity methods involved. Established full text search tools such
as Apache Lucene4, recent versions of PostgreSQL5 and Oracle Ultra Search6 all
support text matching on large-scale document collections. Although these systems
were all designed to compare a single text query against a document collection, there

4Lucene – http://lucene.apache.org, visited April 2014.
5PostgreSQL – http://www.postgresql.org, visited April 2014.
6Ultra Search – http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B13789_01/ultra.101/b10731/over.htm,

visited April 2014.
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is no reason why a full Cartesian product of one document collection against another
document collection cannot be performed to return pairwise document similarity in
the same way that SubSift does. Indeed, a paper duplicate detection system using
Lucene [DYX10] has been developed to do just that. As touched on in “Section 3.1 –
Choice of Technology”, there are a number of advantages in implementing SubSift as
a bespoke framework instead of using a full text search tools, including the following.

• Detailed metadata about factors contributing to term importance and similarity
are available throughout.

• Code to collect this metadata can be more easily integrated into the core algo-
rithm without having to maintain patches or plug-ins for third-party tools.

• A consistent API is available for both the processing and the supporting data
management, reporting and publication functionality.

More recently, Big Data approaches to the full-text search problem have been based
on indexing text using MapReduce tools [DG08]. However, such tools still do not
negate the above advantages of SubSift’s bespoke framework.

In “Section 1.2.2 – Workflows” (p.10) in the introductory chapter of this The-
sis we surveyed some popular contemporary workflow systems. Although the usage
of the terms dataflow and workflow is far from consistent in the literature, in our
work we assume that dataflow frameworks underpin and drive workflow systems
(i.e. define their behaviour), as described in Section 1.2.1 (p.6). Implementation of
workflow systems, such as Kepler and Taverna [ABJ ` 04, HWS` 06], typically in-
corporate job scheduling and management capabilities as well as enacting dataflows
underpinning workflows; our SubSift and JSONMatch systems only feature a min-
imal workflow language (described in the next chapter). JSONMatch was designed
from the outset as a dataflow system controlled by HTTP methods and user-specified
dataflows defined during enactment; by contrast, dataflow in SubSift is partly hard-
coded into the framework itself. However, in principle, it is possible to describe
dataflows from either framework in a workflow language and to share them through
workflow repositories like myExperiment [DRGS09].

We next compare JSONMatch to the Taverna system [HWS` 06, SHMG10] as
a representative example of a state-of-the-art workflow engine supported by a well-
defined dataflow model. Firstly, there are some obvious equivalences between the
two systems, for example the product generator in JSONMatch corresponds to the
cross product operator in Taverna. Restrictive cross products, as would be required
to implement our higher-order relational joins as defined in Chapter 5, are possible in
both systems by applying a restriction predicate on the product to achieve what is, in
effect, a restrictive cross product. Taverna is a far more mature implementation than
the JSONMatch and so the latter lacks many of Taverna’s commands and features.
While some of Taverna’s features could be added to JSONMatch by developing extra
libraries of embedded functions, as described in Appendix B, or emulated using se-
quences of transformations, there are certain features that have no counterpart. One
such feature is Taverna’s pipelining where a subsequent component in a workflow
will receive outputs from a previous component one at a time rather than waiting for
the component to compute all items before emitting them. This behaviour, poten-
tially, enables the processing of streaming data or promotes concurrency where the
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infrastructure supports it. JSONMatch does not proceed to the next transformation in
a workflow until all items in the current transformation have been stored in the output
relation. Ironically, JSONMatch already emits items one at a time and these items
become readable immediately by other transformations, so there is no reason why the
same feature could not be added.

An interesting parallel exists between embedded functions in JSONMatch and
the user-definable local worker components in Taverna7. In Taverna these scripts are
used to manipulate inputs so as to construct parameters in the required format for in-
puts to components in the workflow. Embedded functions in JSONMatch can be used
to achieve much the same behaviour. However, architecturally there is a substantial
difference between the two approaches: the transformations and relations used by
the dataflow model underpinning JSONMatch requires that relations will be stored
between transformations, i.e. the output of every transformation is a basic relation.
This behaviour ensures that the model is, in principle, embarrassingly parallel. By
contrast, Taverna does not make such strict architectural assumptions and so gains
more control (internally) over the execution of each step in a workflow, for example,
having a choice about whether to write intermediate values of a cross-product to store
or to cache them in working memory for better performance. The reward for JSON-
Match in adopting the higher-order dataflow model is that pure transformations are
parallelisable and, even in their serial form, are scalable to large datasets, as discussed
in “Section 4.5 – Comparison of JSONMatch with SubSift” (p.132).

We conclude our comparison in the current section by noting that the SubSift and
JSONMatch REST services and the workflows presented in this Thesis are com-
patible with workflow management systems such as Kepler, Taverna and YAWL
[ABJ` 04, HWS` 06, vdAtH05]. A basic implementation could be achieved for
any of these systems using a scripting language to invoke REST services and pack-
aging that control script as a local workflow component; the resultant component
could then be invoked by the workflow engine to indirectly invoke the remote ser-
vices. For workflow systems that have built-in REST invocation features such scripts
can be avoided by registering the services directly within components which are then
invoked through these components. Compatibility would be further increased by the
creation of a WSDL 2.0 description of SubSift’s REST API which would add SOAP
support to simplify integration into existing workflow tools [LGS07, SGL07].

6.4 Scope

Before concluding this chapter, in this section we first mention a number areas of
“unrelated work” that are not the subject of our research questions and so fall outside
the scope of our Thesis.

• Profiling and Matching Algorithms – The availability of sufficiently useful
methods for characterising and comparing textual and other structured data is
necessary in order for us to explore frameworks for profiling and matching.
Our research objectives do not, however, require that these algorithms be the
best in their class. So, apart from offering a range of parameters for their con-

7These are implemented as bean-shell scripts in Taverna 2.
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figuration in Chapter 3 and an extensible mechanism for providing alternative
algorithms in Chapter 4, we do not especially focus on the relative performance
of the profiling and matching algorithms used in our work. Instead, we trust
to the prior work on these algorithms described earlier in this section. The
one exception to this occurs in Chapter 5 where we follow a line of investiga-
tion suggesting that the structure of data itself might be useful in the matching
process. But even there, our research objective is only to establish a proof of
concept using an existing algorithm in this novel setting. We could perhaps
have paraphrased this bullet by simply stating that this is not a machine learn-

ing, data mining or information retrieval Thesis, although methods from each
of these fields are employed in our work.

• Paper Allocation – We contrast our submission sifting use case with the broader
task of optimising the allocation of papers to reviewers under a set of con-
straints. Submission sifting is concerned with what is generally referred to in
the paper allocation literature as a language model of matching, using the sim-
ilarity between textual data derived from submitted papers and the published
works of potential reviewers, possibly augmented by other background knowl-
edge. Paper allocation accepts such similarity data as its input and then finds
specific assignments of papers to reviewers under constraints such as “each pa-
per must have at least 3 reviewers” and “each reviewer must not be assigned
more than 5 papers”. For the KDD’09 paper allocation, Flach and Golénia
addressed this task by transforming it into an integer programming problem
that was solved with a standard solver [FSG` 09]. Earlier work in this area
is described in [BL01], whereas [CZB11] describes more recent developments
that have subsequently been incorporated into a conference management tool.
For the proof of concept frameworks described in this Thesis, the paper alloca-
tion decisions were left to human experts in the Programme Committee of the
relevant conference or to the editors of the journals.

These topics were not covered elsewhere in this “Related Work” chapter and we have
only touched on them briefly here to clarify our research objectives from Chapter 1.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter we surveyed a broad range of related research topics and positioned
our theoretical frameworks and software frameworks within these areas. In a more
narrowly focused section, we then reviewed the literature that led to our choice of
algorithms and approach to profiling and matching, as well as to our rejection of
some candidate alternative approaches. In the penultimate section we compared our
frameworks to existing frameworks. And in the final section, we briefly mentioned
some prior work that falls outside of the scope of this Thesis.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

In this chapter we review the degree to which our research objectives have been met
and then discuss the limitations of our work. We also bring together a list of the
applications of our work that we are aware of to-date.

7.1 Review of Research Objectives

In section “1.3 Research Questions and Objectives” of the introduction to this Thesis
we distilled our research questions down to four summary research objectives O1-4.
In this section we review whether these objectives have been met.

O1. Decomposition of the submission sifting use case into separately re-usable

components of a flexible framework for profiling and matching textual con-

tent – capable of implementing our research intelligence use cases.

In “Chapter 3 – Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content”, we
defined just such a decomposition, consisting of separate profile and match
components assembled into the submission sifting workflow. We then demon-
strated its utility through SubSift, our proof of concept implementation, which
has since been used to support several major machine learning and data mining
conferences (listed later in this chapter). Later in Chapter 3, we used a generic
submission sifting workflow to define specific workflows that addressed each
of the use cases. We also demonstrated that SubSift implementations of these
workflows constituted a proof of concept realisation of this flexible profiling
and matching framework. One of the use case demonstrators is currently used
as a recommender system by editors of two leading computer science journals
(listed later in this chapter).

O2. Description and implementation of a general purpose framework for profiling

and matching heterogeneous data in a web application context.

In “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”, we introduced a higher-order dataflow
model capable of analysing a wide variety of unstructured, semi-structured and
structured data. We demonstrated using JSONMatch, our proof of concept im-
plementation, that the model is able to implement submission sifting workflows
through concise user-supplied higher-order parameters to a dataflow at runtime,
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rather than through extensive application-specific code that would otherwise
be required. Moreover, the built-in functionality of the JSONMatch frame-
work may be extended to include arbitrary functionality defined through third-
party web services. Overall, we suggest that this model provides a powerful
workflow-based approach to analysing heterogeneous data in a web application
context.

O3. Identification and explorative investigation of deeper design patterns or wider

applications suggested in addressing objectives O1-2.

In “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data”, we explored
whether matching of heterogeneous structured data could be expressed as declar-
ative queries along similar lines to SQL queries in the relational model, rather
than through the imperative domain-specific language used in our higher-order
dataflow model from O2. To do this we first upgraded Codd’s relational model
to a higher-order relational model that is better suited to the representation of
structured data. We then demonstrated experimentally that matching imple-
mented as approximate joins on structured data in this model has promise for
future work.

O4. Demonstrate the joint potential of higher-order computational logic and work-
flow systems for addressing software engineering problems.

In “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”, we demonstrated that terms from
a higher-order logic could be used to define the behaviour of a workflow at
runtime rather than hard-coding the behaviour at design-time. In Section 4.5
we highlighted the engineering advantages (and some disadvantages) of this
approach in the context of interactive web applications.

Thus this Thesis achieves the stated research objectives and makes a number
of contributions that we stated in our introductory chapter and will restate in our
concluding chapter. However, having reviewed the degree to which our research
objectives, we next move on to discuss the limitations of our work.

7.2 Limitations

Over the following sections we discuss a number of limitations of our work and how
they can or have already been addressed.

7.2.1 Use of hard-coded algorithms

In “Chapter 3 – Workflows for Profiling and Matching Textual Content” we used our
SubSift web services implementation to demonstrate the flexibility of the generalised
submission sifting workflow for profiling and matching general textual content. How-
ever, in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows” we remarked that while the use of a
generic workflow simplifies re-use of the framework in similar use cases, it results
in a large number of API options, so that developers can customise the behaviour of
each component, and an inability to make low-level changes to web service compo-
nents without changing the SubSift software itself. In particular, while our choice of
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the vector space model, tf-idf and cosine similarity turned out to be sufficient for our
purposes, there are numerous alternatives that have been investigated in the literature
and which might perform better in these or other use cases.

Our main achievement in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows” was the devel-
opment of a novel higher-order dataflow and proof of concept implementation, JSON-
Match, to remove these restrictions. To-date JSONMatch has been used to support
similar use cases to the SubSift software, e.g. including reviewer recommendation
for journals and conferences, but is enabling more flexibility in the design of simi-
larity measures. For example, for the ECML-PKDD’12 conference we produced a
paper-reviewer similarity score by taking the weighted combination of three cosine
similarity on tf-idf vectors representing text, primary and secondary keywords. This
required a bespoke change to the SubSift software itself. Implementing this in JSON-
Match was possible using the built-in functions, without having to write additional
new code; the weighted combination can be calculated in the item template term pa-
rameter. Most of the required embedded functions were themselves adapted from the
SubSift code in the first place, so perhaps this is not surprising, but the fact that the
modified calculation would be achieved through higher-order parameters does show
that there is increased flexibility for users to adjust the behaviour of transformations.
JSONMatch has far fewer parameters than SubSift but their expressive and computa-
tional power is greater.

Another feature of JSONMatch also enables low-level component behaviour to be
changed so that, in addition to the built-in functions associated with the default "jm:"
namespace, arbitrary additional namespaces may be registered to enable embedding
of user-defined functions implemented as calls to external web services as illustrated
in Example 7.2.1 below.

Example 7.2.1 (Embedding an External Function) The JSONMatch higher-order

parameter below includes the usual "item" template that, once evaluated, will result

in an item in the output relation of the transformation – in this case, a sorted list of

words with HTML/XML mark-up removed. The "item" template contains an embed-

ded function in the "yahoo_pipe:" namespace that calls a REST API method on the

Yahoo! Pipes website. The Pipe itself is a workflow that queries Microsoft Academic

Search, returning publications by a specified author since a specified date.

{

"init": ["jm:register",

"yahoo_pipe:ms_academic_search",

"get",

"http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/pipe.info",

{"params": {"_id": "c48f16a711095a7b0582208a241457d7"}}

],

"item": ["jm:sort",

["jm:to_words",

["jm:remove_html",

["yahoo_pipe:ms_academic_search", {"params": {

"textinput1": "Peter Flach",

"numberinput1": "2013"

}}]

]

]
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]

}

Before the "yahoo_pipe:ms_academic_search" external function can be used in a

template, it must first be registered in a special initialisation template, "init" that

is evaluated before the templates are compiled by JSONMatch. The "init" template

produces no output.

7.2.2 Inefficiency of naive HTTP-based workflow enactment

SubSift and, to a lesser extent, JSONMatch REST APIs consist of many fine-grained
methods that can be used as individual components in a workflow. The web demon-
stration workflows in our use cases consist of 5-20 such components. Our earliest
implementations enacted these workflows by issuing HTTP requests from the web
browser to the REST API on the server – in effect, using the browser as a work-
flow enactment engine. Each such call required JavaScript code to be written and
tested. This was resulting in verbose and time-consuming to develop code, which
we alleviated somewhat by implementing a mini-workflow language in JavaScript so
that workflows could be specified purely as JSON structures. While this shortened
the code and reduced development time, it had no impact on the overall number of
HTTP requests issued by the browser. So as a natural evolution of this approach we
migrated this mini-language to the server, making it a part of both SubSift and JSON-
Match web services, so that a single REST API call can be issued to enact an entire
workflow.

This need to support multiple-step REST method calls is one of the clearest
lessons learned from developing these web application demonstrators. Incorporat-
ing this capability into SubSift itself avoids introducing a dependency on external
workflow engines, for even relatively simple workflows such as those in this Thesis.
To-date SubSift has been used from C, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python and Prolog,
which all require their own approaches to executing sequences of REST API calls.
Avoiding the need to implement these in general-purpose languages has resulted in
the more recent applications and tools requiring much less coding to implement. Ex-
ample 7.2.2 gives a flavour of SubSift’s lightweight workflow language for encoding
simple sequences of commands.

Example 7.2.2 (SubSift Lightweight Workflow Language) A SubSift lightweight

workflow is specified as a plain text parameter to a single API method call. Each line

in the parameter corresponds to a single API method call. The example below deletes

and creates/recreates a documents folder called pc into which it imports the book-

marks from bookmarks folder pc. It then profiles the pc documents folder. A match

folder is similarly deleted and created/recreated before, finally, a match is performed

between the pc and abstracts profile folders to create the pc_abs matches folder.

?, delete, documents/pc

+, post, documents/pc, mode=private

+, post, documents/pc/import/pc

*, head, documents/pc/import/pc

?, delete, profiles/pc
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+, post, profiles/pc/from/pc, "ngrams=1,2"

?, delete, matches/pc_abstracts

+, post, matches/pc_abstracts/profiles/pc/with/abstracts

Each command will wait for the previous command to complete - including waiting

for all the bookmarks imported into the pc folder to be harvested by the web robot

(which may take minutes or hours). The action taken in response to the HTTP status

returned by each call is determined by the symbol at the start of the line. ‘+’ requires

an HTTP success code to continue, ‘-’ requires a failure code, ‘?’ ignores the code,

and ‘*’ repeats the same command until a failure code is returned. The ‘*’ code

enables polling to be performed using predicate methods added to SubSift for this

precise purpose.

This lightweight workflow representation is executed by an equally lightweight
workflow engine. However, the addition of this capability enables the above sequence
of REST method calls to be made by a single REST call, greatly simplifying the
use of SubSift from general-purpose languages and, for that matter, from specialist
workflow languages. Other non-trivial REST APIs might also benefit from a similar
approach.

7.2.3 Homepage structural heterogeneity

In “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows” we described a number of limitations of the
SubSift framework that were uncovered as part of the ExaMiner project and then ex-
plained how they could be overcome through the adoption of a higher-order dataflow
model. However, one further problem encountered when implementing ExaMiner
arose from our flawed assumption that researchers’ homepages contained sufficient
information to ‘mine’ using the vector space model. Recall that the aim of ExaMiner
was to mine and map the University of Bristol’s research landscape based, primarily,
on information contained in researcher homepages. While ExaMiner did make use
of corporate databases to provide lists of staff, this was mainly a convenience for this
pilot project. In fact the ultimate goal was to be able to mine all the necessary data
from the public website so that, in future, the same methods could be applied to other
universities’ websites.

It turned out that the structure of researcher homepages varied enormously from
department to department and from person to person – even within this single insti-
tution. We had originally envisaged (perhaps naively) that a definitive homepage for
every researcher could be found and that that page would contain broadly the same
amount of information and, ignoring HTML formatting, the same kinds of informa-
tion. This turned out not to be true, which was important because the tf-idf weighting
scheme assigns low weights to non-discriminating terms far more effectively if those
terms occur frequently across the corpus and, also if documents are of broadly sim-
ilar lengths. The consequence of this variability in researcher homepage contents
was that SubSift often generated irrelevant terms as features of the profile which
then resulted in irrelevant matches. For example, saying that two researchers were
similar because they had the terms, "international" or "conference" in their profiles.
Although it would be possible to work around the worst of these obviously irrele-
vant terms by including them in the stopwords list, with more consistent homepages
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the tf-idf scheme would remove these terms without the need for such parameters.
Admittedly, the problem was exaggerated because SubSift’s in-memory computation
meant that matches were performed across a single department rather than across
the whole university. Had tf-idf weights been calculated across the whole institution
then, we suspect, many of these implicit stopwords would have been assigned low
weights. Even so, for reasons we discuss next, this would not have entirely resolved
the problem.

Inspection of a range of reseacher homepages revealed that one of the obvious
causes of variation was the sparsity of text on homepages where the information
about a research is not contained within a single web page but, in fact, is distributed
over multiple webpages connected by hyperlinks. As part of the ExaMiner project
we modified SubSift’s web harvester (crawler) to overcome this problem by harvest-
ing not just the bookmark URL provided for the researcher but also a set of web
pages hyperlinked from that homepage. While this overcomes the sparsity problem
it also has the potential to draw in a lot of irrelevant web pages too – for example,
copyright pages, menu pages, the departmental and institutional homepages. To mit-
igate against this risk we added a number of optional configuration parameters to the
harvester, described in Table 7.1, that determine the rules for crawling pages from a
researcher’s homepage. These may be specified when issuing a REST method call to
queue bookmarks for harvesting, thereby allowing different strategies to be used for
different websites – for instance, for departments or universities.

Table 7.1: EXAMINER EXTENSIONS TO SUBSIFT WEB HARVESTER.

Parameter Values Default Description

breadth t1, . . . ,200u 50 Maximum number of links to be
followed per page.

depth t0, . . . ,3u 0 Maximum depth of crawl from
homepage bookmark URL.

same_domain ttrue, falseu true Whether links must be to the
same web domain name.

same_stem ttrue, falseu false Whether links must be child
paths of the homepage.

threshold r0,1s 0.7 Minimum idf score for links,
relative to links in all other pages
at same depth (see below).

Of these, the threshold parameter requires some further explanation. By crawling
links top-down, breadth-first from the homepage URL, we could calculate an idf
score for each link at a given depth in the crawl, treating link URLs as terms in
the tf-idf weighting scheme from the vector space model (Definition 2.3.2). The
idf score, relative to links on all pages appearing at the same crawl depth, indicates
how discriminating that link is amongst its peer pages. So, for example, a link to an
institutional homepage or a copyright page that occurs on every page will receive an
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idf of 0 , whereas a link that appears on only one page will receive an idf of 1 ; other
frequencies will result in idf values between 0 and 1 . Therefore, by specifying a
threshold parameter, the user can control the required ‘uniqueness’ of links to be
followed. This allowed ExaMiner’s harvesting to be tailored to adapt to the specific
structure of departmental websites, overcoming the sparse homepage data problem.

7.2.4 Impact of component substitution

One of the characteristics of using workflows and components for engineering so-
lutions is that the components in workflows may be easily substituted for different
ones to create new workflows – achieving new functionality without the need to re-
engineer existing functionality and without requiring access to the original developer.
This is workflow component substitution and although it is exactly what should be
expected as a consequence of using workflows, the fact that it turned out to be readily
possible was nice. However, there are some serious restrictions which we discuss
after giving examples of component substitution.

Our workflow examples described so far in this Thesis have demonstrated that
components can indeed be substituted in this way, but the following example also
illustrates that this can readily be done by a third-party. Armed only with the SubSift
API documentation, Bailey implemented various Yahoo! Pipes web services1 to act
as more flexible alternatives to SubSift’s hard-coded DBLP web service2. Three of
these pipes (listed in Figure 7.1) extract data from an online bibliography and the
fourth extracts data from researcher homepages.

• SubSift DBLP filter is a direct replacement for SubSift’s own DBLP web ser-
vice for extracting publication titles (as plain text) from a DBLP web page
listing author publications (as HTML). While this Pipe adds no immediate ad-
vantage over the original bespoke SubSift DBLP web service, it may do so over
time because the style and structure HTML pages tends to change, requiring
corresponding updates to the information extraction algorithms. Updates to a
Pipe to fix such “screen scraping” algorithms do not require changes to SubSift
or its DBLP web services.

• SubSift DBLP filter with year addresses a user request from Yang, KDD’10
PC Chair, who wanted to limit the maximum age of publications to be used by
SubSift for profiling a researcher. The intuition being that a researcher’ inter-
ests shift over time and as a consequence, profiles of newer publications will
better reflect a researcher’s current interests than profiles based on older pub-
lications. Figure 7.2 shows the Pipe source (itself a workflow), which extracts
publications listed in DBLP going back to a specified year.

• Microsoft Academic Search replaces SubSift’s DBLP web service with Mi-
crosofts automatically extracted bibliographic data. Although Microsoft’s data
has not been manually curated, it does include paper abstracts as well as titles.

1SubSift Pipes – http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/search?r=tag:subsift, visited
April 2014.

2SubSift DBLP Search – http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/demo/dblp_search,
visited April 2014.
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Figure 7.1: Yahoo! Pipes designed as data sources for SubSift (Bailey, 2009).

Figure 7.2: Pipe to restrict papers retrieved from DBLP by their age (Bailey, 2009).

• ILRT Researcher details extracts researcher data from ILRT staff pages to
demonstrate that the clustering work, described later in this chapter, could read-
ily be used to profile arbitrary staff web pages.

There is a downside to the HTTP model adopted when it comes to component
substitution. As has already been discussed, the overheads of HTTP do not make
its use sensible for local components where high-performance is required. In both
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SubSift and JSONMatch, problematic transmission costs associated with invoking
components are avoided through the use of a local shared storage layer that all the
web services in the API have access to. This way, only metadata describing a method
needs to be transmitted to invoke a component, rather than the data itself. So long
as the workflow is built of components that have fast access to this shared storage
layer then performance is fine. However, as soon as components are substituted for
external ones that do not have fast access to the storage layer, the HTTP transmission
issues re-emerge. For this reason, the only component substitutions we implemented
were those where there was already an implicit HTTP delay anyway, e.g. fetching
web pages from remote locations.

7.3 Impact

In this section, in order to convey the impact of the work, we review applications of
our models and frameworks to-date. Some of these have been mentioned already in
this Thesis and some are introduced here for the first time but we have collected them
all together here under the following three headings.

• Academic Peer Review

• Research and Education

• Applied Research Projects

Below we list and discuss the applications that fall into each of these areas in turn.
These applications are based on SubSift rather than JSONMatch, which is a much
more recent framework. However, where appropriate we add comments discussing
how JSONMatch would address particular issues or provide alternative methods of
implementation.

7.3.1 Academic Peer Review

Progressive versions of SubSift tools and web applications have been used to sup-
port the original “Use Case 1 – Submission Sifting” as part of the wider peer review
process for the following conferences.

• KDD 2009 and KDD 2010

ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining.

• SDM 2010

SIAM International Conference on Data Mining.

• PAKDD 2010

Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining.

• ECML-PKDD 2012

European Conference on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of
Knowledge Discovery in Databases.
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Figure 7.3: Example results from Machine Learning journal Matcher tool.

SubSift workflows implementing variations of “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert”
are being used to support the following two leading international journals.

• Machine Learning, Editor-in-Chief: Peter A. Flach, ISSN: 0885-6125 (print),
ISSN: 1573-0565 (electronic), since January 2010.

• Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, Editor-in-Chief: Geoffrey I. Webb,
ISSN: 1384-5810 (print), ISSN: 1573-756X (electronic), since January 2013.

Each Editor-in-Chief compiled a list of their Editorial Board members’ DBLP
pages (filtered through the SubSift DBLP web service to extract titles and aggre-
gate multiple DBLP pages relating to the same author). A web application then
allows members of each board, usually the Editor-in-Chief and the Area Editors,
to paste in the text of paper submissions so that SubSift can match its similarity to
the profiles of Board members (Figure 7.3). To support these journals without the
requiring ongoing access to a developer, we implemented an additional interface to
the “Use Case 2 – Finding an Expert” demonstrator upon which these tools are based
(Figure 7.4). The new interface replaces the input to the workflow with an interac-
tive web form that allows the Editor-in-Chief to define, edit and maintain the list of
Editorial Board members’ URLs themselves.

For the journal expert finding applications, the current SubSift-based implemen-
tation of these applications is restricted to relatively small number of potential re-
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Figure 7.4: Machine Learning journal Editorial Board membership editor.

views because of its in-memory implementation. By constrast, in principle, a JSON-
Match implementation would all the numbers to be scaled up to the size of the entire
DBLP dataset of over half a million authors provided that relations containing term-
document indexes were also generated as well as profiles. Without these additional
indexes, the time taken to scan the entire set of authors would be prohbitively slow
for an interactive application.

7.3.2 Research and Education

In the introductory chapter of this Thesis we described our own five peer reviewed
publications [PF13a, PFS` 13, PFS` 10d, PFS10b, PF08] and a further seven sup-
porting publications [PF13b, PF13c, CBO` 12, PFS10a, FSG` 09, Pri04, Pri03] that
have resulted from and contributed to this work.

Since 2010, the SubSift web services framework has also contributed to the fol-
lowing five Masters theses [Ham12, Kel12, Abb11, Pen11, Zen10].

• R. Hambley. ECMLiPlanner: The intelligent scheduling application. Masters

thesis, Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol, 2012.

• T. Kelly. Timetable scheduling by profiling through SubSift. Masters thesis,
Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol, 2012.

• D. Abbas. Optimal allocation of student projects and markers. Masters thesis,
Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol, 2011.
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• S. Peng. Improved matching of potential reviewers to academic papers. Mas-

ters thesis, Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol, 2011.

• C. Zeng. Profiling with SubSift and subgroup discovery. Masters thesis,
Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol, 2010.

Hambley and Kelly’s work was undertaken as a co-ordinated part of the PreSift
project first mentioned at the start of Chapter 4 and further described in the next
section. Abbas investigated a translation of the submission sifting use case into a
different setting – the allocation of student projects and markers. The work used
SubSift match data as input to an Answer Set Programming algorithm to find solu-
tions within a set of formally defined constraints. Peng’s and Zeng’s work also used
SubSift match data as input to other machine learning algorithms to enhance results
in the submission sifting use case. Peng gathered reviewer feedback on the correct-
ness of SubSift-produced rankings of submitted papers, evaluating improvements in
accuracy attainable by incorporating this information into recommendations using
different algorithms. Zeng’s used CN2-MSD [AF10], a multi-class subgroup discov-
ery algorithm, to find interesting population subgroups in order to predict reviewer
preferences for submissions from KDD’09 data.

Taken together, these Masters theses lend support to the idea that our frameworks
for profiling and matching do indeed enable the re-use of workflows and components
by third-parties. Four of the five Masters theses also successfully used SubSift as part
of an interactive web application, the main context of our research, which again lends
support to our own Thesis. The fifth used SubSift to pre-process experimental data
for offline analysis.

The last case of students using SubSift as data generator has, to some extent,
occurred in every student project based on the framework. JSONMatch has a lot
to offer students (and users in general) in terms of reorganising and restructuring
data into formats required by other tools. This is not a use case we have discussed
at any length in this Thesis but our own experience of migrating SubSift data and
Weka (.arff) data into JSONMatch has suggested that this type of ‘secondary’ use of
higher-order transformations may be of value.

7.3.3 Applied Research Projects

The proof of concept frameworks that we produced as part of our investigations have
been used in two University of Bristol applied research projects – both of which have
already been described in earlier chapters.

• ExaMiner used the SubSift framework and data from the University’s web-
site and corporate databases to produce web applications to mine and map the
University’s research landscape. (Chapters 3 and 4).

• PreSift used SubSift and a prototype of the JSONMatch framework to sup-
port academic peer review and personalised timetabling both before and during
ECML-PKDD’12 (Chapter 4).

ExaMiner and the peer review elements of PreSift are variations of previously
described use cases. However, as well as involving peer review, the PreSift project
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for ECML-PKDD’12 also introduced personalised timetabling as an entirely new use
case of the SubSift and JSONMatch frameworks. The work was undertaken as part
of two separate MSc theses on tight deadlines by Kelly and by Hambley. A support-
ing PreSift web application to allow delegates to self-register for personalised paper
recommendations and personalised timetabling was developed by Louise Millard,
Andrew Pickin and the Thesis author. During registration with PreSift, delegates
were asked to supply the URL of their DBLP author page or of their web homepage.
These URLs were then used by SubSift to profile each delegate so that they could be
matched against the accepted conference papers.

Kelly developed Personalised SubSift Timetable, a conference scheduler web ap-
plication that used SubSift match data from a submission sifting workflow to produce
a personalised timetable with ratings for each session [Kel12]. Kelly’s application
also allowed users to produce timetables that rated the best times for a named pair
of people to meet at the conference, using each of their individual match results to
construct a joint timetable. These users could then look at this timetable to find a
time during the paper presentation sessions for which neither user has strong SubSift
recommendations.

Hambley developed ECMLiPlanner, an iPhone app which also provided recom-
mendations for a personalised schedule based on SubSift match scores [Ham12]. The
app was designed for use before and during the conference. Each paper presentation
and keynote received a match score that was the result of a comparison of the del-
egate’s profile against the usual titles and abstracts. Also, sessions were assigned
scores by computing a combined score from the individual scores of its constituent
papers. Figure 7.5 depicts the main screens in Hambley’s ECMLiPlanner app.

Hambley’s iPhone app and Kelly’s web application were both well received at
ECML-PKDD’12 and could potentially be re-used for other conferences and events.
In fact Kelly’s work demonstrated that this was possible by deploying a prototype of
the tool at the Movie Comic Media (MCM) Expo, London, May 2012.

We have already discussed JSONMatch’s increased capacity to process larger
datasets and this would have been useful here too for both the ExaMiner and PreSift
use cases. Perhaps equally as valuable, JSONMatch makes it possible for a user to
bring together data from a wider range of formats – both file types and, by virtue of
its more sophisticated data access (e.g. extracting sub-parts of data using JSONPath
expressions), a variety of structured data.

For the ExaMiner use cases in particular, the most appropriate framework would
have been the higher-order relational algebra, providing SQL-like querying of struc-
tured data, for which we only have a basic proof of concept implementation at present.
However, a robust implementation of the algebra may well be possible by adding a
library of additional embedded functions to JSONMatch.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter we concluded that our research objectives have been achieved. How-
ever, we also described a number of limitations of the work and how some of these
have already of could be overcome. We also brought together a list of the applications
of our work in order to convey its impact.
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(a) User downloads app from App Store®. (b) User enters their SubSift username.

(c) SubSift paper tf-idf scores as bars. (d) Scores averaged to rate each session.

Figure 7.5: ECML-PKDD’12 conference planner iPhone app (Hambley 2012).
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this final chapter we draw conclusions from both the planned and serendipitous
results of our exploration. We then discuss a number of possible future directions for
both the approach and specific implementations featured.

8.1 Conclusions

In this Thesis we explored e-Science and e-Research approaches to the software en-
gineering problem of building research intelligence tools that profile and match het-
erogeneous data about researchers and their organisations. Our exploration began by
looking at different solutions to the submission sifting problem and described how an
e-Science approach resulted in the SubSift framework for comparing general textual
content, which also turned out to be highly applicable to our other use cases. We
then addressed a number of shortcomings of purely text-centric solutions by intro-
ducing a powerful higher-order representation and dataflow model, generalising the
SubSift framework correspondingly to produce the JSONMatch framework. Finally,
we speculated that the data comparisons in our use cases may be expressed as queries
in a relational algebra defined on terms in a higher-order logic, and reported on en-
couraging initial results. This exploration resulted in the successful addressing of our
research objectives and has contributed to knowledge in the following four ways.

C1. Exploration of workflow approaches to the submission sifting problem

Submission sifting is the problem of matching submitted conference or jour-
nal papers to potential peer reviewers based on the similarity between the pa-
per’s abstract and the reviewer’s publications as found in online bibliographic
databases. A generic submission sifting workflow and its components are ab-
stracted to define a general framework to enable web services to be assembled
into workflows to analyse heterogeneous textual content from web pages and
documents. A range of workflows are introduced to investigate the utility of
this framework in creating applications to support scientists and their organ-
isations. These applications are, of themselves, not individually novel; the
novelty is in their collective definition as workflow compositions of web ser-
vices. SubSift implementations of these workflows constitute a proof of con-
cept realisation of this general profiling and matching framework. One of the
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demonstrator applications is currently used as a recommender system by edi-
tors of two leading computer science journals1 . To the best of our knowledge,
despite the potential utility of such a set of services and notwithstanding that
the underlying techniques are well established, such an engineering solution is
not immediately available elsewhere.

C2. Dataflow model for analysing heterogeneous data

A higher-order dataflow model is introduced. The model ranges over a class
of higher-order relations that are sufficiently expressive to represent a wide va-
riety of unstructured, semi-structured and structured data. A proof of concept
web services implementation of higher-order dataflows, JSONMatch, is used
to demonstrate that the combination of this model and higher-order represen-
tation provides a powerful framework for analysing heterogeneous data in a
web application context. It is shown that the model has the necessary expres-
sive power to be able to implement submission sifting workflows through con-
cise user-supplied higher-order parameters to a dataflow at runtime rather than
through extensive application-specific code that would otherwise be required.
It was shown that pure transformations in the model satisfy the conditions of
an embarrassingly parallel function and hence, in principle at least, are highly
parallelisable and highly scalable.

C3. Formalism for querying heterogeneous structured data

The relational model and its associated relational algebra provide a formal-
ism for querying relational data in SQL databases. Hitherto there has been no
closely corresponding model and algebra for querying structured data origi-
nating from heterogeneous sources. A higher-order relational model is intro-
duced, lifting the traditional relational representation to the basic terms in a
higher-order logic that is better suited to the representation of structured data.
A relational algebra for basic terms is defined as a single coherent formalism
for querying heterogeneous structured data. It is shown that the traditional
relational algebra is a special case of the introduced algebra. An extension in-
corporates approximate joins on complex structured data and is demonstrated
to be both feasible have promise for future work.

C4. Bridge between two separate fields of research

Our work brings together the otherwise disparate research traditions of higher-
order computational logic and workflow systems; as such, this Thesis consti-
tutes a bridge between these communities and serves to demonstrate their joint
potential for addressing problems in research intelligence.

Also, the core content of this Thesis has been peer-reviewed and published in two
journal papers and three conference papers and is supported by seven supplementary
publications, five of which were peer-reviewed.

1Reported by personal communication by Flach (January 2010), Editor-in-Chief, Machine Learning,
and Webb (January 2013), Editor-in-Chief, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery.
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8.2 Future Work

We next present a range of possible future research directions for this work, organised
under the following headings.

• Enhancements to Submission Sifting Workflows

• Scaling-up to Big Volume Big Data

• Higher-Order Relational Database

• Social Network Analysis

• Research Objects

The chapter, and thesis, then concludes with a brief summary of this future work.

8.2.1 Enhancements to Submission Sifting Workflows

Over the past few years we have responded to suggestions for enhancement from
users of the SubSift framework by implementing new functionality or otherwise
demonstrating how the same effect could be achieved within the e-Science and e-
Research approach without requiring changes to SubSift. However, some of the user
suggestions fall outside the scope of our research objectives and questions. Similarly,
as part of the overall exploratory work of this Thesis we have identified a number of
other potential enhancements that also fall outside the scope of our work. We list the
ones we consider most important below.

Integration with a conference management system (CMS) – This is one of the
most frequent requests we have received. Integration of the existing submission
sifting workflow could be achieved by creating new CMS-specific workflow
components to translate between SubSift’s input/output data formats and those
of the target CMS. Retaining the e-Science approach, communication between
the CMS and SubSift could be implemented as web services. Alternatively,
the open source SubSift software could be hard-coded into the target CMS. A
hybrid solution is also possible whereby a SubSift server is run locally on the
same network as the CMS, thereby avoiding sending data over the Internet or
external dependencies on the University of Bristol hosted SubSift web service.

Similarity versus importance – A suggestion from PC Chair, Bart Goethals pro-
posed that SubSift reports include a second column showing the rank of that
reviewer’s similarity to a given paper with respect to that of other reviewers for
the same paper. Allowing PC Chairs and reviewers to sort papers on this new
attribute would help to inform their decision making.

Finding reviewers for journal submissions – We implemented this expert finding
use case at an institutional scale in the ExaMiner project but, intuitively, pro-
filing and matching against the whole of a large-scale online bibliography like
DBLP would draw on a much wider pool of potential experts. Scaling SubSift
up from hundreds to the thousands of reviewers is possible in our higher-order
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dataflow model and, although not tested, in principle using our JSONMatch
proof of concept framework. However, JSONMatch’s serial execution would
be impractically slow for such large-scale datasets and a different implemen-
tation of our model would be required. This is scaling-up to Big Volume Big
Data is discussed later in this section.

Generating keywords – Conference PC Chair, Qiang Yang asked whether profiles
could generate keywords based on an ontology provided by the PC Chair. This
is already possible in SubSift to some extent and was demonstrated in our
workflow for “Use Case 4 – Profiling Reading Lists” where the set of terms
was restricted to come from the ACM Computing Classification System (CCS).
However, this lexicon approach is the simplest form of ontology and, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, richer ontology structures and techniques are available
that might be exploited to avoid the need to have an exact literal string match
between the term in the text being profiled and the ontological concept.

Receiving such unsolicited qualitative feedback and suggestions has been one of the
most encouraging aspects of the submission sifting aspects of our work. It also sug-
gests that, while outside of the research objectives of this Thesis, further work in this
area is something that would be of interest to these research communities and, given
the widespread practice of academic peer review, possibly others too.

8.2.2 Scaling-up to Big Volume Big Data

In “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows” we introduced a higher-order dataflow
model that supports highly parallelisable design patterns and possesses useful prop-
erties for analysing heterogeneous data serially over extended time periods without
requiring traditional Big Data computing facilities. JSONMatch is a proof of concept
implementation of this model that is capable of processing much larger datasets than
SubSift, its predecessor which relied on an in-memory algorithm for both profiling
and matching. However, use cases for our existing workflows have emerged that re-
quire large-scale storage and high-performance parallel computation – for instance,
to profile and compare local document collections against all the documents in a size-
able online bibliography such as DBLP, as mentioned in the “Finding reviewers for
journal submissions” request from the previous section.

The workflows presented in this Thesis demonstrate practical applications of Sub-
Sift and JSONMatch on relatively small, albeit Big Variety Big Data (i.e. heteroge-
neous data) with modest hardware, we anticipate that these workflows could be used
largely unchanged in the Big Volume Big Data setting; only the internal behaviour
of JSONMatch would differ, most likely as a result of re-implementation using the
MapReduce [DG08] paradigm in Apache Hadoop – perhaps using higher-level tools
such as Apache Pig.

8.2.3 Higher-Order Relational Database

In “Chapter 5 – Querying and Merging Heterogeneous Data” we defined a higher-
order relational model and reported on experimental approximate joins using a pro-
totype implementation. The prototype was written in Prolog in order to take advan-
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tage of its representational similarity to the higher-order representation in which our
algebra was defined. Prolog also provided an ideal computational paradigm for the
evaluation of the default kernel for basic terms on arbitrary structured data, which
formed the basis of our approximate joins. However, current Prolog implementations
do not lend themselves to the development of large-scale database systems capable of
working with datasets of comparable sizes to current relational databases, document-
based NoSQL databases, or distributed file stores.

One possible future direction would be to implement the higher-order relational
model as a virtual layer over an existing relational database. Another would be to
implement it within the framework of a Big Data NoSQL database, such as CouchDB
which has built-in MapReduce features, or using a MapReduce tool such as Hadoop,
in conjunction with a large-scale distributed file system.

Alternatively, another possible future direction would be to utilise the higher-
order dataflow model introduced in “Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows”, and im-
plement the higher-order relational algebra as embedded functions within the tem-
plate terms of transformations. For similar web application settings to those in this
Thesis, it might be possible to use the existing JSONMatch framework; for larger-
scale (Big Volume) applications it would be necessary to implement the algebra in a
scaled-up Big Data framework, such as the scaled-up JSONMatch envisaged in the
previous section.

8.2.4 Social Network Analysis

In this section we outline an exploratory investigation of a potential application of
SubSift to social network analysis within an organisation. Figure 8.1 shows a frag-
ment of a dendrogram produced in Matlab by clustering a similarity matrix calculated
by SubSift, pairwise matching ILRT staff homepages2. The parenthesised numbers
to the right of the labels represent each staff member’s actual ILRT project group
membership. Note that the matrix was first converted from cosine similarity to a nor-
malised cosine distance. These distances were then used as input to an agglomerative
(bottom-up) hierarchical clustering algorithm [War63]. Figure 8.2 shows pairwise
precision and recall for thresholds at each node in the dendrogram, produced in the
same way as for our experiments in Chapter 5. While the precision-recall plot sug-
gests no single ideal threshold, some project groups are rediscovered by the cluster-
ing but, more interestingly, the clustering also reveals older project groupings and
co-authorships prior to organisational restructuring at ILRT. Potential applications
might include locating research bid partners across an organisation or identifying
informal structures within an organisation.

8.2.5 Research Objects

Research Objects aim to describe and, where possible, archive both data and com-
putational aspects of research, particularly published research [DR13, BCG` 12].
Research Objects are not yet a mature and universally adopted concept but they have
received considerable interest in the UK from the Research Data Management com-
munity, where funders and publishers are now mandating the publication of research

2ILRT – http://www.bristol.ac.uk/ilrt/, harvested May 2010.
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Figure 8.1: Using SubSift similarity data to cluster ILRT staff homepages.

data that supports published research outputs. Although the emphasis in the UK
to-date has been on storing and curating research data, the scientific principle of re-
producibility seems likely to result in this extending to computational aspects in the
future – including the provenance of data, such as where it originated and precisely
how it was transformed. Research Objects are intended to capture such informa-
tion. Therefore, we include Research Objects in this discussion of future directions
and consider three aspects that are particularly relevant to this Thesis: research data
publication, research data provenance and reproducible computation.

The SubSift and JSONMatch frameworks support the publication of folders and
relations respectively to the web. Permissions can be controlled at the level of folders
or relations so that, where required, restricted access can be enforced. JSONMatch
allows arbitrary structured data to be associated with both relations and the elements
within a relation, which might make it possible to add standard DataCite3 metadata
that describes the data contained therein. This could, perhaps, extend to issuing a
DataCite Document Object Identifier (DOI) for data.

Importantly for research data publication, our frameworks make data available
in multiple formats, including RDF, XML and JSON. When a folder or relation is
designated as public it is mapped to a publicly accessible URL. However, because
the data is simultaneously made available in multiple formats, it can be considered
to exist at multiple URLs sharing the same stem but having different file extensions4

(e.g. .rdf, .xml and .json). Publishing data in this range of formats allows users
to download the data in the most convenient format for their work. However the fact
that RDF is one of the formats also means that any data published by this method
automatically becomes part of the Semantic Web graph and is available in Linked
Data format. This aids discoverability of the data but, compared to publishing solely
as RDF, does not require that users must access the data as RDF, they can choose
whichever format is most convenient for their intended use. Future work could in-

3DataCite – http://www.datacite.org/, visited April 2014.
4Alternatively, HTTP content negotiation may be used to retrieve multiple formats from the same

URL stem without the need to specify a file extension.
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Figure 8.2: Pairwise precision and recall for clustered ILRT staff homepages.

vestigate the potential utility of these features from the perspective of the Semantic
Web and Linked Data, for instance investigating whether profile data can be used
to link JSONMatch-published data with other datasets in the Linked Data cloud, for
example Wordnet or DBPedia (the Linked Data version of Wikipedia).

The web service components of SubSift include methods associated with the pa-
rameterised, but hard-coded, algorithms for profiling and matching folders of data
items. Workflows composed from these components completely defines their inter-
actions and parameters and consequently have an important role to play in formally
recording the provenance of transformations of the workflow’s input data. This same
recording can be recorded in even more fine-grained detail in JSONMatch, where
the transformations are specified within the higher-order parameters to the dataflow.
However, an open research problem remains around the archiving of web services’
computational behaviour and algorithms in e-Science and e-Research systems. In the
case of our frameworks, the availability of the source code makes this possible by
archiving the software underpinning the framework. However, where JSONMatch is
used to embed third-party web services (e.g. from Yahoo! Pipes), there is currently
no established method of archiving this functionality.

Finally, an interesting summary research question that involves investigating all
of the ideas discussed in this section is: to what degree can folders and relations in
the SubSift or JSONMatch frameworks be treated as Research Objects?
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8.2.6 Virtual APIs

One of the lessons from this Thesis is that adding additional flexibility and power to
an API comes with a corresponding cost in terms of the amount of work needed for
a user to specify a dataflow. The higher-order template parameters to a JSONMatch
transformation are non-trivial and can be time-consuming to develop. However, once
developed, their re-use (from personal experience) often just involves cut and pasting
the same template string into the calling code. Clearly there is a need to create a way
to save transformation parameters so that they can be easily re-used, but more impor-
tantly so that they can be packaged up to create Virtual APIs that could, for example,
outwardly create an API that is as easy to use as SubSift’s but beneath the surface it is
simply a pre-defined set of higher-order templates and workflow sequences. Adding
such a layer to JSONMatch would enable different types of user to engage with the
system at different levels so that expert users could develop application or domain-
specific Virtual APIs that could then be utilised by less experienced users.

8.2.7 Summary of Future Work

In this section we presented a range of possible future research directions for this
work. Our own ideas for enhancements to the workflows of our original use cases
were described along with those contributed by conference delegates, PC Chairs and
other users. Intuitive ideas for scaling-up our frameworks to process Big Volume Big
Data, and for scaleable implementation of our higher-order relational model, as well
as the notion of a Virtual API, were discussed. We presented an initial investigation
into possible applications of profiling and matching in the domain of social network
analysis, before concluding with a discussion of broader ranging questions relating
to Research Objects and Virtual APIs.
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Appendix A

A JSONPath Primer

In this appendix we give an introduction to the JSON data format and the JSONPath
language. These topics support Chapter 4 – Higher-Order Dataflows.

A.1 JSON

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a data interchange format that is well supported
by a wide range of programming languages and applications1 . JSON has a remark-
ably simple (and thus far stable) syntax that will be instantly familiar to programmers
of C-family languages like C/C++, Java, JavaScript, Perl and Python. Variations or
extensions of the JSON syntax are not permitted under the standard [ECM13].

JSON data consists of arrays, denoted [elem1,elem2,...], and objects, denoted
{"key1":elem1, "key2":elem2, ...} where each elem is a string, number, array,
object or one of the constants true, false and null. The following is an example of
a JSON object representing a publication.

{

"publication": {

"title": "Coding guidelines for Prolog",

"year": 2012,

"journal": "Theory and Practice of Logic Programming",

"volume": 12,

"number": 6,

"keywords": ["Prolog", "style", "coding standards"],

"pages": {

"count": 39,

"range": [889, 927]

},

"authors": [

{"lastname": "Covington", "initials": ["M", "A"]},

{"lastname": "Bagnara", "initials": ["R"]},

{"lastname": "O’Keefe", "initials": ["R", "A"]},

{"lastname": "Wielemaker", "initials": ["J"]},

{"lastname": "Price", "initials": ["S"]}

]

}

}

1JSON – http://json.org, visited April 2014.
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The outermost object is called publication and has properties such as title, year,
etc. The keywords property consists of an array of strings. The pages property is an
object with two properties, the second of which is an array. The authors property is
an array of objects, each of which is an author’s surname and an array of their initials.

JSON is widely used in web services and all modern web browsers have fast built-
in JSON parsers and serialisers. The language’s simplicity, widespread support and
popularity in web services has also led to JSON being used as the default interchange
format for document-based NoSQL databases associated with Big Data applications.
JSON data is typically transported over HTTP as plain text with the mime type of
application/json. Although typically more concise that an equivalent XML repre-
sentation of the same data, different transport serialisations of JSON are used in some
document-based systems: for example BSON (Binary JSON) is used as a compressed
serialisation to reduce physical storage and bandwidth requirements.

Unlike XML which has a standard XML Schema, JSON currently has no standard
JSON Schema. There are currently competing proposals for a standard JSON Schema
and, interestingly, most of the candidates are themselves expressed in JSON.

A.2 JSONPath

JSONPath is a language for writing expressions that refer to sub-parts of a JSON data
structure [Gös07]. A single JSONPath expression can identify one or more elements
in an array, one or more elements in an object, or one or more elements in arbitrarily
deeply nested arrays and objects. In both name and design, JSONPath is based on the
more widely known XPath language for referring to sub-parts of an XML structure
[RCDS14]. However, by design there are a number of important differences between
the two path languages:

• JSONPath notation closely corresponds to the native data representations in the
C-family of languages. In many cases, JSONPath expressions have syntacti-
cally identical expressions in the implementation language.

• JSONPath includes only a minimal subset of the features of XPath. This makes
its implementation trivial compared to XPath and also makes it easier for de-
velopers to learn and use for common use cases.

JSONPath expressions always begin with a $ character, which refers to the root
of a JSON data structure (i.e. the whole data structure). References to sub-parts of
the structure use the familiar dot notation from languages such as JavaScript, Java,
Python and PHP. Alternatively, the n-dimensional array syntax found in all the C-
family languages may be used. The two notations may be mixed in the same expres-
sion. Examples of both notations are given in Table A.1 for JSONPath expressions
referring to sub-parts of the example JSON structure from the previous section.

All the examples in Table A.1 refer to absolute elements within a structure. However
the referential power of path expressions comes from their ability to refer to ranges
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Table A.1: EXAMPLE JSONPATH ABSOLUTE EXPRESSIONS

JSONPath Expression JSON Element

$.publication.title "Coding guidelines for Prolog"

$[’publication’][’title’] "Coding guidelines for Prolog"

$.publication.year 2012

$[’publication’][’year’] 2012

$.publication.keywords.0 "Prolog"

$[’publication’][’keywords’][0] "Prolog"

$.publication.keywords.1 "style"

$[’publication’][’keywords’][1] "style"

$.publication.pages {"count":39,"range":[889,927]}

$[’publication’][’pages’] {"count":39,"range":[889,927]}

$.publication.pages.count 39

$[’publication’][’pages’][’count’] 39

$.publication.pages.range.0 889

$[’publication’][’pages’][’range’][0] 889

and subsets of elements at arbitrary nested depths in a JSON structure. To achieve
this, JSONPath includes syntax elements for traversing abitrary JSON structures and
identifying single or multiple sub-parts of the structure. Table A.2 introduces this
syntax by analogy with the syntax of XPath.

In Table A.3 we give example JSONPath expressions applied to the same example
JSON publication data structure from the previous section. We do not provide
examples of JSONPath’s ?() or () operators because they are excluded from our
work because they are inherently insecure in a web application context and therefore
disabled in our JSONMatch application of JSONPath.

JavaScript, C# and PHP implementations of JSONPath are available as open
source from the JSONPath project on Google Code2. The Perl version used in the
JSONMatch implementation from Chapter 4 is available on CPAN3. Open source
implementations are also available for other popular languages, including C4, Java5,
Python6, Ruby7 and Scala8. The interactive JSONPath Expression Tester is a good
way to both learn and try out JSONPath without having to write any code9.

2JSONPath project – https://code.google.com/p/jsonpath/, visited April 2014.
3JSONPath in Perl – https://metacpan.org/pod/JSON::Path, visited April 2014.
4JSONPath in C – https://github.com/rogerz/jansson/tree/json_path, visited

April 2014.
5JSONPath in Java – https://url.google.com/p/json-path/, visited April 2014.
6JSONPath in Python – https://github.com/kennknowles/python-jsonpath-rw,

visited April 2014.
7JSONPath in Ruby – https://github.com/joshbuddy/jsonpath, visited April 2014.
8JSONPath in Scala – https://github.com/gatling/jsonpath, visited April 2014.
9JSONPath Tester – http://jsonpath.curiousconcept.com, visited April 2014
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Table A.2: JSONPATH SYNTAX ELEMENTS [Gös07]

XPath JSONPath Description

/ $ Root object/element.

. @ Current object/element.

/ . or [] Child operator.

.. n/a Parent operator.

// .. Recursive descent. JSONPath borrows this syntax
from ECMAScript for XML (E4X):.

* * Wildcard. All objects/elements regardless their
names.

@ n/a Attribute access. JSON structures do not have at-
tributes.

[] [] Subscript operator. XPath uses it to iterate over el-
ement collections and for predicates. In JavaScript
and JSON it is the native array operator.

| [,] Union operator in XPath results in a combination
of node sets. JSONPath allows alternate names or
array indices as a set.

n/a [start:end:step] Array slice operator borrowed from ECMAScript
(ES4):.

[] ?() Applies a filter (script) expression.

n/a () Script expression in the native implementation
language (e.g. JavaScript).

() n/a Grouping in XPath.

:
www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards, visited April 2014.
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Table A.3: EXAMPLE JSONPATH EXPRESSIONS

JSONPath Expression JSON Elements

$..title ["Coding guidelines for Prolog"]

$..count [39]

$.publication..count [39]

$..range [[889,927]]

$..range.* [889,927]

$..range[*] [889,927]

$..pages[*] [39,[889,927]]

$..lastname ["Covington","Bagnara",...,"Price"]

$..lastname[1,1,4,4] ["Bagnara","Bagnara","Price","Price"]

$..initials [["M","A"],["R"],["R","A"],["J"],["S"]]

$..initials[*] ["M","A","R","R","A","J","S"]

$..initials[0] ["M","R","R","J","S"]

$..initials[1] ["A","A"]

$..initials[1,0] ["A","M","R","A","R","J","S"]

$..authors[-2:].lastname ["Wielemaker","Price"]

$..authors[-2:-1] [{"lastname":"Wielemaker","initials":["J"]}]

$..authors[-2:-1].* ["Wielemaker",["J"]]
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Appendix B

JSONMatch Functions

JSONMatch allows functions to be embedded in the relation template and item tem-
plate passed to a transformations. These functions all return JSON values (i.e. scalars,
arrays or objects). JSONMatch templates are represented as JSON which, by design,
is a language without functions. For this reason JSONMatch embedded functions are
represented as JSON arrays, where the first element is the name of the function, as a
string, and subsequent elements are the arguments of the function, as follows.

["namespace:function", arg1,...,argN]

JSONMatch has a library of built-in functions that all have names beginning "jm:",
designating the JSONMatch namespace. A trivial example is the function jm:length,
which maps a string to its length, e.g. ["jm:length", "abc"] will be substituted
with 3. This may be embedded in a template such as the JSON object below.

{

"x": "abc",

"y": ["jm:length", "abc"]

}

After evaluation, this would result in the following JSON object.

{

"x": "abc",

"y": 3

}

To extend the functionality of JSONMatch a mechanism is provided for adding
new functions as arbitrary calls to REST API web services. The following section
documents this HTTP-based mechanism and is followed by a brief section on alterna-
tives for adding more performant functions locally. JSONMatch continues to evolve
and so the definitive documentation is always the online version on the JSONMatch
website1. The online documentation includes detailed descriptions of each of the

1JSONMatch website – http://jsonmatch.ilrt.bris.ac.uk, visited April 2014.
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built-in functions along with examples of their use. To give a feel for the current ca-
pability of the system, the final section in this appendix lists the current (April 2014)
range of built-in functions.

B.1 External Extension Functions

The range of functions available for embedding in JSONMatch templates is not re-
stricted to the list of built-in "jm:" functions described in the final section of this
appendix. Additional functions may be added to a template by registering the url of
external RESTful web services and REST API method calls on those services using
a special JSONMatch parameter called init. These registered url-method pairs may
then be embedded in JSONMatch templates using associated ["namespace:function"]

name and used just like the built-in "jm:function", arg1,...,argN] functions, but
with the requirement that arguments are passed as a JSON object including the key
params, which has an associated list of arg-value pairs as follows.

["namespace:function",

{"params": {

arg1: value1,

arg2: value2,

...

argN: valueN

}}]

The registration of an external REST web service method as a new JSONMatch
function is illustrated in the following example templates parameter to some trans-
formation. The example registers a (previously unmentioned) SubSift web service
method called search as a new JSONMatch function called sift:search. The reg-
istration is achieved by inclusion of one or more jm:register function calls in the
special init template value. No output is produced as a result of JSONMatch evalu-
ating the init value and so any valid JSON structure may be used, including none or
more jm:register function calls. Functions embedded in the init value are guaran-
teed to be evaluated before the more familiar relation, item and lambda templates,
which means that the registered functions may be invoked from these templates.

{

"init": ["jm:register",

"sift:search",

"get",

"http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/sift/search",

{"params": {"refresh": 1}}

],

"item": {

"timestamp": ["jm:timestamp"],

"description": "Result of searching DBLP for author names",

"results": ["sift:search", {"params": {

"names_list": "Peter Flach",

"refresh": 0

}}]
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}

}

The above JSON object also includes an item template with two embedded func-
tions. The first invokes a built-in function to insert a timestamp into the resultant
item. The second invokes the external SubSift web service sift:search to search
the DBLP online bibliography for a comma-separated list of author names (just a
list of one person in this example). A second parameter, "refresh":0, overrides
a default of "refresh":1 defined in the original registration of the external func-
tion. This parameter determines whether SubSift’s cached copy of the search results
should be used or whether a fresh search should be sent to DBLP. The resulting item
from a transformation using the above item template is shown below (abbreviated
for clarity).

{

"timestamp": 1400941364.897874,

"description": "Result of searching DBLP for author names",

"results": [

{

"name": "Peter Flach",

"uri": "/db/indices/a-tree/f/Flach:Peter.html"

},

{

"name": "Peter A. Flach",

"uri": "/db/indices/a-tree/f/Flach:Peter_A=.html"

},

{

"name": "Peter Flachenecker",

"uri": "/db/indices/a-tree/f/Flachenecker:Peter.html"

}

]

}

The results key is associated with the value returned by the call to sift:search and
is an array of matches for each author name passed as an argument. In this example,
there are three matches for “Peter Flach” in the DBLP author database.

RESTful web services rely on HTTP, which is well suited to for accessing re-
mote services, particularly where the amount of data to be transferred is not large
and the number of calls is relatively small. Bespoke functionality may be usefully
incorporated into JSONMatch using this mechanism by writing new web services
or by incorporating calls to existing web services, such as those listed in directories
like Programmable Web2. However, HTTP is inefficient for the inclusion of high-
performance functions, particularly where the data to be transferred is large or the
number of calls is high. In future, JSONMatch may also support local protocols as a
more performant alternative to HTTP, but until then the internal extension mechanism
described in the next section offers a pragmatic alternative.

2Programmable Web – http://www.programmableweb.com, visited April 2014.
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B.2 Internal Extension Functions

This section is only relevant if developers have shell or sftp access to the installed
folder of a JSONMatch installation, for example when running JSONMatch on their
own computer or when they have been granted read-write access to the functions

folder in an otherwise access-restricted installation as described below. A basic
knowledge of Perl programming is also required, although it is not necessary to un-
derstand the complexities of the JSONMatch source code apart from the intuitive
extension mechanism descibed here.

New JSONMatch functions can be added directly through a purpose-designed
scheme that lets programmers add new libraries such that they will be automatically
detected by JSONMatch and declared as namespaces with corresponding function
collections. This scheme is inspired by the declarative loose coupling approach used
in frameworks like Python Django and Ruby Rails, where the system looks for files
following a pre-defined naming pattern in a designated folder. In JSONMatch, this
folder is called functions and is a sub-folder of the application home (installation)
folder, i.e.

<home_folder>/functions/

and any files named <namespace>_functions.pl found in there are automatically
detected and a corresponding function namespace declared, e.g.

<home_folder>/functions/soap_functions.pl

would declare a namespace called soap:. There is no other registration or linking
required. Perl functions in each file that follow a pre-defined naming scheme (i.e.
function_<namespace>_<fn>) are automatically added to the file’s namespace as
JSONMatch functions that may be embedded just as with the built-in functions. For
example, the following function in a hello_functions.pl file,

sub function_hello_world {

my ($message, $times) = @_;

return $message x $times; #x is Perl’s string repeat operator

}

could be invoked from within a JSONMatch template as,

["hello:world", "Hello World!", 3]

where hello: is the namespace, world is the JSONMatch function name within that
namespace and "Hello World!", 3 are arguments.

The functions in these libraries do not directly deal with JSON; the input and
output of the functions are native Perl data structures. JSONMatch handles the type
transformations required to map these values to their JSON equivalents at the REST
API level. JSONMatch uses the internal extension mechanism described in this sec-
tion to implement all the functions in the jm: namespace. For a wide range of exam-
ples, inspection of the jm_functions.pl file in the functions folder will reveal the
implementation of each of the built-in jm: functions listed in the next section.
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B.3 Built-in Functions

The built-in JSONMatch functions can be divided into the following categories.

• Meta
• Web
• Time
• Set
• Array
• String
• Text
• Comparison

The tables below list the full range of functions in each of these categories. Further
details are available in the online documentation on the JSONMatch website.

Table B.1: JSONMATCH META FUNCTIONS

Function Description

apply Apply higher-order JSON template to each element of an array.

restrict Select values in an array that satisfy a predicate.

generate As apply but outputs results as new relation items.

project Subpart/s of a value identified by a JSONPath expression.

types Detect types of all subparts of a JSON value.

Table B.2: JSONMATCH WEB FUNCTIONS

Function Description

http_get Fetches text of web page; or REST call.

http_post Submits web form; or REST call.

register Register external REST functions.

rpc Remote procedure call to registered external REST functions.

Table B.3: JSONMATCH TIME FUNCTIONS

Function Description

time Floating seconds since Epoch (using millisecond accuracy).

interval Floating seconds between two times.

timestamp Time when the current transformation started.
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Table B.4: JSONMATCH SET FUNCTIONS

Function Description

set Constructs a key-boolean set from an array of
keys.

set_cardinality Cardinality of N key-boolean sets as the num-
ber of unique keys.

set_union Union of N key-boolean sets as a key-boolean
set.

multiset Constructs a key-multiplicity set from an ar-
ray of keys.

multiset_cardinality Cardinality of N key-multiplicity sets as the
sum of multiplicities.

multiset_increment Increments a key-count set for each key in N
multisets/arrays.

multiset_union Union of N key-multiplicity sets as a key-
multiplicitysum set.

object Constructs a key-value set from
[key,value,key,value,...] array.

object_cardinality Cardinality of a key-value set as the number
of keys.

object_keys Keys of a key-value set as an array of keys.

object_values Values of a key-value set as an array of values.

object_union Union of N key-value sets as a key-
[value,value,...] set.

Table B.5: JSONMATCH ARRAY FUNCTIONS

Function Description

push Appends a value to the end of an array.

append Appends an array of values to the end of an array.

size Number of elements in an array.

sort Sort values in an array, possibly on a specified subpart.

limit Truncate array to keep first N values.
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Table B.6: JSONMATCH STRING FUNCTIONS

Function Description

extract Substring matching a regular expression.

remove_html Strips HTML mark-up from a string.

downcase Converts a string to lower case.

upcase Converts a string to upper case.

length Length of string.

concat Concatenate array of strings (with optional separator).

strip Strip specified characters from string.

latinise Replace diacritics with latin character/s.

normalise_whitespace Replace whitespace sequences by a single space.

split Splits a string into a list of words.

Table B.7: JSONMATCH TEXT FUNCTIONS

Function Description

entities Recognises names of people, places, etc.

stem Replaces words with their Porter stem.

ngrams Returns n-grams from a list of words.

pgrams Returns p-spectrum of a list of words.

prefixes Counts left substrings of a list of words.

exclude_words Removes supplied ‘stopwords’ from list.

include_words Restricts words to supplied vocabulary.

replace_words Substitutes words using supplied mapping.

min_length Deletes words below specified length.

stopwords Set of common English words.

Table B.8: JSONMATCH COMPARISON FUNCTIONS

Function Description

if If argument1 then argument2 else argument3.

eq True if arguments are equal.

gt True if argument1 > argument2.

lt True if argument1 < argument2.

not True if argument is false.

tfidf Calculates TF-IDF for a multiset of words.

cosine Cosine similarity of term-weight vectors.

kernel Kernel (as a distance) on JSON values.
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Appendix C

JSONMatch Submission Sifting

Workflow

This appendix presents a complete set of REST API method calls for all the higher-
order transformations featured in the JSONMatch implementation of the submission
sifting workflow. The schematic for this workflow was introduced in Figure 4.15
(p.134) from Chapter 4, where a partial sequence of method calls was given in an
abbreviated form for clarity of example. The method calls here include unabbreviated
REST API method parameters, although output examples shown are still abbreviated
to maintain readability. As a convenience we reproduce the same workflow here as
Figure C.1 but in a more compact format that labels transformations as their higher-
order parameters (previously depicted as “HO Params.” in the Workflow Inputs).

Wor

Wor

a3 ← a2

a2 ← a 

Papers

Paper-PCs

m ← a3 × pc4

pc4 ← pc3

pc3 ← pc2

PC URIs

Profiles Profiles

Matches

PC-Papers Bids

pc ← CSV

HTML

GENERATOR

HTML

GENERATOR

Matches

CSVHTML HTML

pc2 ← pca ← CSV

bids ← m

Matches

Figure C.1: Higher-order transformations in the submission sifting workflow.
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Below we describe the transformations involved in the submission sifting workflow
under the following four headings corresponding respectively to the top-left branch,
top-right branch, joining and bottom-right branches depicted in Figure C.1.

C.1 Profiling Submitted Papers

C.2 Profiling Programme Committee Members

C.3 Profile Matching

C.4 Bid Initialisation

We do not present the HTML Generator steps in the workflow as these are imple-
mented outside of JSONMatch using established web templating techniques.

C.1 Profiling Submitted Papers

The following three transformations compute profiles for each of the submitted pa-
pers. The first ingests the titles and abstracts to produce an item per paper, the second
“cleans” the text before producing term counts and the third normalises the term
counts to produce tf-idf scores for each term in each paper.

Transformation 1 (a Ð CSV). The input is a CSV file with rows: <id>, <title>,
<text>, i.e. the paper id, paper title and paper abstract text for each paper. This can
be loaded into JSONMatch to create a basic relation called a (denoting abstracts),
with id as the item id as specified by the JSONPath expression "$[0]", referring to
the 0th element of each input row, using the following HTTP request.

POST /relations/a/items

from=csv

id_path=$[0]

is_schema=1

use_schema=1

value=<text of papers csv file>

By default JSONMatch will import CSV data, creating each item as an array
corresponding to one row in the CSV data. For illustrative purposes, here we use the
optional is_schema parameter (1=true, 0=false, default of 0) to specify that the CSV
file has a heading row consisting of column titles and so that row should not itself
produce and item in the output relation. We also the closely related use_schema=1

parameter to specify that JSONMatch should create an item consisting of a JSON
object for each row, using the column titles as the key in each key-value pair in the
object. This creates items with the following structure, which can be retrieved from
JSONMatch using a GET /relations/a/items request to display the first 10 items
(optional numeric parameters count and page allow access to further items).

{

"item" : {
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"<paper1_id>" : {

"id" : "<paper1_id>",

"title" : "<paper1_title>",

"text" : "<paper1_abstract>"

},

"<paper2_id>" : {

"id" : "<paper2_id>",

"title" : "<paper2_title>",

"text" : "<paper2_abstract>"

},

...

"<paper10_id>" : {

"id" : "<paper10_id>",

"title" : "<paper10_title>",

"text" : "<paper10_abstract>"

}

}

}

Transformation 2 (a2 Ð a). A map transformation now processes the concate-
nated title and text string, identified by JSONPath "$.items[0].title" and
"$.items[0].text" respectively, in each input item. This is exactly the same text
processing as used in SubSift, but there it was controlled by API parameters; here it
is controlled by the nesting of embedded functions in the item template below. The
processing is essentially a sequence: beginning by converting the text to lowercase,
removing HTML tags, splitting the text into an array of words (of 3 to 20 characters
in length, using whitespace as the word boundary), removing common English words
(i.e. excluding stopwords), replacing this array words with an array of terms of 1-3
words in length (i.e. 1-grams, 2-grams and 3-grams), then (for illustrative purposes,
but rather pointlessly) restricts the terms to be any term at all1, before finally counting
the frequency of each term and storing the term-frequency pairs as a multiset (bag)
in the term_n value of the respective output item.

As paper items (documents) are processed, totals for all the papers (corpus) are
accumulated in the relation properties by summing the term_n and document_n term
counts of each item. Exactly how this is acheived is explained shortly.

POST /relations/a2/from/a

generator=map

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": {}, // bag of term-n count pairs

"corpus_dt": {}, // bag of term-dt count pairs

"corpus_N": "$.arguments_size.[0]" // #items in relation a

},

"item": {

"id": "$.items[0].id",

"title": "$.items[0].title",

"term_n": ["jm:multiset", // term-n counts for document

["jm:include_words",

["jm:ngrams",

["jm:exclude_words",

1In Use Case 4 terms are restricted to the ACM Computing Classification System (CCS) lexicon.
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["jm:split",

["jm:remove_html",

["jm:downcase",

["jm:concat",

["$.items[0].title", " ", "$.items[0].text"]

]

]

],

{"minimum_length": 3, "maximum_length": 20,

"regex": "[\\W]"}

],

{"ignore_case": 0, "exclude": ["jm:stopwords"]}

],

{"nvalues": [1,2,3]} //1-grams, 2-grams, 3-grams

],

{"ignore_case": 0, "include": {}} //i.e. unrestricted!

]

],

// document_n is the total no. terms in this document

"document_n": ["jm:multiset_cardinality", "$.item.term_n"]

},

"relation_each_item": {

// update relation-level counter variables

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union", "$.relation.corpus_n",

"$.item.term_n"],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment", "$.relation.corpus_dt",

"$.item.term_n"]

}

}

For brevity, in the body of the Thesis we abbreviated the templates parameter in
our examples. In particular, we reduced the number of text pre-processing embedded
functions and did not separately show the relation_each_item template. The latter
is conceptually part of the relation parameter but our proof of concept compiler re-
quires this “sub-template” to be explicitly declared even though a more sophisticated
compiler implementation could detect dependencies between variables and shield the
user from this complexity. In our implementation, the relation template is evalu-
ated just once, at the start of the transformation whereas the relation_each_item

template is evaluated after each item is generated – giving the user a way to manually
specify which expressions are evaluated at each item and which can just be evaluated
once as an initialisation step before any items are generated. In effect, this is a manual
optimisation that should ideally be performed by the compiler. Also, as discussed in
Chapter 4 transformation involving relations that have global dependencies on items
are not guaranteed to be embarrassingly parallel as they require shared read/write ac-
cess to variables at the relation-level, such as the corpus_n and corpus_dt counters
in the above transformation example.

Below we give real-world example of a single item from a and the corresponding
output item from a2 after this transformation for one of the accepted papers from
the ECML-PKDD 2012 conference. In reading these examples, observe that JSON-
Match serialises JSON object keys in alphabetical order, which can differ from the
order specified in the template. Keys in JSON objects are, by definition in the JSON
language, unordered but to make it easier for developers to control dependencies on
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the evaluation order in higher-order templates, JSONMatch ensures that key-value
pairs are processed in the order specified in the template (e.g. document_n in the
above template depends on item_n having already been computed before its own
evaluation and so is positioned after item_n in the template).

An item from the input relation a, as viewed by the HTTP request:

GET /relations/a/items/44

{

"item" : {

"44" : {

"id" : "44",

"text" : "Distinct social networks are interconnected via

bridge users, who play thus a key role when crossing information

is investigated in the context of Social Internetworking

analysis. Unfortunately, not always users make their role of

bridge explicit by specifying the so-called me edge (i.e., the

edge connecting the accounts of the same user in two distinct

social networks), missing thus a potentially very useful

information. As a consequence, discovering missing me edges is an

important problem to face in this context yet not so far

investigated. In this paper, we propose a common-neighbors

approach to detecting missing me edges, which returns good

results in real life settings. Indeed, an experimental campaign

shows both that the state-of-the-art common-neighbors approaches

cannot be effectively applied to our problem and, conversely,

that our approach returns precise and complete results.",

"title" : "Discovering Links among Social Networks"

}

}

}

An item from the output relation a2, as viewed by the HTTP request:

GET /relations/a2/items/44

{

"item" : {

"44" : {

"document_n" : 81,

"id" : "44",

"term_n" : {

"accounts" : 1,

"analysis" : 1,

"applied" : 1,

"approach" : 2,

"approaches" : 1,

"art" : 1,

"bridge" : 2,

"called" : 1,

"campaign" : 1,

"common" : 2,

"complete" : 1,
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"connecting" : 1,

"consequence" : 1,

"context" : 2,

"conversely" : 1,

"crossing" : 1,

"detecting" : 1,

"discovering" : 2,

"distinct" : 2,

"edge" : 2,

"edges" : 2,

"effectively" : 1,

"experimental" : 1,

"explicit" : 1,

"face" : 1,

"far" : 1,

"good" : 1,

"important" : 1,

"information" : 2,

"interconnected" : 1,

"internetworking" : 1,

"investigated" : 2,

"key" : 1,

"life" : 1,

"links" : 1,

"make" : 1,

"missing" : 3,

"neighbors" : 2,

"networks" : 3,

"paper" : 1,

"play" : 1,

"potentially" : 1,

"precise" : 1,

"problem" : 2,

"propose" : 1,

"real" : 1,

"results" : 2,

"returns" : 2,

"role" : 2,

"settings" : 1,

"shows" : 1,

"social" : 4,

"specifying" : 1,

"state" : 1,

"unfortunately" : 1,

"useful" : 1,

"user" : 1,

"users" : 2

},

"title" : "Discovering Links among Social Networks"

}

}

}

For brevity, we cheated slightly in the above example and changed the nvalues

parameter the "jm:ngrams" function call to be [1] rather than the [1,2,3] shown in
the template. Otherwise 2-grams (e.g. "distinct social", "social networks",
"networks are") and, longer still, 3-grams (e.g. "distinct social networks",
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"social networks are", "networks are interconnected") would be added to
the already long list of n-grams.

The corpus totals are accumulated on the relation properties of a2 as specified
by the relation and relation_each_item templates in the templates parameter
of the transformation. The relation properties contain a number of system-controlled
metadata values, such as "id" and "uri", and so the user-controlled values are stored
with the key "value" and, in this example, the associated value is an object (although
any type of JSON value can be chosen to suit a particular problem setting). Below
we give an abbreviated listing of the relation properties of the output relation a2.

The output relation properties of a2, as viewed by the HTTP request:

GET /relations/a2

full=1

{

"relation": {

"description" : "...",

"generator" : "map",

"id" : "a2",

"mode" : "public",

"relation_ids" : ["a"],

"templates" : {...},

"type" : "relations",

"uri" : "...",

"value" : {

"corpus_N" : 443,

"corpus_dt" : {

"abbreviations" : 1,

"abilities" : 3,

"ability" : 19,

"able" : 36,

"abnormal" : 3,

...

"zippers" : 1,

"zones" : 1,

"zoo" : 1

},

"corpus_n" : {

"abbreviations" : 1,

"abilities" : 3,

"ability" : 22,

"able" : 44,

"abnormal" : 4,

...

"zippers" : 1,

"zones" : 1,

"zoo" : 1

}

}

}

}

Transformation 3 (a3 Ð a2). This map transformation uses the totals for corpus_n
and corpus_dt to normalise each item’s term counts and thus calculate the tf-idf
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score for each term in each paper as a weighted measure of how discriminating each
term is within the paper and across the set of all the submitted papers.

In the submission sifting workflow, profiles are intended to be matched against
other profiles and so the corpus statistics are stored in the relation properties again.
However, the corpus_n and corpus_dt values are recalculated after retaining only
the top, in this example, 100 highest tf-idf scoring terms for each paper and after
removing terms with tf-idf scores less than a threshold of, in this example, 0.01 ; this
recalculation would not be required if low scoring terms were not removed or if the
profile were not subsequently to be used in a match operation. The corpus_N relation
property value and the document_n value for each paper is also retained (unchanged)
for future use in profile matching.

POST /relations/a3/from/a2

generator=map

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": {},

"corpus_dt": {},

"corpus_N": "$.relations[0].corpus_N"

},

"item": {

"id": "$.items[0].id",

"title": "$.items[0].title",

"term":

["jm:restrict",

["jm:limit",

["jm:sort",

["jm:tfidf", // returns [[term,tfidf,n,tf,idf],...]

"$.items[0].term_n",

"$.items[0].document_n",

"$.relations[0].corpus_dt",

"$.relations[0].corpus_N"

],

{"index": 1} // 2nd elem. in [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

],

{"limit": 100} // only keep first 100 array elements

],

["jm:gt", "$.item[1]", 0.01] // discards if tdidf < 0.01

],

"document_n": "$.items[0].document_n"

},

"relation_each_item": {

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union", "$.relation.corpus_n",

// select every 1st and 3rd elements of [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

["jm:project", "$[*][0,2]", "$.item.term"]

],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment", "$.relation.corpus_dt",

// select every 1st element of [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

["jm:project", "$[*][0]", "$.item.term"]

]

}

}

An item from the output relation a3, as viewed by the HTTP request:
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GET /relations/a2/items/44

{

"item" : {

"44" : {

"document_n" : 81,

"id" : "44",

"term" : [

// "<term>", <tfidf>, <n>, <tf>, <idf>

["missing", 0.2144, 3, 0.0370, 5.7911],

["returns", 0.1923, 2, 0.0246, 7.7911],

["bridge", 0.1923, 2, 0.0246, 7.7911],

["investigated", 0.1597, 2, 0.0246, 6.4692],

["distinct", 0.1532, 2, 0.0246, 6.2062],

["social", 0.1512, 4, 0.0493, 3.0632],

["edge", 0.1429, 2, 0.0246, 5.7911],

["neighbors", 0.1285, 2, 0.0246, 5.2062],

...

["analysis", 0.0298, 1, 0.0123, 2.4161],

["approaches", 0.0294, 1, 0.0123, 2.3817],

["experimental", 0.0289, 1, 0.0123, 2.3482],

["real", 0.0200, 1, 0.0123, 1.6212],

["propose", 0.0161, 1, 0.0123, 1.3073]

],

"title" : "Discovering Links among Social Networks"

}

}

}

As well as obviously omitting many of the terms from the term array (and inserting
a comment to label the column headings) we have also post-edited the numbers for
brevity, truncating them after three decimal places. Even so, it can be seen that com-
monly used terms like “analysis”, “approaches” and “experimental” appear near the
bottom of the descending tf-idf sorted array of terms, whereas terms like “missing”,
“returns” and “bridge” are ranked as the most discriminating terms for this paper.
The fact that common (in this domain) terms have been retained suggests that the
threshold of 0.01 should be raised or that fewer than 100 terms should be kept.

C.2 Profiling Programme Committee (PC) Members

This part of the submission sifting workflow has already been described in abbrevi-
ated form in Section 4.4.3 (p.125) of Chapter 4. Here we present the full higher-order
templates parameters for each transformation but, for brevity, we do not include the
keywords processing outlined in our earlier presentation.

Three of the four transformations in the dataflow that computes the profiles of
PC members are almost identical to the three transformations we used to profile the
submitted papers above, differing only in the names of the relations and the origin
of the text to be compared. The input to the dataflow described in this section is not
the text to be profiled, as previously, but the URLs of the PC members’ DBLP author
pages. Consequently a fourth transformation precedes the three already described, in
order to fetch the HTML text to be profiled from the DBLP author page specified by
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each URL.

Transformation 4 (pc Ð CSV). A CSV file with rows, <pc_member_name>, <url>,
is loaded into JSONMatch to create a basic relation called pc, with pc_member_name

selected as the item id by "$[0]", in the following request.

POST /relations/pc/items

from=csv

id_path=$[0]

value=<text of PC csv file>

The items in the resultant relation have the following format, where the ids are gen-
erated automatically from the string at JSONPath "$[0]", converting the string to be
web-friendly and a legal JSON object key.

{

"item": {

<pc_member1_id>: [

<pc_member1_name>,

<pc_member1_url>

],

<pc_member2_id>: [

<pc_member2_name>,

<pc_member2_url>

],

...

<pc_memberM_id>: [

<pc_memberM_name>,

<pc_memberM_url>

]

}

}

An item from the output relation pc for the PC members of the ECML-PKDD 2012
conference, as viewed by the HTTP request:

GET /relations/pc/items/Ad_Feelders

{

"item": {

"Ad_Feelders": [

"Ad Feelders",

"http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/f/Feelders:Ad.html"

]

}

}

For the ECML-PKDD 2012 conference we did not use the DBLP author pages
directly, instead we opted to fetch them indirectly using a standalone web service
developed as part of SubSift. This web service extracts just the publication titles
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from the full HTML text of a DBLP author page and returns a plain text string with
one publication title per line. This is an optimisation to remove commonly occurring
terms like “Copyright” and “DBLP”, thereby reducing the quantity of text to be pro-
cessed in calculating profiles and matches. However, if the raw HTML were used
then the tf-idf weighting would assign low scores to such terms and they would not
contribute significantly (if at all in some cases) to the overall match scores. So, the
urls actually used were in the following format.

http://subsift.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/demo/dblp_extract?uri=<pc_member_url>

In constructing these urls the <pc_member_url> must be URL escaped in the
standard way (e.g. spaces are represented as %20, colon as %3A, and so on) so that,
for example, the above url for Ad Feelders is encoded as follows.

http%3A%2F%2Fdblp.uni-trier.de%2Fsearch%2Fauthor%3Fauthor%3DAd%2520Feelders

Transformation 5 (pc2 Ð pc). A map transformation now converts the array rep-
resenting each PC member in relation pc to an object with three key-value pairs in
relation pc2 using the HTTP request shown below.

POST /relations/pc2/from/pc

generator=map

templates={

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0][0]",

"url": "$.items[0][1]",

"text": ["jm:http_get", "$.items[0][1]"]

}

}

The third key-value pair, with key text, is assigned the HTML text fetched from
each PC member’s DBLP author page by embedded function jm:http_get, which
takes a url as its single argument.

An item from the output relation pc2, as viewed by the HTTP request:

GET /relations/pc3/from/pc2

{

"item": {

"Ad_Feelders": {

"name": "Ad Feelders",

"text": "<html><head><title>A. J. Feelders</title>...</html>",

"url": "http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/f/Feelders:Ad.html"

}

}

}
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Transformation 6 (pc3 Ð pc2). This transformation is almost identical Transfor-
mation 2 in profiling the submitted papers. Apart from having different input and
output relation names, the minor differences are that here we have name instead of
id, url instead of title, and there is no need to concatenate a title with the text

string before processing it.

POST /relations/pc3/from/pc2

generator=map

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": {}, // bag of term-n count pairs

"corpus_dt": {}, // bag of term-dt count pairs

"corpus_N": "$.arguments_size.[0]" // #items in relation a

},

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0].name",

"url": "$.items[0].url",

"term_n": ["jm:multiset", // term-n counts for document

["jm:include_words",

["jm:ngrams",

["jm:exclude_words",

["jm:split",

["jm:remove_html",

["jm:downcase", "$.items[0].text"]

],

{"minimum_length": 3, "maximum_length": 20,

"regex": "[\\W]"}

],

{"ignore_case": 0, "exclude": ["jm:stopwords"]}

],

{"nvalues": [1,2,3]} //1-grams, 2-grams, 3-grams

],

{"ignore_case": 0, "include": {}} //i.e. unrestricted!

]

],

// document_n is the total no. terms in this document

"document_n": ["jm:multiset_cardinality", "$.item.term_n"]

},

"relation_each_item": {

// update relation-level counter variables

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union", "$.relation.corpus_n",

"$.item.term_n"],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment", "$.relation.corpus_dt",

"$.item.term_n"]

}

}

The form of the output relation is identical to that from Transformation 2 except
for the key name differences already mentioned.

Transformation 7 (pc4 Ð pc3). This transformation is almost identical to Trans-
formation 3 in profiling the submitted papers. Again, two of the key names differ
but the remainder of the templates parameter is identical. Similarly, the form of the
output relation will be almost the same as for Transformation 3.
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POST /relations/pc4/from/pc3

generator=product

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": {},

"corpus_dt": {},

"corpus_N": "$.relations[0].corpus_N"

},

"item": {

"name": "$.items[0].name",

"url": "$.items[0].url",

"term":

["jm:restrict",

["jm:limit",

["jm:sort",

["jm:tfidf", // returns [[term,tfidf,n,tf,idf],...]

"$.items[0].term_n",

"$.items[0].document_n",

"$.relations[0].corpus_dt",

"$.relations[0].corpus_N"

],

{"index": 1} // 2nd elem. in [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

],

{"limit": 100} // only keep first 100 array elements

],

["jm:gt", "$.item[1]", 0.01] // discards if tdidf < 0.01

],

"document_n": "$.items[0].document_n"

},

"relation_each_item": {

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union", "$.relation.corpus_n",

// select every 1st and 3rd elements of [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

["jm:project", "$[*][0,2]", "$.item.term"]

],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_increment", "$.relation.corpus_dt",

// select every 1st element of [term,tfidf,n,tf,idf]

["jm:project", "$[*][0]", "$.item.term"]

]

}

}

C.3 Profile Matching

Transformation 8 (m Ð a3 ˆ pc4). The left and right branches of the dataflow
now come together in a match transformation using the product generator to process
pairs composed of an item from a3 and an item from pc4. The pairs are accessed in
the templates as $.items, referring to $.items[0] and $.items[1] as the item from
a3 and pc4 respectively.

POST /relations/m/from/a3/pc4

generator=product

templates={

"relation": {

"corpus_n": ["jm:multiset_union",
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"$.relations[0].corpus_n",

"$.relations[1].corpus_n"

],

"corpus_dt": ["jm:multiset_union",

"$.relations[0].corpus_dt",

"$.relations[1].corpus_dt"

]

},

"item": {

"title": "$.items[0].title",

"id": "$.items[0].id",

"name": "$.items[1].name",

"url": "$.items[1].url",

"items": "$.items[*].term",

"matches":

["jm:cosine",

["jm:tfidf",

["jm:object", ["jm:project", "$[*][0,2]", "$.items[0].term"]],

"$.items[0].document_n",

"$.relation.corpus_dt",

"$.relation.corpus_n"

],

["jm:tfidf",

["jm:object", ["jm:project", "$[*][0,2]", "$.items[1].term"]],

"$.items[1].document_n",

"$.relation.corpus_dt",

"$.relation.corpus_n"

]

]

}

}

As a product transformation the number of items in the output relation can be
large. For example, the 311 accepted ECML-PKDD papers and 125 PC members
produces 38,875 output items. The number of items in the output relation m can be
accessed, including during the transformation to monitor progress of large calcula-
tions, using the following query.

GET /relations/m/count

{

"count" : 38875

}

Ranges of items in a relation can be accessed by adding a REST parameter count
to specific the number of items and page to specify which “page” to start at, where
the page size is count (the default is 10). When both are set to 1 then items can
be accessed individually. Alternatively, individual items can be accessed by their
identifier. To view the list of all identifiers in a relation, the index method can be
used as follows.

GET /relations/m/index
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{

"id" : [

"100_x_Ad_Feelders",

"100_x_Aditya_Menon",

"100_x_Albert_Bifet",

...

"100_x_Zhi-Hua_Zhou",

"101_x_Ad_Feelders",

"101_x_Aditya_Menon",

"101_x_Albert_Bifet",

...

"101_x_Zhi-Hua_Zhou",

"102_x_Ad_Feelders",

"102_x_Aditya_Menon",

"102_x_Albert_Bifet",

...

}

To suit our submission sifting use case we have included a lot of metadata in
each item of m , for example every item includes the full ranked list of term-tfidf
pairs (i.e. the profile) for the PC member and the paper being compared and so each
PC member’s profile will be repeated 125 times and each paper’s 311 times in our
earlier example. This is inefficient in terms of storage but can be efficient if the data in
the “individual” item contains all the data for a particular query in a web application.
In database terminology, this is a materialised view of the data customised for a
particular application. However, if an application does not require such data at speed
then it could be omitted from m and accessed by a separate query to profile relations
instead.

An example of a item, 102_x_Ad_Feelders, in the output relation m is shown
below. The id 102_x_Ad_Feelders was constructed automatically from the ids of
the pair of input items, by joining them with "_x_".

GET /relations/m/items/102_x_Ad_Feelders

{

"item" : {

"102_x_Ad_Feelders" : {

"id" : "102",

"items" : [

[

// a3: "<term>", <tfidf>, <n>, <tf>, <idf>

["quantitative", 0.1688, 4, 0.0242, 6.9657],

["rule", 0.1610, 7, 0.0424, 3.7958],

["attributes", 0.1504, 5, 0.0303, 4.9657],

...

["performance", 0.0104, 1, 0.0060, 1.7178]

],

[

// pc4: "<term>", <tfidf>, <n>, <tf>, <idf>

["monotonicity", 0.1281, 4, 0.0191, 6.6958],

["monotone", 0.1070, 5, 0.0239, 4.4734],

["influences", 0.1045, 3, 0.0143, 7.2807],

...

["discovering", 0.0100, 1, 0.0047, 2.0909]
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]

],

"matches" : [

0.2966, // cosine similarity score

[

// "<term>", <contribution>

["classification", 48],

["mining", 40],

["bayesian", 20],

["classifiers", 10],

["model", 6],

["parameter", 4],

["categorical", 3],

["models", 3],

["prior", 2],

["association", 2],

["subgroup", 1],

["naive", 1]

]

],

"name" : "Ad Feelders",

"title" : "A Bayesian approach for classification rule ...",

"url" : "http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/f/Feelders:Ad.html"

}

}

}

The first element of the array items in the above is the profile data for the paper and
the second item is the profile data () for the PC member. These profile data are based
on statistics calculated over the combined vocabulary (set of terms) from both papers
and PC members (which will be different to the statistics calculated separately for
the input profiles where only one vocabulary is used). The most important part of
the output is the matches pair of cosine similarity score ( 0.2966 ) and the following
ranked list of contributing terms, each with a figure indicating their contribution to
the overall score (the highest being "classification" with a contribution of 48 out
of 140 (i.e. out of 48`40`20`10`6`4`3`3`2`2`1`1 ).

C.4 Bid Initialisation

Transformation 9 (bids Ð m). The final transformation computes a relation in
which every item consists of just the PC member name, the paper id, and an initial
bid of 0-3 which is calculated by thresholding the cosine similarity score according
to manually chosen thresholds.

POST /relations/bids/from/m

generator=map

templates={

"item": [

"$.items[0].name",

"$.items[0].id",

// bid 3 (eager), 2 (willing), 1 (at a pinch) and 0 (no bid)
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["jm:if", ["jm:gt", "$.items[0].matches[0]", 0.2], 3,

["jm:if", ["jm:gt", "$.items[0].matches[0]", 0.1], 2,

["jm:if", ["jm:gt", "$.items[0].matches[0]", 0.05], 1,

0

]

]

]

]

}

The output relation is intended to be downloaded as CSV by an HTTP GET query
/relations/bids/items.csv for subsequent upload into a conference management
system.
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